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Hundreds of native peoples are found in South America. They range 

from simple foraging groups like the Yahgan, who lack agriculture, tothe 

complex theocratic civilizat ion of the Inca. They also provide interest-
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ing case studies of warfare, religion, shamanism and sex antagonism. 

This reader brings together outstanding contributions in cultural 

anthropology, archaeology, physical anthropology and linguistics. They 

were chosen for their coverage of diverse aspects of South American 

native life and for their important theoretical approaches. Of special 

interest to South P.mericanists is the inclusion of hard-to-find material 

and six original articles lthose by Siskind, Gregor, Da Matta, Sorensen, 

Tavener and Saloman). 

Daniel R. Gross received his doctorate in anthropology from Colum

bia University in 1970. He spent three years doing field research in 

· Brazil. His major interests have been traditiqnal society, religion and 

socioeconomic change in the arid northeastern region. More recently 

he has carried out a preliminary study of the ecological adaptation of 

the western Gavióes, a tropica l forest tribe. in northern Brazil. He 

is now teaching at Hunter College of The City Uni.versity of New York: 
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lntroduction to Late Pleistocene Environments and Early Man 
in South A merica 

To understand how cultures have adapted to different areas of 
the world it is necessary to know something about the environments 
of those areas. The student studying a particular people should 
always begin by examining the main features of the natural environ
ment in wbich they live. In South America this is easily accom
plished by consulting any of a number of geographical works such 
as freston Jª°1es ( 1952.). But an understanding of how the earliest 
migrants to South America lived requires us to know about en
vironments that no longer exist. 

Fortunately a number of scholars in different disciplines are at
tempting to reconstruct the environments that existed in South 
America at the end of the Pleistocene, the dawn of human habita- , 
tion. A recerit attempt by James J. Hester is .reprinted here. On 
the sam·e topic, anyone concemed with the reconstruction of pre
historic life in South America should consult F;gr.l:JI. MaJJ.Jn •. lhe 
l-f_elt!_ World by Ke .. nneth Macg~:r\~an and· Joseph A. Hester, Jr. 
(1962). 

Hester had most of bis training at U.C.L.A. where he earned 
bis Ph.D. degree in anthropology in 1954. He has since taught 
at a number of institutions in California including Occidental and 
Stanford. He is presently teaching at San Jose State College. 



l. LATE PLEISTOCENE ENVlRONMENTS 
AND EARLY MAN IN SOUTH AMERICA * 

JAMES J. HESTER 

Any consideration of the early human population of South America 
must take into account the unique geography of that continent. 
The geography of South America is quite different from that of 
North America. This difference conditions our thinking with re
spect to the entire subject of early human migrations in the New 
World as the specific geographic features served as corridors or 
barriers to migration and influenced the climate. Therefore, our 
initial inquiries into South American geography will be structured 
in terms of this contrast. 

The majoL.J;20IÜ.º1! .. oj_the SQ.uth Amerjca11 ,land mass is locat~ 
~e equator,_b~t~n 1 Oº north latitud~outh latitude. 
This is in contrast to North America where the largest land mass 
is located between 30º and 70º north latitude. The approximate 
median latitude for South America is 1 Oº south latitude whereas 
that for North America is 50° north latitude, 40º closer to the 
pole. 

A second physiographic feature of South America is the nearly 
coqtinuous range of monntains extendiRg fwm CQlombia.-to...IieJ;r.a 
de1 Fnegq. This mountain chain infiuences the vegetal communities 
so that they trend in a North-South direction with their altitudinal 
limits being high near the equator and steadily lowering toward 
the more southerly latitudes. These vegetal zones as they occur 
today were mapped by A,nd~.r.son et al.:.. í19i8~--P·...21) . This north
~ orlentatiou of yegetaJ ZOJJes is not duplicated in North Amer
ica with the exception of the Sierra Nevada and Rock:y Mountains. 

Reprinted by permission of the author and publisher from the American 
N aturalist Vol. 100 (1966) , No. 914, pp. 377-88. 

* Presented at a symposium, ''Reconstructions of Past Biological Environ
ments, Part I," sponsored by the American Society of Naturalists, and ~eld in 
Berkeley, California, December 27, 1965, as part of the A.A.A.S. meetings. 
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In areas removed from these mountain ranges, the North American 
vegetal communities are much more infiuenced by latitude. 

South American climate is also conditioned by the fact that .tbv 
southem hemisphere containL .QiUch more water than land. Tht! 
fileate_r ..absorption -Of.J!.eat in summ.!t_ a9d its_tadiation in win_ter 
py J. waier body, a~ CQJltr~te1Lwj.Jh a land mass, results iA.-an 
oceanic climate characterized by...cooler summers and warm~r_win
t~rs, The net result of this factor is that by latitude South America 
has a smaller range of . ..temperature extremes than does North 
Ame rica. 

Another major feature of the geography concems the relative 
importance of the exposure of portions of the continental shelf 
during glacial periods. The most striking aspect of this exposure 
was the width of tQ.e Argentine.sp~_which during periods of ,!llJlxi-: 
mum low sea level nearly doubled the_s_oufh American_land iµass. 
south of 40° south latitude, 

The major result of the combination of these geographic factors 
was the limiting of continental glaciation, a factor in strong contrast 
to the Pleistocene record for North America (Donn, Farrand, and 
Ewing, 1962). However, before we examine the data concerning 
the past climate of South America in detall, we shall consider more 
fully the factors already mentioned. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ANDEAN RANGE 

The majority 2f alJ land Qot ip th~ @d~ap Chªin lie.s.J~IDY. 
SQ.Q.. wet~rs: in ele.'lati.o.t;l .. Due to the equatorial position of most 
of this land, it is assumed that even during the glacial maximum 
much of the area of Venezuela, Brazil, and the Guianas, would 
not have been particularly favorable for human occupation. On 
the other hand, ~arl~ human mu~n1JJ.t§, e.gte¡in.,g South AmmQ..\>j. 
~y of .the Andes ~y could.-have.follo.wed_the,.saip~ en_yir_onmen
tal zone for severa! th011sand nyl~._T!!e§e_early. migrants.practiced 
a big ~ame hunting-economy with the animals hunte.d being..adapted. 
to specific_y_e¡etru. zqµes. Jbeir b11ntets,..w~uldJiave exploited these 
_gagie he_rds wherever J hey V{.ere foyn_d and-thus would have fol
lowed these zones to the southem end of the continent. On the 
other hand,-a~ mo~eni:ent of- only 100 miles or so to the east or 
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west would have forced the hunters to enter quite different environ
mental zones and to change their economy. 

THE OCEANIC CLIMATE 

Temperature gradients have been computed for a land mass cor
responding to that of N orth America ( 105 º east longitude, through 
central Asia), for a land mass similar to South America ( 130° 
east longitude), and for the Southem Hemisphere Ocean (Van 
Loon, 1966, Fig. 9). These gradients demonstrate that South 
Am5'Iica..J.Q.Q~possesses a continental climate only as_far south 

- • ~- - --- - :--·"-- ........ -11W' ,,,,....... 

~ 30º south latitud~ at which po1nt it r<!Pidly chang~s to a more 
moderate oceanic climate (Fig. 1). This shift actually results~iñ 

Oº· -~~__.~_,_---1.~-'--'-~.L--L__j~ll.ll-__J 
-100 -90 -4lO -70 -60 -50 -40 -'-30 . -20 -10 o 10 

TEMPERATURE RANGE lWINTER-SUMMERl IN DEGREES F 

FIG. 1. Comparison of modera temperature gradients for a land 
mass corresponding to that of North America ( 105° east longitude), 
f or a land mass corresponding to that of South America ( 130° east 
longitude), and f or the Southern Hemisphere Ocean ( after Van Loon, 
1966, Fig. 9). Dotted Iine shows a hypothetical temperature gradient 
for South America ca. 20,000 years ago during the glacial maximum. 

reversa! of the normal temperature gradient with temperatures less 
variable between 40º and 60° south Iatitude than they are at 30°. 
One result of this factor would appear to be that the more southerly 
latitudes in South America had a warm.er climate through time 
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than the same latitudes in North America. A second result is that 
the reverse temperature gradient contributes to the southerly exten
sion of vegetal zones, normally ( on larger land masses) present 
closer to the equator. 

THE CONTINENTAL SHELF 

Soundings of the sea floor taken recently off the coast of Argen
tina indicate the presence of a series of former beaches at various 
depths. The depths of these beaches below modero sea leve! and 
their ª$e as determined by radiocarbon analysis of shells from cores 
taken from these beaches (Fray and Ewing, 1963) are~ follows: 

Depth of beach below 
sea leve! 

More than 80 fathoms 
80 fathoms 
30 to 40 fathbms 
65 fathoms 

Radiocarbon age 1n years . 
before present 

35,000 
18,700 
15,000 
11,000 

Continuous soundfugs by the :Lamont Ooservatory vessel 
"Yema" indicate that the Falkland Islands are connected to the 
continental shelf · at a depth of 80 fathoms below modem sea level. 
(Grinnell, unpublished). With the drop in sea Ievel recorded be
tween 35,000 and 18,700 years ago, a land bridge would have 
coµnected the Falkland Islands to the mainland. This land. bridge 
could have made possible the occupation of the Falkland Islands 
by prehistoric man during this interval. An additional feature re
sulting from the presence of the exposed continental shelf would 
be its effect as a land mass on the climate. The continental shelf 
at its maximum exposure doubled the land mass south of 40° south 
latitude. The presence of a greater land mass should have con
tributed to an increasing continentality of the climate, i.e.; colder 
winters and warmer summers than at present. The effect of this 
feature on the temperature gradient ca. 20,000 years ago at the 
height of the late Wisconsin glacial maximum has been illustrated 
in a hypothetical curve in Fig. l. This graph is only plotted to 
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show the inferred direction of change of the temperature gradient. 
No statement of tbe amount of this cbange is implied. 

Raised beaches reported along Beagle channel and otber parts 
of Tierra del Fuego are now believed to be of tectonic origin rather 
tban indicative of former high stands of sea level. Unfortunately, 
these beacbes are not yet dated by radiocarbon (Urien, 1965). 
The fact that sorne have associated artifacts suggests they may be 
more recent than the submerged beaches reported by Fray and 
Ewing. 

PALEO CLIMATE 

Data concerning the past climate of South America are not avail
able from many areas. However, excellent studies of fossil pollen 
and other climatic data are known from the Savanna de Bogata, 
Ecuador (Van der Hammen and Gonzalez, 1960), and from south
ern Chile and Tierra del Fuego (Heusser, 1965; Aüer, 1956, 1958, 
1959). Additional limited pollen studies include researches in 
British Guiana (Van der Hammen, 1965), the Orinoco Delta 
(Muller, 1959), and the Argentine Shelf (Groot, 1964). The most 
outstanding feature of these studies ( even though they are few in 
number and represent only a small fraction of the continent) is 
that they suggest climatic shifts in South America were synchronous 
with sorne of those known from the late Wisconsin of North Amer
ica (Flint, 1963 ; Hafsten, 1961 ) . Graphs of fluctuations in South 
American pollen species are presented by Aüer (1958) and Van 
der Hammen and Gonzalez ( 1960). Climatic inferences by Heus
ser (1965) based on similar pollen data are summarized below: 

Zone 1 16,000- 12,000 B.P. cool and wet 
Zone 2 12, 000-11, 000 drier and warmer 
Zone 3 11,000-10,000 cooler and wetter 
Zone 4 10,000-8,500 cool but warmer later 

becoming wetter 
Zone 5 8,500- 6,500 warmer and drier 
Zone 6 6,500-4,500 cooler and wetter , 
Zone 7 4,500-2,500 cool but warmer, not as wet 
Zone 8 2,500- present wetter, cooler in recent 

centuries 
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Corroborative data concerning past climatic ftuctuations are pro
vided by f ossils present in deep sea cores collected throughout the 
southem ocean. Species of radiolaria found in these cores may 
be divided into types typical of a cold water environment and types 
preferring a warm water environment. Graphs of fluctuations in 
the distribution of these species through time (Hays, 1965, Figs. 
33, 34, 35) may be correlated with graphs obtained from land 
based pallen studies. In addition, plots of the quantity of calcium 
carbonate in these deep sea cores record nearly identical fluctua
tions to those plotted from warm water radiolaria (Hays, 1965, 
Fig. 28). Additional substantiation of these climatic ftuctuations 
are provided by the diatoms (Donahue, 1965, p. 103) and ice · 
rafted detritus ( Conolly and Ewing, 1965) from deep sea cores 
in the same area. 

Perhaps of most importance to this study is the fact that a pole
ward migration of species of warm water radiolaria, radiocarbon 
dated at 6,000 and 6, 700 years ago, suggests a two degree south
ward shift at that time of the Antarctic Convergence ( the line 
where waters circulating around the south pole meet the subtropical 
currents). This fact may be inferred from the modem southem 
limit of these radiolaria species which is almost identical to the 
latitudinal position of the Antarctic Convergence. This southem 
displacement of the convergenee would have resulted in .a W3f.Dlel 
~mate in the fintare.ti<; Jslands 6,000 .. to 8,000 y;ears ago than. 
t.9day, as the antarctic storm tracks are closely correlated with the 
position of the convergence (Van Loon, 1966, F1g. 8) .. F.tom.. a 
~limati9 §tandpoint, the Antarctic lslands may have been habitable 
at that time. However, occupation~of these island§_w.o.YM.. h!YeJe: 
quired the use of boats, a cultural traiCnot~yet <Jemonstta.ted QY. 
fu.e arch~logical ecord. 1 

A final climatic feature is the record of Pleistocene glaciation. 
Most of the available information is summarized by Patterson (in 
preparation) as follows: "In the northwestem part of South 
America-the area which now comprises the countries of Venezu
ela, Colombia, Ecuador and northern Peru-there were numerous 
cirque and small piedmont glaciers in regions with elevations 
greater than 3,300-3,800 meters above sea level; these glaciers 
were isolated from one another by vast areas at slightly lower eleva
tions. The glaciers coalesced in the high mountain ranges of central 
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Pero, so that there was a large continuous glacler varyl!!g in eleva
t!.<2..1!J.rQID _3_i~O tp 4,000 ~eters above sea level which extended 
!!º11! .Gajabaml?_a. ( 8 ° S. lat.) - to the Cor4illera de H uanzo_ ( 15 º 
.§. 19t.). Less extensjye piedmont glaciers-occurred in the .mQUntfil_n 
\ ª !!&eJ ,.loñiiín~- iiíé Co~dillera Oriental from~ north_of Cuzco to 
the eastem shores o_f Lake Titicaca._ TJl~ high plateau of BoliYia, 
n9rthern Chile, and northwestem Argentina was largely unglafi:. 
(\ted, except for isolated peaks .... an,4...!_l!!!ll _m.ountain- ranges with 

. el~vations greater than 4,600-5,200. meters above sea level. Glacia
tis>n re~peared in the_ mountains along the border b.ellV.e.en_Cbile 

....._ --·--
@.d_Argentin.a;_~_ ice coalesced about 30° S. lat. at elevations 
of....,3,100.-3,500 meters above sea level and extended southwarJi 
algng...:the- Andes !o_ Ti~r_a d~l ~ego~- ... " According to Van 
der Hammen and Gonzalez (1960) and Aüer (1958, Appendix 
1), the vertical displacement of the snow fine and _vegetal_zones 
<lYii!l.&J..~cial maximum .. was..l ,200 to •. l ,3-00 ~eters,....Utilizing 
these data I have attempted to plot the limits of the Wisconsin 
maximum glaciation for South America. In addition, although rela
tively little data are available, I have also attempted to plot the 
vegetation zones for the same time period, ·ca. 20,000 years ago 
(Fig. 2). Sources consulted include Van der Hammen and Gon
zalez (1960) for Ecuador, Van der Hammen (1965) and Muller 
(1959) for the Guianas, and Aüer (1958) and Heusser (1965) 
f or Tierra del Fuego. The plotting of these zones also takes in to 
account the high quantity of Ephedra pollen in sediments fropi 
the Argentine Basin (Groot et al., 1965), a factor which is inter
preted as indicating a rainshadow desert in northwest Argentina. 
Using as a primary determinant the 1,200 to 1,300 meter lowering 
of the modera limits of each vegetal zone, 1 have constmcted a 
hypothetical map (Fig. 2) which gives us one parameter as a basis 
for understanding of the prehistoric habitation of South America. 
The rationale for the construction of this map is a simple logical 
construct, i.e., the map is based on a 1,200 to 1,300 meter lowering 
of the modero vegetal zones. The major determinant of specific 
zones is thus elevation, a factor which led to the plotting of co
niferous and deciduous forests on the Guiana and Brazilian high
lands. Underlying this mapping is the assumption that these latter 
zones have been pinched off the tops of these highlands by post
glacial warming. 

80 70 
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FIG. 2. Hypothetical map illusttating glaciation and vegetal :rones 
in South America ca. 20,000 years ago. The outline of the modem 
continent is shown as a heavy black line. The dotted line is the shore
line during the glacial maximum. 
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lt should be pointed out that this methodology is based on the 
results of the glacial age climatic change, the lowering of the vegetal 
zones being the combined effect of changes in temperature and 
rainfall. This method thus stands in contrast to that employed by 
Patterson wherein he seeks to explain these changes by the con
struction of a theoretical climatic model. The model proposed here 
is geographic in nature. The plotting of vegetal zones, based pri
marily on elevation, is a method which ignores diff erential changes 
due to local variations in temperature and rainfall ( details of which 
are only available for a few specific areas). Theref ore, there is 
no doubt that the resultant map is inaccurate, or to put it another 
way, is more accurate in sorne areas than others. However, my 
intent has been to construct a map which would serve to delineate 
the direction of environmental change, a map which could then 
be of use in understanding prehistoric man's population of the con
tinent. In this respect it is of interest to note that the downward 
displacement of the vegetal zones along the Andean range during 
the Wisconsin glacial maximum did not appreciably increase the 
width of these zones north of 30° south latitude. lt is only in the 
regio~ south-º.U.hls line that tJiese egetaLzones increase in width. 
Olle "-Sult of..thi.s..fact~that the r:egion between 30° and 50° south 
latiwde featured the_ largest areas of tundm...ancLcokLstepJ2.LOU 
the continent.-Therefo.r_e,-1his area would have been favorable to -the hunting_Qf the faunas typical of these zones. Anoth~_geo-
~~bicleatur~ tb,at_much-of. the area avaUable_to..lluman habi
tation south of 30º outb.latitude was the expose..P_f_ontinental shelf. --This region was leve! and sandy ( Grinnell, unpublished), and the 
coast line may have featured numerous lagoons of the type now 
known from the Texas Coast (Emery, 1965). The climate of the 
continental shelf was probably very dry, as the area is today. The 
exposure of the continental shelf along the coast of Argentina 
would have also affected the position and direction of the oceanic 
currents, a subject beyond the scope of this paper. 

.Another..ieature Qf tbi~¿p.rj.tlnt landscape ..FªS ~ presence of 
J1!li;y..ero.us.Jake Q.asins. These lake basins have been noted along 
the~e .... Andean chain from Yenezuela to Chile and are especially -
f(equent~on~the Bolivian Plateé!\! (Royo y Gomez, 1956; Sievers, 
1914). Another important area of lakes not mentioned heretofore 
(to my knowledge) is Tierra del Fuego. ~ number_ of the valleys -
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in Tierra de! Fuego now flood.td by the sea, such a& the Strait 
of Magellan,_wotJld have been ... altered into lake basins which col
lected rainfall runoff with the lowerin~of sea ley el ~auring glacial 
periods. AnAarea featuring such lakes, especially .if they overfiowed 
fiushing out the residual salts, might have been a suitabJe environ
:rp.ent for early man and his prey animals. 

EARLY HUMAN HABITATION 

The archaeology of the early sites in South America is poorly 
known. The reason f or this is that scientists ha ve only recently 
begun to classify the data through systematic typological and chron
ological studies. At this writing, although more than 50 sites are 
considered to belong to early cultures, only a half dozen have been 
dated by radiocarbon analysis. lnitial attempts to group these early 
sites into a continent-wide chronology are those of Lanning and 
Hammel ( 1961 ) , and Lanning ( 1965). In these chronologies, 
the earliest level, the "Andean Biface Horizon," is dated by radio
carbon at approximately 10,000 to 11,000 years ago. Another 
chronology has been proposed by Krieger ( 1964) in which he 
groups sites into three stages based on typological considerations. 
His stages are: "Preprojectile Point" ( which might more appropri
ately have been termed non-projectile), "Paleo Indian," and "Proto 
Archaic." A serious discrepancy exists between these chronologies, 
as the earliest levels in the chronologies proposed by Lanning and 
Hammel are assigned by Krieger to bis latest period, the "Proto 
Archaic." At this time it seems futile to attempt to bring order 
into this situation through comparative typological studies. What 
is needed is a large-scale program of dating of these assemblages 
by radiocarbon. It is only after the application of such an inde
pendent method of analysis that we will be able to determine 
whether or not those assemblages without projectile points should 
be assigned to the earliest time horizon. Another independent ex
amination consists of comparing the geographical and elevational 
position of each of these sites with our evidence for the position 
of late Pleistocene climatic zones and ice sheets (Fig. 3). It is 
obvious from this comparison that many of these sites are located 
in positions which could not have been occupied until after the 
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FIG. 3. Map illustrating correlation between early human sites in 
South America and Pleistocene glaciation. Dots-"Early Lithic" sites 
according to Lanning and Hammel (1961, Fig. 1); circles and ovals 
- "Preprojectile Point" si tes listed by Krieger ( 1964) ; dots within cir· 
cles-sites listed by Lanning and Hamm.el as "Early Lithic" and Krieger 
as "Preprojectile Point." Note number of si tes in areas covered with 
ice or tundra vegetation during the glacial maximwa 
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withdrawal of the ice 11,000 years ago. The only other possible 
explanation would be that these sites were occupied during an inter
glacial period and would thus be greater than 25,000 years of age. 
So far not one radiocarbon date supports such a viewpoint. 

Although most of this evidence suggests that early II}an.J?JQbahly 
o~_fil'i~ South.. America during. the post-glacial period, the 
"Preprojectile Point" sites in Argentina (Fig. 3) r~main...as possible 
erideru;es oLglacial age man in_s.Q.uth_Americft. These sites are 
undated, they are in an area that was not glaciated, and they pos
sess artifact types which could be very ancient. 

It is also of interest to note that the occupation of Fell's and 
Palli Aike Caves (Bird, 193 8) occurred almost im.mediately after 
Tierra del Fuego was deglaciated, suggesting that _y.m;Ly man W.a$ 

moving in dir-ect response to glacial advances and retreats. Prehis
toric migrations within South America during the late Pleistocene 
appear to have been little hampered by glaciation, with the excep
tion of direct east-west movement across the Andes. In fact, the 
local topography and climatic zones favored north to south' popula
tion movement ( on both sides of the Andes) as soon as the con
tinent was first occupied, a feature recognized by Sauer ( 1944, 
Map 2) and Lothrop ( 1961 ) . Such north-south migrations would 
have involved little change in environment as contrasted with east
west movements. There is little evidence today to alter Sauer's map 
of the migration routes used by the earliest inhabitants of South 
America. However, a specific understanding of this occupation and 
its chronology is dependent upon more precise identification of 
the area occupied by each of the Late Pleistocene ice lobes and 
the radiocarbon dating of the occupation sites. 

SUMMARY 

The early human gccµpatiQILof South America was-favored by 
~n unusu.aL.se.t ... oL geoJogical and_ .climatic f actors which channeled 
P.opulation rpovements in a north to south direction. Because of 
the exposure of the continental shelf and the ameliorating effect 
of the oceanic climate, the area between 30° and 50º south latitude 
may have featured favorable environmental zones for human habi
tation. Theref ore, it is no accident that the earliest dated cultures 
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are known from the southern end of the continent. Tbis factor 
is a logical result of the climatic and geographic factors influencing 
human migrations in South America, influences which may have 
resulted in this north to south migration requiring only a brief 
span of time. The exact chronology of this migration is inade
quately known. However, comparison of the geographical location 
of the early sites with the presumed location of the late Pleistocene 
ice masses suggests that a majority of these sites are of post-glacial 
age. The presence of any sites of glacial age is yet to be demon
strated. lntroduction to Archaism and Revival on the South Coast of 

Peru 

One of the problems confronting archeologists is the proper dating 
of cultural material obtained in field research. There are many 
methods in use including so-called "absolute" techniques like radio
carbon and dendrochronology, and "relative" techniques like stra
tigraphy and seriation. But even when such material is precisely 
located in time, further problems in interpretation may remain. 
One of these is the possibility that certain items, e.g. ceramic pieces, 
may be stylistic anachronisms. In other words their manufacture 
may be of one period, yet their style imitative of sorne earlier pe
riod. To give a contemporary example, how might an archeologist 
of the future interpret the long skirts, epaulettes, and wide-lapelled 
suits which are enjoying a reviva! in the clothing fashions of today? 
Would he conclude that bis site had been disturbed? Or that the 
people who used these items were dressing in their grandparents' 
clothing? Or could he conclude, as 11enzel has here, that such 
items are in fact archaisms and as such are significant in under
standing the lives of those who made use of them? 

Anthropological archeologists are no longer content to excavate 
and classify the "treasures" of dead civilizations. More than ever 
archeology belongs to the discipline of anthropology because its 
practitioners like Menzel are concerned to use archeological data 
to reconstruct the behavior pattems of extinct peoples ( cf. Deetz 
1967). Readers who would like to pursue the subject of Peruvian 
archaeology should consult Rowe and Menz.el (1967), Lanning 
(1967), Bennett and Bird (1964) and Mason (1968). 
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Dorothy Menzel has a great deal of experience in Andean arche
ology. She holds a Ph.D. degree from the University of California 
at Berkeley and presently holds posts at the Lowie Museum of 
Anthropology and the Institute of Andean Studies. 

2. ARCHAISM AND REVIVAL ON THE 
SOUTH COAST OF PERU 

DOROTHY MENZEL 

Recent studies of late prehistoric pottery styles of the South Coast 
of Peru have brought to our attention sorne examples of cultural 
archaism, phenornena which are of considerable theoretical interest 
to archaeologists and students of culture change. brchaism is de
fined as the deliberate a_ttempt by-ª !a ter people W.. imitate or xevive 
f.e.a.tures ·of cultur_e of an earlier period. Such attempts may differ 
widely in motivation and in their general effect on the respective 
cultural features in question. Present studies have revealed at least 
two examples of archaism which show marked differences in kind. 

Art historians have noted the existence of archaistic and reviv
alistic movements in so many instances in the Old World that one 
gets the irnpression that the phenomenon is not an unusual one. 
Sorne of the best-known examples are those of Neo-Babylonian 
Mesopotamia and Saite Egypt in the sixth century B.c., a period 
in which art styles and religious ideas of sorne 2000 to 1300 years 
earlier were revived. Another well-known example is that of the 
Hellenistic period in the Mediterranean, in the first century B.c., 
during which there was an archaistic taste among art collectors 
leading to the imitation of sixth and fifth century Greek art. During 
the Ming dynasty in China in the fifteenth century A.o., after a 
period of Mongol rule, there was an attempt at revivals of bronze 
art of the Chou and T'ang dynasties, respectively 2000 and 800 
years earlier. However, such archaistic revivals are not necessarily 
confined to art styles, or to only one aspect of culture. The Renais
sance in Europe was in part an archaistic movement on an immense 
scale, affecting first art and literature, then philosophy and science, 
and finally even political theory. Although these phenomena are 

Reprinted by permission of the author and editor from Men and Cultures, 
edited by Anthony F. C. Wallace, pp. 595- 600. Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1960. 
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known and have to be studied mainly from archaeological material, 
archaeologists have paid Iittle attention except as they furnish one 
more dating problem. It is time that we started looking at them 
as problems in culture history as well. 

One of the places in the New World where examples of archaism 
are most striking is prehistoric Peru. As early as 1925, A. L. 
Kroeber recognized the fact that th_e Late Chimu style of the ~or!:Q. 
c;oast of Peru revived many features of the earlier Moche style, 
a!ter a period during which forejgn_jnfluences had_v_kt~al!~d 
QYt the local tFattition. In the recent studies of South Coast pottery 
styles of the later periods, it has been possible to study several 
examples of archaism in very close detall. 

One type of archaism present in the late styles of the lea valley 
is a form of antiquarianism involving the collection and imitation 
of antiques. lt had a particular vogue during the period of the 
Inca occupation in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, 
but the phenomenon is known from much earlier times on the 
South Coast as well. The earliest evidence of a taste for the antique 
has been reported by Lawrence E. Dawson for the later phases 
of the Nazca styles of about the eighth or ninth centuries A.o. 
Sorne 400 years later, anti que specimens appear in burials of the 
Chulpaca style of the Late Intermediate period. Two burials with 
pottery of this style in the Museum of Anthropology at Berkeley 
contained also one Nazca vessel each. The Nazca specimens are 
definitely ancient pieces and not later imitations, and the Nazca 
style bad no traceable influence on the styles of the Late Intermedi
ate period. It is interesting that no attention is paid to the Nazca 
style in the ar~haizing activities of later periods. The taste of later 
collectors seems to have run exclusively to Epigonal and Chulpaca 
art which developed from a tradition foreign to the South Coast. 

The lnca-period vogue of antiquarianism which revives post
Tiahuanacoid styles first appears at a time just preceding the Inca 
conquest of the area. A grave-lot of this period (Late Soniche) 
included one jar, in the Epigonal style of about 300-400 years 
earlier, which is so authentic that it is presumably another reus.ed 
ancient specin1en. Subsequently, during the Inca occupation, col
lectors' items and later imitations of Epigonal and Chulpaca pottery 
represent six percent of the pottery found in burials of that time. 
While one or two vessels may be reused ancient specimens, the 
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maj~rity of the specimens are copies of ancient prototypes with 
varying degrees. of fait~lness. In most cases elements in shape 
fe~tures and des1gn tecbruques betray the later origin of the vessels. 
W1th the end of Inca administrative control in the sixteenth century 
carne an abrupt change in the local style, and the antiquarianism 
of the Inca period largely seems to have gone out of fashion. 

The antiquarianism just described has in common with the ex
amples from the Old World cited earlier that it r5?.Yives ...§.tylistic 
ele~Sfnts of much earlier times not in the memory of thos.e living. 
An i~tere?t. in. the antique is traditional in this area. It probably 
~ad 1~s ong¡n in th.e occasional accidental discoveries by the later 
11~hab1tants of earher specimens, perhaps uncovered through the 
~sturba?ce of earlier burials by natural or human agencies. Such 
d1scovenes must have been made at all times, but the antiques 
clearly proved of greater attraction in sorne periods than in others. 
Imit~tions, in particular, seem to be confined to certain periods. 
An important distinction of this type of antiquarianism in the lea 
valley is that it <loes not aff ect the contemporaneous style as a 
whole but is restricted to isolated specimens. 

A second type of archaism occurs in Late lea pottery in the 
~arly Col~nial ~eriod which differs from the earlier antiquarianism 
JUSt descnbed m that it revives on a large scale features of one 
particular style of tbe recent ,past. There is very clear evidence 
that this early Colonial archaism is a nativistic reviva! the result 
?f a reaction. at lea against the Inca occupation which preceded 
1t. To date Virtually the only nativistic revivals which have come 
to .the attention of anthropologists have been described by ethnol
og¡sts, such as the Ghost Dance of the American Indians or the 
Cargo cults of the South Pacific. It is a valuable addition to our 
knowledge to be able to document such a movement from archae
ological evidence as well. 

The early Colonial or Tajaraca B pottery of the lea valley rep
resents a wholesale reversion to the local style which immediately 
preceded the relatively brief Inca occupation period. Its main dis
tinguishing feature is the fact that no vessel f ound is free from 
its stylistic effects, in contrast to the archaism described earlier. 
This reviva! coincides with an almost complete loss of features 
of Inca origin; both such features and local stylistic features which 
are closely associated with the Inca occupation are pointedly ig-
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nored. The emphasis which dominates the revival is the reversion 
to the Soniche style, the last fully standardized style whicb preceded 
the Inca occupation. However, although a few vessels come very 
close to being perfect replicas of their Soniche prototypes, such 
close replicas are extremely rare, and the majority of vessels have 
sorne characteristic which betrays their later origin. This is due 
to the fact tbat changes in the local style independent of Inca influ
ence, which had taken place during the period of Inca occupation 
and for a brief interval preceding it, persisted, though in somewhat 
altered form. Traces of such changes are found in cornbination 
with classic Soniche features as well as with additional innovations 
in patterning and design. The result is a distinctive new ware char
acterized by a number of stylistic anachronisms. 

Many of the revivals of classic Soniche features are amazingly 
faithful. Such accuracy undoubtedly was possible because of the 
shortness of the intervening period. The Inca occupation lasted 
about sixty years. There must have been enough older people living 
at the time of the Spanish conquest who remembered the art of 
their youth or had close contact with those who did, so that there 
was direct continuity of artistic experience to supplement the heir
loom specimens available as models. 

Inforrnation on the historical background of the reviva!, based 
primarily on arcbaeological evidence, contributes a good deal to 
our understanding of the circumstances which led up to this early 
Colonial reaction at lea. · In the fi.rst place, on the basis of studies 
of pottery styles from a numoer of South Coast valleys, we can 
rnake sorne inferences about the status of the lea valley among 
its neighbors in the period preceding the Inca conquest. lea clearly 
had a position of prestige as regards artistry in pottery making. 
This prestige manifests itself in the amount and kind of stylistic 
influence which lea pottery had on that of neighboring valleys. 
Such infiuence is discernible to the north at least as far as Chincha, 
and to the south in the Nazca drainage, at Acari and at Chala, 
over an area of about 500 square kilometers. The evidence also 
indicates that the artistic prestige of lea originates with the 
Chulpaca style, sorne 200-300 years bef ore the Inca conquest, and 
is found with increasing strength through successive lea style phases 
up to and including the Inca period. Not only do elements of the 
lea styles strongly influence the styles of adjacent valleys, but, in 
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addition, trade pieces or local imitations of lea ware are found 
in conspicuous percentages side by side with vessels of the local 
styles. In contrast, no comparable infiuences from neighboring val
leys are found at lea, where stylistic change is based predominantly 
on local development unaffected by outside influences. This is par
ticularly true of the Soniche style which served as the basis for the 
Colonial revival. Compared with the earlier styles, the Soniche style 
reaches a high point in homogeneity and standardization, and for
eign influence is virtually nonexistent. 

Unfortunately, the studies to date are based almost entirely on 
pottery, and consequently it is not known whether lea prestige 
extended also to other forms of artistic expression. However, it 
is known from historical sources that in terms of political and rnili
tary power and size of population lea was not important in the 
area in which it exerted artistic infiuence. Early chroniclers agree 
that in these respects the Chincha and Cañete valleys were more 
important at the time of the Inca conquest and up until the advent 
of the Spaniards. lea prestige, then, was based on artistic achieve
ment rather than political power, and pottery was either the main, 
or at least an important, expression of that achievement. 

The history of succeeding political events, starting with the Inca 
conquest, is another important aspect of the antecedents which 
led up to the lea revival. Inca conquest techniques are known from 
historical sources and have been described by Rowe ( 1946) in 
the Handbook of South American Indians. The Inca pursued a 
policy of enlightened self-interest designed to establish complete 
political control of a large and well-functioning ernpire. Their pol
icies were ruthless, uncompromising and sweeping in their aim to 
establish such control, but they also brought efficient administration 
and material well-being to the provinces as an important means 
to this end. A conspicuous aspect of the conquest program was 
the manipulation of cultural symbols standing for the national self
consciousness of conquered peoples. The Inca attempted to divert 
these symbols from representing exclusive pride in local tradition 
to representing pride in membership in the Inca empire. Historie 
sources give us only sporadic glimpses of the effect of this manipu
lation on the affected peoples. These sources do show that the 
policy affected many aspects of culture, including dress, architec
ture, religion and local leadership, but the information is rather 
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general and selected; it is bere that the archaeological data provide 
important additional information on how the program was carried 
out. In the first place, pottery studies demonstrate that on the South 
Coast, at least, this Inca policy was extended with particular em
phasis to pottery art as an important symbol of local distinctions. 
In ali the valleys for which studies have been made, the Inca con
quest brought fundamental and arbitrary changes to local pottery 
styles. At lea, in particular, new categories of pottery vessels be
came important symbols of new social distinctions and prestige 
associated with the Inca. The new wares have very little in common 
with the local tradition and are primarily composed of arbitrary 
combinations of Inca elements and local innovations. These new 
types clearly originate at lea but have a wide distribution, specif
ically in the former sphere of lea prestige on the South Coast, 
and sporadically as far away as the highlands. No comparable pres
tige ware emanates from the other South Coast valleys, and it is 
evident that the local prestige pattem continued under the Inca 
domination, though it was divorced from its former associations. 
Pottery of the local lea tradition continued side by side with the 
new wares, but the evidence is that it was relegated to a position 
of inferiority in relation to the latter and to Inca pottery. Thus, 
the sum of histo~cal an~ archaeological evideJ!~e shows that- the 
!].~~~ c~nq~est interfered in-a -number of way:s w.ith. local prid~ and 
independence, althou~ i~ di~ 112!J2tjp._g_~gno._mic or_general physi-
2!1: _l!.at:"d~hip to~ lea. 

The advent of the Spaniards to Peru in 1532 brougbt with it 
the destruction of the Inca administrative system as a functioning 
unit and the dissolution of local controls. Subsequent civil wars 
and chaotic conditions prevented effective administrative control 
by the Spaniards until 1570, when the Spanish administration be
gan to enforce residence by lndians in certain designated towns 
under the so-called "reduction" policy. Thus, during a period of 
about forty years, there was a relaxation of controls over dominated 
peoples, and it was during this period that the lea reviva! took 
place. 

The above historical and stylistic observations readily re'veal the 
nature of the lea pottery reviva!. It was unquestionably a reaction 
to the Inca occupation, based on frustration rather than extreme 
hardship. The primary point of sensitivity at lea involved local 
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pride in prestige based on pottery artistry of sorne two to three 
hundred years' standing. lea prestige <lid not diminish in this re
spect under the Inca, but it became second to foreign prestige 
wares, such as Inca and North Coast pottery, and a symbol of 
Inca domination. It is thus not the loss of prestige but rather the 
alteration of its symbolic associations and status which caused the 
reaction at lea. lt is no accident that the nativistic reaction mani
fested itself so emphatically in pottery, since pottery was a major 
symbol of local pride and independence in pre-Inca times. 

It is of considerable interest that no comparable reviva! occurred 
in the neighboring South Coast valleys in the instances in which 
the pottery could be studied in detail. Early Colonial ware at 
Chincha, Acari and Chala continued without noticeable changes 
from that of the Inca period. Archaeological evidence shows that 
pre-Incaic pottery in those valleys had a secondary prestige position 
in relation to lea and so would not have been suitable symbols 
of local pride. This does not preclude the possibility that nativism 
could ha ve manifested itself in sorne other f orm in those valleys. 
Surface collections in the Pisco and Nazca regions to the immediate 
north and south of lea tumed up one revivalistic pottery vessel 
from eacb valley. The characteristics of these specimens are such 
that they indicate lea influence rather than an independent local 
revival. Their presence in those valleys seems to be. the result of 
a continuation of the historie prestige pattern in the area. It is 
quite possible that, had South Coast cultures not been destroyed 
by Spanish domination, lea influence might have continued to grow 
in the old pattern and eventually again might have in.fluenced pot
tery development in the neighboring valleys. 

As may be seen, the above examples of stylistic revival, as stud
ied from archaeological data, are capable of revealing a good deal 
of significant information about the culture history of the area. 
Aside from pointing to their historical significance, we can also 
emphasize the special difficulties they create for archaeological in
terpretation. They produce a situation where degree of similarity 
cannot be used as a basis on which to infer neamess of time, a 
type of inference commonly made by all archaeologists and which 
usually works reasonably well. In such cases only careful data on 
associations in the ground and on stylistic antecedents make a rea
sonable chronological arrangement possible. 



lntroduction to The Agricultura/ Basis of the Sub-Andean 
Chie/ doms of Colombia 

WiJh the_tz.ception_.of the_Chibcha (Kroeber 1944), the_sJ.Jh:.. 
l\fil!~_an chiefd.9.JllS-. .Df Colombia are poorly, known-in the eth;o 
nQg¡aphic.,.literat~ This is because they rapidly became extinct 
after contact with '.Europeans; indeed, they were already under pres
sure from the highly developed Andean peoples from the south. 
Furthermore, it would appear that the chiefdom level of social 
organization is an extremely unstable one, for all over the Amer
icas, the peoples at this evolutionary level succumbed rapidly to 
foreign intervention. There even is evidence (see Meggers and 
Evans in Chapter 4 of this volume) that such a society collapsed 
on its own on Marajó lsland. In the southeastem United States, 
the Caribbean area, and the northern Andes, such peoples flour
ished, but .. today they are known only from the accounts of early 
travelers and archeological remains ( e.g. Swanton 1911 ; Rouse 
1962). 

These chiefdoms, however, are extremely important since they 
provide a link between the uncomplicated polities of lowland South 
America and the high civilizations of Mexico and Peru. ~hiefdoms 
are characterized by large ~!,tlements bound tog~h~r Jnto confed
erations under hierarchically arranged!'_u!_ersfSOcjal strata including 
priests, warriors or nobles, commoners, and aj_aves; and a redis
tributive economy with surpluses of land, labor or agricultura! 
goods managed by the elites. The more we learn about such peo
ples, the better we can understand the evolution of social strati
fication and the state in South America and elsewhere ( cf. Fried 
1967; Cameiro 1970b). 
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One of the most interesting problems which these societies pre
sent is that of explaining the ecological basis of their differentia
tion from less highly organized lowland types. The transition from 
unstratified, tribal societies to chiefdoms apparently took place 
in the absence of any significant technological innovations. In this 
selection, Gerardo Reichel-Dolmatoff has gathered together and 
analyzed the sparse sources available on the chiefdoms that existed 
in Colombia. 

Gerardo Reichel-Dolmatoff, boro in 1912, is research professor 
at the Instituto Colombiano de Antropología in Bogotá and served 
as Chairman of the Department of Anthropology, Universidad de 
los Andes, from 1963 to 1969. He has worked in Colombia f or 
over thirty years, carrying out archeological and ethnological field 
research. His publications include Los Kogi ( 1951), The People 
of Aritama (1961) , Colombia: Ancient Peoples and Places 
(1965), and Amazonian Cosmos (1971). 



3. THE AGRICULTURAL BASIS OF THE 
SUB-ANDEAN CHIEFDOMS OF COLOMBIA 

GERARDO REICHEL-DOLMATOFF 

The particular nature and scope of agriculture as it was practiced 
by the Sub-Andean natives of Colombia, must be viewed and eval
uated as a phenomenon which is intimately related to the unique 
geographical and cultural position this country occupies in tropical 
America. Two seashores, three great mountain chains, large rivers 
and alluvial plains, innumerable intermontane valleys, and a general 
situation between the Equator and the Caribbean Sea, form an en
vironment of extremely complex geographical and meteorological 
features. Temperature, prevailing air currents, precipitation, and 
soil characteristics vary with latitude, elevation, and slope
exposure. While north of Latitude 8 º N the yearly cycle is marked 
by a distinct dry season of sorne four months and a rainy season of 
corresponding duration, south of Latitud e 8 º N there are two 
shorter dry seasons alternating with two wet periods of equal dura
tion. On the other hand, Colombia is and has always been the gate
way to South America, located on one of the major crossroads of 
cultural exchange. Diffusion and stimuli reached Colombia from 
north and south and spread-at different rates and at different times 
-from there to other regions, leading to a wide variety of local 
cultural developments. 

Within this mosaic of micro-environments, ecological niches, 
and local cultures, the so-called Sub-Andean chiefdoms form an 
intelligible type of socio-cultural systems characterized by a recur
rent configuration of certain traits. The Colombian chiefdoms ( and 
here 1 shall include the Muisca and the Tairona) were small, class-

Reprinted by permission of the author and the Fundación La lSalle de 
Ciencias Naturales, Caracas, from Antropológica, Supplement No. 2. The 
Evolution of Horticultura[ Systems in N ative South America, edited by 
Johannes Wilbert, Caracas, 1961, pp. 83-89. The appendices and references 
to this article have been omirted. 
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structured village federations, politically organized under territorial 
chiefs. The precise character of this chieftainship varied from group 
to group, and while sorne were hardly more than village headmen, 
others were warchiefs or became eventually the leaders of small 
incipient states. But ~ had jn common tbe conce.p..LQf tbe respected 
qr· fear.e.cLauthoruarianJ~&cle..t.. wh.q ,.hl!d tQ.. ~ .. .f>b~ed. ~gious 
Jjfe center~ atonnd.the_priest.:te_~i@l ~Ylt.. Subsistence, in the 
widest sense, was based upon agriculture and trade. Warfare was 
highly developed and included such elements as cannibalism, head 
trophies, and the taking of captives either as sacrificial victims or 
as slave laborers. 

The oraanfa:ati n of these local chiefdq,ms was orie~e!!_no.t <?J!lY 
towa.rd the maintenance o a stable food sywly buJ towar<J_t!!e 
3:~1::1jsition of a surplus wbich .would support the exist!flg_~ocial 
giff~rep.tiatiQn, P..PliticJll po~~' SP.~ciaJj~tion~-~nd the ... cax:cyjp.g,..,Q? 
of warfare and trade. The relative amount, nature and use of this 
~ ..,,,. 
surplus depended on many local factors, but all Sub-Andean peo-
ples did show this more or less marked capacity to develop the 
natural resources of their respective territories far beyond mere 
biophysical needs and beyond what these groups considered to be 
their cultural subsistence level. In many cases the surplus consisted 
of privately owned stores of maize and in sorne chiefdoms there 
were communal stores of food in case of war, or special fields to 
be planted by the community and the harvest of which was used 
to support the warring members of the group. Large stores of cotton 
cloth, salt, dried fish, and other industrial products were used for 
trading or were acquired for personal prestige reasons. 
~a ti ve technigy~..and..toals..of..agrioolture-were-limited-te..br.and

tillage, the di~g-stick -~d. th.e stone-.ax. However, specific land 
~Se and permanency of settlements and fields depended in a large 
measure on the recognized regenerative capacity of the local soils 
and with it on rainfall and temperature distribution, slope-

' ' . l exposure, population density, and crop variety. In the rich alluvia 
soils of the intermontane basins where convectional rains are fre
quent, or on tbe temperate western slopes which receive abundant 
and evenly distributed orographic rainfall, this brand-tillage did 
not have the character of rapidly shifting slash-and-bum cultiva
tion, but permitted the maintenance of large permanent fields which 
produced high yields for long periods. But even in the less favora-
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ble areas brand-tillage apparently did not lead to rapid soil depletion 
but proved to be a highly efficient agricultura! system. Not only 
were there ample forest reserves but in many valleys the particular 
soil and rainfall conditions permitted intensive cultivation of plots 
over long time-spans. From several descriptions it is evident that 
new fields were not necessarily cleared in virgin forest or secondary 
growth in fallows, but that also grassy slopes and plains were 
profitably used for agriculture. The Anserma Indians, e.g., simply 
beat down the grass with sticks, bumed it and grew on such fields 
up to two yearly harvests of maize with an average yield of 1 : 1 OO. 
The fact that villages were moved occasionally was certainly not 
always due to local soil depletion but may have been caused by 
many other factors. 

The use of fertilizers seems to have been unknown and no data 
are available as to systematic crop rotation, but it seems that mixed 
cropping was the rule-and that maize-was usually pla.nt~Q_~g~~r 
with beans and squ_ash. In many regions where seasonal differences 
of temperature and rainfall were slight, crops were staggered and 
the fields were perennially productive. About a dozen local groups 
practiced small-scale irrigation and terracing, and fruit trees were 
often irrigated but, with the possible exception of the Tairona, 
these engineering works could be handled by small and loosely 
organized groups and were not an important factor in concentrating 
population nor in fomenting political cohesion or control. The 
geographical distribution of irrigation and terracing <loes not show 
any significant clusters nor <loes it show a marked culture
physiography accord. The Tairona Indians practiced terracing and 
irrigation on steep wet mountain slopes and on the arid f oothills. 
The Guane Indians irrigated their fields lying in the high semi-arid 
Andean valleys, and several of tbe Cauca tribes constructed large 
irrigation ditches on the floodplains. In the Northern Lowlands the 
f ertile soil deposited by the yearly inundations of the lar ge rivers 
was made ample use of for short-term cropping but drainage 
ditches seem to have been unknown. 

Notwithstanding this relatively low technological level of agri
cultura! practice-as far as tools are concerned-the total inventory 
of crops was of considerable variety . .ln.pra~tically...a~on~ maize 
~the-mest-important f-0od plant. Next in importance followed 
the root crops such as sweet manioc, racacha, sweet-potato, and 
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yam. The highland dwellers grew at least two local types of potato 
and, besides, quinoa, ulluco, oca, topinambur, and cubios, a 
tuberous nasturtium. Other root crops were achira, yautia, and 
groundnuts; kidney and lima beans were widely cultivated. A large 
number of more or less cultivated fruits included avocado pears, 
papaya, guava, custard apple, pineapple, soursop and others. The 
peach palm provided an important and very common source of 
food, and squashes, pepino, tomato, caimito, hogplums, and pep
pers were widely used. The greatest number of species was grown 
on the fertile temperate slopes of the Cordilleras. 

lt is important to point out here that the Colombian Sub-Andean 
tribes, even those which inhabited the tropical lowlands, did not 
cultivate bitter manioc but used only the non-poisonous varieties. 
From these, however, no storable cakes or flour were prepared 
but the tubers were consumed as soon as they were harvested. 
This then shows an essential difference from the cassava and 
farinha economy of the Amazon f orest where there existed tech
niques f or storing this food and where important surpluses could 
be accumulated in this form. 

Although the list of food plants known to the Sub-Andean groups 
is impressive, it is clear that crop diversity is not equivalent to food 
abundance. Although Colombia occupies a most important place 
in the field of plant domestication and diversification of native 
domesticates, it is doubtful whether crop productivity-under the 
agricultura! and social system outlined above-was ever suffi.cient 
to support a dense population for long time periods. There seems 
to be but little time-depth to the archaeological sites which may be 
correlated with these slope and valley agriculturalists and we must 
consider then sorne of the probable causes of this discontinuity of 
occupancy. 

Chronic inter-tribal warfare was a characteristic feature of Sy_b-
.;;.._~--=-.=.o..;-----=----=~~~....;.:...;;.;.....;.;....__...-...-=-- ...----- --~-~ 

~nde;m cult~. although in most cases~ it. .. seems_ to have b~eq 
clo_sely_ relªted hoth_to religion, by providing sacrificial victim,~, 
a~ socictl..stratification, by putting a premium on bravery a11d 
.thus defining rank and st.¡_tus_ the .nltimate motives of these ,,pe.r-
sistent wars and raids must J,?e . .s.Qugllt in economic causes. As a 
matter of fact, closer analysis reveals that warfare was most violent 
between groups which occupied territories that differed markedly 
in agricultura! productivity. Telling examples are the wars between 
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the highland Muisca and the slope-dwelling Panche; the Pijao raids 
into the Cauca Valley, and the violent wars fought just at the edge 
of the fertile rainbelt which extends in a west-easterly direction 
across the Central Cordillera, at about Latitude 5° N. In all these 
cases the main aggressors were inhabitants of regions with a rela
tively low precipitation and one single yearly harvest of maize, 
while the invaded territories were of higher rainfall, extremely fer
tile soils, and two or even three yearly harvests. In many cases it 
would seem that the 80-inch isohyet was practically a military 
frontier. 

But warfare, if successful, was profitable not only with regard 
to the fertile lands conquered or looted; it also provided slave 
laborers who were made to work in the fields or as domestic serv
ants. On the other hand, the drinking bouts which preceded or 
followed the organization of a war party were important occasions 
to affirm social cohesion and personal rank, and the possibility 
of or need for alliances with neighbors offered to local chiefs the 
opportunity to expand their infiuence and power. Additional fac
tors which contributed to this pattern of warfare were many. On the 
one hand, population pressure in narrow fertile valleys seems 
eventually to have reached limits where expansion by organized 
force became the solution. On the other hand, the necessarily 
migratory nature of shifting cultivation practiced by neighboring 
Tropical Forest groups, marauding parties of which penetrated into 
the Sub-Andean chiefdoms, frequently led to border confiicts and 
occasionally to wars of extennination. Also the general migratory 
movements of the many different groups which followed the rivers 
or coasts or crossed the Cordilleras either in search of new land 
or retreating under the pressure of foreign intruders, were a danger 
to any permanently settled community which did not or could not 
defend its territory. Defensive action and acquisitive aggressive 
intrusion thus led to a type of warfare which contributed to the 
characteristic pattern of territorially restricted political cohesion 
and to a frequent shifting and relocation of habitat and political 
power. 

But quite apart from these considerations, it is also eviqent that 
warfare-in combination with human sacrifices, wide-spread can
nibalism and institutionalized infanticide-was also a mechanism 

' to control population increase. Besides, quite often, cannibalistic 
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practices may have been simply the result of a deficient food situa
tion. In many Sub-Andean chiefdoms cannibalism was simply P.art 
of the food quest and reached proportions where the consumption 
of human tlesh became a standard food habit. 

Wherever warfare was absent or less developed_. as among the 
Tairona, the Sinú, the Malibú, or in the Muisca heart-land, not 
only the settlement pattem varied but there was also-a-definite. 
tr~d toward Jarg~ ºer~Q...ni-ªLceJ!!.~.§...aruLa-1he.oc.catic_s~1e.m....ol 
g~vernment. It is possibk that here we-obseP1-e~l1:ady-a-l:at~r 
~h~e.....9f ...de.v.elopin~nts~ wh~~.the_pJWj~_yJar_ comb~tion. of .. pny~tr 
~ envir<?,_i;unen.t, !:c~2!~w.:ca~ ~owle_dge,..and pohtical leader~hip 
had m~ .P9~s~61e ~ .. ~-~@li4ª.tJ.2D ,Q.t,Qnce . scattere~ ~~U;PS mto 
~all_ inc!pient state§, It seems, however, that after th1s 1n1ttal step 
had been taken, tbe principal-GGauGls.-wenLin.t.Q.. the hands º.f a 
group of priests while the functions of military and political ch1efs 
were rather restricted. 

Another factor, next to warfare, which appears to be signifi
cantly related to agricultura! developments is trade. Most Sub
Andean Indians were great traders and it seems that in many 
cases wealth-and with it social rank and political control-was 
based not so much on surplus food production, stability of food 
supply, or war bonors, than on successful trade of such i~dustrial 
products as gold, cotton cloth, and salt. Among those lackmg these 
industries trading may have been an incentive to local agricultura! 
production, but among the producers of these goods.-not~bly. the 
Muisca Tairona and sorne of the principal Cauca tnbes-1t m1ght 

' ' . uld ha ve been at times an inhibiting factor as trading for food wo 
ha ve been preferred to producing it locally. . 

There are then severa! aspects which set Sub-Andean agncul
ture apart from that of its closer or more distant Tropical Forest 
neighbors. In the fi.rst place, the extraordinary geographical and 
biotic diversity of the Sub-Andean territories o~ered ~ total e~o
logical advantage with its great variety of hab1tat ruches which 
made possible the cultivation of a wide range of food plants: ~ost 
natural factors concemed with agriculture were more prop1ttous: 
soils, temperature, rainfall distribution, moisture, drainage. ~n the 
second place, incipient water control and a conscious choice of 
profitable land led to grea\er productivity per total area. To th~se 
advantages was joined the political hability of taking possess1on 
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of fertile crop lands, especially in those regions where maize yielded 
abundantly. It should be kept in mind here that the Sub-Andean 
peoples were essentially seed farmers. Although the highly caloric 
products of vegetative planting were of no small importance in 
their diet, their staple crop was maize. 

The real intensification of agriculture stemmed from the fact 
that the Sub-Andean peoples had learned to recognize the inherent 
advantages of certain regions such as western slopes with abundant, 
evenly distributed rainfall, where temperature and soil conditions 
induced the rapid growth of high yielding plants and permitted a 
wide variety of crops. Tropical Forest agriculture in Colombia, on 
the other hand, was limited mainly to lowland regions where pre
cipitation is often irregular, disastrous fl.ooding is frequent, and 
altitudinal variation is lacking. Their agriculture, then, included 
fewer crops, small yields and, above all, it lacked the capacity to 
produce the storable surplus provided by maize farming on fertile 
slopes. 

Nevertheless, the specific nature or relative efficiency of Sub
Andean agricultura! practices was not wholly conditioned by a given 
environmental potential, as far as differential suitability of the phys
ical factors is concemed, but there were also cultural factors at 
play which infiuenced choice and emphasis. There are instances 
where irrigation was practiced in regions of fairly bigh rainfall, 
and others where preference was given to root crops although the 
country was well suited for maize farming. The Muisca, at the cost 
of chronic warfare, preferred the variety of temperate crops to a 
more intensified irrigation agriculture of their own higbland com
plex of food plants. The Tairona, under the pressure of population 
increase, did not try to expand by conquest but resorted to the 
intensive exploitation of a narrowly limited territory through com
plex irrigation and terracing systems. lt is evident that similar 
environments or opportunities did not evoke the same cultural 
responses, for the Sub-Andean peoples' adaptation to and use of 
the physical environment varied greatly. 

Archaeological evidence obtained so far seems to suggest that the 
beginnings and the eventual growtb of the Sub-Andean .culture 
pattem were closely related to the cultivation of a developed f orm 
of maize. Although a primitive type of maize may have spread 
into Colombia already much earlier and might have coincided 

\ 
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with incipient plant domestication on the mountain slopes of the 
interior, the Preformative and Formative stages seem to have been 
largely limited to a littoral, riparian, and lagoonal environment. 
Tbe domestication of certain root crops which thrive in regions of 
low or irregular precipitation led probably to the sporadic settling 
of interfl.uvial regions, but definite independence from a riverine 
environment was made possible only through maize farming. Now, 
maize cultivation, if it is to be profitable, requires a great deal of 
water and sunshine, but productivity depends not so much on the 
quantity of precipitation and insolation as on their seasonal dis
tribution. To a certain degree, the specific requirements of this 
crop which in itself is, of course, a cultural product, led the way to 
those regions where productivity was high because of a particularly 
favorable combination of physiographic and meteorological factors. 
At the same time, this environment included a wide range of other 
higbly productive food plants. lt was maize cultivation which 
brought about the expansion of population over the fl.anks of the 
mountain systems, a region which, until then, could have been 
hardly more than a hunting territory or the occasional habitat of 
small-scale migratory farmers of the Tropical-Forest level. 

Tbis movement into the rugged, mountainous interior had far
reaching consequences. The general orientation toward agriculture 
led to a type of warfare which necessarily was only of a local nature 
because the social units carrying on war were themselves based 
on a technology-ecology which was also local. This reinforced the 
regional character of small chiefdoms whose political power was 
under constant threat. The spread into the mountains was also 
f ollowed by decentralization, cultural isolation, and regionalism in, 
what I have termed, the Colombian micro-environments. Although 
through the centuries there certainly was a notable cultural advance 
as shown by crop diversity, social and religious complexity, and 
major achievements in metallurgy and ceramics, the eventual popu
lation pressure did not lead to a more intensified agricultura! system 
nor to an integration of wider political controls, as in the Andean 
Cultures, but rather led to migrations and small local but highly 
destructive wars. The great territorial extension of the Chibcha 
peoples was a passive spread, not a military conquest, and possi
bilities for wider political expansion and cultural development were 
limited by the provincialism of circumscribed economic adaptation. 
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Most notably, there was also a partial retum to the riverine en
vironment, a step which definitely limited further agricultural de
velopments. Those who did not choose to compete in the struggle 
for the fertile slopes settled in areas which were marginal to the 
core-land of intensive maize fanning. Although sorne of them 
created relatively complex local cultures, the discontinuity of such 
factors as occupancy, population density, favorable environment, 
and cultural impulse, inhibited further advance. 

• 

lntroduction to An lnterpretation of the Cl,fltures of Marajó 
Island 

The authors of this article were among the first arche9logi.sts to 
conduct modera research in the tropical foy;est regions of South 
:Atnerica. The highlands and drylands .of South America have been 
subjects of archeological investigation for decades, but it was only 
in the .fifties that prejudice an~ pessimism re~rding tropical forest 
archeology began to be overcome. For their research Meggers and 
Evans chose a fascinating problem, not only for its exotic aspects 
but also for its relevance to South American prehistory and to , 
cultural the9ry. The area investigated is the vast island called 
Marajó, located at the mouth of the Amazon River. On tbis island 

' ' 

in pre-Columbian times, 'there fiourished briefiy a society dubbed 
Marajoara which manufactured pottery far superior to ilie ware 
produced by any other nearby people. It ~lso left behind large 
b\lrial mounds, a type of monument virtually unknown in Ama
zonia. What was the origin of this people? Were they ~truders 
from a distant land, or was their elaborate cultural pattern native 
to Marajó? Aside from the intrinsic .interest of solving such a 
puzzle, the answers to such questions are relevant to the broader 
problems of tracing the migration of peoples and the diffusion of 
cultural elements in aboriginal South America. 

In the following article Meggers and Evans conclude that 
Marajoara culture was intrusive, and this led them, along with 
further research, to a series of hypotheses regarding the peopling 
of the Amazon basin (Evans 1965, Evans and Meggers 1968, 
Meggers and Evans 1957, 1961). That the issue iS still debated 
is evident from Lathrap's article in Chapter 6 of this volume. 

• 
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The explanation of the downfall of the Marajoara society that 
Meggers and Evans offered has generated even more interest and 
debate. From this research Meggers went on to write her famous 
article "Environmental Limitations on the Development of Culture" 
(1954) in which she argued that agricultura! productivity imposes 
an upper limit on cultural evolution in a given area. In regard to 
Amazonia, she pointed out that the tropical rain forest with its 
weak soils did not permit large, permanent settlements (generally 
agreed to be a prerequisite of cultural development), because the 
only viable form of agriculture is the extensive, slash-and-burn 
type. Robert Cameiro addresses himself to this problem in Chapter 
7 of this volume. The issue is relevant to other problems as well, 
for example, in the explanation of the classic Maya collapse (Meg
gers 1954, 1957a; William Coe 1957; Dumond 1961; Willey and 
Shimkin 1971 ) . Meggers has expanded and updated her theoreti
cal arguments in an article (1957b) andina recent book (1971). 

Betty Meggers and Clifford Evans are members of the Depart
ment of Anthropology, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 
In addition to their work on Marajó, they have carried out exca
vations in Ecuador, Venezuela and Guyana. 

3 

4. AN INTERPRETATION OF THE 
CULTURES OF MARAJó ISLAND 

BETTY J. MEGGERS AND CLIFFORD EVANS 

Since the middle of the 19th century, when they were first seen by 
travelers and natural scientists, the ceramics of the mounds of 
Marajó have been acclaimed as an advanced and versatile expres
sion of artistic and technical skill. In recent years other Amazonian 
ceramic styles have been discovered and their relative crudity has 
served to accentuate the superiority of Marajoara pottery. This 
superiority Jed to speculations about its origin, many based on 
unscientific considerations. In 1949, Willey reviewed the archeo
logical evidence then available from the Amazonian lowlands and 
postulated tbat Marajó was a center from which influences moved 
north, west, and south to affect the ceramics of distant areas. 

The impossibility of evaluating conflicting interpretations in the 
absence of more exact chronological and distributional information 
led us to undertake fieldwork at the mouth of the Amazon in 
1948-49. Survey and stratigraphic excavations at sites on the north 
coast and in the center of Marajó revealed the presence of f our 
other cultural phases and permitted establishment of a relative 
chronology within each phase. For environmental reasons, knowl
edge of these cultures is limited to what can be deduced from the 
pottery. The climate prevents survival of perishable objects and 
stone of the kind suitable for tools does not occur locally. What 
we know of living Amazonian tribes indicates that weapons and 
tools were made from wood, bon e, and can e. Except f or a few 
pottery ear plugs and beads, we find no omaments, and we deduce 
that these were also made from feathers, seeds, and other perisha
ble materials. The discovery of an occasional sherd rounded into a 
disk and perforated through the center leads us _to postulate the 

Tbis paper is a revised version of "Urna interpreta~áo das culturas da 
Ilha de Marajó,n Instituto de Antropología e Etnologia do Pará, Publ. 7, 
Belém, 1954. 
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existence of textiles, although no nets or fabrics remain. A non
pottery-making people living in a humid climate like the Amazon 
basin leaves no clues for the reconstruction of its history; a pottery
making people leaves a record in broken pottery that an archeolo
gist can decipher and from which he can reconstruct many aspects 
of their culture. The following pages will show how this can be 
done. 

The earliest of the Marajó ceramic styles, the Ananatuba Phase, 
has been found at a number of sites on the northem and eastern 
parts of the island. The refuse deposits are thicker and the sherds 
more concentrated than in any of the other phases except the 
Marajoara Phase, indicating that villages were moved less fre
quently than in later times. The pottery is hard and smooth, with 
a cream to tan surface. Only two percent is decorated with well 
executed incised designs. 

The seemingly peaceful and undisturbed life of the Ananatuba 
Phase population ended with its conquest and assimilation by a 
group with a diff erent ceramic complex. In this Mangueiras Phase, 
the great majority of the sherds are once again from undecorated 
small bowls and jars, probably cooking vessels. The common form 
of ornamentation was brushing and scraping of the exterior sur
face with a stick or bunch of twigs producing parallel and criss
cross scratches. The Mangueiras potters apparently admired the 
Ananatuba Phase incised designs, however, since they began to 
copy them [cf. Menzel in Chapter 2 of this volume- Ed.]. 

A third group, the Formiga Phase, appears in the same general 
area after the decline of the Ananatuba Phase but contemporary 
with the latter part of the Mangueiras Phase. Compared to the 
preceding two, its occupation of Marajó appears to have been 
brief. It also differed in settlement pattern, sites occurring in the 
savanna rather than in the forest. The pottery is poorly made and 
has a reddish to grayish bue. Decorated sherds, comprising four 
percent of the total, are not characterized by any we11 defined style. 

When Europeans first visited the mouth of the Amazon, they 
found the islands of Mexiana, Caviana, and Marajó occupied by a 
tribe they called the Arua. At one time it was believed that these 
were the Indians who built the mounds, but archeological research 
has revealed small glass beads from European trade associated 
with a type of pottery that is much simpler than that from the 
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mounds and different from that of any of the other phases just 
described. The frequency of decoration is the lowest of all in the 
Arua Phase (less than one percent) and consists predominantly 
of a row of rings impressed with the end of a hollow piece of cane 
around the neck or shoulder of burial jars. Like the Marajoara 
Phase people, the Arua practiced secondary burial in large urns, 
but these were grouped on the surface of the ground rather than 
interred in mounds. Villages are smaller and less permanent than 
in any of the other phases and are located along tidal streams in 
the forest near the coast. 

Of these four phases, three are earlier and one ( the Ama) is 
later than the Marajoara Phase. Except in the Formiga Phase, sites 
are located on natural elevations not conspicuously higher than 
the surrounding land, but which always remain above fl.ood level 
during the rainy season. The villages were typically on small 
streams in patches of forest. Sites average 50- 75 meters in diame
ter, with deposits of pottery refuse varying in thickness from 5 
centimeters (in the Arua Phase) to about a meter. The sherds 
are evenly distributed and mixed with a relatively small amount 
of dirt. This is the situation that one would expect to encounter in 
a present-day village anywhere among the more sedentary tribes 
of Amazonia. The pottery, simple and utilitarian in construction 
and form, is not standardized in shape or size. Neither is it skill
fully decorated. These features are evidence that it was made by 
each woman for her own use rather than by specialists whose pro
duction supplied the whole village. The small area and shallow 
depth of refuse deposits indicate that villages were small and oc
cupied for only a short time. Like surviving Tropical Forest In
dians, these prehistoric tribes of Marajó moved from place to place 
as their fields were exhausted or the hunting grew poor. Except 
for the Arua, we have no evidence of their burial pattern. Appar
ently there was no well developed belief in an after-life, urn burial 
was not practiced, and the bodies were disposed of in ways that 
leave no record for the archeologist. 

This way of life contrasts sbarply with that of the Marajoara 
Phase. The Marajoara sites, concentrated in the savanna on the 
eastern half of the island with Lago Ararí as a center, are prominent 
features in the otherwise flat landscape. These mounds were built 
with soil gathered basketful by basketful and emptied on the site. 
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By analogy with living tribes in other regions, we know that this 
kind of construction requires a social organization that can plan
and carry out long-range programs, a society divided into ruling 
and ruled segments, and occupational division of labor. While sorne 
people built the mounds for use as dwelling sites or cemeteries, 
others worked in the gardens or went hunting or fishing to supply 
them with food. 

This division of labor is evident also in ceramics. Marajoara 
pottery, both in form and decoration, shows itself to be the product 
of a special group of artisans. The uniformity of shape and size 
in the utilitarian vessels, the decoration of two or more jars in 
almost identical elaborate patterns and colors, the skillful execu
tion of complex excised designs, the use of one or two slips on 
the same vessel, and other compliccited decorative techniques are 
all indications that pottery making was a spec1alized craft. In addi
tion to vessels~ one finds figurines, pipes, stools, pot rests, spindle 
whorls, and tangas (pubic coverings) .of pottery, as well as an
tpropomorphic and zoomorphic adornos. 

The niounds were constructed for two purposes: as habitation 
sites and as cemeteries. In the ·village mounds, pottery is relatively 
sparse and nearly always undecorated. Tbe large amount of dirt 
mixed with the sherds and the .fire-reddened layers one above the 
other, wliich mark successive flogr levels, indicate that the 
Marajoara PJ1ase people did not use a house elevated on piles. In
stead, they built directly on the ground, using the surface as the 
house floor, which they covered from time to time with clea11 dirt. 
Since such a fioor would become damp in the rainy season if placed 
on the natural ground surface, tbe motive for construction of the 
habitation mounds appears to have been the need of a dry house 
si te. 

Cemetery mounds are in general larger than those built f or habi
tation. The existence of an elaborate ritual centering on death and 
the belief in an after-life are evident from the large jars manufac
tured for burial, and from tbe small bowls, probably once con
taining food off erings, the tangas, and animal bones found inside 
the burial jars. A distinction in social status is implied in the con
trast between this kind of burial and other skeletal remains that 
were interred directly in the earth with no protecting jar and no 
off erings except an occasional tanga. 
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This is Marajoara culture in its earliest form on Marajó. It ap
pears fully developed, with a suddenness that makes it certain that 
it represents an intrusion. Its history on Marajó is one of steady 
decline. The pottery becomes less expertly made, the burial ums 
become smallei: and less elaborately decorated, cremation takes 
the place of secondary burial, and tangas and other ritual objects 
cease to be made. These are small changes, but they are hints of 
decreasing ·population size, of waning governmental strength, and 
of increasing emphasis on individual self-sufficiency rather than 
division of labor. In other words, the Marajoara Phase, which en
tered the island as a higher developed cultur~, regressed or declined 
slowly to the level of simple, undifferentiated society characteristic 
of the earlier and later occupants of Marajó. 

It is of interest to examine the reason for this decline. Anthro
pological and archeological research has shown that cultures ad
vance; as the productivity of human labor increases. In a culture 
where subsistence depends on hunting, fishing, and gathering of 
wild plants, life is a constant food quest. All the able-bodied mem
bers of a family must de.vote most of their time to subsistence ac
tivity. There is no specialization of occupation except by sex and 
little political organization or social distinction. The semi-nomadic 
life that reliance on game and wild plants requires ·makes anything 
but the most temporary kind of shelter useless. It also discourages 
the development or elaboration of material goods, because only a 
bare minimum can be transported by a people frequently on the 
move. Remains of tribes in this stage have not been found ar
cheologically in Amazonia as yet. 

The discovery of agriculture transformed this way of life. By 
domesticating plants and making them work f or him, man was able 
to increase the fruits of bis labor immensely. With a reliable source 
of food for daily needs anda surplus for feasts orto store against 
the possibility of future want, there was no longer any need for 
everyone to devote ali bis time to food getting. Sorne of it could 
be spent on making life more convenient and comf ortable. Perma
nent dwellings and larger population concentrations were possible. 
This produced changes in social organization, with the development 
of social stratification and the beginnings of division of labor by 
occupation. Women no longer had to spend their days in search 
of wild roots and fruits, and could devote the time left over from 
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household duties to the perfection of their skill in weaving, pottery 
making, and basketry. Ritual was elaborated and directed toward 
placating the spirits of the forces of nature tbat could assure the 
success of the harvest. Slash-and-bum agriculture makes possible 
the beginnings of all these things. In dryer areas, like Peru and 
Mexico, where agriculture could be intensified, the cultures con
tinued to develop and differentiate. In these areas, tribes grew 
into. confederacies and empires, with rigid social classes, great 
bod1es of govemmental and religious officials, as well as craftsmen 
and specialists of all types, none of whom contributed to sub
sistence activities. A necessary adjunct of this division of labor 
was elaboration of mechanisms for distribution. The spirits of 
nature evolved into powerful gods; great temples were erected, 
and sacrifices were made. 

In the tropical forests, this elaboration was prevented by factors 
inherent in the environment. The poor soil will permit the use of 
a field for only a few years. Then it must be allowed to revert to 
forest to recover its fertility, and new land must be cleared. As 
that near the villages ceases to be productive, the fields move 
farther away until it finally becomes necessary to relocate the vil
lage to keep it within practica! distance of the gardens. The yield 
per unit of land is not sufficient to support a large number of people 
and villages must consequently remain relatively small. This in 
turn keeps the division of labor and the development of social 
stratification at a mínimum. 

The more ! dvance.,d. ~~e of the Marajo~ra Phª~,JY-as out of 
~!!!_IDth.1.he..tesou¡~a,.~. t~e tropical f oreSJ.~.nvJronment. 
The social organization was depenaerit 'oñ occupational division 
of labor, which required a few to produce food for the whole 
community. ~riving_on M-ªIruQ will.i_an.-aJready-highly-<ievelopsel
~~ial º!&amzatLQn,. th.e pgpajati~n was able to maintain this le:v.el 
l?_ng enough to build the Iar~e m<?_,unds and to inhabit them for an 
unknown length of time. Subsistence activities, hQ.wever, require.d_ 
l}l,.9~e time and labor-than -they--bad-in..J:he--previous..home of-the 
group and this brought a_fon,eQmitant reduction inJheJ abor-a.v.aila
!?!~ f qr other pursuits. The sequence was the opposite of the one 
just described: the division of labor decreased, the villages grew 
smaller, and with fewer people, less specialization, and weaker 
political control the culture inevitably declined in complexity. The 
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mounds in the headwaters of the Rio Anajás, whlch were exca
vated during the 1948-49 season, probably were not occupied dur
ing the last stages of the Marajoara Phase. Although the pottery is 
inferior in the upper levels to what it was in the lower and earlier 
ones, it is still superior to that of any of the other phases. What 
finally became of the Marajoara people may be discovered through 
more archeological work. They may have died out or moved away 
from Marajó, or they may have been conquered and absorbed by 
the Arua, who moved onto tbe island from Mexiana, Caviana, and 
the Territory of Amapá. 

This cultural-ecological theory has two parts. It asserts that 1) a 
S..Q.ciety with advao.ced sociaLstratification. and oc<;:upational diyision 
Qf labQr cannot e,y.._ohle-in-a-tro_pical_fgres_t en'1!onment where . 
~zriculture is by slash-and-burn. and that 2) sh.Q!lld_&llch acii"lture 
p_euetr~te_into the tropical lowlands1-i! wi11 noLbe~a.ble to..de~ 
furth~r_e,xeu to maintain the leyeLit....has _a!reaey acbiey.ed,,. .but 
will decline_untilit reaches- fue simplicity characteristic of exi_sting 
!ropical forest trihes. There is no archeological evidence that the 
elaborate Marajoara Phase culture evolved from the preceding 
Mangueiras and Formiga Phases on Marajó Island. Instead, the 
evidence indicates that it arrived at the peak of its development 
and slowly but steadily declined. 

If the theory is correct, the origin of Marajoara culture should 
not be sought within the limits of the lowland tropical forest. The 
presence of several un usual techniques of pottery decoration ( such 
as excision, incisions made with a double-pointed tool, double 
slipping, and red or white retouch of incisions), as well as ceramic 
artifacts such as stools, tangas, spoons, spindle whorls, and fig
urines, should make it a simple matter to identify its place of origin. 
{\nalysis of the distribution of these_Jlnj}_ Qthe~mjoara Phase 
traits shows the majority t9 2.SSBI in nort4_western South America, 
~specially in hlghland Colombia_:., This suggests that the Marajoara 
Phase evolved somewhere within this area. In addition to possess
ing the requisite cultural elements, this part of South America 
al so has an environment suitable f or a high level of cultural de
velopment. Although the indigenous cultures did not attain the 
climax achieved in Peru, they advanced much farther than those 
of the tropical forest. 

For reasons yet to be discovered, the ancestors of the Marajoara 
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Phase were forced to abandon their homeland. They moved into 
the lowlands in search of a new location, finding the land unsuitable 
or the occupants unfriendly until they arrived at the mouth of tbe 
Amazon. On Marajó Island, tbey probably met with little or no 
resistance from the small and loosely organized Mangueiras and 
Formiga Phase peoples, whom they may have absorbed. Tbe fact 
that they chose to settle on the open savanna rather than in tbe 
forest may be indicative of the nature of tbeir previous environ
ment. This pattern of settlement also placed villages within easy 
communication of one another and reserved the f orested portio ns 
for slash-and-burn agriculture and for hunting. 

This brief interpretation of the archeology of Marajó Island sum
marizes sorne of the principal results of the 1948- 49 fieldwork. 
lt has shown that not one b:i.it jiv~-distinct cultur~s occupied ~e 
isl~nd and that none of them. qfiginated_j_h~re. Ali were simple 
cultures, comparable to those of surviving Amazonian tribes, ex
cept the Marajoara Phase, which possessed a more highly devel
oped social and religious system as well as more elaborate pottery. 
By showing that the island of Marajó was not a center from which 
infiuences emanated to distant parts of Amazonia, but was instead 
the recipient of successive immigrants from different sources, our 
research has answered one question only to raise several more. 
In view of the vast expanse of the archeologically unknown por
tions of South America, it is certain to be a long time befare a 
reliable reconstruction of aboriginal cultural development in the 
lowlands will be achieved. 

POSTSCRIPT ( 1972) 

Since publication of the foregoing article in 1954, additional 
fieldwork has been conducted on Marajó by Hilbert and Simoes. 
Charcoal samples obtained by Simoes ( 1969) show that the 
Ananatuba Phase was in existence by 980 B.C. and the Marajoara 
Phase by A.D. 500. Archeological complexes sharing many of the 
Marajoara Phase techniques of ceramic decoration have been de
scribed from the middle Amazon by Hilbert ( 1968), from the Rio 
Napo in eastern Ecuador by Evans and Meggers (1968), and from 
the Ucayali in eastern Peru by Lathrap (1970). None of these 
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complexes contains the full range of diagnostic Marajoara traits, 
however, and existing carbon-14 dates indicate them to be severa! 
centuries more recent. The existence of a high proportion of the 
significant features in highland Colombia at a sufficiently early time 
to be ancestral to the Marajoara Phase, as well as ecological consid
erations, makes this a promising source area, but no complex yet 
described incorporates all of the relevant traits. In short, subse
quent archeological work has not produced evidence to refute or 
to validate the interpretations proposed two decades ago. The place 
of origin, impetus for emigration, route of movement, and duration 
of migration of the bearers of Marajoara culture remain to be ascer
tained. We hope that the coming two decades will bring increased 
understanding of this intriguing and important prehistoric event. 

• 1 
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Introduction to Vrban Settlements in Ancient Peru 

Emphasizing the rise of urbanization in Mesopotamia may distract 
us from the fact that parallel developments took place in the New 
World. In South America there is only one area where an exten
sive network of cities grew up: Peru. Y et in spite of the colossal 
size of sorne of these settlements, they have been neglected in the 
literature of prehistory and evolution in the Americas. 

"Urban Settlements in Ancient Peru" helps to fill this gap. 
Readers interested in further information on urbanization in the 
New World should look at the Mayan and the Mexican material 
(Sanders and Price 1968, Adams 1966, Coe 1966, Palerm 1955, 
Blanton 1972) . Material is accumulating at a rapid rate and soon 
new understanding will be achieved regarding the development and 
nature of urbanism throughout the New World. 

John H. Rowe is one of the most important figures in South 
American archeology and ethnology. His contributions to the study 
of the Andean area are numerous and indispensable. Rowe holds 
the Ph.D. degree frorn Harvard University as well as doctorates 
from Cuzco and Brown universities. He is Professor of Anthropol
ogy at the University of California at Berkeley. 

5. URBAN SETTLEMENTS IN ANCIENT 
PERV 

JOHN H. ROWE 

There were urban settlements in ancient Peru which were compara
ble in size and cultural importance with the great cities of antiquity 
in the Old World. Large urban settlements were built in Peru much 
earlier than is generally recognized; one preceramic site of this 
character is known from the central coast. The story of the urban 
pattem in Peru in later times is not one of simple expansion through 
the growth of existing settlements and the establishment of n~w 
ones, however. Many ~es _of large urban ~nters were ~-u~1~d 
for relatively short periods _!Ild then ~andone<}. Whole distncts 
with a floÜrishing Ürban tradition lost it and shifted to other pat
tems of settlement. The most striking example of the loss of an 
urban tradition is found in the southe~ sierra, where there was 
a general abandonment ~f~ban settlements toward the end of 
the Middle Horizon which invites comparison with the abandon
~ent of Roman cities in the Dark Ages. At the t~e of the Spanish 
conquest the only parts pf_f.eru .:where therewere large urban.settle
ments were the central sierra and the north coast. 
- The evidence relating to the rise and fall of urban settlements 
in Peru is still scattered and fragmentary, and any interpretation 
of it is bound to be tentative. A review of the subject may, how
ever, serve to clarify the problems involved and suggest fruitful 
lines of research f or the future. 

Two introductory digressions are necessary before we can dis
cuss the evidence from specific sites. We need an explanation of 
the system of dating to be followed and a discussion of wbat we 
mean by an urban settlement. 

In this review dates will be given in terms of the system of pe-

Reprinted by permission from Rawpa Pacha, Vol. 1 (1963 ), pp. 1-27. 
Institute of Andean Studies, Berkeley, California. 
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riods of relative time which I have used in earlier publications.1 

The periods are defined with reference to a master sequence, the 
sequence of changes in tbe pottery style of the valley of lea. There 
are seven periods in all in this system, covering the span of time 
from the introduction of pottery at lea to the abandonment of 
the traditional cemeteries a little over a generation after the Spanish 
conquest. The periods are named lnitial Period, Early Horizon, 
Early Intermediate Period, Middle Horizon, Late Intermediate Pe
riod, Late Horizon, and Colonial Period. 
T~_~J~l:lruizpn beg!µs with the beginning 9(Chavin.,inftuen&,e 

jn . lea p,oJ.tecy-.an<l-ceuds when s~~e_eainting_!~ela~e.s .... r~~ QaipJi!ig 
in .tbiLY.alley-.as-a ..method _of .~x~,eu_tipg.., P.Oly~.Q_~~~fill.§_O,n 
P,..9.tt~ry. The Early Horizon can be subdivided into ten smaller 
time units ( epochs) on the basis of a recent analysis of the Ocucaje 
pottery style. 2 The Early Intermediate Period, which follows the 
Early Horizon, is characterized by the presence of Nasca style pot
tery in lea and can be divided into eight epochs on the basis of 
L. ·E. Dawson's studies of Nasca pottery. The next period, the 
Middle Horizon, begins with .Phase 9 of the Nasca style, wb.ich, 
elsewhere on the coast, is associate~ with strong inftuences from 
the Ayacucho area in the sierra. It Iasts until the beginning of 
the Ghulpaca style at lea and can be divided into four epochs. 
The Late lntermediate Period lasts from the beginning of the Chul
paca style at lea to the beginning of the Tacaraca A style, an 
even~ which apparently coincides rather closely with , the eonquest 
of lea by the Incas in about 1476. The Late Horizon is .the period 
of · fuca dotnination at lea and of the Tacáraca A phase of the 
local pottery tradition. It ends with the beginning of the Tacaraca 
B style, close to the time of the Spanish conquest of lea, an event 
which took place in 1534.3 · 

Archaeological units from other parts of Peru are dated to one 
or another of these periods or their subdivisions on the basis of 
evidence that the units in question are contemporary with a par
ticular unit of pottecy style at lea. Direct evidence for dating of 
this kind is available in those periods label1ed "horizons," because 
in these periods there was an expansion of trade; certain , highly 
distinctive pottery styles were distributed over large areas, and im
ported vessels in these styles are found associated with ones in 
the local traditions. In the Early Horizon the Chavin and Paracas 
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styles were widely distributed in this way, while in the Middle Hori
zon a spread of the Pacheco-Conchopata style is followed by an 
even wider distribution of the style of Huari. One phase of the 
Cajamarca pottery tradition had a wide distribution at the same 
time that the Huari style did. In the Late Horizon Inca style ves
sels from Cuzco were widely traded and imitated, and a number 
of other styles had a more restricted spread. 

In the periods which lack the "horizon" label trade was much 
more restricted, and arguments for contemporaneity are generally 
indirect, e~cept when closely neighboring valleys are involved. 
As more local sequences become known, bowever, there is no rea
son why detailed cross-dating on a va~ley to valley basis cannot 
be achieved. 

Tbe Colonial Period and the Late Horizon can be dated by his
torical records and reliable traditions. Our only source of dates in 
years for earlíer sections of the Peruvian chronology is the method 
of radiocarbon dating. Relatively few radiocarbon determinations 
are available for ancient Peru, and not all the determinations which 
ha ve béen announced are on reliably associated samples and ·con
sistent with one another. The most consistent determinations avail
able in June, 1962, suggest the following ap,proximate dates f.or 
the beginning of the pedóds named: · 

1400' B.c.-lnitial Period . 
600 to 700 B.C~-Early Horizon 
100 to 150 A.D.-Early Intermediate Period 
800 A.D.-Midd1e Horizon -
11 OO. A.D.-Late Intermediate Period 

The determinations used for these estimates are based on tbe Libby 
half-life value of 5568 years for radiocarbon. 

The assignment of cultural units to periods in this study is based 
on archaeological evidence independent of radiocarbon dates, ex
cept in a few cases which will be discussed individually. 

This study is concerned with urban settlements in ancient Pero. 
For the purposes of the present argument, an urban settlement is 
an area of human habitation in which many dwellings are grouped 
closely together. The dwellings must be close enough together to 
leave insufficient space between them for subsistence farming, al-
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though space for gardens may be present. In the case of a site 
where the foundations of the dwellings have not been excavated, 
an extensive area of thick and continuous babitation refuse pro
vides a basis for supposing that the settlement was an urban one. 

The intent of this definition is to exclude clusters of dwellings 
so small that they could be interpreted as belonging to the mem
bers of a single extended family. Twenty dwellings is perbaps the 
minimum number which would provide this exclusion. 

1t will be convenient in our discussion to distinguish four kinds 
of urban settlements, according to whether or not they include 
residents who are engaged full time in occupations other than hunt
ing, fishing, farming and herding, and whether or not there is a 
separate rural population in the area. J_am proposing to use the 
w~"pueblo~' to de~gnate__an_urban settlement in which all tb.e 
residents are enga_ged in_ hul!tipg,_ fishing, jarming or herding...at 
least part of the time, ~nd ~'city'.!. te designate one which includes 
~esidents engaged in oth~! activities ( manufacturing, trade,_ se(Y: 
ices, administratio11,- defense, et~.) . ILthe urban settlements Jiay_e 
around them a scattered rural population, I propose to call them 
'~nchoritic," a term coined from the Greek word chorites, ~Q.Y!l:
Jryman. If ali the_p~ple etigageq 4t rural occupations reside in 
t@Jrrban.__settlemep.1 .. itself, so _that the countryside hª s virtually 
_!!9 permanent residents between the settlements, 1 propose to call
the settlements "achoritic." The four kinds of urban settlements1 

then, are the synchoritic pueblg, the ~choritic pueblo, th~..§YD
c]!_o~ritic city and the achoritic city. 4 

People~who livé'in an 'urbaI\ settlement but are engaged in hunt
ing, fishing, farming or herding must travel to work, and they can 
only work effectively in the immediate neighborhood of the settle
ment. The productivity of land and water in the accessible area 
theref ore limits the number of people engaged in these rural activi
ties who can live together in a single urban settlement. The maxi
mum figure under favorable conditions in native North America 
seems to ha ve been fill_gu!-2 ,ooa,;_ at any rate, the largest pueblo
type settlements in the Southwest and on the Northwest Coast ap
parently did not exceed this figure. There is no reason to think 

1 

that tbe limit was higher in ancient Peru. 
The population limit just discussed sets a ceiling f or the total 

population of pueblos but not f or that of cities, sin ce cities also 
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include residents engaged in occupations which can be carried on 
within the city itself. We thus have reason to suppose that any 
urban settlement with a population in excess of 2,000 is or was 
a city and not a pueblo, even though specific evidence relating 
to the occupations of the inhabitants is not available. Unexcavated 
arcbaeological sites with habitation areas of great extent fall into 
this category. I propose to refer to urban settlements estimated 
to have had less than 2,000 inhabitants as "small," and ones esti
mated to have had more than 2,000 as "large." 

The distinction between synchoritic and achoritic urban settle
ments has a bearing on the problem of the destruction of cities. 
By definition, sorne of the residents of a city are not themselves 
directly engaged in the production of food and raw materials of 
animal and vegetable origin, and these people must obtain such 
necessities from the producers. In the case of synchoritic cities, 
sorne or all of the producers live outside the city proper. The spatial 
distinction facilitates the development of a social distinction be
tween urban and rural residents. If the urban residents control the 
market, as is usually the case, they are in a position to exploit 
the rural residents in various ways, arousing thereby an understand
able resentment and hostility among the latter. Then if the cities 
are weakened by political and economic instability the countrymen 
may take a violent revenge, destroying the cities which have be
come a symbol of oppression. In the case of achoritic cities, re
sentment between tbe producen; of food an:d raw materials and 
the rest of the urban population might also arise and could easily 
lead to violence. The producers, however, being themselves city 
dwellers, would be more likely to try to take over the city govern
ment than to destroy their own homes and shrines. As a pattem 
of residence, the pattern of synchoritic cities contains an element 
of potential instability which is not present in the achoritic city 
pattem or in any of the other pattems of urban settlement. 

This general theory is a development out of Michael Rostovt
zefI's more specific argument that the ~ntagonism of the rural popu
lation to the cities in the Roman Empire was the major factor 
in the destruction of Roman cities in the west in the 3rd and 4th 
centuries A.o. 5 The best documented example is the destruction 
of Augustodunum (Autun) in 269 by a coalition of local "peas-
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ants" and Roman soldiers, the soldiers themselves having been re
cruited from the rural population. 

Any discussion of urban settlements in ancient Peru necessarily 
involves reference to ceremonial centers as well. Ceremonial cen---ters ~utln Pem; they may be combined with urban settlements 
in various ways or provide a kind of altemative to them. A cere
monial center is a grouping of public buildings housing common 
facilities, such as shrines, meeting places, markets, and law courts, 
which is used seasonally or at prescribed intervals by the popula
tion of a considerable surrounding area. Between the occasions 
when a ceremonial center is used it is either closed and empty 
or houses only a small permanent population of caretaker person
nel. The general population which makes use of the center may be 
entirely dispersed in the surrounding countryside, or it may be clus
tered in urban centers. 

Ceremonial centers may be found even in an area wbere large 
cities also occur. In the Andean area today there are a number 
of rural churches which attract very large numbers of people once 
a year for a religious festival and fair, and sorne of these cere
monial center churcbes are located not far from major cities. Cities 
do generally provide competing facilities, however. 

We can now turn to the archaeological evidence for urban set
tlements in ancient Peru. The story begins on the Peruvian coast 
bef ore the first appearance of pottery in this ar ea, but after cotton 
began to be used as a textile fiber. In the stage bounded by these 
two events the coast dwellers drew their subsistence primarily from 
hunting sea mammals, fishing, and gathering shellfish, although 
sorne plant cultivation was practiced as well. Many of the known 
habitation sites are on waterless sections of the coast which were 
attractive because of the abundance of shore resources. Small urban 
settlements of the pueblo type are very common, the best known 
being that at Huaca Prieta in Chicama. At a few of these sites 
public buildings can be identified. At Rio Seco, for example, there 
are two mounds about 4 meters high, each consisting of two levels 
of rooms which had been deliberately filled with stone to provide 
a raised substructure for an important building. 6 The preceramic 
population of the coast did not live exclusively in pueblo type set
tlements, bowever; there are also many very small habitation sites. 
At Ancón, where Edward P. Lanning and I have been making 
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a systematic survey, sorne of the small si tes are set back f rom 
the shore, probably to take advantage of supplies of Tillandsia, 
an epiphytic plant which was used for fuel in dry areas. 

The possibility that there were also preceramic cities is suggested 
by the size of the Haldas site, situated 329 kilometers north 
[ of Lima] on a dry shore just south of Casma. Lanning tells me 
that the preceramic occupation refuse at Haldas covers an area 
about two kilometers by one and averages 50 cm. in thickness. 
There is also a complex and imposing temple structure at this site, 
and part of it was built before the introduction of pottery. The 
University of Tokyo expedition of 1958 secured a sample for radio
carbon dating consisting of cane used to wrap stones laid in the 
ftoor of the temple, and this sample (Gak-107, run in 1960) 
yielded a date of 1631 B.C. + 130.7 If the area covered by pre
ceramic refuse at Haldas is continuous and was all occupied at 
the same time, the population of the site must have been well over 
10,000. Further excavation at this site is urgently needed. 

The temple at Haldas was enlarged in the Initial Period, but 
there are only about 300 square meters of Initial Period habitation 
refuse. The shrinkage of population which this figure suggests may 
be the result of a shift to the Casma Valley following the introduc
tion of maize cultivation. Maize appears in the refuse at Haldas 
shortly before pottery.8 In any case, Haldas appears to have be
come a ceremonial center rather than an urban settlement in the 
Initial Period. 

There were urban settlements elsewhere on the coast in the Ini
tial Period, however. The Hacha site in Acarí is one; it has habita
tion refuse covering an irregular area about 800 by 200 meters 
along an abandoned channel of the Acarí River. This occupation 
is dated by two radiocarbon determinations: UCLA-154 (1962), 
1297 n.c. + 80, and UCLA-153 (1962), 997 B.c. + 90, both 
run on charcoal samples.9 At this site there are remains of _several 
structures with walls of packed clay which were probably public 
buildings; one of the structures is earlier than the 1297 B.C. char
coal sample. Ordinary dwellings were probably constructed of flim
sier materials, as they were in later times. Pottery is common and 
distinctive. Although the Hacha site is located about 21 kilometers 
from the sea, marine shellfish are prominent in the refuse. In the 
refuse associated with tbe radiocarbon date of 997 ·B.C. the culti-
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vated plants represented, in approximate order of abundance, are 
cotton, gourds, lima beans, squash, guava, and peanuts.10 No trace 
of maize has been found. Relatively little excavation has been car
ried out at Hacha, and the data are still insufficient to determine 
whether it was a pueblo or a city. 

In the sierra the site of Qaluyu, located in the northern part 
of the Titicaca basin near Pucara, probably also qualifies as an 
urban settlement of the Initial Period. Qaluyu is a stratified site 
with two distinct phases of occupation. The later one, associated 
with Pucara style pottery, is Early Horizon in date. The earlier 
occupation is characterized by a distinctive pottery style called 
Qaluyu which occurs in a stratigraphically early position at Yana
mancha, near Sicuani, as well as at Qaluyu itself. Although there 
is no way to relate the Qaluyu style to the lea Valley sequence 
directly, its consistently early position in local sequences and the 
absence of common Early Horizon stylistic fe~tures argue for a 
date in the Initial Period. There are two· radiocarbon dates from 
Qaluyu based on charcoal samples associated with Qaluyu style 
pottery, namely P-156 (1958), 1005 B.c. ± 120, and P-155 
(1958), 565 B.c. + 114.11 The two samples were taken from 
about the same depth in a short test trench and should not be 
so far apart; they cannot both be accepted in the first sigma. The 
earlier one fits the archaeological evidence better. 

The accumulation of habitation refuse at Qaluyu f orms a low 
mound severa! acres in extent. A road has been cut through the 
mound, and the Initial Period occupation is exposed in the road 
cut. The extent of this exposure suggests that Initial Period refuse 
underlies virtually the whole mound, . but further excavation would 
be necessary to establish its limits. No buildings have been exca
vated at this site, and the case for its being an urban · settlement 
of sorne kind rests on the probable extent of the refuse. 

The site of Marcavalle near Cuzco yields pottery in a local ver
sion of the Qaluyu style. The refuse covers at least an acre. 

For the Early Horizon, many sites have been recorded which 
qualify as urban settlements, both on the coast and in the sierra. 
Several are large enough to be considered large citie~, the ones 
now known being located in the Titicaca basin, in the lea Valley 
on the south coast of Peru, and in the Mosna Valley in the northem 
sierra. Let us discuss the large sites first. 
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At Pucara in the northern part of the Titicaca basin are the 
ruins of a very large urban settlement with imposing public build
ings. Pucara is a "one period" site and the type site for the Pucara 
pottery style. No earlier pottery has been found there, and there 
was no later occupation until the Late Intermediate Period. There 
is no direct evidence by which to relate the Pucara style to the 
lea sequence, so radiocarbon dates provide the only basis for cor
relation. Six radiocarbon determinations have been made on char
coal samples from a refuse deposit at Pucara (P-152, P-153, 
P-154, P-170, P-172, and P-217) .12 Five of these determinations 
agree very well and suggest a date in the first century B.c. The 
sixth, P-154, agrees only if taken in the second sigma. A date 
in the first century B.C. should fall in the latter part of the Early 
Horizon, perhaps Early Horizon 8 or 9. 

Both public buildings and private houses at Pucara were built 
of adobe on stone foundations, and the collapse of th:e adobe super
structures has buried the foundations so that only the large~t build
ings can .be distinguished on the. surface without excavation. There 
were at least three large buildings, probably temples, on a ten:ace 
called Qalasaya, at the foot of the great .Rock of Pucara. The resi
dential area was on the flat plain bet~een this teFrace and the 
river and was apparently very' extensive.13 · 

The area around Pucara is good farming country where potatoes 
and quinoa can~ gr.own, and there ·are catfish in the Pucara ruver. 
Good pottery clay is available near the river, and there is ' a consid
erable pottery making industry at Pucara today. If ancie0;t Pucara 
was a city, as its size suggests, its economy probably involved pot:
tery manufacture, trade, and religious activities as well as fartning .. 

The Pucara settlement at 0aluyu, only three or four kilometers 
away, also covers a substantial area, though a less extensive one 
than at Pucara itself. As the local farmers have recognized, the 
mound at Qaluyu is shaped like a catfish, a fact which suggests 
sorne deliberate planning. According to Manuel Chávez Bailón, 
there is anoth~r very large Pucara site at Tintiri on the road from 
Azángaro to Muñani. No orie has yet looked for small habitation 
sites between tbese urban settlements . . 

The site of Tiahuanaco, at the southern or Bolivian end of Lake 
Titicaca, covers an area at least l l/2 by l l/4 kilometers. The 
full area over which sherds occur on the surface has never been 
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mapped, but the reports of visitors indicate that it is immense. 
The surface remains represent a Middle Horizon occupation, but 
there is evidence that the site was already important in the Early 
Horizon. Since this evidence has never been brought together, a 
review of it is in order. 

Bennett apparently dug into an occupation level of Early Hori
zon date at the bottom of his Pit V, located east of the Acapana, 
the leve! in question being his Leve! 9 ( 4.00 to 4.60 meters). 
It was set off from the deposit above by a thin !ayer of clay. Ben
nett collected 116 sherds from Leve! 9, 111 of them being plain 
ones.14 The most significant of the decorated sherds was a small 
one with a stepped design in red and black, the color being outlined 
by incision. When 1 examined this sherd in Bennett's collections 
at the American Museum of Natural History in 1941 I identified 
it as Pucara Polychrome.15 The identification was based on the 
colors, surface finish, and technique of decoration, the design being 
too simple to be diagnostic. It may be, of course, that the sherd 
in question belongs to a local style related to Pucara rather than 
to the Pucara style proper, but, as Bennett noted, it is quite dif
ferent from la ter Tiahuanaco pottery. 

The evidence of racliocarbon determinations confirms the early 
date here assigned to Level 9. Alfred Kidder II and William R. 
Coe dug another pit adjacent to Bennett's Pit V in 1955 to secure 
samples for racliocarbon dating. Sample P-150 (1958), animal 
bones from 3.25 to 3.50 meters depth, corresponding to the lower 
part of Bennett's Level 7, gave a date of 246 A.D. + 104. Sample 
P-123 (1958), damp charcoal from 3.50 to 3.75 meters depth, 
corresponding to Bennett's Leve! 8, gave a date of 141 A.D. + 
103.16 In the light of this evidence, a date in the first century 
B.C. for Leve! 9 is entirely reasonable. 

Sorne sculpture in the Pucara style has been found at Tiahuanaco 
also, notably the two kneeling figures in red sandstone which stand 
at the sides of the door of the Tiahuanaco cburch. These are an
cient statues which were reworked for Christian use early in the 
17th century. The reworking did not extend to the backs of the 
figures, however, and enough is left of the back of the\ headdress 
on one of them so that we can recognize it as a work in the Pucara 
style or in a style closely related to it. The Spanish chronicler Bem
abé Cobo gives a circumstantial account of the finding of these 
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statues, and bis account suggests that they were dug up near the 
cburch, rather than in one of the areas wbere there were ruins 
on the surface.17 Perbaps the reason why more remains in the 
Pucara style have not been found at Tiahuanaco is that the area 
of the modern town has not been explored. 

In 185 8 the Swiss naturalist J. J . von Tschudi purcbased a small 
stone carving in the purest Pucara style at the town of Tiahua
naco.18 This carving, now in Bem, was in use as a cult object 
at the time of Tscbudi's visit and consequently lacks provenience. 
It may very well have been dug up at Tiahuanaco also, however. 

Since 1957 Carlos Ponce Sanginés and Gregario Cordero Mi
randa ha ve been excavating at Tiahuanaco f or the Bolivian govern
ment, working mainly in and near the Qalasasaya. They have found 
a new pottery style in their lowest levels which is probably of Early 
Horizon date also. Ponce assigns the new style to bis "Epoca I" 
and describes it as very distinctive, including painted pieces, plain 
polisbed pieces, and modelled ones. The painting is most comrnonly 
in red on yellow, witb sorne incised motifs and feline designs drawn 
in black and white.19 I propase to call the new style Qalasasaya 
f or convenience of reference. The head of the principal figure on 
an incised and painted bottle of this style illustrated by Ponce has 
a number of features which occur in the same combination at lea, 
where they are limited to Early Horizon 10.2º This observation 
suggests a date immediately following the Pucara occupation. On 
the other hand, a radiocarbon sample which is supposed to date 
"Epoca I" materials gives a date of 239 B.C. + 130 (GaK-52, 
organic carbon from Qalasasaya Pit E-14, Layer 6) .21 The radio
carbon determination suggests that the Qalasasaya style is earlier 
than Pucara. More evidence is clearly needed to settle the problem 
of dating, but the indications are that the Qalasasaya style belongs 
sometime in the Early Horizon. 

So far we have no evidence regarding tbe extent of the Early 
Horizon occupation at Tiahuanaco, but if there were urban settle
ments at the other end of the lake at this time there may very 
well have been an important one at Tiahuanaco also. 

The lea Valley is one of the larger valleys on the Peruvian coast, 
but its water supply in ancient times was very limited. The lea 
River carried water for three months of the year at most, and 
in sorne years it carried no water at all. On the other hand, one 
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good soaking of the land a year was enough to ensure a crop of 
maize and squash. 

In the earlier part of the Early Horizon the population of lea 
seems to have been distributed in numerous small settlements along 
the edges of the valley. Sorne of them were certainly large enough 
to qualify as pueblos. In Early Horizon 9 times, however, there 
was an abrupt concentration of the population in a few very large 
urban settlements. Two of these settlements have been located, 
namely Tajahuana, on a dry plateau beside the river, about half 
way down the valley, and Media Luna in the oasis of Callango, 
far below. According to L. E. Dawson, who discovered it, Media 
Luna is an area of continuous, concentrated habitation refuse over 
a kilometer across, with fifteen small adobe mounds and sorne re
mains of adobe walls on the flat. The mounds presumably repre
sent temples or other public buildings. There are no fortifications 
at this site. The Tajahuana si te is only slightly smaller. The whole 
area is covered with stones representing the foundations of small 
rectangular houses, and there are a number of mounds about the 
same size as the ones at Media Luna. Tajahuana is elaborately 
fortified with multiple walls and a dry moat on the side of easiest 
access. 

Both of the sites described were occupied only during one epoch 
of the Early Horizon, perhaps for a century or a century and a 
half, and then never occupied again. They apparently represent 
achoritic cities, without smaller settlements between them, but we 
have no evidence of the nature of their economic life. In the next 
epoch, Early Horizon 10, settlements were substantially smaller 
but very numerous, suggesting that there had been a redistribution 
of the population rather than a decline in numbers. Whetber 
pueblos or small cities, the new settlements were synchoritic. The 
situation suggests that the striking concentration of population in 
Early Horizon 9 reflects sorne kind of political planning. 22 

There is no indication that the urban settlements of Early Horl
zon 9 depended in any way on large scale irrigation works. There 
was probably never enough water at Callango to irrigate any very 
large area, while the Tajahuana site is located close 

1 
to tbe river 

bank and adjacent to a marshy area. The sites in the lea Valley 
which depend on major irrlgation canals all date to Early Inter
mediate Period 7 or later. 
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In the nortbern sierra of Peru we have evidence of urban settle
ments in the Mosna Valley east of the Cordillera Blanca. The prin
cipal site in this valley is Chavin, where there is an impressive 
temple which is famous for its stone sculpture. Archaeological re
search has been largely concentrated on the temple. Wendell C. 
Bennett, who excavated there in 1938, suggested that the temple 
was a ceremonial center for seasonal use with a very small resident 
population. 2s However, Marino Gonzales Moreno, the Peruvian 
government commissioner at the site, who is a native of Chavin 
as well as a very able archaeologist, showed me evidence that the 
whole area occupied by the modero town, which is adjacent to 
the temple on the north, is underlain by Early Horizon refuse and 
constructions. An area perhaps a kilometer long and half a kilo
meter wide is involved. There is also a considerable area of habi
tation refuse on the other side of the river. Chavin thus appears 
to have been a large city. There are reported to be a number of 
smaller sites of the same period within a few kilometers of Chavin 
itself, so it was probably a synchoritic city. 

Chavin was certainly a religious center, and it has a favorable 
location f or trade. The Mosna Valley is a natural ro u te of com
munication between the sierra to the west and the tropical lowlands 
along the Marañón. Whether the site was also a manufacturing 
center cannot be detennined on the basis of the evidence now avail
able. A city the size of Chavin is likely to have had considerable 
political power. 

Chavin was not a ceremonial center in1' the settlement pattem 
sense during the Early Horizon, but it may have b~come one during 
the Early Intermediate Period. Most of the habitation area of the 
city had been abandoned by the end of the Early Horizon, but 
later structures and refuse around the temple indicate continued 
use of the ceremonial part of the site. 

lf Tiahuanaco was already a city in the Early Horizon it may 
have had a continuous urban life througb the Early Intermediate 
Period. All the other known Early Horizon cities, however, were 
either entirely deserted or at any rate had ceased to exist as cities 
before the end of the Early Horizon. The break is particularly 
remarkable in the northern Titicaca basin, because we have no 
idea what followed it there. Although a certain amount of explor
ing has been done, no habitation sites have been found wbich can 
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be attributed to the Early lntermediate Period; we do not even 
know what kind of pottery was in use. 

Apart from the large city sites we have been discussing, the 
known Early Horizon habitation sites are mostly small urban settle
ments, probably of a pueblo character. Sorne examples are Llawlli
pata, near Pomacanchi; Chanapata, at Cuzco; Pozuelo, in the 
Chincha Valley; and the Tank Site at Ancon. There are also, of 
course, many important sites which l do not have sufficient infor
mation about to discuss from the point of view of this survey; 
Kotosh, La Copa, Pacopampa, and Chongoyape fall into this 
category. 

For the Early lntermediate Period many sites representing large 
cities are known from southern and central Peru, but none has 
been reported in the north. 

There are large urban sites of the Early lntermediate Period 
in the south coast valleys of Pisco, lea, Nasca, and Acarí. The 
site of Dos Palmas in Pisco comprised an area of habitation nearly 
half a kilometer long and sorne 300 meters wide when it was 
photographed from the air in 1931 by the Shippee-Johnson Ex
pedition. By 1957, when Dwight T. Wallace visited it on the 
ground, the area had been brought under irrigation and the site 
largely destroyed. The photograph of 1931 shows the habitation 
area densely packed with the fieldstone foundations of small 
rectangular rooms, interrupted by four or five small open plazas. 
The pottery is in a local style datable to Early Intermediate Period 
3. 

In lea there is a great habitation site of Early lntermediate 
Period 1 and 2 on the slopes of a hill at the edge of the Hacienda 
Cordero Alto. Tbe population then seems to have shifted to the 
other side of the valley, where tbere is an equally large site of 
Early lntermediate Period 3 to 5 on the slopes of Cerro Soldado. 
The Cerro Soldado si te consists of the fieldstone f oundations of 
small houses scattered over the slopes of a large rocky hill over
looking the lea River. A shrine can be identified on one of the 
spurs of the hill. No habitation site attributable to Early Inter
mediate Period 6 has yet been found in lea, although b\lrials of this 
period are known there. In Early Intermediate Period 7 there 
was a large city on the Pampa de la Tinguiña, a broad alluvial 
fan subject to occasional flooding. The surviving area of habitation 
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is just under 600 meters across and was probably originally half 
again as large, the missing sections having been washed out in 
flash fioods. The ruins consist of fieldstone foundations of build
ings, a number of small mounds, and at least one plaza. An im
posing adobe palace associated with this site was destroyed by the 
owner of the neighboring hacienda in 1959. Tinguiña is a "one
period" site, abandoned before the end of Early Intermediate Pe
riod 7 and never reoccupied. 

The story of settlement in the ravine of Nasca has not been 
traced systematically, and only one large urban site is known there. 
This site is Cahuachi, which comprises shrines, plazas, cemeteries, 
and habitation areas extending along the side of the valley for over 
a kilometer. Strong's excavations tbere in 1952 indicated an occu
pation from Early Horizon 10 to Early Intermediate Period 3.24 

It is not easy to determine how much of the area of Cahuachi was 
used for habitation. The houses were constructed of perishable 
materials, so that their foundations do not show on the surface, 
and sorne of the surface pottery is derived from looted tombs rather 
than from refuse. Nevertheless, the habitation area was clearly 
extensive. 

The largest urban site in the valley of Acarí is Tambo Viejo, at 
the south edge of the modero town of Acarí. The Early Inter
mediate Period habitation area at this site is about a kilometer in 
length and half a kilometer in width, comprising fieldstone founda
tions of small rectangular rooms, a number of small mounds, 
probably representing shrines or public buildings of other kinds, 
and plazas. The site is surrounded by fortification walls of fieldstone 
and adobe. The earliest occupation is represented by pottery datable 
to Early lntermediate Period 2 and representing an old local tra
dition. The site seems to bave been rebuilt and enlarged in Early 
Intermediate Period 3 and abandoned before the end of this epoch. 
The Early Intermediate Period 3 occupation is associated with. 
Nasca style pottery and very likely represents an actual Nasca 
invasion. 

Further up the Acarí Valley at Chocavento is another fortified 
habitation site, closely similar to Tambo Viejo but about half as 
large. Still further up valley there are two additional sites of the 
same sort, one at Amato and the other at Huarato. Both are smaller 
than Chocavento. All of these sites appear to have been built and 
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abandoned in Early Intermediate Period 3. It is not unlikely that 
all these Acarí sites represent achoritic urban settlements, that is, 
ones in which the farming population of the valley was concen
trated; their size bears sorne relation to the amount of farm land 
available nearby. The size of Tambo Viejo indica tes that it, at 
least, was a city. These sites of Early Intermediate Period 3 repre
sent the peak of urbanization in the Acarí Valley. In all subsequent 
periods the habitation sites in this valley were relatively small. 

The fact that Cahuachi in Nasca and the urban settlements in 
Acarí were deserted at about the same time is suggestive, in view 
of the evidence that the f ortified settlements in Acarí represent 
an invasion from Nasca. Perhaps Cahuachi conquered a little em
pire on the coast which was destroyed after a generation or two. 
The situation could be clarified by further study of habitation sites 
in the N asca area. 

There are a number of Early Intermediate Period sites in the 
area around Ayacucho in the sierra which are large enough to 
qualify as 1arge cities. The extent of these sites must be traced 
from the distribution of pottery fragments; there are no archi
tectural remains of the Early lntermediate Period visible at the 
surface. In the immediate environs of Ayacucho there are three 
large habitation sites of the Early Intermediate Period, Acuchimay, 
Chakipampa (Tello's "Conchopata"), and Nawimpukyu. All three 
continued to be occupied into the Middle Horizon, and the last 
two have remains of Middle Horizon buildings. The great site of 
Huari, about 25 kilometers north of Ayacucho, also had an exten
sive Early Intermediate Period occupation as well as the Middle 
Horizon one for which it is famous. At Churukana, a short distance 
east of Huari, there is a very large Early Intermediate Period 
habitation site which is not obscured by any later occupation. 

Tiahuanaco either continued to be occupied or was occupied 
again in the Early Intermediate Period. The Early Intermediate 
Period pottery style at this site is the Qeya style, the major com
ponent of Bennett's "Early Tiahuanaco" category, corresponding 
to Ponce Sanginés's Epoca 111. The name Qeya is derived from 
the name of the type site, Qeya Qollu Chico on the Islél-nd of Titi
caca, where it was f ound isolated in burials excavated by A. F. 
Bandelier in 1894. Bandelier's collection from this site is at the 
American Museum of Natural History; it is referred to but not 
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described in bis report. 25 The two pits, V and VIII, in which 
Bennett got "Early Tiahuanaco" refuse are located half a kilometer 
apart, a fact which suggests the presence of an extensive habitation 
area. Ponce Sanginés dates the construction of the Qalasasaya to 
bis Epoca 111, so the site also had large public buildings in the 
Early Intermediate Period. 

On the central coast tbe sites of Pachacamac and Cajamarquilla 
were large urban settlements in the Middle Horizon and the Late 
Intermediate Period, and at both sites the occupation can be traced 
back to the Early Intermediate Period. We do not know the area 
involved or the character of the early occupation, however. The 
site of Maranga, between Lima and Callao, includes a cluster of 
great temple mounds which were built during the Early Inter
mediate Period and abandoned early in the Middle Horizon. No 
extensive habitation area has been found associated with these 
mounds, and it is very likely that they constituted a ceremonial 
center. 

There was a moderate sized settlement of urban character at 
Playa Grande, on the desert coast south of Anean. 26 The habita
tion area at this site was about 400 meters across and included at 
least seven public buildings. There was no water available for irri
gation at Playa Grande, and the population must have been en
gaged in fishing, gathering shellfish, and hunting sea mammals, 
like the inhabitants of the settlements along the desert coast before 
th.e introduction of pottery. I hesitate to argue that the existen ce of 
an urban settlement at Playa Grande implies general use of this 
pattem in the neighboring valleys. Occupational convenience might 
encourage the formation of urban settlements by fishermen, even 
though contemporary farmers preferred a different pattem of 
residen ce. 

Schaedel has argued that urbanization began on the north coast 
in the Middle Horizon or Late lntermediate Period, and that the 
earlier pattern in this area was one of ceremonial centers. 27 He 
reached these conclusions on the basis of a survey of major archi
tectural remains on the north coast carried out between 1948 and 
1950. The procedure followed was to locate large ruins on aerial 
photographs and then to visit the sites on the ground. This pro
cedure provides an excellent basis for studies of monumental archi
tecture, but it yields only part of the information needed for the 
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study of settlement patterns. Many habitation areas on the coast 
cannot be identified at all on aerial photographs and can be recog
nized on the ground only by the presence of ancient pottery, bone 
fragments, and shell. Except in areas where stone was very abun
dant, ordinary houses on the coast were generally framed with 
poles and closed with matting or with canes smeared with mud. 
Such houses leave no remains except a floor and sorne post boles 
which, if not covered by a layer of refuse, weather away within a 
few centuries. Generally the floors are covered with refuse and 
can be found by excavation. The data for the Early Intermediate 
Period collected in Schaedel's survey may reflect the pattern of 
scattered residence and ceremonial centers which he suggests, but 
they could also result from a pattern of urban residence in flimsy 
houses which left no remains of the sort he was mapping. 

Apart from Schaedel's survey, data on north coast settlements 
in the Early Intermediate Period are not abundant. The problem 
is complicated by the fact that, for certain valleys ( e.g., Casma 
and Lambayeque), the pottery of the Early Intermediate Period 
has not been identified. 

The extensive survey of ancient sites carried out in the Virú 
Valley by J. A. Ford and Gordon R. Willey in 1946 indicated what 
Willey has called a small or medium sized village pattem for set
tlements of this valley in the Early Intermediate Period.28 The 
Huaca Gallinazo, which is the largest habitation site associated with 
Gallinazo style pottery, is described as covering an area of 400 by 
200 meters. 29 These relatively small settlements may have been 
associated with ceremonial centers, if that is the function served 
by the so-called "castillos." The Virú evidence can hardly be said 
to contradict Schaedel's generalization. On the other band, it does 
not support bis interpretation very strongly, because Virú, which 
is not a very large valley, had no major urban settlements even in 
the Late Intermediate Period wben such settlements were fairly 
common on the north coast. 

The fact tbat later sites on the central coast, such as Pachacamac 
and Cajamarquilla, were already occupied in the Early Intermediate 
Period leads us to ask whether the same might not be true of sorne 
of the large late urban settlements on the north coast. Heinrich 
Ubbelohde-Doering did sorne digging at the great site of Pacat
namú in the Pacasmayo V alley in the hope of finding an early 
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occupation. Tbe earliest pottery he found, however, dates to Mid
dle Horizon l.ªº 

The Middle Horizon was marked by a great expansion of the 
Huari culture centering in tbe Ayacucho area, an expansion which 
probably involved military conquest. Its traces have been found 
through most of Peru, in the sierra from Sicuani to Cajamarca 
and on the coast from Ocoña to Chicama. There was a parallel 
expansion of the Tiahuanaco culture in the basin of Lake Titicaca 
and in northem Bolivia, reaching the coast in the extreme south 
of Peru and in northern Chile. These expansion movements are 
significant for our story, because the Huari culture certainly had a 
well established tradition of large cities by the beginning of the 
Middle Horizon, and the Tiahuanaco culture probably did also. 

There seems to have been a concentration of population and 
probably also of power at Huari in the Middle Horizon. The great 
urban settlements in the environs of Ayacucho were abandoned 
at the end of Middle Horizon 1, while the major occupation at 
Huari dates to Middle Horizon 2 and 3. The site of Huari is enor
mous. According to Bennett, the "major core" of the ruins covers 
an area at least 1.5 kilometers square. The masonry structures rep
resented by the ruins now visible above ground were probably pub
lic buildings; the habitation area around them can only be traced 
from the distribution of surface sherds. 81 

Tello reports the existence of another large site like Huari at 
Hatun Wayllay on the Lircay River in Huancavelica.82 A 16th 
century writer describes what appears to be another such site at 
Cabana in the province of Lucanas in the southern part of the 
modero Department of Ayacucho. 33 

A striking feature of the Huari expansion was the construction 
of very large building complexes consisting of plazas, corridors 
and rectangular rooms laid out according to a formal plan. The 
walls are very high, with few doors and windows, and refuse is 
virtually absent. These elaborate complexes probably housed gov
emment stores rather than people. There is a comparatively small 
complex of this type at Huari itself, in the Capilla Pata sector. The 
larger ones are Pikillaqta, at the lower end of the valley of Cuzco, 
Wiraqocha Pampa, near Huamachuco, and a site on the Pampa de 
las Llamas in the valley of Casma on the north central coast. 34 

The existence of these formal storage complexes provides evidence 
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that the expansion of Huari was not simply a matter of peaceful 
penetration or raiding. It represents the formation of an imperial 
state with a well organized administration. 

Pikillaqta has an extensive Middle Horizon habitation site as
sociated with it. The habitation site is located on the next hill 
(Raqch'i), an elevation formed by an old lava ftow. Here there 
are pockets of soil, including sorne fairly extensive fields, among 
the outcrops of lava, and Middle Horizon sherds occur on the 
surface. Presumably the buildings were of adobe. 

There are many Middle Horizon habitation sites of various sizes 
in the area of Huari expansion, usually marked by refuse without 
standing ruins. Waywaka, near Andahuaylas, is relatively extensive; 
Yanamancha, near Sicuani, and Zukzu, at Orcos, are small. 35 Evi
dently, the entire population was not concentrated in large cities. 

On the south coast there is a small Middle Horizon 1 habitation 
si te at Pacheco in the ravine of N asca, associated with a shrine of 
Ayacucho type. No really large Middle Horizon habitation site has 
yet been identified on the south coast, although sorne extensive 
cemeteries of this period are known, particularly in the Nasca 
drainage. However, little enough survey work for babitation sites 
has been undertaken in this area so that it would be dangerous to 
infer that no large Middle Horizon site exists. 

Pachacamac continued to be occupied throughout the Middle 
Horizon, but the occupation of this period is covered by later 
construction and could only be traced by excavation. Many Middle 
Horizon burials ha ve been f ound at Pachacamac, however, and 
the pc;>ttery in· tbem represents a local variant of the Huari style. 
This Pachacamac variant is distinctive, and its influence can be 
traced over most of the central coast and as far south as Ica.ª6 

Since Pachacamac was a great city in the earlier part of the Late 
Intermediate Period, it is reasonable to suppose that it was already 
one in the Middle Horizon when it was such an important center 
of influence. 

The north coast was an area of large cities in the Late Inter
mediate Period. One of them, at any rate, namely Pacatnamú in 
the Pacasmayo Valley, can be traced back to the beginning of 
the Middle Horizon, as we have already noted. If Schaedel is right 
in claiming that there were no large cities on the north coast before 
the Middle Horizon, the easiest way to account for the rather 
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abropt appearance of such cities is to suppose that they represent 
a pattem of settlement introduced by the already urbanized con
querors from Huari. 

Tiahuanaco reached its greatest extent in the Middle Horizon, 
and most of the famous sculpture from this site is of Middle Ho
rizon date. No other really large Middle Horizon city has been 
found so far in the area of Tiahuanaco expansion. This fact may be 
significant, or it may simply reflect inadequate exploration. There 
has been relatively too much attention paid to carved stones and 
not enough to house foundations and habitation refuse. For exam
ple, when Bennett was excavating the cut stone ruins of a 
Tiahuanaco temple at Lukurmata he noted the presence of house 
foundations and habitation refuse but did not trace the area of 
habitation.87 Sorne small Tiahuanaco habitation sites are known; 
there is one on a hill at Juliaca, for instance. 

Both Huari and Tiahuanaco were abandoned toward the end 
of the Middle Horizon, and there was no sizable later settlement 
at either site. Furthermore, in a large part of southem Pero and 
Bolivia the abandonment of cities was general; there were virtually 
no large cities in this area in the Late lntermediate Period and the 
Late Horizon. The entire pattem of settlement in large cities was 
eliminated and not reintroduced until after the Spanish conquest. 

The abandonment of the great cities in the south coincides 
approximately with the decline and eventual elimination of Huari 
and Tiahuanaco influence in local pottery styles. The Late Inter
mediate Period was a time of marked local cultural diversity and 
relative isolation, contrasting in both respects with the Middle Ho
rizon. Sorne evidence regarding political conditions in the Late 
lntennediate Period can be derived from Inca traditions, and these 
traditions describe a situation of extreme political fractionation 
in the sierra at the time of the beginnings of the Inca dynasty. 
Evidently, the great imperial states of the Middle Horizon fell at 
about the time that the cities were abandoned. There thus appears 
to be a formal parallel in Pero to the situation in western Europe 
at the time of the abandonment of the Roman cities. 

The general absence of large cities in the south in the Late Inter
mediate Period was noted by the University of Tokyo field party 
which surveyed the area in 1958. The expedition report, in dis
cussing the site of Churajón in the Arequipa area, says that it is 
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"the only city site of the Urbanist period that has ever been recog
nized in tbe southern Andes."38 The "Urbanist period" of this 
statement is approximately equivalent to the Late Intermediate 
Period. There is sorne question, however, whether Churajón quali
fies as a city in terms of tbe criteria used in this study. The Tokyo 
party reports two habitation areas at Churajón, one of 2,000 square 
meters and the other of 5,000 square meters. The 5,000 square 
meter area, however, includes tombs and agricultura! terraces as 
well as dwellings. The habitation areas described sound like small 
urban settlements, and probably pueblos rather than cities. 

The largest urbart settlements in southern Peru datable to the 
Late lntermediate Period which 1 have visited are Mallawpampa 
at Curahuasi, Qaqallinka and Timirán near Arequipa, and 
Sahuacarí and Otaparo in the Acarí Valley.89 Probably all of these 
sites continued to be occupied in the Late Horizon. They cover 
areas at least 300 meters across and include the remains of field
stone foundations as well as habitation refuse. These sites need 
be no more than relatively large pueblos. The sites which Max 
Uhle visited at the southeast end of Lake Titicaca between 
Achacache and Huaycho sound similar.40 

In the area around Cuzco many Late Intennediate Period sites 
have been identified. Sorne are very small, representing perhaps 
no more than half a dozen houses, while others have an area of 
refuse 200 to 300 meters across and evidently represent pueblos 
or small cities. Examples of the larger sites are Qencha-qencha in 
the valley of Cuzco and Kuyu (Pukara Panti-lliklla) near Pisac. 

The lea Valley seems to have had a pattem combining small 
settlements and imposing ceremonial centers in the Late Inter
mediate Period. The major ceremonial center was at Old lea in 
the Pago de Tacaraca where there is a large cluster of adobe temple 
mounds but little habitation refuse. Smaller clusters of mounds, 
probably representing subsidiary centers, occur at Macacona and 
Chagua (La Venta). The habitation si tes of this period are numer
ous but small in ar ea and scattered all o ver the valle y. 

In central Peru there are sorne Late Intermediate Period cities 
\ 

of large size. I have visited two near Huancayo, Patan-qotu and 
Qotu-qotu. The University of Tokyo expedition estimated that 
Patan-qotu extended f or two kilometers along the bank of the 
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Mantaro River, and Qotu-qotu may be nearly as large. The latter 
si te continued to be occupied into the Late Horizon. 41 

Pachacamac on the central coast was a very large city in the early 
part of the Late Intermediate Period. Indeed, most of the buildings 
now visible in the central and southem part of the site appear to 
be Late Intermediate Period constructions. The city declined in 
size, however, and was at least partly in ruins when the Incas took 
it. The best evidence for this fact is provided by the excavations 
which Arturo Jiménez Borja carried out in the central part of the 
site in 1957-58. Jiménez cleared a small temple of the Late Inter
mediate Period in this ar ea and f ound the courtyard filled with 
over a meter of very dirty Inca refuse. Part of the facing of the 
south wall of the courtyard had fallen out, perhaps during an earth
quake, and the layers of Inca refuse continued into the gap in the 
face of the wall. There is thus no question that this building was 
in a ruinous condition when the Incas began to use it as a dump. 
Miguel Estete, who accompanied the first Spanish exploring party 
to reach Pachacamac, in 1533, reported that much of the city was 
in ruins in bis time. He says: ''It must be something very ancient, 
because there are many ruined buildings, and the town has been 
walled, although most of the wall has now fallen in; it has its main 
gates giving access to the interior and its streets."42 

Cajamarquilla, in the valley of Lima, was a large city in the Late 
Intermediate Period, as we have already noted. No one has suc
ceeded in identifying early Spanish references to it, and its ancient 
name is unknown. No evidence of Inca occupation has been found 
there. It is thus at least possible that Cajamarquilla was abandoned 
bef ore the end of the Late Intermediate Period. 

The north coast was the most highly urbanized part of Peru in 
the Late lntermediate Period, with many large cities of imposing 
size. 1 have not explored tbis area myself and have nothing to 
add to the descriptions of north coast city sites published by 
Schaedel and Kosok. 4ª 

For the most part, the pattems of settlement of the Late Inter
mediate Period carried through into the Late Horizon. Whatever 
changes occurred were the result of Inca planning, so we need to 
add sorne comments on Inca practice. 

As we have seen, the Cuzco area, where the Inca state began, 
had a pattem of small urban settlements and even smaller clusters 
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of houses in the Late Intermediate Period. Cuzco, the Inca capital, 
was a small urban settlement at the time the Incas began their 
expansion; Inca traditions were quite explicit on this point. 
Pachakuti, the first great Inca conqueror, who ruled from about 
1438 to about 1471, rebuilt Cuzco to make it a more appropriate 
capital for the new empire. He planned a core of palaces, temples, 
and government buildings with a ring of small urban settlements 
around it. The residential settlements were separated from one 
another and from the core area by open fields. Since the service 
personnel in the core area probably grew to number at least 2,000, 
the core itself was technically a large city by the criteria we are 
using. However, Pachakuti's intent appears to have been to build 
a ceremonial center with a cluster of small urban settlements de
pendent on it. 

The administrative centers which the Incas establisbed in the 
provinces tended to follow the model of Cuzco, except when they 
were attached to already existing native settlements. The Inca ad
ministrative center in Acarí, for example, consisted of govemment 
buildings with satellite settlements located sorne distance away. 44 

If there were any Inca settlements whicb were planned as large 
cities, they were ·sorne of the great regional centers in the north, 
such as Pumpun, Wanuku (Huánuco Viejo), and Tumipampa. 

Where the native population was very scattered, the Incas tried 
to consolidate it in urban settlements to facilitate government con
trol, but the settlements so f ormed were not lar ge and had a 
mínimum of public buildings, aside from a shrine or two. The set
tlements established for the colonization of uninhabited country 
were likewise small. Machu Picchu, which was the largest of a 
group of Inca colonies in the rough country between Ollantaytambo 
and Vilcabamba, contained a total of only about 200 rooms for all 
purposes.415 The Incas were not city builders in tbe sense that 
their predecessors of the Middle Horizon had been. 

Such, then, is the record of urban settlement in ancient Pero as 
it appears in the present state of archaeological knowledge. There 
are still great gaps in what we know and extensive areas where no 
archaeological survey has ever been undertaken, but ihe present 
record is sufficient to support a few conclusions and to make it 
possible to ask sorne useful new questions. 

In the first place, Peru has a long and persistent tradition of 
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urba~ settlement. From far back in preceramic times the urban pat
tem is found generally wherever pattems of residence have been 
investigated. Scattered settlement in family groups is also found 
but in combination with urban settlement rather than as an alterna~ 
tive to it. There are a few cases of what appear to be achoritic 
urban settlements, as in lea in Early Horizon 9, in the Lake Titi
caca basin at the time the Pucara cities were flourishing, and in 
Acarí in Early lntermediate Period 3. In lea and Acarí the 
achoritic pattem is associated with fortification of the settlements 
and may be a deliberate military measure. 

So little excavation has been carried out in Peruvian urban settle
ments that it is usually not possible to distinguish a small city from 
a pueblo. We can only be sure we are dealing with cities when we 
find habitation areas so extensive that they fall into the "large" 
category. 

Large cities are not as generally characteristic of Peruvian settle
ment pattems as small urban settlements. Sorne large cities were 
built at sorne time or other in most parts of the sierra and the coast, 
but usually only part of the area was urbanized at any one time. 
The concentration of population in large cities appears to have 
been most general during the Middle Horizon. 

The earliest large city so far known is preceramic Haldas on the 
coast, an isolated phenomenon in the present state of knowledge 
and one which deserves careful investigation. 

The basin of Lake Titicaca was the home of a long tradition of 
large cities. This tradition goes back to the Initial Period (Qaluyu) 
and was very likely continuous from that time until the end of the 
Middle Horizon. There may have been a general abandonment of 
large cities in the northern part of the basin near the end of the 
Early Horizon, bringing an end to such cities as Qaluyu and Pucara, 
but it is at least possible that the occupation of Tiahuanaco was 
not interrupted until the general crisis at the end of the Middle 
Horizon. 

There was a large city at Chavin in the Early Horizon, but it is 
not yet clear whether it was unique or merely one of many such 
settlements in the northem sierra at that time. lf the latter, it may 
be possible to find links between the northem tradition and the 
Lake Titicaca one. Similar diffi.culties attend the interpretation of 
the occurrence of cities on the south coast in the Early Horizon. 
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A large unexplored area separates the south coast from Lake Titi
caca. The south coast urban tradition appears to have been con
tinuous until the Middle Horizon, although individual sites were 
abandoned on many occasions. 

The expansion of Huari in the Middle Horizon is the expansion 
of a culture of cities which had its center in the Ayacucbo area. 
Large cities in this area can be traced back well into the Early 
Intermediate Period, and designs on pottery indicate contacts with 
the urbanized south coast in Early Intermediate Period 7 and with 
Tiahuanaco in Middle Horizon 1. The origins of the urban tradition 
in the Ayacucho area are still obscure, because there has been 
so little exploration in the sierra. Large cities may well go back to 
the Early Horizon here, in which case a link with other Early 
Horizon occurrences of cities should be sought. 

It was probably the influence of the Huari culture . which was 
responsible f or the introduction of lar ge cities to the north coast. 
Tbis area appears to have had only small urban settlements and 
ceremonial centers in earlier periods. Once it accepted the large 
city pattem, however, the north coast became highly urbanized 
and maintained its urban tradition until the time of the Spanish 
conquest. 

The power of Huari and Tiahuanaco collapsed at the end · of 
the Middle Horizon, and their fall was accompanied by a general 
abandonment of cities in southern Peru. Thereafter, the prevailing 
pattern of settlement was one of small urban settlements and dis
persed dwellings. The fact that the abandonment of cities was 
general over a large area suggests that there was a reaction against 
cities as such, and we are reminded of the hostility of the rural 
population to the cities in the later Roman Empire. Like the Roman 
cities, the Peruvian ones of the Middle Horizon did have a rural 
population around them. It is interesting that the reaction took 
place in the areas where the urban tradition was very old and not 
on the north coast where large cities were a new phenomenon. 

The story of ancient Peruvian cities has sorne important implica
tions for general theories of the development of cities. In the first 
place, in lea, where I ha ve had an opportunity to study, the rela
tionship between cities and irrigation, large cities appear first and 
major irrigation canals were only built later. It would be difficult 
to argue that there was any relationship between irrigation and 
the development of cities in tbis area, unless it was that the growth 
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of cities produced a pressure on the land which was met by irri
gation projects on an unprecedented scale. 

In the second place, the Peruvian data throw sorne light on the 
relationsbip between cities and ceremonial centers. Except for the 
late and somewhat peculiar case of Cuzco, there is no example in 
our Peruvian data of large cities developing out of ceremonial 
centers. When large cities replaced or were added to ceremonial 
centers, as occurred on the north coast, the cities represent the 
intrusion of foreign ideas coming from another area where the 
urban tradition was much older. The ceremonial center, therefore, 
is not a necessary stage in the development of the city. 

.The Peruvian evidence also shows very clearly that the large 
city is not such an advantageous institution as to spread consistently 
at the expense of other patterns of residence. We have seen how 
large cities disappeared over a considerable area in southern Peru 
at the end of the Middle Horizon and were replaced by a pattern 
of small urban settlements. At lea an urban pattern was replaced 
by a ceremonial center one in the Late Intermediate Period. During 
this sarne period Pachacamac was transf ormed from a lar ge city 
into a ceremonial center, which is all it was when the first European 
visitors saw it. Something similar had happened at Haldas in the 
Initial Period. 

The ceremonial center is obviously in sorne sense an altemative 
to the city, providing the kinds of public institutions and services 
which are present in large cities, but without a permanent con
centration of population. lt would be possible to argue from the 
Peruvian data that ceremonial cent~rs represent a secondary de
velopment out of cities. They clearly do so in sorne cases, but it 
would be going too far beyond the evidence to maintain tbat the 
prior existence of cities is a necessary condition f or the develop
ment of ceremonial centers. 

POSTSCRIPT by John H. Rowe 1971 

The dates in years given in this article are based on the radio
carbon measurements available in 1962. The measurements re
ported between 1962 and 1964 suggested earlier dates ( see Rowe 
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and Menzel 1967: v-vi and 16-30). Developments in radiocarbon 
age determination since 1964 will certainly necessitate further re
visions of the absolute chronology for the Andean area. However, 
since the argument of this paper is based as far as possible on 
relative dating (Horizons and periods), it will not be affected 
significantly by changes in the radiocarbon scale. 

The distinctive character of the settlement pattem of Cuzco, 
referred to in this article, has been further explored in another 
paper: "What Kind of a Settlement Was Inca Cuzco?" (Rowe 
1967:59- 76). 

NOTES 

t. Rowe, 1960a, 1960b, 1962b. 
2. Menzel et al., 1964. 
3. A summary of the archaeological sequence in the lea Valley is given 

in Rowe, 1962a. 
4. As the reader will note in the text which follows, this study suffers to 

sorne extent from the fact that the categories used in it grew out of my at
tempts to compare and interpret field data. The field observations were not 
made with these particular distinctions in mind and often fail to include the 
most pertinent details. Such deficiencies can be taken care of by further field
work, however, and the inductive approach calls for no apology .. 

5. Rostovtzeff, 1957, vol. 1, pp. 496-501. 
6. These mounds are described by Engel, 1958, pp. 89- 90. My data, how

ever, were provided by E. P. Lanning, who participated in the excavatibns 
at Rio Seco. 

7. Kigoshi et al., 1962, p. 91, and information provided by Rosa Fung de 
Lanning. See Engel, 1958, fig. 4, for an inaccurate plan of the Haldas temple. 

8. lnformation provided by E. P. Lanning. 
9. Sample UCLA-154 was collected in 1961 by J. H. Rowe and Dorothy 

Menzel and consisted of wood charcoal and carbonized seeds associated with 
a thin layer of ash on a clay floor at the foot of and continuous with the 
longest section of packed clay wall at the south end of the site. The ash repre
sents the remains of a substantial fire which burned the face of the wall. The 
construction of the wall should, therefore, be earlier than the date of the 
sample. Sample UCLA-153 was collected in 1959 by Gary S. Vescelius, 
Hernan Amat Olazabal, and Dorothy Menzel, ali at that time working on the 
joint arcbaeological project sponsored by the U .S. Educationa\ Commission 
in Peru and the University of San Marcos. It consisted of wood charcoal 
from a Jayer of undisturbed refuse on the lee side of a sand hill at the nortb 
end of the si te. Both samples were submitted to the laboratory by J. H. Rowe. 
Since the site had been dated in the Initial Period on the basis of the archaeo-
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logical relationships of its pottery, textiles, and stone work, both dates are 
acceptable. 

10. Preliminary identifications by J. H. Rowe and L. E. Dawson, not 
cbecked by experts. 

11. Ralph, 1959, p. 57. 
12. Ibid. 
13. For pbotographs of the Pucara site see Kidder, 1943, and Rowe, 1958. 
14. Bennett, 1934, pp. 378-85 and Table l. 
15. Rowe, 1944, p. 56. 
16. Ralpb, 1959, p. 55. 
17. Cobo, lib. XIII, cap. XIX; 1956, Tomo 92, p. 197. 
18. Rowe, 1958, pp. 260- 61. 
19. Ponce Sanginés, 1961, pp. 33-35. 
20. Ibid., 1961, p. 22, top figure; comparison with lea by Dorothy Menzel. 
21. Kigoshi et al., 1962, p. 91. 
22. Early Horizon 10 was also a time when the lea Valley had a relatively 

unified pottery style. See Menzel et al., 1964. 
23. Bennett and Bird, 1964, pp. 98-101. 
24. A sample of the pottery from the Cahuachi excavations is illustrated 

by Strong, 1957, who also provides a plan and aerial photograph of the site. 
Strong generously permitted L. E. Dawson, Dorothy Menzel, and me to ex
amine his original sherd collections, and the dates here assigned to Strong's 
materials are based on Dawson and Menzel's observations. 1 have also visited 
Cahuachi personally. 

25. Bandelier, 1910, pp. 172-73 and plate XXI. 
26. Stumer, 1953, pp. 44, 48, and fig. l; Tabío, 1957, p. 5. 
27. Schaedel, 1951a, p. 22; 1951b, pp. 234, 242-43; cf. Willey, 1953, pp. 

412-13. 
28. Willey, 1951, p. 198. 
29. Willey, 1953b, pp. 132-33; Bennett, 1950, pp. 25-29. 
30. Ubbelohde-Doering, 1959, pp. 6-26. The excavator's stylistic attribu

tions of tbe pottery found in burials E-1, M-XI and M-XII are erroneous. 
These are ali Middle Horizon 1 burials, dated by the Moche V style vessels 
they contained. All dark incised ware is not Chavin; ali utilitarian face-neck 
jars are not Gallinazo, and so forth. The eclecticism reflected b:y the variety 
of decorated vessels in these burials is a comtnon characteristic of Middle 
Horizon 1 burials e.lsewhere on the coast as well. 

31. Bennett, 1953, p. 18 and fig. 2. 
32. Tello, 1942, pp. 683, 684. 
33 . Monzón, 1881, p. 210. 
34. McCown, 1945, pp. 267-73, figs. 5 and 13; Rowe, 1956, pp. 142-43; 

Kubler, 1962, plate 162; Tello, 1956, pp. 49-51 and fig. 2. Pikillaqta is dated 
by a find of small stone figures in Huari style. Wiraqocha Pampa is dated 
by its resemblances to Pikillaqta and to the Capilla Pata sector of Huari. The 
site on the Pampa de las Llamas is the group of rectangular plazas and asso
ciated buildings Jying northeast of Huaca Mojeque at the foot of Cerro San 
Francisco. 1 know it only from Tello's plan and description, which provide 
very inadequate evidence for dating. My grouping of this site with the sierra 
ones is no more than a guess based on certain features of its formal plan. 

35. Waywaka and Yanamancha are discussed briefly in Rowe, 1956, pp. 
143 and 144. 
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36. Menzel, 1958, pp. 40-41. 
37. Bennett, 1936, pp. 491- 92 (sections K and L). 
38. Ishida and others, 1960, p. 468. 
39. Qaqallinka ("Casa Patac") and Timirán ("Dos Cruces,,) are described 

briefly in Ishida and others, 1960, pp. 467 and 462. For Sahuacarí and 
Otaparo, see Menzel, 1959, pp. 130-31. 

40. Rowe, 1954, p. 107. 
41. Ishida and others, 1960, p. 471. 
42. Estete, 1938, p. 87. 
43. Schaedel, 195la, 1951b; Kosok, 1960. 
44. Menzel, 1959, p. 130. 
45. Plan in Bingham, 1930. 
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lntroduction to The "Hunting" Economies of the Tropical 
Forest Zone of South America: An Attempt at Historical 
Perspecti've 

Donald Lathrap has devoted a considerable amount of bis time 
and energy to excavating the remains of ancient communities 
in the tropical areas of South America. In this article, origi
nally delivered at the Symposium on Man the Hunter held in 
Chicago in 1966, Lathrap explores the notion, supported by other 
researchers, that the Amazon basin is not to be considered a single 
ecological zone but that it should be divided into at least twü dis
tinct zones: riverine and slightly elevated upland environments. 
The main contrast between the two is found in differential pro
ductivity, both in agriculture and animal biomass. 

T.his distinction has a number of significant implications regard
ing the ethnology of the Amazon. One is the suggestion that certain 
societies which concentrate largely on hunting and gathering f or 
subsistence do not represent a prior stage of cultural evolution 
to the denser agricultura! populations, but rather may be devolved 
from just such societies. This has interesting theoretical implications 
in that it departs from a unilineal model of evolution which sorne 
anthropologists may have adopted. This model also has important 
implications for the interpretation of particular ethnographic cases 
(e.g. the Sirionó, Holmberg 1950) and for the reconstruction of 
migration patterns in the peopling of the Amazon basin ( cf. Meg
gers and Evans 1961, and the introduction to Chapter 7 of this 
volume). M. K. Martín ( 1969) makes a similar case using a re
gional cross-cultural sample. 
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This article demonstrates how much remains to be leamed about 
the history and evolution of culture in South America. Much of the 
needed research is documentary in nature; hopefully sorne of the 
readers of this volume will equip themselves with the necessary 
skills in archeology, historical linguistics, ethnohistory, languages 
and anthropological theory and carry it out. As can be seen from 
reading this article and those reprinted here by Meggers, Cameiro 
and Oberg, a lively and healthy debate is still alive regarding many 
of the issues. 

Trained at Berkeley and Harvard, Donald Lathrap has carried 
out extensive research in eastem Peru. He is the author of severa! 
important articles anda recent book The Upper Amazon (1970). 
Dr. Lathrap is Professor of Anthropology at the University of 11-
linois, Urbana. 

6. THE "HUNTING" ECONOMIES OF THE 
TROPICAL FOREST ZONE OF SOUTH 
AMERICA: AN ATTEMPT AT 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

OONALD LATHRAP 

The Amazon Basjn cantajns tbe,. Jargest block of tmph;al rain mrw 
i,g the ~ot].sf. The patterns of human utilization of this region and 
the history of how these pattems evolved through time is of con
siderable interest as a major chapter in the progressive expansion 
of human populations, and in the adaptation of such populations 
to diverse ecological settings.1 

At the time of the first European contact, the Amazon Basin 
showed a considerable range of cultural pattem in terms of size and 
complexity of social units, complexity of material culture, and even 
in basic patterns of subsistence activity. Tbe ffoad plam-0f-the 
:tllªi~ream ot the Amazon and .of--its major .tributaries-sustained 
1ª1.[~, .§.~Q_eg.tary populations ~g~~g i~ intensive roQt:-ci:op fann
ing cambined :with fishiQg and the hunting of.aquatic mammals and 
~p.tiJe.§.. The exact size and complexity of sociopolitical units at
tained by these riverine societies, as of A.o. 1500, continues to be 
a matter of c·ontroversy since all such societies were very early dis
rupted by the effects of slave raiding, missionization, and diseases 
introduced by the Europeans. While it is clear that none of these 
societies rivaled the kind of sociopolitical unit which had been 
typical of the central Andes for the last 500 to 1,000 years before 
Columbus, it is equally clear from the various reviews of the early 
sources (Métraux, 1948a; Nimuendajú, 1952a; Palmatary, 1960, 
1965; Rowe, 1952) that such riverine groups were far larger and 
more complex than the presently surviving remnant groups repre-

Reprinted by permission from tbe author, editors and publisher from Rich
ard B. Lee and Irven Dev ore, editors, Man the Hunter, Chapter 3, pp. 23- 29 
( Chicago : Aldine Publishing Company, J 968); copyright © 1968 by the 
Wenner-Oren Foundation for Anthropological Research, Inc. 
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senting tropical forest culture. An even greater discrepancy exists 
between our knowledge of the contact period riverine societies of 
tbe Amazon Basin and the generalized notion of "tropical forest 
culture" or "tropical forest stage" which has been developed by 
Meggers and Evans (Meggers, 1954, 1957a, 1957b; Meggers and 
Evans, 1956). 

Tbe demographic and cultural situation in the slightly ~l~~ 
regions between the major rivers was in sharp contrast to that of 
the fiood plains. The....interfluve are.as.. were characterized h.y. scant 
~opulation§__organiz~d_jnto smaU, widely dispersed and-mobile 
social units. These groups typically showed simple and relatively 
unproductive agricultura! systems and relied heavily on the hunting 
of terrestrial and arboreal game for their sustenance. Unlike the 
groups inhabiting the more accessible and economically more val
uable flood plains, the simple, dispersed Indian societies of the in
terfluve have in many instances survived until recently without 
major modifications in culture (Cameiro, 1964, p. 9).2 

The presentation of a full, composite ethnographic picture of 
all such simple non-riverine groups is far beyond the scope of 
this paper, but certain key points in the above generalizations 
should be documented. In the area with which 1 am most 
familiar, the Peruvian Montaña, groups such as the Cashibo, Ama
huaca, Remo, and Mayoruna are completely characteristic. A 
recent comparison of the agricultura! practices of the Isconahua 
group of Remo, with those of the Shipibo, a riverine Panoan 
group, has shown the relative inefficiency of the Remo system and 
suggested that this inefticiency was an adjustment to the poorer 
agricultura! potential of the interfluvial zone, the Remo's accus
tomed habitat (Momsen, 1964, pp. 76-77). Carneiro's excellent 
discussion of Amahuaca agriculture indicates equally rudimen
tary practices. For instance, he says: "At best, the Amahuaca are 
reluctant weeders" ( 1964, p. 14). The Shipibo on the other hand 
appear to be rather systematic and finicky on these matters. 

Points which are crucial to the present discussion are the great 
importance which the hunting of terrestrial and arboreal game 
had for these interfluvial groups, and tbe degree to wµich the de
pendence on such game aff ected ali other aspects of their culture. 
Cameiro has repeatedly demonstrated (1960, 1961, 1964) that it 
is not agricultura! potential which directly controls the size and 
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mobility of tropical forest social groups. In the Amahuaca case 
he gives a clear demonstration that the agriculture system, rudi
mentary as it is, is still capable of producing far more vegetable 
foods than the people are able to use (1964, pp. 17- 18) . .Jt is 
.!h.e..ab&en<;e Qf signjficant aqnatic resonrces (1964, p. 10) ~ading 
!º a_qe_pe_ndeI!,ce_ on_t_egestrial__b.lJ!lting fuLth~ protein necess~JY 
to the diet which largely controls 1he. nature of the social group. 
Carneiro is worth quoting at length on this point: 

First of all, it should be kept in mind that the Amahuaca 
are still hunters almost as much as they are gardeners. Con
sequently, considerations having to do with the availability 
of game are very important to them. Even though three or 
four families settled in one locale for a year do not hunt out 
the game animals within the usual hunting radius of the set
tlement, they nevertheless probably make a noticeable inroad 
in their numbers. By the end of a year it has become 
necessary to walk farther to find game, and this is a decided 
inconvenience. H this inconvenience were counterbalanced 
by an equal or greater inconvenience in building a new settle
ment each year, the Amahuaca might not move so frequently. 
But Amahuaca houses can be built in three days and 
Amahuaca families are independent units perfectly free to 
pick up and move when and where they want to. Thus the 
Amahuaca, in deciding to move their · settlements, do not 
have to overcome the inertia that would face a society which 
had a large village, substantial houses, and centralized 
political authority. In short, since the resistance to moving is 
small, the forces required to bring it about can likewise be 
small ( 1964, p. 16). 

Holmberg (1950) paints a far bleaker picture of the results of 
the necessary dependence on terrestrial hunting by such inter
fluvial groups. While probably somewhat extreme in terms of the 
average situation for such groups throughout the Amazon Basin, 
bis description of hunger and lile among the Sirionó still stands 
as the most detailed coverage of the kind of economic pattems 
shared by such groups. 

A final factor which characterized the primitive groups on the 
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interriverine uplands is that they were typically denied access to 
the flood plain environment by the warlike activities of the riverine 
groups. lt was the continua! threat of slave raiding, head taking, 
and in sorne instances cannibalism which held the non-riverine 
groups in their less favorable environment. Nimuendajú's discus
sion of the territory of the Tukuna illustrates the point admirably: 

The Tukuna did not then inhabit the banks of the Amazon
Solimoes, for fear of the Omágua, who occupied the islands 
of that river throughout its course in Tukuna territory and 
even far beyond, while the banks of the Putumayo-I~á were 
held by Aruak tribes-the Mariaté, Yumána, and Pasé 
(1952b, p. 8). 

The most feared enemies of the ancient Tukuna-one 
might say their only enemies-were the Omágua. [The 
Omágua] attacked by canoe, with great spears. They cap
tured many: sorne of them were sacrificed to their idols and 
the rest served as slaves in their husbandary ( l 952b, p. 65). 

Marcoy's general discussion of the attitude of the riverine 
Shipibo toward the non-riverine Cashibo is equally telling, and 
bis description of the crucifixion of a Cashibo unfortunate enough 
to fall into Shipibo hands is even more graphic (1873, vol. 2, pp. 
162- 63). 

Conceming the relation between the riverine Arawakan and 
Tucanoan tribes of southeastem Colombia and the interfluvial 
Macú, Métraux says: 

The Arawakan and Tucanoan tribes of the upper Rio 
Negro, Caiarí-Uaupes, and Tiquié Rivers have since time 
immemorial waged merciless war against the Macú, whom 
they enslave or reduce to serf dom. Sorne small groups of 
Macú come to work for the sedentary Uanana and Desana 
and, after a few months, disappear again into the bush. The 
Tucano of the Tiquié River subjected a large groµp of Macú 
to their rule, but on the slightest suspicion of sorcery, they 
were prompt to attack them and sell their captives to the 
Whites (1948b, p. 866). 
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Carneiro also alludes to tbe constant hostility between the 
Amahuaca and their riverine neighbors as a factor tending to 
maintain their small, highly mobile, social units (1964, p. 16). 

lt is the culturally simple groups of the slightly elevated interflu
vial regions of the Amazon Basin who are of possible interest to 
this symposium. It is clear from the foregoing discussion that they 
are typically dependent on the hunting of terrestrial and arboreal 
game for the essential protein complement of their diet, and argu
ments have been presented suggesting that the hunting practices 
of such people are a more important factor in conditioning their 
total way of life than are their relatively rudimentary and inefficient 
agricultura! systems. 

There has been a tendency to treat these people as unmodified 
representatives of a very early and primitive stage of tropical forest 
culture. Thus in a recent description of the Isconahua group of 
Remo, we find the authors, Whiton, Greene, and Momsen saying: 
"Their culture was that of incipient tropical forest slash-and-burn 
and close to neolithic man" (1964, p. 123). The suggestion has 
also been made that sorne, perhaps most, of these peoples represent 
groups of primitive hunters only slightly modified by trait-unit dif
fusion from their more advanced agricultura! neighbors, and thus 
show a large degree of cultural continuity from a pre-Neolithic 
period or stage. Métraux is explicit about such an interpretation 
( 1948b, p. 861 ) , while such a view appears implicit in most of 
Steward's discussion of the same problem ( 1948b, pp. 896-99). 
Sorne such view would also appear to be implicit in Needham's 
emphasis on the anomaly of a system of asymmetric prescriptive 
alliances occurring in a "small-scale, hunting and collecting so
ciety" such as the Sirionó (1961, p. 252). 

There is reason to question both of these interpretations and 
to suggest that many, perhaps all, of these simpler and less seden
tary groups are the degraded descendants of peoples who at one 
time maintained an advanced form of tropical forest culture. In 
the remainder of this paper I hope to develop a simplified model 
of the historical background of such peoples. 

1 will assume that man entered South America with an economy 
oriented toward the hunting of big game, the large grazing animals 
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typical of the grasslands and savannah. If the earliest inhabitants 
of South Ame rica indeed did f unction as predators on the grazing 
fauna, it is unlikely that they initially would have extended their 
range beyond that of the major element of their subsistence. 

Such hunting groups appear to have entered South America be
fare 15,000 B.C. (Reuse and Cruxent, 1963a, p. 537) and to bave 
extended tbeir range to the Straits of Magellan by 9000 B.c. 
(Lanni~g and Hammel, 1961, p. 147). There is insuffi.cient space 
to review the distribution of Late Pleistocene and Early Post
Pleistocene sites in South America, but the available evidence is 
compatible with the hypothesis that the earlier occupations were 
confined to areas of relatively open vegetation: seasonal grass
lands, high grasslands, open thom forest, etc. 

For groups with a technology and social system well adapted 
to cooperative hunting on the grassland, the tropical forest would 
not bave been an attractive environment for permanent occupa
tion or intensive utilization. The more common f orms of game, 
both animals and birds, had as their typical habitat the upper levels 
of the forest canopy or were semi-aquatic to aquatic. In terms of 
mammalian fauna, the floor of the tropical forest away from the 
rivers supported a poverty of species and a low density of indi
viduals. Gilmore comments on the generally unfavorable nature of 
the tropical forestas a hunting territory (1950, p. 354), and in
formation on groups such as the Sirionó suggests th'at even for a 
people with a technology specifically adapted to tbe problems of 
hunting within the tropical forest, the tropical forest is far from 
prime hunting territory. 

One would expect that most of the areas of more open vegeta
tion including the east Brazil highlands, the llanos of Venezuela 
and Colombia, and parts of the Guiana highlands would have 
been occupied before groups with a specifically hunting orienta
tion would have attempted a direct penetration of the central block 
of tropical forest within the Amazon Basin. Indeed, there is no 
direct archeological evidence that sucb penetration ever took 
place. The earliest demonstrable penetration of the tropical forest 
of the Amazon Basin is oriented to the far ricber riverine 
resources. 

The more astute students of tropical forest culture, sucb as 
Sauer, Lowie, Steward, and Goldman, have ali observed that 
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tropical f orest culture is less an adaptation to the f orest as su ch, 
than to the riverine environment within the tropical forest. Since 
this point has been consistently ignored by those who tend to see 
the tropical forest as a unüorm environment, it may be well to 
offer extensive documentation. Sauer's emphasis on the impor
tance of riverine resources suffuses bis whole discussion of the 
origin of the tropical forest pattem of cultivation ( 1952, pp. 40-
49). And Lowie comments: 

At the cor e of the area the diagnostic features are: the 
cultivation of tropical root crops, especially bitter manioc; 
effective river craft; the use of hammocks as beds; and the 
manufacture of pottery. 

The very wide distribution of certain traits in the area is 
correlated with navigation. Thanks to their mobility, the 
canoeing tribes were able to maintain themselves in the midst 
of boatless populations, to travel with ease over periodically 
inundated tracts, and to diffuse their arts ~d customs over 
enormous distances ( 1948, p. 1). 

Steward makes the same points even more strongly: 

The distribution of culture elements and complexes reveals 
at least one broad pattem. The basic Tropical Forest cultures 
occur mainly in the areas accessible by water routes, both 
the coast and the great rivers. . . . The inference is clear 
that what is thought of as a typical Tropical Forest or selvan 
culture-a developed agriculture and a 'technology manifest 
in twilled and woven baskets, loom weaving, cotton ham
mocks, ceramics, and other material traits-flowed along the 
coast and up the main waterways stopping where streams 
were less navigable . . . ( 1948b, p. 883). 

Goldman's statement of the Cubeos' view of their ecological 
setting has an almost poetic force: 

The river forros a wider community of related sibs. With 
sorne exceptions the sibs have aligned themselves along a 
river on the basis of degree of closeness and of rank. Sibs 
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that have segmented from a parental sib ordinarily occupy 
an adjacent site. The river is the most important territory. It 
is a highway and a link between related sibs, the source of 
ancestral power, and the economic zone of tbe men, fish being 
the main source of animal protein. Even most land animals 
are hunted along the river banks. 

The orientation of the Cubeo is toward the river and not 
toward the forest. Whereas the forest is undifferentiated 
terrain, the rivers are known to every turn and outcrop of rock 
or other fea tu re. The river is the so urce of the ancestral 
powers, of benefits as well as of dangers. The forest is a 
source mainly of dangers ( 1963, p. 44). 

The advantages of the riverine environment over the slightly 
elevated interriverine zone include not only the greater avail
ability of animal protein, but also a much higher agricultura! 
potential. Sauer discusses the difference between the two zones in 
terms of land form (1950, p. 324), while Stemberg stresses the 
very real difference in agricultura! potential of the lands lying 
within the Amazon Basin: 

Or take the prospect of an unlimited extent of rich crop 
land. The luxurious forest which mantles most of the region 
has commonly been interpreted as an unconditional promise 
of inexhaustible fertility. The very real productivity of bot
tomlands, periodically flooded and rejuvenated with silt
laden waters, has thus been ascribed to the enormous area 
corresponding to the generally acid and poor soils of the 
terras firmas, or uplands ( 1964, p. 13). 

Thus it cannot be too strongly emphasized that the deep alluvial 
soils within the active fiood plains have a far greater agricultura! 
potential than the laterized and heavily eroded soils on the slightly 
elevated uplands back from the rivers. My Shipibo friends inform 
me that such deep, alluvial soils in certain parts of the central 
Ucayali fiood plain will support continuous root-crop .agriculture 
for up to fifteen or twenty years. 

Sauer has stressed that the tropical forest agricultura! pattem 
is essentially one of carbohydrate production, with the fat and 
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protein requirements of the diet supplied by a technologically 
sophisticated utilization of the prodigious fish, aquatic mammal, 
and aquatic reptile resources of the flood plain (1952). Evolved 
tropical forest culture involves not just developed root-crop agri
culture, but a developed set of fishing practices, including fish 
poisoning and effective water craft. Archeological manifestations 
suggesting all of these accomplishments appear early along the 
major rivers within the Amazon Basin. 

Along the flood plain of the central Ucayali River in the 
Montaña of eastem Peru we find remains of such cultures as early 
as 2000 B.c. (Lathrap, 1958; 1962; 1965a, pp. 797- 98; 1965b, 
p. 12). The elaborate and technologically sophisticated ceramic 
style designated Early Tutishcainyo cannot be derived from any 
early central Andean ceramic style. It does, however, show certain 
basic similarities to the earliest examples of tropical f orest culture 
known from the flood plains of the Lower Orinoco in Vei;iezuela, 
suggesting that both ceramic styles may have derived from sorne 
common source along the intermediate network of rivers ( Cruxent 
and Rouse, 1959; Lathrap, 1963; Rouse and Cruxent, 1963b). 
The geographical setting in the central Ucayali presents the 
grossest kinds of obstacles to a meaningful estimate of settlement 
pattem and density of occupation for the earliest complexes. 
Given the degree to which jungle litter tends to camouflage all 
land surfaces, given the fact that the activity of the more numerous 
colonial ants tends to bury all ancient land surfaces under three 
to six inches of culturally sterile deposit, and most importantly 
given the destructive power of the continually meandering river 
which erases all traces of early settlements not located at the 
precise edge of the fiood plain, the available evidence suggests that 
Early Tutishcainyo already represents a dense occupation of the 
suitable ecological niche. 

In the course of the long cultural sequence which follows Early 
Tutishcainyo on the central Ucayali there exists evidence for at 
least three instances of complete ethnic replacement; two of the 
intrusive ceramic styles, so strongly suggesting the entrance of 
new ethnic groups, are clearly derived from the central Amazon. 
The long archeological sequence on the central Ucayali fully sub
stantiates the picture of cultural development which Steward 
sketched on the basis of ethnographic distribution alone: 
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Culturally, the Chuncho ( the lndians of the Montaña) be
long with the Tropical Forest peoples. They appear to rep
resent a series of migratory waves that had spent their force 
against the barrier of the Andes, where representatives of 
many widely distributed linguistic families . . . subsided into 
comparative isolation (1948a, p. 507). 

A series of waves of migration, basically in an upstream direc
tion, is also suggested by the distribution of languages in two of 
the more fully studied South American linguistic stocks, Macro
Arawak and Tupí-Guaraní. Noble (1965) has presented a detailed 
reconstruction of the proto-language of Macro-Arawak including 
estimates of the degree of relationship among the various lan
guages within Macro-Arawak. Rodrigues ( 1958) has presented a 
brief statement as to the classification of the various Tupí
Guaraní languages. A full treatment of the significance of these 
classifications f or the understanding of South American culture 
history is beyond the scope of this paper, but 1 am at present en
gaged in preparing a manuscript which will attempt to evaluate 
the distribution of the languages of these two stocks in terms of 
past population movements. In attempting to summarize what is 
a complex picture, one might say that the more divergent, and 
presumably more anciently dispersed branches of Macro-Arawak 
tend to be near the headwaters of the major western tributarles of 
the Amazon, while the more closely related Maipuran languages 
within Arawak tend to domínate tbe mainstreams of the western 
segment of the Amazon, the Rio Negro, and the Orinoco [ cf. 
Sorensen, p. 316, this volume-Ed.]. Likewise the more divergent 
branches of Tupí-Guaraní are ranged near the headwaters of the 
various major southern tributarles of the Amazon, while the more 
closely related languages within the family dominate the broader 
fiood plains of the lower reaches of these rivers, much of the main
stream of the Lower Amazon, the Atlantic coast of Brazil, and 
much of the fiood plain of the Paraná. The most economical ex
pJanation for these observations ( especially when they are coupled 
with Noble's demonstration of an ultimate relationship between 
Proto-Arawak and Proto-Tupí-Guaraní, relating to a period before 
the dispersa! of these two stocks) would be that the proto
languages of the two stocks occupied adjacent stretches of the Cen-
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tral Amazon between 3000 and 2000 B.c. with Proto-Arawak on 
the upstream side. From this hearth, colonization spread outward, 
mainly in an upstream direction, along all available waterways. 
Certain marked congruences between the distribution of ceramic 
styles and the distributions of particular linguistic families or sub
families suggest the possibility of indicating the archeological con
comitants of these major migrations demonstrable on linguistic 
grounds, and I hope fully to explore this possibility in the afore
mentioned forthcoming paper.3 

The pattern of outward migration suggested by all of these 
converging lines of evidence could best be explained by intense 
and continuing population pressures of the fiood plain of the Cen
tral Amazon, the most favorable environment for tbe support of 
tropical forest culture. Such continuous expansion by groups mov
ing out to colonize further areas of fiood plain progressively pushed 
smaller or militarily weaker groups farther upstream or off the fiood 
plains entirely. In presenting this view I am, of course, in complete 
accord with Vayda's argument that warfare among tropical forest 
farmers has profound economic and demographic effects even 
though it may have a religious or recreational rationale (Vayda, 
196lb). 

This extreme and continuing competition for territory is under
standable, if one realizes the limited amount of fiood plain-the 
only ecological niche really suitable to tropical forest culture
available in the Amazon Basin. Sternberg summarizes the point 
nicely: 

It has been seen how the uplands are generally poor, 
and it must be granted that they occupy the major part of 
the Amazon region, comprising more than a million square 
miles and leaving only a slight fraction of the area to the 
fertile várzeas, or fioodplains. Nevertheless, one is dealing 
with lands of continental dimensions and this small fraction 
represents no insignificant area: the várzeas, rejuvenated 
every year by the silt brought down by the river, occupy sorne 
twenty-five thousand square miles ... ( 1964, p. 324). 

Considering that these processes have been continuous from 
about 2500 B.C. up to the time of the contact, it is clear that a large 
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number of ethnic groups were forced off the flood plains into less 
favorable environments. 

Most of the primitive groups inhabiting the tropical forest up
lands away from the major flood plains can be interpreted as the 
wreckage of evolved agricultura! societies forced into an environ
ment unsuitable to the basic economic pattern. Deprived of the 
riverine resources, such groups had to rely on the hunting of forest 
game to provide the protein and fat essential to the diet. A more 
intense orientation to hunting the relatively scarce game available 
led to more nomadism, a decline in agricultura! productivity, and 
a still greater dependence on wild food. 

1 am convinced that this picture accounts for all of the simpler 
groups within the Tupí-Guaraní, Arawak, and Panoan linguistic 
stocks. As we gain 1nore knowledge the interpretation may be 
extendable to other groups, whose cultural and linguistic affilia
tions are less clear such as the Tukuna, Mura, and Macú. The 
speed with which this kind of cultural devolution can take place 
is suggested by the relatively minor linguistic differences between 
the riverine Panoans such as the Shipibo and Conibo and the 
very "primitive" interfluvial Panoan groups such as the Cashibo 
and Remo. 

While the "hunting" cultures of the tropical forest zone of South 
America offer highly explicit examples of the cultural and demo
graphic effects of a dependence on hunting in an area where hunt
ing is neither profitable nor easy, they probably instruct us not at\ 
all about the nature of pre-Neolithic hunting cultures. 

NOTES 

t. This paper is a somewhat expanded version of the presentation given 
at the symposium [on "Man the Hunter"-Ed.]. It has benefited from the 
symposium discussions, and through advice given by my wife Joan W. 
Lathrap and Dr. Frederic K. Lehman. 

2. In view of the discussion which followed the presentation of fhis paper, 
it is perhaps advisable to make explicit that the Ge and Bororo groups of 
the east Brazil highlands fall outside the territorial and ecological limits set 
for this paper. 

3. Readers familiar with the literature on South American archeology will 
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know that Meggers and Evans bave presented a markedly different model of 
demography and population movements in the Amazon Basin (1961). Other 
archeologists who have worked under their close supervision have followed 
the Meggers-Evans hypotbeses rather slavishly (for example, Hilbert 1962a, 
1962b). That the Meggers-Evans model is not mentioned in the text of this 
paper does not indicate that I am ignorant of its existence. Rather I find that 
ali of the data presented by Meggers, Evans, and Hilbert, as opposed to their 
speculation about the data, can be accommodated quite easily in my own 
model. 



lntroduction to Slash-and-Burn Cultivation Among the Kui
kuru and lts lmplications for Cultural Development in the 
Amazon Basin 

Robert Cameiro's article is a response to the ideas of Betty Meg
gers ( 1954) regarding limitations imposed by agricultura! poten
tial on cultural development. In her article, Meggers used the four
part typology from the Handbook of South American lndians 
(Steward [Ed.] 1947: Vol. V, 669 ff.) to show that each cultural 
type was limited to areas with different agricultural potential. The 
"marginals" such as the Fuegian and Patagonian peoples, for 
example, lived in areas where agriculture was impossible with the 
available tecbnology. The tropical forest peoples, according to 
Meggers, were limited to a tribal leve! of development ( small, 
politically unorganized, autonomous villages) because of the poor 
soils of the areas they inhabited. In support of her argument, 
Meggers described t~e prehistoric Marajoara society (see Meggers 
and Evans in Chapter 4 of this volume), a chiefdom with complex 
organization and social elites which migrated down the Amazon 
from the Río Napo in Ecuador. This society collapsed, according 
to Meggers, because tropical soils could not support the intensive 
agriculture on which it depended. 

Cameiro does not deny that a minimum level of subsistence 
productivity is a prerequisite to cultural development. He attempts 
to show, however, that Meggers' estímate of the potential pro
ductivity of the South American forest is too conservative. Using a 
formula he devised for estimating the carrying capacity of a slash
and-burn system (see Cameiro 1960), Carneiro calculates that 
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the Kuikuru of the upper Xingú River could have sustained 
villages of up to 2,000 without degrading the environment or be
ing forced to move. Thus, Carneiro argues that while a certain 
level of subsistence productivity is a necessary condition of cul
tural development, it is nonetheless not a sufficient condition. Ac
cording to him, many tropical forest dwellers had the capacity to 
produce far more food per capita yet they did not take advantage 
of it ( cf. Cameiro 1964) . He goes on to suggest that other natural 
and social factors must be considered in order to account for cul
tural evolution in South America. Carneiro's contribution to the 
theory of cultural development has been to emphasize the role 
played by warfare and conquest. He has recently expanded bis 
"circumscription theory" of the origin of the state ( 1970b) out
lined here utilizing new data and including material of the Y~no
mamo ( see Chagnon in Chapter 8 of this volume). 

Robert L. Cameiro received bis doctorate from the University 
of Michigan and now is Curator of South American Ethnology at ' 
The American Museum of Natural History in New York. Other 
articles on the Kuikuru can be found under bis name in the bibli
ography and in Gertrude Dole's article in this volume. Cameiro 
has also made substantial contributions to anthropological method 
and theory in bis explorations of scale analysis and the sociology 
of Herbert Spencer. 



7. SLASH-AND-BURN CULTIVATION 
AMONG THE KUIKURU AND ITS 
IMPLICATIONS FOR CULTURAL 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE AMAZON BASIN 

ROBERT L. CARNEIRO 

l. 

The Kuikuru of central Brazil are a more or less typical Tropical 
Forest society whose mode of subsistence is slash-and-burn ag
riculture. They occupy a single village near tbe Kuluene River, a 
headwater tributary of the Xingú. At tbe time that field work was 
carried out among them in 1953-54, the Kuikuru village consisted 
of 9 large, well-built thatched houses, and had a population of 
145. The village is situated in an extensive tract of forest within 
which the Kuikuru make their garden clearings. 

The most important crop plant grown is manioc (Manihot 
esculenta), at least 11 varieties of wbich are cultivated. All of 
these varieties are poisonous. In the form of a gruel or as beijú 
cakes manioc makes up approximately 80 or 85 per cent of the 
Kuikuru diet. Other cultivated plants, including maize, provide 
only 5 per cent or less of their food, whlle fishing accounts for 
most of tbe remaining 1 O or 15 per cent. Hunting is of almost 
no importan ce, providing less than 1 per cent of tbe food supply. 

In clearing a garden plot steel axes, machetes, and brushhooks 
are now used. Before 1900, bowever, the Kuikuru felled trees and 
cleared undergrowth with stone axes and piranha mandibles. The 
system of swidden cultivation employed by the Kuikuru is very 
similar to that practiced by primitive cultivators in forested re
gions generally. Shortly after the end of the rainy season the for-

Reprinted by permission of the author and the Fundación La Salle de 
Ciencias Naturales, Caracas, from Antropológica, Supplement No. 2. The 
Evolution of Horticultural Systems in Native South America, edited by 
Johannes Wilbert, pp. 47-67. 1961. 
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est vegetation is cut and left to lie where it falls for severa! months 
in order to dry out. J ust bef ore the next rain y season it is piled up 
and burned. Planting begins about the time of the first rains. The 
ground is not fertilized other than by the wood ashes resulting 
from buming which are washed into the soil by the rains. 

Burning <loes not completely consume the fallen trees, and 
charred logs and stumps can be seen throughout the fields. The 
Kuikuru simply plant where they can between these obstructions. 
Manioc is always planted from cuttings, which are inserted into 
low mounds made by hoeing up the loose soil. Between 4 and 1 O 
cuttings are planted in each mound. The mounds ~e located 
about 4 or 5 feet apart, and in a manioc plot of average size 
( around l 1/2 acres) there are sorne 1,500 of them. 

Gardens are weeded by band as well as with hoes. In addition 
to weeding them, it is also necessary to f en ce them in order to pro
tect them from the ravages of peccaries. As a preventive measure 
fencing is not entirely successful, since peccaries often manage to , 
get into the plots anyway by rooting their way under the fences. 
According to the natives' account, the amount of damage that 
peccaries do to the manioc crop is considerable.1 

Virtually all horticultura! work is done by men, including clear
ing, burning, planting, weeding, and fencing the plots. Women 
only dig up the tubers and carry them back to the village. 

Manioc tubers develop to a harvestable size in about 5 or 6 
months after the cuttings are planted, but the Kuikuru prefer to 
wait 18 or 20 months bef ore pulling them out of the ground. This 
is because at this age the tubers are considerably larger and have 
attained their highest proportion of starch, about 25 per cent ( see 
Barrett 1928:373). A Kuikuru garden produces about 4 or 5 
tons of manioc tubers per acre per year. Of this amount only a 
part-perhaps not much more than half-is actually consumed by 
the Kuikuru. The rest is lost to peccaries, and to leaf-cutter ants 
who in their unobtrusive way carry off rather large amounts of 
manioc flour from the villa ge. 2 

Gardens are replanted progressively, new cuttings being put 
into the ground where old plants bave been removed after har
vesting. This method of replanting has the effect of staggering the 
times at which tbe tubers from the second planting reach optimal 
conditions for barvesting. A third crop may be planted in a gar-
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den, staggered in the same way as the second, but after three 
plantings the plot is abandoned and a new one cleared. 

In selecting a new garden site a Kuikuru has a rather wide 
choice. Within the 4-mile radius which the Kuikuru are willing 
to walk to cultivate a manioc plot there are sorne 13,500 acres of 
usable forest. This area of arable land is so large in relation to 
( 1) the amount of land under cultivation at one time ( about 9 5 
acres), (2) the rate at which land is abandoned (about 40 acres a 
year), and ( 3) the time required for an abandoned plot to be
come reusable ( about 25 years), that the Kuikuru are not faced 
with the prospect of ever having to move their village because of 
depletion of the soil (see Cameiro 1960). Indeed, the Kuikuru 
have lived in the same locale continuously for the past 90 years. 
lt is true that during this period of time tbey have occupied four 
different village sites, but these sites have ali been located only 
a few hundred yards from ea ch other, and the reasons for moving 
from one to another have always been supematural, never 
ecological. 

The subsistence economy of tbe Kuikuru is one of abundance 
and reliability. There is never a shortage of food, let alone any 
danger of starvation. When planting, the Kuikuru make allow
ance for the depredations of peccaries and leaf-cutter ants by 
planting more than they themselves could consume. So great in 
fact is the reservoir of manioc in a growing field that even a large 
and unexpected loss of flour may be no more than an incon- , 
venience. Thus on one occasion when a family lost severa! hun
dred pounds of manioc flour (a two-months' supply) in a house 
fire, the woman of the family simply made good her loss by dig
ging up and processing more tubers; she did not attempt to bor
row manioc fiour from any other family. 

The extra manioc planted by the Kuikuru to defray losses in
curred to peccaries, ants, house fires, and the like cannot of course 
be called a surplus even if it is an amount over and above their 
own consumption. It is, rather, an obligatory margin. The Kuilruru 
however do produce a seasonal. surplus of manioc, for during the 
dry season a number of families move to small garden houses 
near the plots where women convert thousands of tubers into 
flour which is later stored in the village. This laying up of stores of 
manioc flour makes it possible for the women to forego the usual 
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routine of going to the fields to dig up roots every 2 or 3 days 
during the early months of the ensuing rainy season. Instead, they 
can spend tbeir time gathering piquí fruits, making hammocks, or 
in sorne other activity. 

There is no doubt at all that the Kuikuru could produce a 
surplus of food over tbe full productive cycle. At the present time 
a man spends only about 31h hours a day on subsistence-2 hours 
on horticulture, and 1112 hours on fishing. Of the remaining 1 O 
or 12 waking hours of the <lay the Kuikuru men spend a great 
deal of it dancing, wrestling, in sorne form of informal recreation, 
and in loafing. A good <leal more of this time could easily be de
voted to gardening. Even an extra half hour a day spent on agri
culture would enable a man to produce a substantial surplus of 
manioc. However, as conditions stand now there is no reason for 
the Kuikuru to produce such a surplus, nor is there any indication 
that they will. Tbe reasons for this failure to produce a surplus of 
f ood when, úom the standpoint of time and technology it would 
be perfectly feasible to do so, will be dealt with in a later section 
of this paper. There we will also consider the implications of this 
fact f or cultural development in general. 

II. 

The conditions of subsistence which exist among the Kuikuru 
are, at a number of points, at variance with generally held beliefs 
about the potentialities and limitations of slash-and-bum agri
culture in the Amazon basin. I would like nbw to examine sorne 
of these conventional opinions in light of the evidence provided 
by the Kuikuru as well as other relevant data from Tropical For
est tribes and elsewhere. 

Permanence of Settlement. It is commonly asserted in the lit
erature on swidden agriculture that because shifting cultivators 
soon exhaust all of the surrounding soil, they find it impossible to 
maintain their viUages in the same location for more than a few 
years ( e.g., Cbilde 1953: 198) . We have seen, bowever, that the 
Kuikuru have lived virtually on the same spot for 90 years. Fur
thermore the Waurá, a neighboring society, have likewise main
tained their village in the same locale for many decades (Lima 
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19 50: 5). A similar degree of village permanence is reported to 
exist among the tribes of the Rio Uaupés in northwestem Brazil 
(Brüzzi, 1962). 

We see theref ore that the mere fact of practicing shifting cultiva
tion <loes not necessarily prevent a society from maintaining an 
essentially sedentary community. If it is true that many Tropical 
Forest Indians do move their villages at rather frequent intervals, 
as is indeed reported, then this fact calls for a more refined ex
planation. To show what form such an explanation would take 
let us examine the pattem of settlement and movement that prevails 
am.ong a number of tribes of the Peruvian Montaña. 

Except for tribes living along the lower Ucayali, the villages 
of most Montaña Indian groups are small, with an average popu
lation of perhaps 30 persons or even less. Yet despite their small 
size, these communities are reported to move frequently, the cause 
usually being given as "soil exhaustion." This fact appears to pre
sent something of a paradox. How could villages of such small siz.e 
exhaust the surrounding forest soil so rapidly when the Kuikuru, 
five times their size, do not? The explanation suggested below is 
inferential, but it is the only one which seems to me to resolve 
the dilemma. 

Villages in the Montaña are not only small with regard to num
ber of inhabitants, they also consist of very few houses which are 
of modest size and of exceedingly simple construction. These 
houses usually have a rectangular framework of 6 upright posts, 
a thatched gable roof, and no walls. They are quickly and easily 
built, which means that they can be just as quickly and easily re
built. Thus it is probably easier, after a site has been occupied 
for a few years, to relocate a village at a spot right next to un
cleared forest than it would be to walk perhaps even half a mile 
from the old village to cultivate new garden plots. The successive 
clearing, planting and abandoning of adjacent areas of forest is 
therefore a factor in bringing about periodic village relocation, but 
to say without further qualification that soil exhaustion caused the 
village to be moved would obviously be a misleading oversim
plification. 

We can elaborate and generalize this explanation so that it will 
apply to ali shifting cultivators living in areas where, for all practi
ca! purposes, the forest is unlimited. In deciding whether or not 
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to move their village, swidden agriculturalists must weigh two in
conveniences against each other. One is the inconvenience of walk
ing an increasingly longer distance to cultivate a plot. The other 
is the inconvenience of rebuilding the village in a diff erent location. 
If walking the requisite distance to the nearest available garden 
sites is less bother than moving the village, then the village will 
remain in the same location. However, if moving the village is 
less of an inconvenience than walking the additional distance to 
the fields, then the village will be moved. In a region like the Mon
taña, where communities are small and dwellings are simple, re
locating the village will presumably appear to be the lesser 
inconvenience bef ore it beco mes necessary to walk e ven a moderate 
distance to clear a garden. On the other hand, in an area like 
tbe Upper Xingú, where communities are larger, and where houses 
are of good size and carefully built, it is less trouble to walk 3 
or 4 miles to the garden plots than it is to rebuild the village closer 
to them. 

The conclusion to which we are led is that village relocation 
in the Tropical Forest cannot so facilely be attributed to soiI ex
haustion as it has been the custom to do. Depletion of the soil 
in the immediate vicinity of a village merely creates conditions 
under which moving the village becomes, not an ecological neces
sity, but simply the more convenient of two courses of action. 3 

The preceding argument has considered only sorne of the factors 
involved in determining wbether or not a village site is to be moved. 
Other important ones exist. For example in areas where 'warfare 
is prevalent the de si re f or security from attack may lead to suc
cessive relocations of the village baving nothing to do with the 
agricultura! cycle.4 Among tribes for whom hunting still constitutes 
an important part of subsistence, the depletion of game animals 
in the vicinity of the villa ge may dicta te moving long bef ore other 
conditions would warrant it. 

Thus a variety of factors capable of affecting settlement pattems 
must be known in sorne detail before we can be sure of why 
a particular society has moved its village. Lacking this information 
we are not justified in assuming that the village must have been 
moved because of soil exhaustion. 

Settlement Size. Villages in the Tropical Forest are typically 
rather small in size. According to the map in the Handbook o/ 
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South American Jndians showing community size for aboriginal 
South America (Steward 1949:676), the median village size for 
societies in the Amazon basin seems to fall into the class interval 
50-150. The reason most commonly advanced to explain why com
munities in this region should be so small is that slash-and-bum 
cultivation does not permit large concentrations of population to 
occur (see, for example, Meggers 1954:807). Meggers has gone 
so far as to propose the figure of 1,000 as the upper limit for 
settlement size in the Tropical Forest. 

It is not easy to find population figures f or Indian villa ges in 
Amazonia under aboriginal or near-aboriginal conditions. 1 have, 
however, come across at least one instance of a native community 
in Amazonia exceeding 1,000 in population. This was an Apinayé 
village on the Tocantins River which in 1824 had 1,400 inhabitants 
(Nimuendajú 1939: 12). There is no reason to suppose that this 
village was unique in exceeding the figure of 1,000. Elsewhere 
( Cameiro 1960) 1 have calculated that under the prevailing sys
tem of shifting cultivation, the present-day habitat of the Kuikuru 
could have supported, on a completely sedentary basis, a village 
of about 2,000 persons. 

It is very unlikely that even a few centuries ago, when the Upper 
Xingú basin was at its maximum density of population, it supported 
communities even approaching the figure of 2,000. lf Meggers is 
too conservative in setting 1,000 as the upper limit of settlement 
size in Amazonia, she is nevertheless correct in stressing the fact 
that the vast majority of Indian villages in the Tropical Forest 
had considerably fewer than 1,000 inhabitants. Certain limiting 
factors did indeed operate to keep community size in the Amazon 
basin well below 1 ,000, but slash-and-burn agriculture was by no 
means the only, or even necessarily the principal one. 1 would 
like to argue that a factor of greater importance has been the ease 
and frequency of village fissioning for reasons not related to sub
sistence. The Kuikuru themselves, for example, carne into existence 
as a separate village as the result of such a split sorne 90 years 
ago. Other instances of village fission are on record ( e.g., Cracker 
1958). 

The facility with which this phenomenon occurs suggests that 
villages may seldom get a chance to increase in population to the 
point at which they begin to press hard on the carrying capacity 
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of the land. The centrifuga! forces that cause villages to break 
apart seem to reach a critical point well before this happens. What 
the forces are that le ad to villa ge fission falls outside the present 
discussion. Suffice it to say that many things may give rise to fac
tional disputes within a society, and that the larger the community 
the more frequent these disputes are likely to be. 5 By the time 
a village in the Tropical Forest attains a population of 500 or 
600 the stresses and strains within it are probably such that an 
open schism, leading to the hiving off of a dissident faction, may 
easily occur. 6 If interna! political controls were strong, a large com
munity might succeed in remaining intact despite factionalism. But 
chieftainship was notoriously weak among most Amazonian vil
lages, so that the political mechanisms for holding a growing com
munity together in the face of increasingly strong divisive forces 
were ali but lacking. 7 

Of perhaps equal importance with weak chieftainship as a factor 
encouraging fission is the fact that no great ecological deterrents 
exist to discourage a faction from splitting off from a parent 
community. Land suitable as a habitat for a dissident group is 
easily to be found. Thus the combination of weak integrative forces 
and absence of external deterrents keeps at a fairly low level the 
threshold of intemal dissension that need be reached befare a split 
is precipitated. 

Food Productivity. It is sometimes affirmed that the reason why 
the horticultural Indians of Amazonia did not attain a higher level 
of culture was the low productivity of their mode of subs~stence. 
For example, in attempting to account for the decline of Marajoara 
culture Clifford Evans writes that "tbe tropical forest environment 
. . . <loes not permit the intensive agricultura! production resulting 
in high yield per man-hour of output that is essential for the con
tinuing support of an advanced level of cultural development" 
(1955 :90). 

The belief that slash-and-burn cultivation with manioc as its 
principal crop is not especially productive is, however, quite er
roneous. As a matter of fact it can be ~hown that Tropical Forest 
horticulture, as represented by the Kuikuru, is considerably more 
productive tban horticulture as practiced by tbe Inca. This is true 
whether we compare the food productivity of the two societies 
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in terms of food yield per acre, or food yield per man-hour of 
labor. 

The manioc tubers grown by the Kuikuru produce something 
over 4,000,000 calories per acre per year. After we subtract from 
this figure the caloric value of the manioc wasted and that lost 
to peccaries and ants, we find that the Kuikuru obtain for their 
own consumption well over 2,000,000 calories per acre per year. 

Figures for food productivity in Peru during Inca times are not 
readily available, but on the basis of estimates of present-day maize 
production under conditions similar to those of aboriginal times, 
it appears that an Inca chacra ( garden) in the highlands yielded 
at most 25 bushels of maize per acre per year. On the coast, where 
irrigation and a warmer climate permitted the harvesting of two 
coro crops a year, the production of maize would have been no 
more than 50 bushels per acre per year. Translated into calories, 
the 50-bushel yield is equivalent to about 700,000 calories, or 
about a third of that of Kuik.uru manioc plots. 8 

Let us now compare food production per unit of human labor. 
We have seen that the Kuikuru gardener spends an average of 
about 2 hours a day on manioc cultivation. His Inca counterpart, 
to judge from descriptions of horticultura! practices in ancient Peru 
(Rowe 1946:210) and from observations of similar practices in 
modero times (Mishkin 1946:415), must have spent considerably 
more time on agricultura! labor. 

The reason for these surprising differences in productivity is not 
far to seek. Manioc is such a high-yielding crop plant that even 
when indifferently cultivated it yields far more digestible matter 
than maize or any other grain crop grown under the most intensive 
cultivation. If conditions of cultivation are held constant, it will 
also out-yield any other root crop, although not by as wide a 
mar gin. 

In view of the foregoing evidence it would appear that whatever 
the factors that enabled the Central Andes to outstrip the Tropical 
Forest in cultural development ( and we shall examine these later), 
greater food production per unit of land or per unit of labor was 
not one of them. 

The Possibility of Food Surpluses. Another widely-held belief 
about slash-and-bum agriculture is that it cannot produce a food 
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surplus. Since everyone seems to agree that without the possibility 
of such a surplus a society cannot develop the craft specialists, 
centralized political controls, elaborate religious complexes, social 
classes, and other characteristics of advanced culture, whether this 
allegation is true or false is a crucial point. Theref ore if it can 
be demonstrated that Amazonian cultures could not, through the 
limitations of their mode of subsistence, produce a surplus of food, 
their failure to evolve beyond the Tropical Forest level would be 
accounted f or. 

1t is true tbat over the yearly cycle of production Amazonian 
cultivators almost never actually produce more food than they need 
for themselves and their families. Nevertheless, taken by itself this 
piece of evidence is inconclusive. It is of critica! importance that 
we distinguish between the existen ce of the technological f easibility 
of surplus food production and the actualization of such a surplus. 
It seems to me tbat what was said above about Kuikuru horticul
ture clearly indicates that manioc cultivators in the Amazon basin 
are technically capable of producing food well in excess of what 
they need for their own consumption. We noted that the Kuikuru 
do produce a seasonal surplus of manioc, and suggested that with 
only a very moderate increase in the time and effort devoted to 
farming they could produce a surplus over the en tire year. 9 

Documented cases of true surplus production of manioc by 
Tropical Forest tribes are on record. For example, during the 
1850's the Mundurucú of the Rio Tapajós produced a yearly sur
plus of between 180,000 and 300,000 pounds of manioc flour 
which they sold to White traders from the town of Santarem (Bates 
1864:273) .10 

The implications of this evidence are clear: production of a true 
food surplus is not a matter of agricultura! technology alone. The 
presence of certain additional factors-economic incentives or 
political compulsion-appears to be required before a people's eco
nomic system can be made to generate the food surplus which 
is an inherent potential of almost every agricultura! society. Tropi
cal Forest cultivators certainly possessed the technical capability 
to produce a yearly surplus of food. But with very few exceptions 
they lacked both the economic and political stimulus necessary to 
achieve them. 
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Alleged Absence of Leisure Time. The availability of leisure 
time is generally held to be a prerequisite for the development 
of advanced cultures. Leisure is another kind of surplus. lt is a 
surplus of time over and above that required to carry out neces
sary activities, especially those connected with subsistence. The as
sumption is sometimes made that since the village tribes of the 
Amazon basin never attained an advanced level of culture, they 
must ipso facto ha ve lacked leisure time. Once again the facts show 
otherwise. 

We have seen that the Kuikuru, who in this respectare probably 
not far above average among Tropical Forest tribes, have consider
able amounts of leisure time. TJius insofar as a high level of culture 
depends upon the availability of abundant leisure, one might have 
expected it to be attained by the Kuikuru. But despite the leisure 
time available to them the Kuikuru are like the great majority 
of other Amazonian tribes in showing no tendency to develop fea
tures of a higher level of culture. We are forced to conclude, there
f ore, that the mere presence of leisure time is not enough. It must 
be organized and directed by certain kinds of special mechanisms 
before it can be made to yield significant social consequences ( cf. 
White 1959:292-93). If this view is correct, then it is the absence 
of the conditions which give ri~e to such mechanisms, rather than 
a lack of leisure time, that has kept the Kuikuru and other tribes 
of the Tropical Forest from achieving more complex forms of so
ciety. 

Poverty of the Soil and the Abandonment of Plots. Virtually 
all slash-and-burn horticulturalists in the Amazon basin, as indeed 
in most other parts of the world, abandon their garden plots after 
only 2 or 3 years of cultivation. Most writers, in trying to account 
for this fact, attribute the early abandonment of fields to the ex
haustion of soil fertility. Is this explanation really true? This is 
an issue of sufficient importance to deserve being considered in 
sorne detall here. 

It is known that the soils underlying tropical rain forests are 
poorer in mineral content than the soils of drier and more temper
ate regions. In addition to having a lower initial fertility, garden 
plots carved out of tropical rain forest suffer more than those in 
temperate areas from the leaching of minerals by rainfall and from 
biochemical decomposition of humus. But even taking all of these 
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facts into account is it actua1Iy the case that after only two or 
three years of cultivation a swidden is so depleted of plant nutrients 
that it is no longer suitable f or planting? The experimental evidence 
bearing on this problem that I have been able to examine makes 
such a conclusion appear to be highly questionable. Since this evi
dence has appeared in sources generally unfamiliar to anthropolo
gists it seems worthwhile to cite sorne of it here. 

Carefully controlled and long-term expeiiments on the duration 
of soil f ertility under conditions resembling those encountered in 
slash-and-burn cultivation have been carried out in Rothamsted, 
England, and at the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station in 
the United States. These experiments have shown that even after 
three decades of continuous cropping, with no fertilizer whatever 
being added to the soi1, fields in temperate areas are able to produce 
about 70 per cent .of the crop yield they produced during the first 
three years of cultivation (Lawes and Gilbert 1895; 168; Miller 
and Hudelson 1921 :32). lt does not seem likely that the rate of 
soil depletion is enough greater in a tropical rain forest environ
ment to force aQandoning a field after only 2 or 3 years, when 
in a temperate rainy climate an unfertilizéd field can be cttltivated 
at a 70 per cent level of productivity for 30· years·. But however 
sugg~stive this evidence, it is still based on worJ.< undertaken in 
temperate areas. Now let us review sorne of the evidence stemming 
from agronomic rese.arch carried out in the tropics. · 

· For more than a decade experiments designed to determine the 
degree of soil depletion taking place under native agricultural tech- · 
niques were conducted at the agricultural experiment statjon at 
Ibadan in Soütbe·m Nigeria. Sorne of the results of this work were 
summarized by H. Vine, Senior Agricultura! Chemist of Nigeria, 
as follow~ (1953:65): · 

"1. Yields can be maintained at a good level for considerable 
periods of continuous cultivation on these soils Witliout 
the use of fertilizers. 

2. Fertility is lost rather slowly if continuous cultivation is 
prolonged for more than about 1 O years." 

Of the three principal plant nutrients, nitrogen, phosphorus, and 
potash, it is generally believed that nitrogen is the one in most 
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critica! supply and the one most easily dissipated in tropical soils. 
Accordingly, sorne further observations of Vine's are particularly 
interesting: 

"The experiment started on land newly cleared from young 
secondary forest, and the results strongly suggest that the 
gradual decomposition of constituents of the humus accumu
lated in such conditions can provide a nearly adequate supply 
of nitra te f or 1 O years or more in tbese soils" ( 19 5 3: 66) . 

When the time and resources needed to cultivate an experimental 
plot over a number of years and to make periodic analyses of 
the soil are not available, significant information on soil fertility 
may still be obtained by sampling the soil of contiguous tracts 
which are at diff erent stages of the cycle of swidden cultivation. 
Such a study was carried out in Fiji by Cassidy and Pahalad 
( 195 3). The investigators selected tbree si tes in the wet soutbeast
em part of the island of Viti Levu where the rainfall is 120 inches 
ayear. At each site there were, adjacent to one another, (1) areas 
of virgin forest ( or at any rate of forest that bad been growing 
undisturbed for at least 30 years), (2) areas currently under slash
and-burn agriculture which were being cultivated without the addi
tion of fertilizers, and (3) fallow areas which had been abandoned 
earlier after a regime of swidden cultivation and which were revert
ing back to forest. 

Soil samples were taken from various layers of tbe soil profile 
from each of the three phases of cultivation in each of the three 
sites. Analyses were made of the soil to determine the total amount 
of nitrogen, and the amount of available phosphate and potash. 
The most significant of Cassidy's and Pahalad's results (1953:83) 
are given in Table l. 

Cassidy and Pahalad comment on these results as follows: "A 
statistical examination of the data in Table 11 [Table I here] shows 
that the apparent difference in nutrients after cultivation could have 
been due to chance except in the case of available potash. Here 
the cultivated plots were significantly higher than both virgin and 
reverted plots, and it must be concluded tbat cultivation had 
brought about a definite release of potash to the soil" ( 19 53: 84). 
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TABLE l. 

CONDENSED RESULTS OF SOIL ANALYSES OF THREE SITES ON VITI 

LEVU, FIJI, INVOLVED IN A CYCLE OF SHIFTING CULTIVATION. 

Avail-
able Available 

Depth Total Phos- Potash 

o/ Phaseof Nitro- phate (m.e./ 100 
Layer Cycle gen (p. p.m.) g.) 

SiteA (0-12") Virgin ( 30- yrs.) .22111 1411 0.2711 
(Ovea) (0-12") Cultivated ( 4 yrs.) .193 15 0.55 

(O- 9") Reverted ( 8 yrs.) .135 15 0.35 

SiteB (O- 6") Virgin (50-yrs.) .338 28 0.29 
(Navuniasi) (O- 6") Cultivated ( 5 yrs.) .404 22 1.12 

(O- 6") Reverted (25 yrs.) .290 20 0.25 

SiteC (O- 7") Virgin (30 yrs.) .388 7.4 0.50 
(Qeledamu) (O- 8") Cultivated ( 1 O yrs.) .244 10.2 0.54 

(O- 4") Reverted ( 8 yrs.) .303 17.4 0.65 

These findings are very striking, particularly in view of the fact 
that the three cultivated plots had been under continuous cultiva
tion for 4, 5, and 1 O years respectively, significantly longer than 
the 2 or 3 years of successive planting characteristic of the average 
plot under slash-and-bum cultivation. 

For a number of years the Carnegie Corporation of Washington 
maintained an experimental milpa in Yucatan which was cultivated 
f ollowing the same slash-and-bum techniques employed by the 
Maya Indians of the surrounding region. Every year an analysis 
was made of the soil in order to determine the amount of loss 
of mineral nutrients it had sustained. The results of this experiment 
are described by Morley as follows: 

"After the harvest, each successive year, specimens of soil 
have been taken from this cornfield; and, over a period of 
ten years, .the annual analyses of these specimens have shown 
no appreciable decrease in the amount of necessary nitroge
nous salts, nor a suffi.cient amount of deterioration in the 
chemical composition of the soil to account for the diminish
ing _yearly yield" ( 1947:148). 
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Morley suggests that the decrease in crop yields observed in 
the experimental milpa resulted from the increased competition 
offered the maize plants by weeds and grass. Indeed, there is reason 
to believe that the invasion of weeds and grass may be the principal 
reason why shifting cultivators in general abandon their garden 
plots not long after they begin to till them. At first the crop plants 
in a garden cleared in the middle of a f orest fa ce little competition 
from other plants, but by the end of three years of cultivation 
enough seeds of herbaceous plants have been blown in to bring 
about very heavy competition from weeds and grass. This competi
tion, in which weeds and grass have a distinct advantage, leads 
to a considerable decline in the yield of the crop plants. 

Moreover, to attempt to cope effectively with this invasion by 
thorough weeding is extremely tedious, and the older the plot, the 
more difficult it becomes. Thus the amount of time required to 
weed an old plot may be fully twice as much as that required 
to weed a new one ( Conklin 1957: 104). In fact, it often takes 
more time to weed an old garden than to clear a new one (Morley 
194 7: 14 7). In view of these facts it seems quite apparent why 
shifting cultivators generally should prefer to abandon a 2- or 
3-year-old plot and clear another one elsewhere. It would be foolish 
to do anything else as long as enough wooded land was available. 

Thus we see that the abandonment of a plot after a brief period 
of cultivation can best be understood, not as a necessary conse
quence of rapid soil depletion in the tropics, but rather as the 
rnost economical way of carrying on subsistence farming under 
the prevailing conditions of technology and environment. 

Supposed Lack of Evolutionary Possibilities. A number of writ
ers have maintained that slash-and-bum agriculture, however prim
itive, is nevertheless the most advanced system of cultivation that 
can develop in a tropical rain forest environment. Consequently, 
it is argued, a high level of culture cannot be attained in areas 
like the Amazon basin. Betty Meggers, one of the most unequivocal 
advocates of this point of view, has expressed this opinion in the 
f ollowing terms: ". . . the environmental potential of the tropical 
forest is sufficient to allow the evolution of culture to proceed only 
to the level represented by the Tropical Forest culture pattern; 
further indigenous evolution is impossible" ( 1954: 809). 

Considerable evidence exists however that while most societies 
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living in regions of tropical rain forest are relatively simple slash
and-bum cultivators, sorne of them are considerably more ad
vanced. There are a number of instances of complex cultures, a 
few of them deserving to be called civilizations, which developed 
and fiourished in a tropical rain forest environment. The lowland 
Maya are probably the best known example, 12 but one can also 
cite the Anuradhapura culture of Ceylon, the early states of the 
Malabar coast of India, the Mon Khmer civilization of Cambodia, 
various states of Java and Sumatra, and the Polynesian cultures 
of Tahiti and Hawaii. 

Of course most of these higher cultures subsisted not by simple 
swidden agriculture but by more intensive and permanent fonns 
of cultivation. But these more highly evolved farming techniques 
had undoubtedly been preceded by simpler ones. The fact is, there
f ore, that swidden agriculture is not a cul de sac. Under certain 
conditions, which it is possible to specify, the agricultural systems 
of societies inhabiting the rainy tropics do evolve from simple shift
ing cultivation to more settled and specialized forms of agriculture. 

The Evolution of Slash-and-Burn Cultivation as Exemplified in 
Melanesia. The development of slash-and-burn into something 
more advanced has received very little attention from anthropolo
gists, probably because its very occurrence lay virtually unrecog
nized. Recently however a study has appeared, written by the 
agronomist J acques Barrau, in which the evolutionary steps under
gone by shifting cultivation in various parts of Melanesia have been 
set forth in a very clear and illuminating manner (Barra u 195 8) . 
In this study, which was based on a survey of 17 native groups 
extending from one end of Melanesia to the other, Barrau con
vincingly argues that the horticultura! systems of many of these 
tribes represent different stages of a general evolutionary process 
that has occurred to varying degrees a1l over Melanesia. Out of 
a very rudimentary form of slash-and-bum cultivation, which at 
one time probably covered a1l of Melanesia, there bave developed 
more intensive, sophisticated, and productive agricultura! systems. 

In New Caledonia and in certain areas of New Guinea slash
and-burn agriculture in its typical form can no longer be said to 
exist. Instead it has been superseded by a kind of fallow field system 
in which plots are cultivated for 2 or 3 years successively, fallowed 
for 3 to 5 years, and then recultivated. Only after several of these 
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cycles have been completed is the plot taken out of production 
f or an extended time. During the period of fallow tall grass covers 
the plots, but the time that elapses between abandonment and re
cultivation is too short for woody vegetation to reestablish itself. 
Ordinarily, dense grassland turf such as this is avoided by primitive 
cultivators because it is extremely hard to work. But in New Cale
donia it is turned over with long digging sticks by severa! men 
working together. The clods of turf pried loose by this technique 
are broken up with clubs.13 

To cope with problems of excessive ground water sorne advanced 
Melanesian cultivators construct drainage ditches. Others build ter
races to combat seasonal droughts. In order to maintain tbe fertility 
of the soil at a high level, especially when the land is to be kept 
under cultivation for a considerable proportion of the time, severa! 
Melanesian groups use compost obtained from rotting organic 
matter, and also employ a rotation of crops. A few societies in 
New Guinea plant their crops on mounds made more f ertile by 
topsoil piled onto them from surrounding ditches. 

Intense, semi-permanent systems of cultivation have been devel
oped in Melanesia as a result, apparently, of increases in popula
tion. Sorne parts of Melanesia have attained surprisingly great 
concentrations of population. In the Baliern valley of central Dutch 
New Guinea, for example, the total native population is estimated 
at 60,000, with a density of more than 100 persons per square 
mile (Brass 1941 :557). One section of the Wahgi valley in North
east New Guinea has a population qensity of at least 450 persons 
per square mile (Brown and Brookfield 1959:25). It is in areas 
such as these that the rnost advanced systems of cultivation also 
occur. 

Shifting cultivation in its typical extensive forro can be practiced 
only so long as sizable reserves of forest are available from which 
new plots can be cleared as old ones are abandoned. However 
in any region of shifting cultivation where the population increases 
at a significant rate, a reduction in the available forest reserves 
necessarily occurs. Ultimately, with continued increase in popula
tion, the forest disappears, either virtually or completely1 When 
this happens, no choice is left to the horticulturalists but to till 
tbe only form of land available to them, namely, grassland. No 
longer can fallowed land be allowed to revert to secondary forest 
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as was the custom before. Now necessity dictates that it be cleared 
and planted after a very few years under grass. Unquestionably, 
cultivating the grasslands is more tedious and time-consuming than 
cultivating the forest. But it is not as impossible as primitive swid
den farmers, blessed with ample forest reserves, are inclined to 
believe. It can be done and done successfully, even with no better 
tools than the digging stick or the hoe. 

Expansion of the Theory. The two principal propositions that 
emerge from the foregoing discussion seem to me to be the follow
ing: ( 1 ) Soils developed under tropical rain forest can support 
systems of cultivation more advanced than slash-and-burn, and (2) 
these more advanced systems arise in response to the increasing 
pressure of human numbers on the land. These two conclusions 
suggest a general theory of cultural development which encom
passes other spheres of culture in addition to subsistence. I would 
like now to present the theory in brief form and then apply it 
to aboriginal South America in an attempt to account for the major 
features of cultural evolution in that continent. 

Our exposition of the theory may begin, or rather, resume, at 
the point where population pressure has led to an intensification 
of agriculture. This result has occurred not only in parts of 
Melanesia, but in a number of other regions of the world as well. 
But not in all. Those regions where a notable intensification of 
agriculture followed an increase of population are distinguished 
by an important characteristic: They are regions where the area 
of cultivable land was distinctly circumscribed. Areas of distinctly 
circumscribed arable land are, typically, narrow valleys, sharply 
confined and delimited by mountains or deserts. lt is in such areas 
that most of the early advances in agriculture, and in other aspects 
of culture, took place. 

lt is a curious and significant fact that these advances were not 
made in areas of broad and uninterrupted expanses of arable land, 
regardless of their degree of fertility. The forested plain of northem 
Europe, the Russian steppes, the Eastem woodlands and the 
Prairies of the United States, today the most important areas of 
cultivation in the world, initially lagged far behind the narrow river 
valleys and littorals in their agricultura!, and theref ore cultural, de
velopment. The reason f or this relative backwardness becomes evi
dent in the light of our theory: With extensive and unbroken 
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agricultura! land at hand, population increase was followed by the 
dispersion of peoples. With serious pressure on the carrying ca
pacity of the land thus avoided, the ecological impetus required 
to turn extensive into intensive cultivation would bave been absent. 

The same squeeze in available arable land that led to the de
velopment of more intensive farming in certain areas of the world, 
gave rise to another important cultural phenomenon as well: com
petition between one tribe and another over land. In areas like 
the Amazon basin, where cultivable land is abundant and popula
tion relatively sparse, competition over land is not well marked. 
But in areas of the world that begin to experience a shortage of 
agricultural resources, desire for land emerges as a predominant 
cause of war. In parts of the Wahgi valley of New Guinea, for 
example, where land resources are severely limited and population 
has largely filled up what land there is, warfare over land is be
ginning to assume important proportions (Brown and Brookfield 
1959:41-42)." 

Warfare, it should be noted, has entirely different consequences 
in an area of restricted arable land and dense population than it 
does where land resources are extensive and population is sparse. 
A village or tribe consistently a loser in war can, in an area of 
extensive land and moderate population, move somewhere else 
where, safe from attack, it can continue to subsist about as well 
as before. However, in a circumscribed, densely settled area a de
feated group could not make a strategic withdrawal. There would 
be no place for it to go; all of the arable land would be occupied. 
Instead, it would have to remain where it was and suffer the conse
quences. And the consequences of defeat under these conditions 
would generally be, first, the payment of tribute, and, at a later 
stage, outright incorporation into the territory of the víctor. Under 
the necessity of having to pay tribute in kind, the vanquished group 
would have to work their lands even more intensively than before. 
While food production had not as a rule previously exceeded do
mestic consumption, a clear surplus would now have to be wrought 
from the soil in order to meet the demands of the dominant group. 

The ever-increasing need for more arable land would continue 
to act as a stimulus to war; and warfare, through the process of 
conquest and amalgamation, would lead to an increase in the size 
of political units. At the same time it would also give rise to confed-
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eracies and alliances, as each tribe or chiefdom sought to strengthen 
its military position. The culmination of this process locally would 
be the political unification of an entire valley under the banner 
of its strongest chiefdom. The ultimate military and political result 
of the process over part or all of a continental area would be 
the formation of a large conquest state encompassing and control
ling many valleys. 

As a society continued to expand through successful competition 
against its neighbors, corresponding and related changes would take 
place in its intemal structure. Brave warriors and skilled military 
leaders would rise in status, wealth, and power, and would form 
the nucleus of a noble class. The military organiz.ation that had 
brought success in warfare would become elaborated and part of 
it would be redirected to the effective control and utilization of 
the peoples it had subjugated. War prisoners, at first merely slaugh
tered or sacrificed, would later come to be exploited economically 
as slaves. They would be put to work for the benefit of the emerg
ing state, perhaps side by side with "citizens" conscripted by means 
of the corvée. A large part of this forced or drafted labor would 
be directed toward meeting the increasing agricultural needs of 
a rapidly expanding society: the drainage of swamps, the building 
of terraces, the cutting of irrigation canals, and the like. The in
corporation of slaves into the conquering state would complete 
the stratification of society into four major classes: chiefs ( or 
kings), nobles, commoners, and slaves. 

Craft production would be immensely stimulated, not only by 
the demands made on subject peoples f or tribute and taxation, 
but also by the rise of a class of craft specialists. These artisans 
would come largely from landless segments of the population 
throughout the state, and they would gravitate toward the centers 
of political and religious activity. Their technical achievements in 
ceramics, weaving, metallurgy, architecture, and the like would en
rich the culture of the state and enhance its prestige. The mag
nificence of the social and religious superstructure thus erected 
would obscure the origin of the state. It would be difficult to infer 
from the later history of the state that a shortage of land among 
simple farming peoples and the ensuing competition between them 
had given the original impetus to its formation. 

lmplications for South America. Finally, let us apply the theory 
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just elaborated to the continent of South America in order to see 
if we can make its ethnographic features and culture history more 
intelligible. We may begin by looking at the horticultural tribes 
of tbe Amazon basin. From tbe earliest days of cultivation in this 
region, perbaps 2,000 years ago, the technique employed must have 
been that of slash-and-bum. Since the introduction of shifting cul
tivation into the Amazon basin, this region has undoubtedly experi
enced a steady increase in population. However, this increase had 
been of sufficiently short duration and had taken place within such 
a vast area, that at the time of earliest wbite contact it had not 
resulted in any very dense concentrations of population. If a tend
ency to overcrowding developed here and there from time to time, 
it evidently led to the moving away of the "surplus" population, 
thus relieving the pressure. lndeed, tbis mechanism has been sug
gested as the principal means by wbich Tropical Forest peoples 
and cultures spread througbout tbe Amazon valley. With popula
tion able to disperse in this manner, no ecological pressure devel
oped which might have led to tbe intensification of cultivation. 
With little or no shortage of forest soil, competition over land did 
not assume significant proportions. Warfare occurred, but its prin
cipal causes appear to have been something other than the need 
for more land. And a village or tribe that met defeat in warfare 
could easily move to a safer locale which at the same time was 
suitable for cultivation, thus avoiding subjugation and amalgama
tion. We see tberef ore that non e of the f orms of social development 
that, according to our theory, are contingent upon co1npetition over 
land and subsequent conquest could have been expected to develop 
in the Amazon basin within the period of time available. 

The Circum-Caribbean Area. When we turn the Circum
Caribbean area we find that the differences from Tropical Forest 
culture to be noted here appear to go band in hand with ecological 
differences. Perhaps the most striking feature of the geographical 
distribution of Circum-Caribbean cultures is that they are found 
in habitats which, however else they may differ from one another, 
have one feature in common, namely, they are regions where the 
areas of cultivable land are circumscribed. The mountain valleys 
of Colombia, the coastal strips of Venezuela, and the islands of 
the Greater Antilles, ali centers of Circum-Caribbean culture, share 
this characteristic. 

• 
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Ethnologists who try to account for the higher development of 
cultures in tbe Circum-Caribbean area than in the Tropical Forest 
frequently ascribe this differential to the superior soil of the former 
area. But many areas that supported a Circum-Caribbean level 
of culture-Puerto Rico, Hispaniola, and the Venezuelan coast, for 
example-had essentially the same type of soil as the Amazon basin. 
We must therefore look for other determinants than soil to explain 
the observable cultural diff erences. 

Technological factors likewise do not offer a solution to the 
problem. The digging stick was virtually the sole agricultura! imple
ment of both Circum-Caribbean and Tropical Forest peoples. Even 
such a relatively simple tool as the hoe was absent or virtually 
so from the entire Circum-Caribbean area, just as it was from tbe 
Tropical Forest. It is true that sorne irrigation and terracing were 
carried out in the Circum-Caribbean region, but only to a very 
limited extent. Furthermore, terracing and irrigation are more tbe 
product of the organization and direction of labor than they are 
of mechanical innovation as such. 

With soil and technology thus eliminated, we may now consider 
tbe explanation proposed earlier: the higber culture level of the 
Circum-Caribbean area was the result of a series of events which 
began with competition over land among agricultura! societies in
habiting areas of circumscribed arable land. The form of social 
organization assumed by Circum-Caribbean chiefdoms was an out
growth and reflection of this competition. The f ood surpluses 
known to have been produced by Circum-Caribbean peoples were 
an actualization of a potentiality present, but never realized, among 
Tropical Forest cultivators. The process which produced the 
Circum-Caribbean chiefdoms proceeded at different rates and to 
different degrees in the various valleys, littorals, and islands of 
the Circum-Caribbean area. In fact, the cultures encountered here 
by the Spaniards in tbe 16th century represented almost every stage 
and gradation of this process, from just above Tropical Forest to 
solidly sub-Andean. 

The Andean Area. Cultural development in the central Andes 
was essentially a continuation and elaboration of the evolutionary 
trends observable in the Circum-Caribbean area. One might say 
that in the Central Andes these trends merely reached their logical 
culmination. In matters of subsistence, cultivation in Peru brougbt 
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agriculture to its highest point of intensification in the entire hem
isphere with the establishment of permanent, irrigated, and heavily 
fertilized fields in the coastal valleys. In the sphere of political 
organization, the Incas carried the process of conquest and amalga
mation to the point of creating a vast empire, in which vanquished 
tribes and petty states alike were carefully fitted into the admin
istrative structure. 

Although the Inca empire went far beyond Circum-Caribbean 
chiefdoms in almost every phase of culture, it still revealed very 
clearly the factors which underlay this elaborate development. 
There is scarcely a better example anywhere in the world of an 
environment in which cultivable land was restricted in area and 
circumscribed in boundaries than the already mentioned coastal 
valleys of Pero. Along the course of the rivers and as far as irriga
tion canals could extend, these valleys were literally gardens. Be
yond, there was nothing but desert. The relevance of this fact for 
our theory can be seen from the following observation made by 
Cieza de León (1959: 18-19): 

". . . although 1 have described Peru as being three desert 
and uninhabited mountain ranges, by the grace of God there 
are valleys and rivers I have mentioned; if it were not for 
them, it would be impossible for people to live there, which 
is the reason the natives could be so easily conquered and 
why they serve without revolting, because if they did so, they 
would all perish of hunger and cold". 

The Inca empire also provides us with a remarkable demonstra .. 
tion of how far culture can advance through the large-scale and 
efficient organization of labor, without tbe necessity of a corre
spondingly extensive development of technology. Donald Collier 
(1958:282) has pointed this out clearly and succinctly enough 
to be worth quoting: 

"Peruvian technology is notable for its lack of labor sav
ing devices and its failure to exploit sources of power other 
than human muscle. Instead, production was accomplished 
by means of the organization of human eff ort, craft speciali
zation, enormous patience, and an amazing virtuosity in uti .. 
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Iizing the simple tools and techniques. During the Expansion .. 
ist stage a kind of mass production of crafts was achieved 
not by meaos of new tools or techniques but simply by a 
reorientation of ends and more intensive organization of pro
duction".14 

Conclusion. A theory of cultural development has been ad
vanced in this paper which explains the broad features of native 
culture history in South America more fully and coherently than 
any other single theory previously put forward to account for the 
same phenomena. The theory would appear to have another sci
entific advantage in that it shows civilization and tbe stages of so
ciety that led up to it to be, not subtle and unlikely products, 
to be accounted for by the invocation of "genius" or chance, by 
the vagaries of diffusion or of "historie accidents,'' but rather, 
as strictly determined cultural manifestations, the inevitable out
come, under certain specifiable conditions, of a complex but intel
ligible process. 

NOTES 

1. Sorne writers have the mistaken idea that because of the prussic acid 
in bitter manioc, "animals do not eat the . . • roots of this plant" ( Gourou 
1953:28). Actually, as long as it is growing undisturbed the manioc tuber 
does not contain any prussic acid as such, but only a cyanogenetic glucoside 
(manihotoxine). It is only after the tubers are pulled out of the ground and 
exposed to air that an enzyme in the root begins to act on the cyanogenetic 
glucoside in such a way as to liberate the prussic acid (Watt 1908:767). 
Thus, since peccaries go after the roots while they are still growing under
ground, they can eat them with impunity. [Cf. Carl Spath 1971- Ed.] 

2. On one occasion, the famous naturalist Henry Walter Bates almost lost 
the contents of two bushel baskets of manioc fiour to leaf-cutter ants in the 
course of a single night (Bates 1864: 14-15). 

3. In the discussion that followed the oral presentation of this paper it was 
objected that this explanation is anthropocentric. If the argument has been 
worded anthropocentrically it was done so only to make the explanation 
appear more immecliate and direct. The explanation offered here could easily 
be translated in to a purely culturological one, sin ce this is, in f act, what it 
actually is. In this instance, as in so many others involving human behavior, 
individuals may be regarded as objects on which cultural forces act. The 
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overt behavior of individuals thus may be conceived of as the resultant of a 
cultural parallelogram of forces, in which cultural forces of different magni
tudes pull in diff erent directions and produce an effect which is a summation 
of them all. 

4. Warfare may combine with factors related to cultivation to affect the 
length of time a village can be maintained in tbe same location. In sorne 
parts of Borneo, for example, head hunting raids were once so common that 
it was not considered safe to make gardens very far from the village. Ac
cording]y, the area deemed safe for cultivation was small, and viUages had 
to be relocated about every twelve years (Chapple and Coon 1942:189). 

5. "Other factors being constant, the degree of solidarity [of a society] 
varies inversely with the size: the larger the group the less the solidarity" 
(White 1959:103). 

6. Such a split seemed to have been in the process of occurring among the 
Chukahamay (Txukarramae), a Northem Cayapó group of the middle 
Xingú, in 1954, according to Orlando and Claudio VilJas Boas (personal com
munication), who on the occasion of establishing the first peaceful white con
tact with that group, found tbemselves caught in the middle of an interna} 
dispute wbich threatened to divide the village into two. 

7. Father John M. Cooper is said to have described the power of Tropical 
Forest chiefs in tbis way: "One word from the cbief and everyone does as he 
pleases.'' 

8. The difference is less if we compare the productivity of manioc with 
that of potatoes, wbich, I am inform.ed by John Murra, were the staple food 
crop of the highland peasants of Peru in pre-Columbian times. Nevertheless, 
the comparison still shows Kuik.uru horticulture to be more productive, since 
it is unlikely that the yield of potatoes in the Andean highlands exceeded 
80 bushels per acre, equivalent to about 1,500,000 calories. 

9. Meggers has argued that even if Tropical Forest cultivators did produce 
a surplus of manioc, they could not preserve it. Thus, she writes that manioc 
"cannot be stored in the humid warm. climate [of the Amazon basin] without 
sprouting or rotting" ( 1957: 82- 83). While it is true that manioc tubers will 
begin to rot shortly after exposure to the air (being roots and not stems they 
will never sprout), it is also true that if manioc is reduced to flour it can be 
preserved indefinitely in that form, or as beijú cakes baked from it. 

1 O. It may be of interest here to cite an instan ce of surplus food production 
from the island of Fiji, where a similar type of cultivation was carried out in 
a similar environment. During one religious celebration the chiefs of 
Somosomo, a district of Fiji, made a presentation of 10,000 yams to their 
gods (Tippett 1958: 145). Ata military review on anotber occasion a supply 
of 40,000 yams anda wall of yaqona roots 7 feet high and 35 feet long were 
brought forth (Tippett 1958: 153 ). 

11. Cassidy and Pahalad give the analysis for the 0-6;' and 6-12" levels 
separately, but for greater comparability I have averaged the two here and 
made the average apply to the 0-12" level as a whole. 

12. Meggers (1954:817), in order to defend her theory against a seeming 
exception, has contended that while Maya civilization may have mairitained 
itself in the Petén, it must have originated in sorne area other than the tropi
cal lowlands of Guatemala. But this opinion has been cballenged, for ex
ample by Coe (1957, especially p. 331 ). 

13. This is precisely the way in which Inca farmers of the Andean high-
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lands dealt with the grasslands they cultivated, except that their digging stick, 
the taclla, bad a footrest and was thus a somewhat more efficient tool. 

14. Cieza de León was very much impressed by the same thing: "There is 
no disputing the fact that when one sees the fine handicrafts they [the Incas] 
have produced, it arouses the admiration of ali who bave knowledge of it. 
The most amazing thing is how few tools and instruments they have for tbeir 
work, and how easily they produce things of finest quality . . . They also 
make statues and otber large things, and in many places it is clear tbat they 
bave carved tbem with no other tools than stones and their great wit" 
(1959: 175-76). 



Introduction to The Culture-Ecology of Shifting (Pioneering) 
Cultivation Among the Y qnomamo lndians 

The Y ~nomamo are one of the few unacculturated indigenous 
groups of large size remaining in South America. Although we do 
not know their total population there may be as many as ten thou
sand people living in the dense jungle area of the Orinoco basin 
in southem Venezuela and north Brazil. Known also as the 
Shirianá and Waica, this group has recently become more widely 
known thanks to Napoleon Chagnon and bis as socia tes ( see James 
Neel in Chapter 10 of this volume). One of the most valuable 
aspects of Chagnon's work among the Y ~nomamo is bis description 
and analysis of Y~nomamo warfare (Chagnon 1968a; 1968b). 
Chagnon has observed at close range a warfare pattem undis
turbed by contact with national populations and the inftux of 
firearms. 

Many of the peoples of lowland South America engaged in 
chronic and bitter raiding in which lives were lost and captives 
were taken (cf. F1orestan Femandes 1949a, 1952; R. Murphy 
1957; J. Siskind in Chapter 13 of this volume). Similar behavior 
occurs in Melanesia and elsewhere. The natives give many reasons 
for these wars or feuds: supematural influences, vengeance, a de
sire to capture enemy women, etc. But anthropologists have re
duced the warfare patterns to a few basic types in terms of 
mortality rates, frequency of raids and residential outcomes. An
drew P. Vayda (1961) suggested that sorne of these pattems may 
be related to slash-and-bum agriculture practiced in Melanesia and 
South America, a system which requires a group to have far more 
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land at its disposal than it is actually cultivating at any one time. 
Vayda suggested that warfare among such peoples as the New 
Zealand Maoris may have played a functional role in a total adap
tive system, providing a mechanism for the periodic redistribution 
of people over the land. The implications of such a functionalist 
approach are great: warfare need no longer be viewed as a basic 
character flaw, oras the result of aggressive emotions and instincts, 
but rather as part of a total adaptive system consisting of feedback 
mechanisms which serve to maintain crucial variables within tol
erable limits. 

Napoleon Chagnon's article presents a negative instance of the 
process discussed by Vayda. The long-distance moves of 
Y ~nomamo villa ges are precipitated well bef ore the villa ge has 
approached the limits of agricultura! productivity. Warfare is the 
primary factor in stimulating these moves but it does not yield 
the adaptive results in terms of man-land relationships seen by 
Vayda. lndeed, unlike many other slash-and-burn agriculturalists, 
the Y ~nomamo do not utilize secondary-growth forests but ha ve 
a limitless amount of virgin forest land in which to cut their plots. 
Chagnon treats warfare in Y ~nomamo society as part of tbe en
vironment and views many aspects of their lives as an adaptation 
to it. In this, he agrees with Cameiro (in Chapter 7 of this volume) 
that it is necessary to consider superorganic as well a.s natural 
features of the environment. 

N apoleon Chagnon took bis bachelor's, master's and doctoral 
degrees at the University of Michigan and presently teaches at 
Pennsylvania State University. His research has resulted in a num
ber of publications listed in the bibliography. A forthcoming book 
( Chagnon, in press) will expand the discussion and data presented 
he re. 

... 



8. THE CULTURE-ECOLOGY OF SHIFTING 
(PIONEERING) CULTIVATION AMONG 
THE Y ,¡{NOMAMO INDIANS 1 

NAPOLEON A. CHAGNON 

This paper describes the slash-and-bum (swidden) cultivation sys
tem of the Y~nomamo Indians, viewing the system from the per
spective of settlement pattem. 2 By focusing on settlement pattem 
it is possible to demonstrate that two distinct ecological determi
nants are involved in the nature of village movements. In brief, 
Y ~nomamo adaptation is effected to a physical and a social com
ponent of their cultural ecology and their settlement pattem can 
only be understood by considering the effects of both.ª 

With the techniques, crops, tools and traditions of cultivating 
the Y ~nomamo adapt to the physical aspect of their ecology-to 
the terrain, f orest, soil, rainfall and geography. This adaptation 
results in one type of settlement pattern that I will call village 
"micro-movements." The nature of the second adaptation is rather 
more complex, f or it involves the socio-political relationships that 
independent villages have with each other in a milieu of c?ronic 
warfare. For the moment I will just mention that warfare d1ctates 
a second type of village movement that will be called "macro
movement." 

Befare describing their swidden system let me just mention that 
it differs somewhat from the typical slash-and-bum practices of 
most tribal peoples. The Y qnomamo practice a variant and some
wbat rare form of swidden cultivation known as "pioneering" culti
vation. That is, as a producing garden is abandoned, new, virgin 
jungle is cleared and once-used land is permanently a~ando~ed 
by the original cultivators. 4 Perhaps the best known p1oneenng 
cultivators are the Iban of Sarawak described by Freeman (1955). 

Reprinted by permission from the Procee~ings o~ the VIIIth International 
Congress of Anthropological and Et~o~ogical ~c1e~ces, Sep~ember, 19?8, 
Tokyo, Japan. Two original maps contammg detailed 1nformation on specific 
settlement movements have been deleted. 
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Because Yqnomamo cultivation is of the pioneering type, models 
of shifting cultivation, such as that developed by Conklin ( 1961), 
are not easily applied to it. Conklin's mínimum definition of shifting 
cultivation is " ... any continuing agricultura! system in which 
impermanent clearings are cropped for shorter periods in years 
than they are fallowed" (ibid, p. 27). By its very nature, pioneering 
cultivation lacks a fallow period so that sorne of the systematic 
entailments found in the more common varieties of shifting culti
vation, particularly the 1'cycle" phenomenon of land reuse, are 
absent. In addition to lacking the systematic entailments of land 
reuse, Yqnomamo cultivation also departs appreciably from most 
types of systematic swidden cultivation because of the pressures of 
warfare: gardens are often cleared as need dictates, not simply 
because it is convenient to clear during one season rather than an
other ( infra). If, however, a village experiences a relatively long 
period of peace, then cultivation techniques and scheduling take 
on the attributes of a "system" and regular clearing-burning
planting cycles result. 5 

•• 
THE Y l\NOMAMO 

The Yqnomamo Indians number sorne 10,000 individuals and 
are distributed in 125 widely-scattered villages. Although they have 
occasionally and erroneously been called nomadic hunters and 
gatherers, they i.n fact rely very heavily on cultivated foods: in 
sorne areas upwards of 80- 90% of their caloric intake comes from 
garden produce. 6 Hunting, fishing, and collecting wild foods, espe
cially seasonally-ripe palm fruits, provides the rest of the fare. 

Economic dependency on cultivated f oods varies both region
ally and annually. For parts of the year, wild palm fruits are heavily 
exploited, not because gardening is insufficiently productive, but 
because the Y (\nomamo delight in varying their diet. Again, sorne 
areas of the tribal distribution are characterized by a much more 
intensive commitment to cultivation, a factor that will be explained 
below as a form of adaptation. 

The mainstay of the Yqnomamo diet consists of severa! varieties 
of plantains and bananas.7 Perhaps as much as 75% of their food 
is provided by these crops. Next in importance are severa! root 
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crops, especially manioc, taro and sweet potatoes, the fruit of a 
cultivated palm tree anda host of other, rnuch less significant foods 
such as rnaize, pineapples, lechosa, gourds, peppers and avocadoes. 
Gardens are also important to the Y ~nornamo economy in that they 
pro vide cane for arrow manufacturing, cotton f or hammocks and 
decorative garments, fibrous plants, pigments, hallucinogenic 
drugs, magical plants used in sorcery and, most important, tobacc~. 
In total, the Y ~nornamo probably utilize sorne 50 species of culti
vated plants, and their way of life is highly dependent on their 
gardening. 8 

The Y ~nomamo occupy the low-lying areas of the tropical for
est, preferably regions where there are few or no large rivers, since 
travel is always on foot. 9 Most villages lie between 450' and 700' 
elevation, but in the Parima mountains, a chain of high hills run
ning north and south through the length of the tribal territory, 
sorne villages are found as high as 2,500'. With few exceptions,10 

the entire tribal area is covered with forest. There is a marked dry 
season frorn November to April, the peak falling in February. The 
remainder of the year is characterized by moderate to heavy rain
fall, May and June being the wettest months. There is considerable 
yearly variation in rainfall, sorne years having particularly abun
dant rain during even the dry season. However, even in the wettest 
years the Y ~nomarno can effect adequate burning since only 
smaller tree limbs, brush and leaves are bumed. If the timber has 
been lying on the ground for severa! months, a few days of sunny 
weather is sufficient to result in a good burning. 

The Y ~nomamo prefer to do the heavy work of gardening
cutting the large trees-during the wet season, since it is somewhat 
cooler at that time. Very little agricultural work is done during the 
peak of the dry season, largely because intervillage visiting and 
feasting take place at this time of the year, for as the dry season 
approaches, swamps and rivers that were impassable during the 
wet season can be easily crossed and friendly groups can entertain 
each other. 

When a new area is colonized, first considerations are to the 
defensibility of the area. This refers not only to the particular 
topographic features of the potential site, but its general location 
with respect to enemy and allied villages. Enemy villages will 
rarely be closer than two or three days walking distance11 from 
each other. Friendly villages, on the other hand, might be as close 
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as a half-day's walk, but if possible, at least a day's journey is 
considered a more desirable distance; even friendly groups do not 
trust each other completely. A migrating group will move in the 
direction of friendly villages and away from enemies, taking ad
vantage of natural obstacles such as large rivers, swamps and hills 
to separate themselves from their enemies. Once the general area 
is selected, the specific garden location is decided by topographic 
features, drainage, water supply and vegetation type. Thus, politi
cal factors dictate the general area of settlement and natural fea
tures the particular location. 

EXPANSION OF THE Yl\NOMAMO: MACRO-MOVES 

Focusing on the macro-movements of Y~nomamo villages, i.e., 
those long moves brought about by warfare, we note that there has 
been a general movement away from the center of the tribal dis
tribution. The map shows the general direction of movements for 
seven historically-distinct clusters of villages. These clusters are 
lettered A-G.12 

MAP. "Macro-Movements: General Direction," showing the recent 
expansion of seven clusters of Y ~omamo villages in phylogenetic form. 
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Coser inspection will reveal that movements at the tribal pe
riphery, village cluster "A" for example, tend to be considerably 
longer than the moves at the tribal center. Migration is not as 
much of an option to villages at the center ( clusters C, D, E and 
F) where the frontier area is considerably restricted.1ª That is, 
villages of the center tend to be surrounded by neighboring groups 
around whom it is difficult to migrate.14 

Compared to the periphery, 15 warfare is considerably more in
tense at the center and an elaborate alliance system has developed 
that enables the members of independent villages to establish 
peaceful, but tenuous, social ties whose functions are to reduce the 
possibility of warfare between the allied groups. These alliances 
revolve around trading, feasting and exchanging marriageable fe
males (Chagnon, 1968a, 1968b, 1968c; Chagnon and Asch, 
1968). Correlated to this-and in large measure the basis for it
are local shortages of resources that appear to be deliberately cre
ated. These resources include dogs, bows, arrows, tobacco, cotton, 
cotton hammocks, drugs, clay pots and other materials that any 
Y ~nomamo group is technically capable of producing. Yet each 
village has a set of items that it obtains from its allies and another 
set that it provides in the reciproca! trading. Thus, temporary trad
ing networks emerge that link allied villages to each other and en
join them to visit and feast. As the alliances dissolve, so do the 
trading networks; when new friends are found, a new trading net
work emerges between the partners. 

One consequence of the emergence of alliance systems as adap
tive mechanisms is a greater commitment to cultivation. Where 
reciproca! feasting and alliance occur, villages tend to have sub
stantially larger gardens.16 Thus a village at the center of the 
tribal distribution must not only produce enough food to feed its 
members but it must also produce a surplus beyond this that is 
used either for entertaining guests at feasts or to feed the members 
of a beleaguered village should they be forced by their enemies to 
take refuge with that ally. Thus, alliance necessitates a greater 
commitment to gardening which in turn diminishes the possibility 
of migrating to a new area when enemies threaten. This is so be
cause a group with a large garden is more reluctant to move, since 
starting a new garden elsewhere involves extreme difficulty, both 
in terms of the labor involved17 and the privations that are en-
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dured during the first year or two when the crops ripen in cycles.1s 
A common settlement pattem at the center of the tribal distribu

tion, then, is for a group to take refuge with an ally during periods 
of particularly intense raiding. When raiding diminishes or ceases, 
the group moves back to its garden. In many cases, a group will 
establish a new garden while it lives with its allies, since this 
makes possible the option of moving to a new area should raid
ing continue for a protracted period. A group that takes refuge 
usually must cede women to its protectors, something that most 
Y ~nomamo are reluctant to do. Hence, they attempt to become 
economically self-sufficient as soon as possible and make every 
attempt to establish a new garden if the war seems as though it 
will continue indefinitely. 

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between dependence on cul
tivated foods, warfare, obligations to allies and macro-movements. 

ORINOCO RIVER 

.t. Monou-Terl Patanowi-Terl .t. 

aCJ 
.... 

M~marib5wel-Terl AShadowi-Terl 

FIG. 1. "Movements of Monou-teri and Patanowa-teri During 
1965-66 ( Schematic)," illustrating settlement pattern while new 
gardens are being cleared during periods of intensive raiding. 

The members of Patanowa-teri and Monou-teri villages are close 
relatives (Chagnon, 1968a) and have a common origin. In ap
proximately 1940 they separated from each other ( Chagnon, 1966; 
1968a; 1968b) and entered into prolonged hostilities that gradually 
diminished over time. In November of 1964 they renewed their 
hostilities when a group of Monou-teri meo abducted seven 
Patanowa-teri women at the village of Bisaasi-teri where the latter 
had been invited to a feast. The abduction led to mutual raiding 
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and ki11ing between the two villages. The Monou-teri immediately 
made a new garden to their west, being forced to move by the 
intensity of Patanowa-teri raids. But because the garden was new, 
the Monou-teri had to rely on their allies, the Mqmaribowei-teri 
and Bisaasi-teri, for food during most of the year that the new 
garden was being established. Thus, tbey alternatively lived in their 
own garden during the wet season, 19 moved to their new garden 
to work at clearing and planting (hauling their food with them 
from the old garden), thence to the Mqmaribowei-teri village until 
their hosts wearied of them when food supplies became critica!, 
then to one or more of the three Bisaasi-teri groups and, finally, 
back to their own garden. In this fashion they managed to avoid 
being raided and managed to remain together as a corporate 
group.20 

Similarly, the Patanowa-teri were obliged to move because of 
the warfare pressure. They had more serious problems than the 
Monou-teri, since sorne 12 different villages were raiding against 
them simultaneously. From November 1964 to March 1966 their 
enemies raided them approximately twenty-five times, killing ten 
people. 21 They moved away from the area containing the majority 
of villages that were raiding them, although their move took them 
closer to the Monou-teri. The Patanowa-teri are a large group (see 
Table, below) and, because of violent interna! disputes22 they de
cided to make two gardens when they moved, separating into two 
distinct villages, albeit just a few hundred yards away from each 
other. While they established these gardens they lived altematively 
with their allies, the Ashidowa-teri, and at their producing gar
den, 23 thereby avoiding raiding parties. By 1967 their two new 
gardens were producing but the Patanowa-teri still had their old 
gardens to rely on, which they maintained whenever they retumed 
to them.24 

The type of movement shown in Figure 1 and just discussed 
diff ers in kind from the type of movement associated with tech
niques of gardening proper. Figure 2 shows the micro-movements 
of the village of Bisaasi-teri from about 1960 to 1968, i.e., those 
movements associated with the techniques of cultivation. The 
Bisaasi-teri moved to the mouth of the Mavaca River in about 1960 
and established two separate gardens and villages. The villages 
are labeled A and A' in the diagram, the gardens al anda'. The 
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a2 

FIG. 2. "Micro-Movements of Bisaasi-teri, 1960-68 (Schematic)," 
illustrating the establishment of .new gardens as old ones are abandoned. 

two groups were, of course, related to each other, but were on 
somewhat strained terms.2ó One group, A, was too small to be 
viable in a competitive milieu, so it remained close to the parent 
village for purposes of defense. When gardens a' and a 1 were 
abandoned, 26 new ones, b'l, b 1 and a2 were made. Village 
A' fissioned at this time to produce villages B and B'. Wben these 
gardens became "old women", i.e., barren, gardens a3, b2 and 
b'2 were made. Finally, village B' moved across the Orinoco 
River in 1966 and established a new garden, c. 27 The important 
features in this figure are ( 1 ) that new land is cleared when gar
dens are abandoned28 and (2) the movements associated with 
gardening are diff erent from the macro-movements determined by 
warfare. 
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DEMOGRAPIIlC CONSIDERATIONS 

What the above data imply is that there are two somewhat dif
ferent adaptations to the social component of the ecology. Where 
a frontier exists, the option to avoid enemies by migrating great 
distances is the form of adaptation taken by groups at the periph
ery. Beca use of the immense distan ces separating villages at the 
periphery, intergroup confl.ict diminishes in intensity. Raiding is, 
comparatively speaking, quite rare here, probably no more than 
one raid per two or three years.29 In both areas, however, the 
raids are inevitably the consequence of disputes over women. 3o 

The Y ~nomamo practice infanticide, but in such a way that more 
females than males are killed. Tbis bias is the consequence of 
their attitudes that males grow up to be warriors and protectors of 
the villa ge, so males are killed less frequently. The result is a 
serious shortage of marriageable females and chronic competition 
for them. 

The table gives age and sex data from a number of villages at 
both the periphery and the center of the tribal distribution. 31 

Three important facts emerge from the demographic data. First, 
the intensity of female infanticide is apparently much higher at 
the center where greater emphasis on masculinity and warfare 
exists. For the age category 0-14 years, there is a 21 % excess of 
males at the periphery compared to 57% at the center. The over
all shortage of females in the two areas is also revealing: for all 
age categories combined, there is a 15% excess of males at the 
periphery compared to 30% at the center. Second, villages at the 
tribal center are considerably larger than villa ges at the periphery, 
averaging 76 as opposed to 53 inhabitants.32 Third, the range of 
village size is different in the two areas. At the periphery, villages 
may be as small as 25 people and rarely exceed 100, whereas 
villages at the center are never smaller than 40 and may get as 
large as 250.33 

1 have discussed the relationship between village size \and war
fare elsewhere ( Chagnon, 1966; 1968b). In brief, the tactics of 
Y ~nomamo warfare require the participation of approximately 1 O 
men between the ages of 17 and 40 years. While these men are 
raiding an enemy village, a few additional men are left with the 
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women and children to defend them. Men who fall between the 
ages of 17 and 40 years represent approximately 113 of the popu
Iation. Since it takes between 1 O and 15 meo to successfully con
duct warfare, then a village is militarily viable only if it comprises 
about 40 people. Where military pressure is intense, villages never 
fall below 40 people, nor do villages of less than about 80-85 
people fission to produce new villages. 34 It appears that the reasons 
for the differences in village size at the periphery and center cor
respond to differences in the intensity of warfare in the two areas. 

There are a number of additional differences between villages 
at the center and periphery (Chagnon, 1968b). Noteworthy among 
these is the rather elaborate development of types of fighting 
(Chagnon, 1967) at the center. These include chest pounding 
duels, side slapping duels, club fights, spear fights, raiding and 
treacherous feasts. Sorne of these types of contests are entirely 
lacking at the periphery. Of special interest is the fact that these 
are graded forros of aggression, each a more serious level of fight
ing than the previous one. And, they appear to be responses to 
intensive warfare and aggression: sorne of them might even be 
considered as altematives to killing for they permit ritualized and 
relatively innocuous contests that satisfy grievances without loss 
of life. Another striking feature of the center is the considerable 
authority wielded by headmen during times of warfare, which is 
to say, much of the time. Finally, the attitudes about extra-marital 
sexual liaisons differ in both areas. At the center, trysts inevitably 
lead to fighting and often to killing and village fissioning. At the 
periphery, the affairs are tolerated if not institutionalized. 35 A 
corollary of this is the surprisingly high incidence of polyandry in 
sorne villages at the periphery, all of which may be summarized by 
concluding that there is a more equitable distribution of the sexual 
services of women at the periphery and, therefore, a great reduc
tion in one of the major causes of Y~nomamo disputes. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

There are two types of movement characterizing Y ~nomamo 
settlement pattern, each an adaptation to different components of 
the cultural ecology. One type of movement is a response to the 
physical demands of gardening while the other is to the nature of 
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the social milieu within which Y (\nomamo groups compete as po-
TABLE litical entities. There is a major difference in the type of adaptation 

to the social aspect of the ecology when the central Y (\nomamo AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION IN Y <\NOMAMO VILLA GES 

groups are compared to the peripheral groups. Lack of a frontier 
at the center reduces the possibility of avoiding competitive neigh- A. (Central Villa ges) 
bors by migrating, and villages adapt to this milieu by entering into Village 0 - 14 15-24 25 - 39 40-50 51 - Totals 
elaborate alliance pattems with their neighbors. The objective of 
such alliances is to reduce the possibility of warfare between the 08A,B,C M 62 25 26 12 4 129 

215 
principals in the alliance. Where there is a frontier and vast tracts Patanowa F 31 17 23 11 4 86 
of unoccupied land, competing hostile villages essentially avoid 

08J M 9 4 5 2 2 22 each other by moving great distances. 
Yeisi F 6 3 8 1 o 18 40 

Three theoretical points are suggested by these data. First, the 
concept of cultural e~ology should be broad enough to embrace 08L M 17 15 12 6 o 50 
inter-group social relationships as a component. A number of stu- Yabroba F 15 10 9 4 1 39 89 
dents of this problem have persuasively argued this point (Har-
ding, 1960; Sahlins, 1964). Second, more attention should be given 08N M 15 3 13 2 1 34 

59 to pioneering slash-and-bum systems in view of the fact tbat they Makorima F 6 5 9 2 3 25 
were, no doubt, far more widespread than they are at the ethno-
graphic present. Third, and most intriguing, is the similarity be- 08S M 15 5 13 3 3 39 

72 
tween the effects of territorial circumscription ( Carneiro, 1961) Kashorawa F 13 7 6 6 1 33 
and the sociocultural events at the center of the Y ~nomamo tribe. 

08T One conclusion that can be drawn from the above data is that M 10 4 7 6 o 27 
45 

where warfare is intense and migration out of the area not feasible, Yabitawa F 6 3 8 1 o 18 

there is selection for larger local groups and more elaborate inter- 03C M 21 9 5 4 2 41 
group relations. The key to the developments appears to lie in 76 Mono u F 15 7 9 2 2 35 
the absence of an accessible frontier, so that a tribal population 
need not expand to tbe limits of its ecological zone before basic 03A M 14 6 3 2 4 29 

63 social changes are detectable. Por all intents and purposes, Y~no- Ora F 11 10 5 3 5 34 
mamo villages for which long migrations are not practicable or pos-
sible are in fact circumscribed, not by geographical features, but 03A' M 7 7 6 2 3 25 

56 
by competing social entities. Bakadu F 8 6 9 5 3 31 

lt is somewhat ironic, but not un usual, that the forms of Y ~no-
1namo adaptation to this competitive milieu reinforce the compe- 03B M 12 6 6 o 4 28 

52 
tition and intensify the adaptation: the more Y~nomamo villages Koro F 9 8 2 2 3 24 

change, the more they remain the same, for female infanticide not 
Mowaraoba M 21 8 14 5 3 51 

only results in more warriors, it also results in more war. And, the 73 
F 9 4 9 o o 22 l 

more that alliances and feasting function to relate groups to each 
other, the less likely this adaptation will permit of migration, for 
feasting involves a greate¡ commitment to agriculture and, there- Totals M 203 92 110 44 26 475 

840 
fore, larger gardens. F 129 80 97 37 22 365 
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AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION IN YAN OMAMO VILLAGES 
> 

( cont'd) 

B. (Peripheral Villages) 

Village 0-14 15-24 25-39 40-50 51- Totals 

03K M 37 14 5 5 1 62 NOTES 
Hakama F 18 9 7 3 4 41 

103 

1. The 19 months' fieldwork on which this paper is based was supported 

03L M 6 3 1 1 1 12 by a USPHS Fellowsbip Fl MH-25, 052 and attacbed grant MH 10575-01 

Wutahai F 6 3 3 1 o 13 
25 BEH R04 andan AEC Area Grant AT(ll-1)1552. My participation in the 

XII ICAES was made possible by a Travel Grant from tbe National Science 
Foundation, GS 2130. 

03M M 10 6 o 1 o 17 2. The concept of "settlement pattern" has been most frequently employed 
Shashana F 4 6 o 3 1 14 31 in arcbaeological analyses. That it is a useful concept for ethnological analyses 

of contemporary populations has been amply demonstrated by Cameiro 

03N M 11 2 3 2 o 18 
( 1960; 1961). Other cultural anthropologists, working with archaeologists, 

33 have also demonstrated tbe utility of this concept in establishing cultural 
Fenema F 6 7 1 1 o 15 types (see Meggers, 1956; cf. also the discussion of tbis approach in Leeds, 

1961). It would appear tbat any cultural-ecological analysis of human so-
03Q M 12 4 4 o o 20 cieties would do well to focus on community settlement patterns, since one 

Fafanabak F 11 2 7 1 2 23 
43 of the major objectives of such analyses is to isolate the parameters tbat de-

termine size, composition and spatial location of human populations. 

03S 
3. Schuster, a German etbnologist who spent sorne 10 months with the 

M 7 1 5 o o 13 Yqnomamo also recognized multiple causes for Y ~nomamo settlement move-
Huduwa F 7 1 2 2 o 12 

25 ment (1958). However, he related tbis to as asserted "nomadism", a sort of 
"call of tbe wild" philosopby (". . . traditionell bewahrte Reminiszenzen 

03T M 10 6 9 3 1 29 
an die ... rein wildbeuterische Epoche der Waika [Yqnomamo] . .. " 

58 [1958:120]) whicb be attributed to the Y:piomamo. His work was under-
Ora F 12 3 7 5 2 29 taken in a village that, during bis stay, was giving refuge to another village. 

The pressure on tbe agricultura! systems during this period was considerable, 
03U M 15 3 6 2 o 26 since the refugees lived with their hosts for approximately a year and sub-

Ashikama F 16 2 8 2 o 29 
55 sisted largely on the products of their gardens during this time. Consequently 

botb hosts and refugees were obliged to spend considerable periods of time 

03W M 15 9 11 6 o 41 
away from the hosts' garden, usually at work in otber gardens or visiting 
other allies, giving tbeir settlement pattern a decidedly "nomadic" flavor. 

Parimi F 15 5 14 6 2 42 83 These situations appear occasionally in the history of every Y :piomamo 
group. For tbe particulars involved in this (Schuster's) case, see Chagnon, 

03Y M 4 2 4 3 o 13 
1966 (Chapter V, discussion of Mahekodo-teri, the village in which Schuster 

24 [and Zerries, 1964] did his field work). In defense of Schuster, 1 sbould like 
Amnasbak F 5 3 2 o 1 11 to poínt out that he is the first etbnologist to have recognized the importance 

of intervillage alliances among the Y ~nomamo and tbe extremely complicated 
03X M 21 14 15 8 6 64 basis f or them. 
Borabak F 24 7 5 4 4 44 108 4. The Yqnomamo never clear abandoned sites. At present, land is so 

abundant that all groups, even tbose at the center of tbe tribal distribution 

03R M 12 5 4 6 o 27 
where population density is at its higbest, utilize only virgin jungle. The 

51 warfare pattem is such that a group is usually driven out of an area long 
Horeba F 8 8 7 1 o , 24 before it exhausts the cultivable land available. 

5. Y 14nomamo linguistic categories referring to gardens imply systematic 
F 132 56 63 30 16 297 land use but not one that sees once-used land as potentially cultivable. The 

Totals M 160 69 67 37 9 342 639 portion of the garden first established is called the "rectum" ( bei ka bosi) 
when productivity begins to fall off. The portion that is added by clearing 
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adjacent virgin jungle is called the "nose" ( bei ki:i hushibo) which also be
comes "rectum" as its productivity declines and a new "nose" is added. If a 
new garden, i.e., one that is not connected physically to the old one, is cleared, 
the old garden is called "old wornan" (sua pata) to emphasize its barrenness. 
Similarly, cultivated peach palm trees are called "old men" (waro pata) 
when they cease to produce. 

6. Although early accounts of the Yqnomamo, especially those of Koch
Grünberg (1922, 1923) , describe the Yqnoman10 as hunting and gathering 
people, all serious students of their culture have recognized the fact that they 
are emphatically agricultura! (Zerries, 1958, 1964; Becher, 1957, 1960). The 
reaction of Zerries is very instructive in this regard: "Zu unserer grossen 
überrashung müssten wir aber gleich zu Beginn unserer Forschungen 
feststellen, dass die Waika [Yé¡Domamo] vor allem von der Kultivierung der 
Mehlbanane (plátano) in hohem Masse abhangig sind." (1958: 177) as is 
the comment by Schuster that, with respect to Plantains, ". . . von de nen sich 
die Waika [Y!}nomamo] heute zu etwa neunzig Prozent ernahren." (1956: 
120). 

7. In sorne areas, especially where the Yqnomamo are in contact with tbe 
Carib-speaking Makiritare (Dekwana), manioc is at least as prominent as 
plantains. Plantains, it should be pointed out, are post-Columbian in origin 
(Reynolds, 1927; Simmonds, 1959), so the Yqnomamo have established their 
present agricultura! biases in less than 400 years. Mythological references 
(Chagnon, 1968a) suggest that manioc was formerly more significant. 

8. See Chagnon, 1968a and 1968b for a more detailed discussion of the 
social organization of the Y!}nomamo and the role of agriculture in their 
way of life. 

9. In most areas the Yqnomamo are aware of crude forros of water eran 
such as log rafts and bark canoes, the proto-type of the latter being the bark 
troughs that figure prominently in their feasting. In other areas, tbe 
Yllnomamo are completely ignorant of any form of water craft (Seitz, 1967; 
& personal communication), which I discovered in 1968 much to my con
stemation ( Cbagnon, in press) . 

10. In sorne areas, especially in the Parima "mountains" tbat form the 
borde,r between Brazil and Venezuela north of tbe Orinoco headwaters, there 
are small, sporadically distributed savannahs. 

11. This refers to walking during tbe dry season. A day's journey in the 
dry season may require two or three days of walking in the wet season when 
trails are inundated and detours over higher ground necessary. 

12. This map is largely calculated guesswork, based on distances in sleeps 
and compass bearings given to me by Y ~nomamo informants. Most of the 
area is not on1y unexplored, it is also unmapped. See Chagnon, 1966, for 
more discussion of how village locations are determined for cartographic 
purposes. That warfare is the cause of the movements, see Chagnon 1966 for 
a discussion of village movements defined as clusters "D" and "F" on this 
map. [A more detailed map from the original has been omitted here-Ed.] 

13. Two other factors might be relevant in explaining why village move
ments are much shorter in the area l have called the tribal center. First, the 
terrain is quite rugged here, low "mountains" being a characterisHc feature 
of the Jandscape. lt might conceivably be true that vi11ages at the center need 
not migrate great distances in order to avoid their enemies. Secondly, 
Y llllOmamo mythology implies that the center of the tribal distribution is the 
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homeland of Man (Chagnon, 1968a), and for those groups endorsing this 
myth, there might be "sentimental" reasons for remaining as close as possible 
to certain mythologically-prominent mountains. However, the general pat
tem has been that groups with an unpopulated frontier tend to move long 
distances. 

14. 1 have no adequate explanation for the reluctance of Yl}nomamo 
groups to migrate past each other, save for their overtly expressed fears that 
moving into an area where strange Y flDOmamo reside is potentially danger
ous, largely because they leave behind them villages with which they have 
maintained alliances in the past. This concem-reluctance to move around 
other tribal groups-occurs frequently in ethnographic accounts of other 
tri bes. 

15. The notion of "periphery" maintained in this paper is difficult to de
fine precisely. There is a difference between the western and eastem periphery 
of the tribal distribution in that western groups are decidedly more warlike. 
Most of my comments on "periphery" are based on only two months' per
sonal experience in the eastemmost extension of the Y é¡DOmatno distn'bution 
and on published works of ( and priva te discussions with) Emest Migliazza, 
who spent sorne fi.ve years in this area as a linguist for the Baptist Mid
Missions and the Museu Goeldi of Pará, Belem. 1 believe that the western 
periphery is more warlike because of the recency of the Y l}nomamo pene
tration of this area from the center of the tribal distribution ( Chagnon, 1966), 
whereas the eastem area has probably been occupied far longer (Schom
burgk, 1841 refers to "Krishana'> people here in the early 19th century who 
appear to be Y ~nomamo). 

16. This statement is based only on impressions; having visited sorne 40 
gardens in both the central and the peripheral area ( and ftying over others), 
1 am impressed with their greater size at the center of the distribution. 

17. Transporting just the plantain cuttings involves an enormous amount 
of work, for they weigh upwards of 10-15 pounds apiece. It is for this reason 
that newly-established gardens occasionally have a preponderance of such 
crops as maize, since maize seeds are far more reaclily transported. With 
respect to plantains, even if smaller cuttings are used, a man can only carry 
10 or so for a great distance, and hundreds of plants are needed to establish 
a garden. Smaller cuttings take longer to mature so the Y l:lDOmamo must 
choose between a garden with many plants that will mature aner a long time 
or one with few plants that will produce earlier returns, or a garden pre
dominantly of maize. 

18. Maize is sometimes used as an "emergency" crop ( see footnote 17, 
above) because it is easily transported and produces a return in a short time. 

19. Raids are rare in the wet season since (foot) travel is very difficult. 
20. In 1968 the village of Monou-teri no longer existed. Raids from 

Patanowa-teri were so intense that the population, sorne 76 people, joined 
the three Bisaasi-teri groups shown in Figure l. This fusion could be 
permanent. 

21. Raiding is mucb less intense at the periphery. 
22. There were two killings within the village of Patanowa-teri during this 

period, both the result of disputes over women. In addition, there were a 
number of fights that did not result in fatalities. 

23. 1 should add that the Patanowa-teri have lived in this general area for 
sorne 45 years (Chagnon, 1966). They have been forced out of it on a num-
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ber of occasions, but have managed to return. The name "Patanowa" in fact 
translates as "highly valued (garden) location." 

24. In 1968 they entertained one of their old enemies in a peace-making 
feast at their old garden. Asch and Chagnon, 1968. 

25. See Chagnon, 1968a for the sociology of village fissioning. 
26. In Figure 2 gardens shown with the sam.e hachure were made at ap

proximately the same time. 
27. By this time the total population was large enough to permit villa ge 

fissioning. A factor that may bave promoted this was the addition of a group 
of Patanowa-teri that fled their village after a serious fight ( see footnote 22) 
and joined the Bisaasi-teri. Also, 76 Monou-teri joined the group in 1967, 
swelling their numbers even further (see footnote 20). 

28. This is because villages never stay in one area long enough to exhaust 
the virgin jungle available to them, so they never have to use once-cleared 
land. 

29. This estimate is based on missionary accounts and on the genealogies 
1 collected from groups in the area. The latter indicate tbat death by warfare 
is appreciably lower, and 1 presume this is because warfare is likewíse less 
frequent, as claimed by tbe missionaries. 

30. Sorcery occasionally figures in tbe initial cause of disputes, but figbts 
over women are by far more numerous. 

31. The table includes only villages for which my census data are 100% 
complete f or age estimate and sex. I ha ve additional data on man y more vil
lages, but these do not include age estimates for 100% of the population. The 
only thing 1 can say about the unpublished data is that they confirm the con
clusions reached in the discussion of those groups included in the table. 

32. The data mentioned in footnote 31, which is complete for population 
size and sex distribution (but not age estimate), indicate that tbe average 
village size at the center is substantially higher than the table implies, 90 peo
ple being closer to the true average (Chagnon, in press). 

33. In 1968 I contacted a recently-separated group (73 individuals) of 
Y ~nomamo from the village Mowaraoba-teri. The village numbered well over 
250 before the split took place, and my informants claimed that tbey in
tended to reunite after tempers cooled off. Tbey also claimed that villages to 
their south, presently l.lncontacted, were even larger (Chagnon, in press). 

34. If one of the groups that results from a fission is less tban 40 people, 
it usually joins a diff erent village. ( See f ootnote 27.) 

35. Ernest Migliazza, personal communication. (See footnote 15.) 

lntroduction to Cultural lnfluences on Population: A Com,.. 
parison of Two Tupí Tribes 

The Tapirapé and the Tenetehara are probably historically related 
since the languages they speak are both of the Tupí family. Pro
ceeding on the assumption that these two peoples diverged from 
a common base, Charles Wagley examines the factors that are re
sponsible for the differences between them. In spite of the lin
guistic similarity, the differences are considerable. The Tapirapé, 
who formerly occupied an area west of the Araguaia River in 
Brazil, have an elaborate system of social organization involving 
ceremonial subclivisions and complex ritual observances, much like 
other central Brazilian societies ( e.g. the Mundurucu, see Robert 
Murphy in Chapter 12 of this volume; or the Apinayé, see Roberto 
Da Matta in Chapter 16 of this volume). The Tenetehara, in
habiting a dense jungle area in nortbern Maranhao State (hun
dreds of miles to the east of the Tapirapé), exhibit a simpler, more 
generalized social structure. Another difference between the two 
is found in what Wagley refers to as the implicit "population poli
cies" of each group. The Tapirapé had stringent rules limiting 
family size while the Tenetehara had no such limitations. 

The methodology which Wagley employed was to hold con
stant historical factors (based on the assumption mentioned 
above), thereby eliminating sorne of the potential causes of varia
tion. This is the way in which anthropologists seek to attain the 
same kind of controls which other kinds of scientists achieve in 
laboratory experiments. Of course, a full-scale test of any hypoth
esis would necessitate construction of a large sample in which 
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cases which conform to the predicted association have as great a 
chance of appearing as tbose which do not. On a basis of bis lim
ited test, Wagley eliminated environmental differences as the 
source of the variation between the two societies, although bis con
tention that the Tenetehara and Tapirapé babitats are comparable 
has been disputed (Yamell 1970). 

Wagley concludes that the difference in population policy be
tween the two tribes is related to differences in ideology and social 
structure and not technology and environment. Wagley's conclu
sion may be surprising in view of bis use of a methodology cham
pioned by Julian Steward, the pioneer of cultural ecology (1955). 

Wagley's discussion is also relevant to an important aspect of 
evolutionary theory. His suggestion that the Tenetehara survived 
because their society was more "malleable" anticipated the point 
elaborated by Elman Service in his article "The Law of Evolu
tionary Potential" ( 1960), published severa! years la ter. In this 
article, Service adapts Gauze's ecological principle to anthropology, 
arguing that more higbly adapted (i.e. complex) structures may 
be less adaptable to sudden and unpredictable changes than those 
that are less formal. 

Charles Wagley is an authority on tropical forest societies of 
South America, and carried out field work among both the 
Tenetehara and the Tapirapé (Wagley and Galvao 1948a, 1949). 
He has also conducted extensive research on non-indigenous com
munities in Brazil and is known f or bis classic study Amazon T own 
(1964), a set of essays he edited on race in Brazil (1952) anda 
general introduction to Brazilian culture ( 1971 ) . Wagley eamed 
bis B.A. and Ph.D. degrees at Columbia University and taught 
there for nearly thirty years where he was Director of tbe Insti
tute for Latin American Studies. He is a past president of the 
American Anthropological Association, and now teaches at the 
University of Florida. 

9. CULTURAL INFLUENCES ON 
POPULATION: A COMPARISON 
OF TWO TUPÍ TRIBES 

CHARLES WAGLEY 

Contact with European civilization has hada varied effect upon the 
population trends of native societies. Frequently conquest warfare, 
slavery, bad labor conditions, disruption of aboriginal subsistence 
methods, and above all foreign disease have brought a rapid popu
lation decline which has led in many cases to the total disappear
ance of aboriginal groups as distinct ethnic units. In other instances, 
native groups have made an adjustment to the new circumstances. 
After an initial epoch of sharp decline in population, a few native 
groups have not only regained their former population leve! but 
actually increased in number severa! times fold. The depopulation 
of many Melanesian Islands, the decimation of the coastal Tupí 
speaking peoples of Brazil, and the rapid disintegration of the 
aboriginal groups of the Antilles are well known examples of sharp 
population decline following European contact from which the 
groups never recovered. The multiplication of the Navajo during 
the last century and the poptilation growth of the Polynesian lsland 
of Tikopia after European contact are examples of recovery and 
expansion (cf. Firth 1939:39-49). 

In many cases, these differences in population trend following 
European contact may be explained in terms of the nature of 
contact with Europeans to which the different native groups have 
been subjected. Epidemics have varied in frequency and in in
tensity among native groups and the systematic exploitation of na
tive peoples through slavery and other forms of enf orced labor has 
taken heavier toll upon native population in sorne areas than in 
others. On the other hand, introduced crops, domesticated animals, 
new instruments, and new techniques have sometimes raised the 

Reprinted by permission of the author and the director of the Museu 
Paulista from the Revista do Museu Paulista, Vol. 5 (1951), pp. 95-104. 
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aboriginal subsistence level and made possible an expansion of 
population. 

Yet, the causes of such different trends in population among 
native groups after European contact cannot always be sought in 
the contact situation alone. The variables which allowed one group 
to absorb the shock of new disease and other disrupting accom
paniments of European contact and to revive, or which led to 
quasi-or total extinction of a people may also be found in the 
culture and the society of peoples concemed. Each culture has a 
population policy, an implicit or explicit set of cultural values re
lating to population size. The social structure of each society is 
closely inter-related with a specific population level. A modifica
tion of the externa! environment, such as that brought about by 
contact with Europeans, generally calls for change both in cultural 
values as well as in social structure. In addition to environment, 
tecbnology, and other material factors, cultural values and social 
structure act also to determine population size and demographic 
trends in face of modified externa! circumstances. A rapid de
crease in population due to new disease or an increase in popula
tion resulting from an increased food supply calls for adjustments 
in population policy (implicit or explicit) and in social structure. 
It is the purpose of the present paper to examine tbe relationship 
between tbese social and cultural factors and tbe population trends 
following European contact of two Tupí speaking tribes of Brazil. 

The two Tupí speaking tribes in question are tbe Tenetehara of 
nortbeastern Brazil and the Tapirapé of central Brazil.1 After more 
than 300 years of contact with Luso-Brazilians the Tenetehara in 
1945 still numbered sorne 2000 people-not much less, if at all, 
than the aboriginal population. On the other hand, by 194 7 the 
Tapirapé with less than forty years of sporadic and peaceful con
tact with Luso-Brazilians had been reduced to less than one hun
dred people, the remnant of an aboriginal population which must 
have numbered more than one thousand. While the Tenetehara 
still maintained a functioning social system and continued as a dis
tinct ethnic group, Tapirapé society was in 1947 almost totally 
disorganized and the Tapirapé as a distinct people were clearly on 
the road to extinction.2 ' 

A partial answer to this very different reaction to Luso-Brazilian 
contact may be found in the nature of tbe acculturation process 
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which each has experienced. Although the first decades of Tenete
hara relations with Europeans were marked by slave raids, mas
sacres, and epidemics, the protection of the Jesuits during more 
than one century (1653-1759) seems to have given the Tenete
hara time to make adjustments in their culture and society to 
changing extemal circumstances. The missionaries were able to 
prevent the movement of colonists into Tenetehara territory; and 
after the expulsion of tbe Jesuits in 1759, the increased importa
tion of African slaves into Maranhao eased the pressure for ln
dian slaves. Close relations with the missionaries, and later with 
the civil authorities and the rural Luso-Brazilian population, pre
sented the Tenetehara with new culture patterns, new attitudes 
which either replaced aboriginal elements or were incorporated in 
their culture as altemative pattems. Tbe missionaries urged larger 
families in order to have numerous innocents to baptize. Warfare 
was prohibited in the area. 3 The Tenetehara leamed that children 
migbt be useful in collecting babassu nuts for sale to Luso
Brazilians. Steel instruments and new plants (such as rice, ba
nanas, lemons, etc.) made agriculture more productive. The ~ale 
of babas su nuts, copaiba oil, and other f orest products brought 
tbe Tenetehara imported products. Altbough Tenetehara culture 
and society were modified, the aboriginal and the borrowed ele
ments slowly combined to forro a new culture and a new social 
system which at least met the mínimum requirements for survival. 

The Tapirapé, on the other hand, have had only intermittent 
contact with Luso-Brazilians. Since about 1911, the Tapirapé have 
had occasional contact with Luso-Brazilians. A few Tapirapé have 
visited Luso-Brazilian settlements and missionary stations on the 
Araguaya River and a few Luso-Brazilians have visited Tapirapé 
villages. Tapirapé contact with Luso-Brazilians has been limited 
to relatively short periods and to small groups of people. They 
have acquired a few axes, hoes, sorne salt, cloth, beads, and other 
material objects from their occasional visitors but, on the whole, 
their culture was little modified by borrowed patterns and ele
ments from Luso-Brazilians. Yet the presence of Luso-Brazilians 
brought about a crucial modification in their environment. With 
the arrival of Luso-Brazilians in the area, the Tapirapé were sub
jected to a series of foreign diseases. If the memory of older 
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Tapirapé informants may be trusted, foreign disease ( common 
colds, measles, and smallpox) carne at first via the neighboring 
Karajá sometime before their first meeting with Luso-Brazilians. 
Since about 1911 to 1914, however, foreign disease acquired di
rectly from Luso-Brazilians, has steadily decimated the Tapirapé. 
Unlike the Tenetehara, before the Tapirapé were presented with a 
broad segment of Luso-Brazilian culture, which might have pro
vided them with alternative patterns and values with which they 
might have made adjustments to their new circumstances, they 
have been practically wiped out. 

Still, the difference in population trends after Luso-Brazilian 
contact of these two tribes cannot be explained entirely in terms 
of the differences in the contact continuum. The first fifty years of 
contact between the Tenetehara and Europeans was more violent 
than anything the Tapirapé have experienced. In the early 17th 
century organized slave raiding parties penetrated into Tenetehara 
territory and armed forces such as the one led by Bento Maciel 
Parente in 1616 made war upon the Tenetehara. Epidemics, which 
raged in the early 17th century among the Indian populations of 
northeast Brazil, certainly reached the Tenetehara. From time to 
time smallpox, measles, and other diseases have taken a heavy 
toll among these Indians. The impact of the dominant culture upon 
the Tenetehara was more intense than it has been upon the Tapi
rapé. In addition to differences in the nature of the contact con
tinuum, factors inherent in the society and the culture of the two 
tribes were responsible for the reaction of these societies to Luso
Brazilian contact and for the population trends which followed. 
Since the Tenetehara and the Tapirapé have historically related 
cultures sharing many patterns and institutions common to most 
Tupí speaking tribes, a comparison of the two societies and cul
tures should allow us to determine the variables responsible for 
their contrasting reactions. 

The subsistence methods of the tribes were in aboriginal 
times basically similar. Both were tropical forest horticulturalists 
depending upon hunting, fishing, and forest fruits to supplement 
their diet. For fishing, the Tenetehara had an advantage stnce their 
villages were normally situated near rivers and streams while the 
Tapirapé villages were located inland many kilometers from the 
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river. In hunting, the Tapirapé had the advantage of nearby open 
plains country where hunting was more productive than in the trop
ical forest. Neither tribe had a land problem: the nearest village 
of the Karajá, who were Tapirapé neighbors, was at Ieast two hun
dred kilometers away and the Timbira neighbors of the Tenetehara 
were savanna people offering no competition for forest land. Both 
tribes during aboriginal times had sufficient territory to move their 
villages every five or six years when suitable garden sites near their 
villages had been used up by the slash-and-bum system of horti
culture. Tbe two tribes inhabited similar physical environments and 
they had approximately the same technological equipment to cope 
with it. Their technology and their subsistence methods must have 
limited the maximum population of any one village and there are 
indications that approximately two hundred people was the average 
village size for both groups. On the other hand, a lack of territory 
evidently did not enforce a limitation on the number of villages 
for the ttibe. Yet while the Tapirapé tell of only five villages 
in aboriginal times many times that number are reported by early 
observers for the Tenetehara. Although specific data is not availa
ble, it seems that in aboriginal times Tapirapé population was rela
tively small and stable while the Tenetehara population was at 
least twice as large and probably expanding. 

This difference in population level between the two tribes in 
aboriginal times was related to the population policies held by the 
two groups as well as to differences in social structure of the groups 
concerned. These cultural values relating to population level are 
explicit in attitudes toward family size and in positive actions to 
limit families. Among the Tenetehara infanticide is indicated only 
in the case of the birth of twins since they are believed to be the 
result of sexual relations between the mother and a dangerous su
pernatural and in the case of infants with certain supernaturally 
caused abnormalities. Since there is a low incidence of twins and 
since in severa! known cases "abnormal" children have been al
lowed to live, infanticide has had little orno effect upon Tenetehara 
population trends. The Tenetehara tell of one or two formulas 
thought to produce abortion. The long taboos imposed on both 
parents during the pregnancy of the mother and during the early 
infancy of the child are a source of irritation and discomfort which 
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would seem to tend to discourage large families. But, in general, 
there is little planned eff ort among the Tenetehara to limit family 
size. Men seem proud of severa! children; women are eager to 
bear children and they will leave a husband whom they believe 
to be sterile. 

In contrast, the Tapirapé value small families. They take specific 
steps to limit their families and have explicit ideas as to maximum 
family size. Not only do the Tapirapé bury twins at birth as do 
the Tenetehara ( and for similar reasons) but they believe that a 
woman should not ha ve more than three live children. 4 In addition, 
the three children of a woman should not be of the same sex. 
In other words, if a woman has two living daughters and her third 
child is also a girl, it is usually buried at birth. Similarly, if she 
has two male children and her third is a male, infanticide is in 
order. Furthermore, all men who ha ve sexual relations witb a 
woman during her pregnancy are considered fathers to her child. 
More than two co-fathers leads to complications. All co-fathers 
are expected to observe taboos on sexual relations and on the eating 
of certain meats during the pregnancy of the woman and the early 
infancy of the child. If there are three, four, or more co-fathers 
one of them is certain to break these taboos thus endangering the 
health of the infant; consequently the woman is urged to bury the 
child.5 

On an overt level, the Tapirapé justify these checks on popula
tion by saying, "We do not want thin children" or "They would 
be hungry". They enlarge upon such statements by adding that 
it is difficult for a father to supply a large family with meat from 
hunting. In aboriginal times, manioc was plentiful and no one 
lacked the tubers with which to manufacture fiour but meat was 
especially scarce during the rainy season when the forest is partially 
flooded and the paths to the savanna country are impassable. In 
addition, a complex set of food taboos make the job of supplying 
meat for a family more difficult. Children before adolescence are 
allowed to eat only specific meats and women are prohibited others. 
When a Tapirapé says "I aro hungry" he generally means by impli
cation: "hungry for meat". Although empirical data are not availa-

' . ble, it is my impression that meat is ( and was in the past) 1ust 
as scarce in Tenetehara villages, and during the rainy season fish 
are extremely difficult to catch. The Tenetehara, with roughly the 
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same food supply as the Tapirapé, do not feel called upon to im
pose drastic limitations upon the family size. Population control 
among the Tapirapé seems not to result from a direct limitation 
imposed by food supply but from culturally derived values. In other 
words, although family limitation among the Tapirapé has a basis 
in subsistence, it does not derive from a minimum starvation situa
tion. Family limitation seems to be related to a desire for a specific 
food, which the organism needs but which is also selected by 
Tapirapé culture as particnlarly desirable. 

This population policy of the Tapirapé with its explicit concept 
of maximum faniily size and the use of infanticide to limit the 
number of children must have maintained Tapirapé population in 
aboriginal times on a stable level. Even then, the balance between 
a stable and a declining population must have been a delicate one. 
With an increase in the death-rate from new disease for which 
they did not have an aequired immunicy, this delicate equilibrium 
was thrown off balance. After Luso-Brazilian contact, the popula
tion declined rapidly. Tapirapé concepts of population limitation 
remained unchanged in face of modified circumstances and families 
were not large enough to replace the adult population. The less 
rigid population policy of the Tenetehara was conducive to a large 
population during aboriginal times and it made the Tenetehara 
less vulnerable than the Tapirapé to modificatiohs in the externa! 
environment. Without doubt numerous Tenetehara died from new 
diseases, from war, and from slavery after contact with Lusq
Brazilians, but their desire for large families must have allowed 
them to replace their population in at least sufficient numbers to 
survive until they were able to. adjust to the new circumstances. 

Secondly, differences in social structure between the two tribes 
were also important in determining aboriginal population size as 
well as population trends after Luso-Brazilian contact. An extended 
family based upon at least temporary matrilocal residence and a 
widely extended bilateral kin group were basic social groupings 
of both the Tapirapé and the Tenetehara in aboriginal times. 
Tenetehara social structure was in fact limited to the extended 
family and the bilateral kin group. The Tapirapé, on the other 
hand, also had two other sets of social groups which were lacking 
in Tenetehara society. First, there were patrilineal ceremonial 
moieties limited to men. Each moiety was divided into three age-
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grades-boys, young men or warriors, and older men. Second, both 
men and women among the Tapirapé belonged to one of eight 
"Feast Groups" which were non-exogamous. Membersbip in these 
"Feast Groups" was patrilineal for men and matrilineal for women, 
although these rules were often modified by the personal desires 
of a parent. Both Tapirapé men's moieties and age grades and 
the "Feast Groups" were basic to all ceremonials and important 
in economic production and distribution. The masked dances with 
impersonation of forest spirits performed by the men during the 
dry season were a function of the men's moieties. The "Feast 
Groups" met at intervals during the dry seasons at their traditional 
stations in the central plaza for ceremonial meals. At such times, 
as Herbert Baldus has shown, these "Feast Groups" functioned 
as a mechanism for food distribution in a season when more food 
was available than a family would normally consume. (Baldus 
1937:88 ff.) The "Feast Groups" sometimes formed to collect 
honey and to hunt. The age grades of the men's moieties also fre
quently acted together economically; they organized work parties 
for clearing of large garden sites and they went out on large co
operative hunts after herds of wild pigs. 

In aboriginal Tapirapé society ceremonial life and many impor
tant cooperative subsistence activities were based upon this bal
anced set of associations. A Tapirapé village in order to assure 
adequate representation in the various age grades of the men's 
moieties as well as in the "Feast Groups" by necessity had to con
sist of about 200 people or more. A small village of fifty to a 
hundred people, for example, would not have provided sufficient 
number of males of the proper ages to allow the age graded moi
eties to carry out their ceremonials nor to organize their coopera
tive subsistence activities. Tapirapé village organization was 
therefore not conducive to a process of "splitting off" of groups 
from one villa ge to form another. The size of Tapirapé villages 
was limited by their technological equipment within their tropical 
forest environment yet the social structure made the formation of 
numerous small villages difficult. In contrast, the less f ormalized 
social structure of the Tenetehara allowed for villages of varying 
size witbin the limits of their ecological adjustment. Extended fam
ily groups easily might break off from a larger village to form 
a new settlement fully able to carry out the cooperative economic 
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activities and even ceremonials of the society. Tbis process is con
stantly occurring in contemporary Tenetebara society. Wben ten
sions arise between extended families, one group siroply splits off 
from the parent village to join another or to forro a separate village 
without serious effects on the ceremonial or economic system. 
Tenetehara social structure offered a favorable condition for an 
expanding population after Luso-Brazilian contact among the 
Tapirapé seriously affected population. 

Tapirapé social structure seems also to have been more vulnera
ble to disorganization in face of a rapid change in population size. 
Rapid depopulation after Luso-Brazilian contact among the 
Tapirapé seriously affected the normal functioning of their highly 
segmented and balanced social structure. By 1940, tbe lack of roen 
had thrown the system of reciproca! and competitive activities of 
the men's age-graded rooieties out of balance. There were not 
enough men of the "older" age-grade of either moiety nor of the 
young roen "warrior" age-grade of one rooiety to form functioning 
units to reciprocate in cooperative garden clearing and to partici
pate in group hunts. Severa! of the "Feast Groups" had been dis
banded for lack of numbers. Ceremonials in 1940 had not been 
abandoned but they were performed in an attenuated and disheart
ened roanner. Tbere was little motivation to accumulate the roeat, 
the f orest fruits, and the garden products which iroportant cere
monials require among the Tapirapé. 

Ceremonials and cooperative economic activities in Tenetehara 
society are organized by extended family and kin groups. Lack 
of numbers, of course, creates difficulties in carrying out cere
monials and in organizing economic activities but it <loes not have 
the effect of disorganizing the society. Cooperation of large ex
tended faroilies in gardening and in collecting babassu nuts and 
copaiba oil is still the general pattern a1nong the Tenetehara. 
Tenetehara social structure was maleable to change. Adjustment 
to new circumstances after Luso-Brazilian contact must have been 
easier for the Tenetehara than for the Tapirapé. 

This brief comparison of the cultural values and of those aspects 
of social structure of the Tenetebara and of the Tapirapé in terms 
of their effect upon population size and on population trends after 
Luso-Brazi1ian contact suggest several general hypotheses. First, 
the available information concerning the population size of these 
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two tribes in aboriginal times indicates that the Tenetehara were 
much more numerous than the Tapirapé. Yet both tribes were 
tropical f orest peoples with roughly similar technological equip
ment. It seems to the writer that this diff erence in population size 
between the two tribes was functionally related to ideological values 
and to social structure and not to differences in technology and 
environment. In other words, such differences in population can 
hardly be interpreted strictly in Malthusian terms. While population 
potentials are certainly limited by food supply, the level of tech
nology, the application of medical knowledge, and other material 
factors, social institutions and culturally derived values are influ
ential in determining trends in population size within the limits 
set by such "natural" factors. 

Second, the social structure and the cultural values of any society 
are functionally related to a given population level. With change 
in population size, both the cultural values regarding population 
size and social structure must be adjusted. The Tapirapé concept 
of family size remained unchanged in face of modified conditions 
(i.e. higher death-rate caused by foreign disease) with the result 
that the adult population was no longer replaced by births. A 
rapidly declining population disrupted Tapirapé socio-ceremonial 
organization and affected the intemal system of production and 
distribution. The Tenetehara with a more maleable social structure 
than that of the Tapirapé were able to survive the initial impact 
of Luso-Brazilian contact until the protection of the J esuits allowed 
them to make necessary adjustments to the new circumstances. 

Finally, this comparison between the Tapirapé and the Te
netebara calls to mind other primitive societies whose social struc
ture must have been functionally related to population level and 
to demographic trends in face of European civilization. In Brazil, 
the Ramkokamekra (Eastem Timbira) with their complex moiety 
system and the Apinayé with their kiye marriage classes, to mention 
only two examples, had social systems comparable to that of the 
Tapirapé. Such social structures depended upon a balanced repre
sentation of population in each of the numerous social units. A 
sudden decline of population might easily throw such h~ghly seg
mented societies out of balance, so to speak. Without sufficient 
representation in one or more of these social units reciproca! socio
ceremonial affairs become impossible or may be carried out in a 
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highly attenuated manner. Again, the social structure of the Karajá 
of the Araguaya River is based essentially upon extended family 
and kinsbip ties and lacks the highly segmented social units which 
cross cut villages and even family groups. Like that of the Te
netehara, Karajá social structure would seem to be less vulnerable 
to change in population size and more conducive to population 
growth. In addition to technological equipment and subsistence 
methods, social structure and cultural values also influence strongly 
the final adjustment of each society to its environment. Differences 
in social structure and of value systems between societies must 
be taken into account in studies of population size and of popula
tion trends in any natural area, such as the Tropical forest of South 
Ame rica. 

NOTES 

l. Basic descriptions of the Tapirapé and the Tenetehara have been pub
lished elsewhere: Cf. Wagley and Galváo (1948a, 1948b, and 1949). 
Baldus ( 1937, 1944-49, 1948b, 1949b, Ms.). Only directly pertinent de
scriptive data is presented in this paper. 

2. Cf. Wagley (1940) and Baldus (1944-49, Vol. 103; 1948b, 1949b), 
for discussion of Tapirapé depopulation and disorganization. Baldus (1948b: 
137-38), who found the village called Tampiitáua inhabited by 130 in
dividuals ín 1935, and only 62 in 1947, mentions that during this lapse of 
time severa! inhabitants bad ernigrated to another Tapirapé village very far 
from Tarnpiitáua, but that th.eir number seerns to be lower than the number 
of those who carne frorn there to Tampiitáua. According to inforrnation re
ceived by this author, the other village is smaller than Tampiitáua, so tbat in 
1947 the whole tribe probably counted less than a hundred members. In 
the same year, shortly after Baldus' visit, the Tapirapé were attacked by 
Kayapó lndians and lost several individuals. 

3. Tbere are no indications that the Tenetehara shared the warfare
cannibalism complex of the Tupinambá, but the lower reaches of the Mearim
Grajaú-Pindaré River system and the Island of Maranbao at its mouth were 
inhabited by Tupinambá groups. Métraux (1948c:95). See also Fernandes 
(1949a). 

4. Baldus (1944-49, Vol. 123:55) was told the sarne regarding the limita
tion of number of children of tbe Tapirapé family, but the contrary in relation 
to twins. According to information given to him by these lndians, the Ta pi rapé 
appreciate twins and, therefore, husband and wife eat twin or double ba
nanas, i.e., with two fruits in the same peel. 

5. Genealogies indicated that these rules are adhered to almost without 
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exception. In 1939, during my residence in a Tapirapé village, one woman 
hesitated in allowing her third male child to be buried. Less than a month 
after its birth, she appeared one day without the infant and announced that 
he had died of a cold. Another woman whose child bad four fathers allowed 
the child to live only to have it die of an intestinal disorder. The villagers took 
a definite "I-told-you-so" attitude. 

Introduction to Lessons from a "Primitive" People 

Until recently, modero anthropologists have avoided extrapolating 
from data about contemporary primitive peoples to make state
ments about prehistoric man. This was a reaction to excesses 
committed by nineteenth-century evolutionists. But with the de
velopment of new techniques of analysis and the passage of time, 
such extrapolations have once again begun to be made. To cite 
only one example, hunter-gatherer peoples ( those who ha ve neither 
domesticated plants or animals) have long been thought to live 
constantly at the brink of disaster since they have no control over 
the rates of reproduction of the species on which they depend. 
Bef ore ten thousand years ago, all roen were only foragers, thus 
paleolithic man was thought to have suffered from poor health, 
poor nutrition, and to have had practically no respite from the 
constant search for f ood. Recent studies among the !Kung people 
of Botswana (R. Lee 1969) among others have shown, however, 
that even in marginal environments such as the semi-arid Kalahari, 
small bands of people using a very simple digging-stick-and-bow 
technology were capable of feeding themselves adequately with an 
enviable lack of effort. Their nutritional levels and life expectan
cies as well as hours of work compare quite favorably with many 
peoples living in societies technologically far more advanced. 

Other researchers have utilized data describing free-ranging, ter
restrial, non-human primates to reconstruct aspects of prehistoric 
human behavior ( e.g. Sussman 1972). Still others have relied on 
genetic, nutritional and morphological studies among contemporary 
peoples for similar purposes ( e.g. Stini 1971). Such reconstructions 
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are all incapable of direct confirmation, but many anthropologists 
are higbly optimistic regarding the fruits which such studies can 
bear. 

In the following selection Dr. James V. Neel, the renowned 
geneticist, draws on recent studies regarding the genetics and be
havior of contemporary South American peoples to derive sorne 
important lessons f or modero man. Sorne of bis conclusions are 
startling, such as the suggestion that polygyny combined with 
endogamy in small populations may have played a eugenic func
tion, whether intended or not. His conclusions provide a stimulus 
for further research before populations like these become extinct. 

Jame~ V. Neel is Lee R. Dice University Professor of Human 
Genetics at the University of Michigan Medical School. 

10. LESSONS FROM A "PRIMITIVE" 
PEOPLE 

JAMES V. NEEL 

The field of population genetics is in a state of exciting intellectual 
turmoil and flux. The biochemical techniques that are now so freely 
available have revealed a profusion of previously hidden genetic 
variability. The way in which this variability arose and is main
tained in populations-to what extent by selection, past and present, 
and to what extent by simple mutation pressure-is currently a 
topic of intensive discussion and debate, and there is little agree
ment among investigators as to which are the most promising a~ 
proaches to the questions.1 At the same time, it is becoming 
increasingly clear that the breeding structure of real populations
especially those that approximate the conditions under which man 
evolved-departs so very far from the structure subsumed by the 
classical f ormulations of population genetics that new formulations 
may be necessary before the significance of this variation can be 
appraised by mathematical means. 

Sorne 8 years ago, as the new population genetics began to 
emerge, my co-workers and 1 began the formulation of a multi
disciplinary study of sorne of the most primitive Indians of South 
America among whom it is possible to work. 2 Scientists in the 
program ranged from the cultural anthropologist to the mathemati
cal geneticist. The general thesis behind the program was that, on 
the assumption that these people represented the best approxima
tion available to the conditions under which human variability 
arose, a systems type of analysis oriented toward a number of spe
cific questions might provide valuable insights into problems of 
human evolution and variability. We recognize, of course, that the 

Reprinted by permission of the author and publisher from Science, Vol. 
170 (1970), pp. 815-22. Copyright 1970 by the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science. 
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groups under study depart in many ways from the strict hunter
gatherer way of life that obtained during much of human evolution. 
Unfortunately, tbe remaining true hunter-gatberers are either all 
greatly disturbed or are so reduced in numbers and withdrawn 
to such inaccessible areas tbat it appears to be impossible to obtain 
the sample size necessary for tests of bypothesis. We assume that 
tbe groups under study are certainly much closer in their breeding 
structure to hunter-gatherers tban to modern man; thus tbey permit 
cautious inferences about human breeding structure prior to large
scale and complex agriculture. 

I will present he re f our of our findings to date and will consider 
briefly sorne possible implications of these findings for contempo
rary human affairs. Y ou will appreciate that 1 am the spokesman 
for a group of more than a dozen investigators, whose individual 
contributions are recognized in the appropriate source papers. The 
article is tendered with no great sense of accomplishment-we the 
participants in the endeavor realize how far we are from the solid 
formulations we seek. On the other band, sorne of the data are 
already clearly germane to contemporary human problems. Thus, 
it will be maintained on the basis of evidence to be presented that, 
within the context of bis culture and resources, primitive man was 
characterized by a genetic structure incorporating somewbat more 
wisdom and prudence than our own. How he anived at tbis struc
ture-to what extent by conscious tbought, to wbat extent through 
lack of technology and in unconscious response to instinct and 
environmental pressures-is outside the purview of tbis presenta
tion. 

The studies to be described have primarily been directed toward 
tbree tri bes: the Xavante of the Brazilian Mato Grosso, the 
Makiritare of southem Venezuela, and the Yanomamo of southem 
Venezuela and northem Brazil. At the time of our studies, these 
were aaong the least acculturated tribes of the requisite size 
( > 1000) in South America. 3-s 

The four salient points about tbe Indian populations that we 
studied to be emphasized in this presentation are (i) Jllicrodif
ferentiation and the strategy of evolution, (ii) population control 
and population size, ( iii) polygyny and the genetic significance 
of differential fertility, and (iv) tbe balance with disease.9 
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MICRODIFFERENTIATION AND THE STRATEGY OF 
EVOLUTION 

The term "tribe" conjures to most an image of a more or less 
homogeneous population as the biological unit of primitive human 
organization. We have now typed blood specimens from sorne 37 
Yanomamo, 7 Makiritare, and 3 Xavante villages with respect to 
27 different genetic systems for which serum proteins and erythro
cytes can be classified. A remarkable degree of intratribal genetic 
differentiation between Indian villages emerges from tbese typ
ings. ª· lO One convenient way to express tbis differentiation in 
quantitative terms is to employ the distance function developed 
by Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards.11 On tbe basis of gene frequencies 
at tbe Rh, MNSs, Kidd, Duffy, Diego, and haptoglobin loci, the 
distances between seven of tbe central Y anomamo villages and the 
distances between seven Makiritare villages are shown in Tables 
1 and 2. The mean distance between the seven Y anomamo villages 
is 0.330 unit, and between the Makiritare, 0.356 unit. Table 3 

TABLE 1. 

MATRICES OF GENETIC DISTANCES BETWEEN PAIRED VILLAGES 

OF THE MAKIRITARE INDIANS (SEVEN VILLAGBS, SIX LOCI).18 

Distance matrices 
Village 

BD e E F G 

A .362 .558 .353 .345 .268 
BD .250 .221 .432 .314 
e .393 .588 .485 
E .379 .249 
F .394 
G 

HI 

.336 

.296 

.444 

.273 

.383 

.158 

gives the distances between 12 Indian tribes of Central and South 
America, selected for consideration solely because 200 or more 
members have been studied for these same cbaracteristics and the 
tribes were relatively free of non-lndian genes ( admixture esti
mated at less than 5 percent).12• 13 The mean distance is 0.385 
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TABLE 2. 

MATRICES OF GENETIC DISTANCES BETWEEN PAIRED VILLAGES 

OF THE YANOMAMO INDIANS ( SEVEN VILLAGES, SIX LOCI) •18 

Village 
B e 

Distance matrices 

D E H l 

A .227 .228 .385 .157 .416 .243 
B .367 .506 .144 .537 .360 
e .298 .295 .346 .297 
D .464 .154 .364 
E .486 .296 
H .350 

unit. Thus the average distance between Indian villages is 85. 7 
(Y anomamo) to 92.5 (Makiritare) percent of the distance be
tween tribes. To sorne extent-an extent whose precise specification 
presents sorne difficult statistical problems-these distances result 
frorn stochastic events such as the founder effect of E. Mayr, sam
pling error, and genetic drift. But we have also begun to recognize 
structured factors in the origin of these differences. One is the 
"fission-fusion" pattem of village propagation, in consequence of 
which new villages are often formed by cleavages of established 
villages along lineal lines (fission), and migrants to established 
villages often consist of groups of related individuals ( fusion) . H 

A second such factor is a markedly nonisotropic ( that is, a nonran
dom and "unbalanced") pattem of intervillage migration. 8 A third 
factor will be discussed below (see "Polygyny and genetic signif
icance of differential fertility") . 

This situation, of subdivision of a population into genetically 
differentiated and competing <lemes, is one repeatedly visualized 
by Wright,15 beginning in 1931, as being most conducive to rapid 
evolution. Competition between these <lemes can only be termed 
intense. 4• 6 On the basis of the genetic distance between these In
dian tribes and an estimated arrival of the Indian in Central and 
South America sorne 15,000 years ago,16 we have with, all due 
reservations calculated a maximum rate of gene substitution in the 
American lndian of 130,000 years per gene substitution per 
locus.13 This rate is approximately 100 times greater than an esti-
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mate of average rate based on amino acid substitutions in the 
polypeptides of a wide variety of animal species.17 For the present, 
we equate allele substitutions to amino acid substitutions on the 
assumption that the basic event in both cases is the partial or com
plete substitution of one codon f or another. There is, of course, 
no logical discrepancy between these estimates, since one of them 
is a maximum estimate.18 On the other hand, part of the apparent 
difference may be valid. Thus, it seems a reasonable postulate that, 
all over the world in man's tribal days, the single most importa!lt 
st ep in the formation of a new tribe probably consisted of a village 
or a collection of related villages breaking away from its tribe anq 
:tpoving off into relative isolation. Ihese_vill~ges, perhaps mor~ than 
the breakaway units of other animal popl.}lations, tended to consist 
.of related individuals, thus providing unusual scope in man for 
what we have termed the "lineal effect" in establishing sÜbpopula
tions whose gene frequencies are quite different from those of the 
Rarent population. 19 

There is a current tendency to regard much of evolution, as 
measured by gene substitution, as non-Darwinian-that is, not de
termined by systematic pressures.17 We have recently argued that 
no matter whether one assumes a predominantly deterministic or 
indeterministic stance, the above-mentioned aspect of the social 
structure of primitive man resulted in genetic experiments of a 
type conducive to rapid evolution.18 Conversely, the current ex
pansion and amalgamation of human populations into vast inter
breeding complexes must introduce a great deal of inertia into the 
system. 

POPULATION CONTROL AND POPULATION SIZE 

The total human population apparently increased very slowly 
up to 10,000 years ago.20 If we may extrapolate from our Indian 
experience, the slowness of this increase was probably not primarily 
due to high infant and childhood mortality rates from ~ectious 
and parasitic diseases ( see "The balance with disease"). We find 
that relatively uncontacted primitive man under conditions of low 
population density enjoys "intermediate" infant mortality and rela-
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tively good health, although not the equal of ours today.21- 23 

However, most primitive populations practiced spacing of children. 
Our data on how this spacing was accomplished are best for the 
Yanomamo, where intercourse taboos, prolonged lactation, abor
tion, and infanticide reduce the average efjective live birth rate 
to approximately one child every 4 to 5 years during the childbear
ing period. 24• 2s The infanticide is directed primarily at infants 
whose older sibling is not thought ready for weaning, which usually 
occurs at about 3 years of age. 25 Deformed infants and those 
thought to result from extramarital relationships are also especially 
liable to infanticide. Female infants are killed more often than male 
infants, which results in a sex ratio of 128 during the age interval 
O to 14 years.24 An accurate estimate of the frequency of infanti
cide still eludes us, but, from the sex-ratio imbalance plus other 
fragmentary information, we calculate that it involves perhaps 15 
to 20 percent of all live births. 

There have been numerous attempts to define the development 
in human evolution that clearly separated man from the prehomi
nids. The phenomena of speech and of toolmaking have had 
strong proponents, whose advocacy has faltered in the face of 
growing evidence of the complexity of signaling and the ingenuity 
in utilizing materials that are manifested by higher primates. Popu
lation control may be such a key development. Among 309 skele
tons of (adult) fossil man classified as to sex by H. V. Vallois, 172 
were thought to be males and 137 were classified as females, which 
gives a sex ratio of 125.6.26 These finds were made over a wide 
area, and they extend in time depth from Pithecanthropus to Meso
lithic man. 1 am aware of the controversy that surrounds the sex
ing of fossil skeletons, as well as the question of whether both 
sexes were equally subject to burial. Nevertheless, one interpreta
tion is that preferential female infanticide is an old practice. In 
contrast to man, it appears that most higher primates must utilize 
their natural fecundity rather fully to maintain population num
bers. 1 conclude, as has been suggested elsewhere, 25 that perhaps 
the most significant of the many milestones in the transition from 
higher primate to man-on a par with speech and toolmaking
occurred when human social organization and parental care per
mitted the survival of a higher proportion of infants than the cul
ture and economy could absorb in each generation and when 
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population control, including abortion and infanticide, was there
fore adopted as the only practica! recourse available. 

The deliberate killing of a grossly defective cbild ( who cannot 
hope for a full participation in the society he has just entered) or 
of the child who f ollows too soon the birth of an older sibling ( and 
thereby endangers the latter's nutritional status) is morally re
pugnant to us. I am clearly not obliquely endorsing a return to 
this or a comparable practice. However, I am suggesting that we 
see ourselves in proper perspective. The relationship between rapid 
reproduction and high infant mortality has been apparent for cen
turies. During this time we have condoned in ourselves a reproduc
tive pattern which (through weanling diarrhea and malnutrition) 
has contributed, for large numbers of children, to a much more 
agonizing "natural" demise than that resulting from infanticide. 
Moreover, this reproductive pattern has condemned many of the 
surviving children to a marginal diet inconsistent with full physical 
and mental development. 

We obviously cannot countenance infanticide. However, ac
cepting the general harshness of the milieu in which primitive man 
functioned, 1 find it increasingly difficult to see in the recent repro
ductive history of the civilized world a greater respect f or the 
quality of human existence than was manifested by our remote 
"primitive" ancestors. Firth, 27 in protesting the disturban ce in pop
ulation balance in the Pacific island of Tikopia when Christianity 
was substituted for ancient mores, expressed it thus: 

It might be thought that the so-called sanctity of human life is 
not an end in itself, but the meaos to an end, to the preserva
tion of society. And just as in a civilized community in time 
of war, civil disturbance or action against crime, life is taken 
to preserve life, so in Tikopia infants just born might be al
lowed to have their faces tumed down,28 and to be debarred 
from the world they have merely glimpsed, in order that the 
economic equilibrium might be preserved, and the society 
maintain its balanced existence. 
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POL YGYNY AND GENETIC SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFER
ENTIAL FERTILITY 

The three Indian tribes among whom we have worked are po
lygynous, 4• 5• 21 the reward in these nonmaterial cultures for male 
achievement (however judged) and longevity being additional 
wives. This pattem is found in many primitive cultures. As brought 
out in the preceding section, women seem to be committed to a 
pattern of child spacing, which in the Yanomamo results, f or 
women living to the age of 40 years, in a lower variance in number 
of reported live births than in the contemporary United States. 24 

By contrast with our culture, then, the mores of these primitive 
societies tend to minimize the variance of number of live births per 
female but maximize the variance of number of children per male. 

One of our objectives is to understand the genetic consequences 
of polygyny. The translation of generalizations su ch as the above 
into the kind of hard data that can be employed in either deter
ministic f ormulations or stochastic procedures based on population 
simulation designed to explore the genetic consequences of po
lygyny has proved quite difficult. A single example will suffice. We 
have earlier directed attention toward the unusual reproductive per
formance of certain headmen among the Xavante,21 and N. A. 
Chagnon has similar unpublished data for the Y anomamo. During 
the past 2 years, J. MacCluer, in collaboration with Chagnon and 
myself, has been trying to develop a computer model that simu
lates tbe genetic and demographic structure of the Y anomamo. 
The basic input has consisted of Chagnon's detailed demographic 
data from f our villa ges. One of the several objectives of this simu
lation is to derive a better estímate of the amount of inbreeding 
than is possible from pedigree inf ormation in which the genealogi
cal depth is so shallow, with particular reference to the complica
tions introduced by polygyny. For sorne time there were great 
difficulties in reconciling certain aspects of the inbreeding results 
after 150 simulated years with the results of the first 20 simulated 
years ( during which the real, input population dominated the find
ings), even though in man y other respects-age at marriage, mean 
number of children, and distribution of polygyny- there was a good 
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" accord with the facts. During the first 20 simulated years, the mem- Table 4. The number of grandchildren ( who reacb adult life) per male, 
bers of the (real) population were, on the average, more closely for all males with at least one grandchild, in the input (real) population 
related to each other than those in the simulated population at and the artificial population after 150 years of simulation. The simula-
150 years, so that, even when the model specified the maximum tion is based on the assumption of no correlation in f ertility between 

opportunity for consanguineous marriages consistent with field generations. 

data, the level of inbreeding declined with time. No.o/ Artificial No. of Artificial 
The reason finally became clear when the distribution of num- grand- population grand- population 

ber of grandchildren per male was considered. Table 4 contrasts children l nitial a/ter children lnitial a/ter 
the actual distribution in the input data with that predicted by the permale population 150 years per male population 150 years 
simulation program after 150 years on the assumption of no cor-

1 28 17 26 relation in fertility between successive generations. It is clear that 2 11 9 27 
the assumption is incorrect. Note the disproportionate number of 3 11 10 28 1 
grandchildren born to sorne few males, a situation that greatly in- 4 7 7 29 
creases the possibilities for marriages between first cousins or 5 10 9 30 1 
half-first cousins. Added genetic significance is lent to this phe- 6 9 6 31 
nomenon by the fact that the four males whose living grandchil- 7 5 9 32 
dren outnumber those of any male in the computer population 8 5 5 33 
represent two father-son combinations. One reason for this "fa- 9 1 5 34 
milial'' fertility seems to be that, if because of the polygyny of bis 10 7 5 35 
fatber a young man possesses many sisters or half-sisters (who 11 3 5 36 

can be "traded"), that young man has an advantage in fonning 12 2 3 37 
13 7 38 1 alliances and obtaining extra wives; thus, polygyny begets polyg-
14 5 39 

yny.. The phenomenon <loes not appear to be primarily genetic. 15 1 2 40 
Clearly here is the explanation of why, when MacCluer pro- 16 2 3 41 1 
grammed for the maximum rate of marriage between relatives (but 17 3 42 1 
did not incorporate in the model this aspect of fertility), there 18 1 43 
was an apparent decline in consanguinity as the real world of in- 19 1 1 44 
put was replaced by the simulated world. To be sure, we might 20 2 45 

' 
have recognized this aspect of polygyny in lndian culture before 21 1 2 46 1 
we programmed the model, but I prefer to view the development 22 1 2 • • • 
as an example of bow simulation forces one to look at the real 23 1 • • • 

population more carefully. This degree of differential fertility must 24 1 2 • • • 

be another factor in the marked genetic microdifferentiation be- 25 1 62 1 

tween villages. Since the number of wives a man obtains and holds Total 114 121 
also depends on personal attributes, unquestionably determined 
genetically to sorne extent, here is an example of an in~eraction Tbe possible genetic implications of polygyny are clear, but sorne 
between the genetic system and the social system. Such interac- of the facts necessary to a meaningful treatment are still lacking. 
tions occur at all cultural levels, but it was unexpected to find this Thus, one of our projected future investigations is an attempt to 
one emerging so strongly in these circumstances. contrast certain mental attributes of polygynous with nonpolygy-
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nous males. In many respects, Indian culture is much more egali
tarian than our own. The cbildren of a village bave the same diet 
and, by our standards, a remarkably similar environment. There 
are minimal occupational differences, and we do not find the differ
entiation into fishing villages, mining villages, or farming com
munities encountered in man y cultures. E ven with allowance f or 
the happy accident of a large sibship, the open competition for 
leadership in an Indian community probably results in leadership 
being based far less on accidents of birth and far more on innate 
characteristics than in our culture. Our field impression is that the 
polygynous lndians, especially the headmen, tend to be more in
telligent than the nonpolygynous. They also tend to have more 
surviving offspring. Polygyny in these tribes thus appears to pro
vide an effective device for certain types of natural selection. 
Would that we had quantitative results to support that statement! 

THE BALANCE WITH DISEASE 

Inasmuch as viral, bacterial, and parasitic diseases are com
monly regarded as among the important agents of natural selec
tion, a particular effort has been directed toward assaying the 
health of primitive man and the characteristics of bis interaction 
with these disease agents. We have reported that the Xavante are, 
in general, in excellent physical condition,21• 22 and we have simi
lar unpublished data on the Yanomamo and Makiritare. In terms 
of morbidity, perhaps tbe most important disease is falciparum 
malaria, whicb is probably a post-Columbian introduction. 29 For
tunately for our view of the health of the pre-Columbian American 
Indian, we can find villages in which malaria <loes not seem to be 
a problem. Figure 1 presents our working concept of tbe Yano
mamo life expectancy curve, to be improved as more qata become 
available. 23• 24 Altbough infant and childhood mortality rates are 
high by the standards of a civilized country such as present-day 
J apan, they are low in comparison with India at the tum of the 
century, especially since there was probably gross underr~porting 
in the data from India. Note the relatively high Yanomamo death 
rate during the tbird, fourth, and fifth decades, a substantial frac
tion of which is due to warfare. One way to view the differences 
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FIG. l. "Life curves" for three types of populations: a highly urban
ized and industrialized country (Japan in 1960); a densely populated, 
primarily agricultura! · country (India in 1901); and an unacculturated 
tribal population (the Yanomam.o)att:er 2a. Probability of survival is 
indicated by L :i;. 

between these three curves is that the advent of civilization dealt a 
blow to man's health from which he is only now recovering. 

Dunn30 has properly emphasized the degree to which the eco
logical setting in.fiuenced disease patterns in primitive man and the 
difficulty in reaching generalizations. Even so, certain common 
denominators may be emerging. For instance, the pattem of ac
quisition of immunity to endemic diseases in the Indian and pos
sibly other primitives can already be seen to differ in a number of 
respects from the pattem in most civilized communities. 23 Among 
the Xavante and Y anomamo, for example, we find gamma globulin 
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levels approximately two times those in civilized areas.31 Newbom 
infants presumably possess a high measure of maternal antibody 
acquired transplacentally. From the first, these infants are in an 
intimate contact with their environment that would horrify a mod
ern mother-or physician. They nurse at sticky breasts, at which 
the young mammalian pets of the village have also suckled, and 
soon are crawling on the feces-contaminated soil and chewing on 
an unbelievable variety of objects. Our thesis is that the high level 
of matemally derived antibody, early exposure to pathogens, the 
prolonged period of lactation, and the generally excellent nutri
tional status of the child make it possible for him to achieve a 
relatively smooth transition from passive to active immunity to 
many of the agents of disease to which he is exposed. The situa
tion is well illustrated by the manner in which concomitantly ad
ministered gamma globulin reduces the impact of a rubeola 
vaccination while still permitting the development of effective im
munity. To be sure, civilized tropical populations also have rela
tively high globulin levels, 21 so that there should be high placenta! 
transfer of passive immunity; however, because of the higher ef
fective birth rate, the child of the civilizado is seldom nursed as 
long as the lndian child and thus falls prey to weanling diarrhea 
and malnutrition. 

By bis vaccination programs, then, modera man is developing 
a relatively painless immunity to bis diseases, similar in sorne ways 
to the manner in which the lndian seems to have developed im
munity to sorne of bis diseases. A danger for both groups is the 
sudden appearance of a "new" disease. Bumet32 has described 
sorne of the possible consequences for civilized societies in the 
appearance in the laboratory of strains of pathogens with new 
combinations of antigenic and virulence properties, and Leder
berg38 has labeled this threat as one of tbe hidden dangers in 
experiments related to biological warfare. At the other extreme, 
we have recently witnessed at first hand the consequences of a 
measles epidemic among the Yanomamo, known from antibody 
studies to be a "virgin-soil" population with respect to this virus. 84 

Although the symptomatic response of the Indian to the disease 
1 

may be somewhat (but not markedly) greater than our own, much 
of the well-recognized enhanced morbidity and mortality in such 
epidemics is due to the secondary f eatures of the epidemic-the 
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collapse of village life when almost everyone is higbly febrile, when 
mothers cannot nurse their infants, and when there is no one to 
provide for the needs of the community. After witnessing this spec
tacle, 1 find it unpleasant to contemplate its possible modera 
counterpart-when, in sorne densely populated area, a new patho
gen, or an old one such as smallpox or malaria, appears and es
capes control, and a serious breakdown of local services follows. 

This relative balance with bis endemic diseases is only one as
pect of the generally harmonious relationship with bis ecosystem 
that characterizes primitive man. There is an identification with and 
respect for the natural world, beautifully described by Radcliffe
Brown, 35 Red.field, 86 and Lévi-Strauss, 87 among others, which 
we, who have walled it off so successfully while penetrating its 
secrets, find difficult to únderstand. In general, the religion of the 
tribes among whom we have worked is a pantheism in which both 
the heavens and the immediate environment are peopled by ubiq
uitous spirits, of human and nonhuman origin, whom it is vitally 
important to propitiate at every tum. To sorne extent their apparent 
respect for their ecosystem probably stems from ignorance and 
technical incompetence, but, in common with White, 38 1 believe 
that it also reflects the difference between a religion that regards 
man as a part of a system and one in which he is the divinely 
appointed master of the system. 

A PROGRAM 

In a world in which our heads are spinning under the impact of 
information overload, studies of primitive man provide, above 
everything else, perspective. Civilized man is a creature who each 
year is departing farther and farther from the population structure 
that obtained throughout most of human evolution and that was 
presumably of sorne importance to the evolutionary process. At 
the same time he is not only livin·g far beyond a reasonable energy 
balance but is despoiling the resources for primary production so 
as to narrow increasingly the options available to redress the im
balances. The true dimensions of the dilemma that our present 
course has created are only now emerging. 39 The intellectual ar
rogance created by our small scientific successes must be replaced 
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by a profound humility based on the new knowledge of how com
plex is the system of which we are a part. To sorne of us, this 
realization carries with it the need for a philosophical readjustment 
which has the impact of a religious conversion. 

We various members of the scientific community are all deeply 
engaged these days in speculating on the role that we will play in 
the next major cultural cycle. I find much of relevance to con
temporary problems in my field, human genetics, in our studies of 
primitive man. lt is clear that our primary objective-to understand 
the origin and significance of polymorphic variability-still eludes 
us. But there are other insights. In the light of our recent experi
ences among the Indian tribes, I shall now briefly consider sorne 
possible emphases in human genetics in the immediate future. In 
keeping with the new humility incumbent upon us ali, it is not sur
prising that my suggestions are rather conservative; they are de
signed to preserve what we have rather than to promote unreal 
hopes of spectacular advances. They constitute in many respects 
an attempt to recreate, within limits, certain conditions that we 
have observed. These suggestions do not stem from any romanti
cism concerning the noble savage: Indian life is harsh and cruel, 
and it countenances an overt aggressiveness that is unthinkable 
today. Obviously the world should not return to a state of subdi
vision into demes of 50 to 200 persons constantly involved in a 
pattem of shüting loyalties and brutal confilct vis-a-vis neighboring 
<lemes. Nor are we likely to return to polygyny, with number of 
wives in part a function of one's "fierceness" -demonstrated by a 
series of duels with clubs or stylized bouts of chest poundings. 
Clearly we do not wish to abandon modero medical care to permit 
natural selection to have a better opportunity to work. But there 
are other, less disruptive aspects of primitive society for which 
there is a modern counterpart. These are enumerated below as a 
series of principles. 

STABILIZATION OF THE GENE POOL 

First principle: Stabilize tfze gene_pool_l)umericaUy. Throughout 
the world, primitive man seems to have curbed his intrinsic fer
tility to a greater extent than has the civilized world in recent 
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centuries. Exactly how those curbs were relaxed with the advent 
of civilization is unclear, but the agricultural revolution undoubt
edly played a part. Although it is currently fashionable to indict 
the great religions, on the basis of the Old Testament injunction to 
"be fruitful and multiply,'' their precise role (until recent times) is 
in my opinion unclear. The remaining pockets of dissent with the 
principle of population limitation are rapidly disappearing; the next 
5 years wil1 convince even the most reluctant. But by what precise 
formula should population limitation be accomplished? 1 have 
previously urged a simple quota system, set at three living children 
per couple on the thesis that failure to marry, infertility, and volun
tary limitation to less than three would result in a realized average 
of approximately two children who reach the age of reproduc
tion. 40 I now wonder whether failure of contraception will not 
result in so many well-intentioned persons exceeding their quota 
that these guidelines are not sufficiently stringent; I would there
fore amend the earlier suggestion to include provision for volun
tary sterilization after the third child. You will recognize that this 
proposal implies relative stabilization of the present gene pool, a 
move that will tend to conserve all our present bewildering diver
sity but hinder evolution. It makes no value judgments about any 
specific group. There would be less opportunity for changes in 
gene frequency than with present pattems of differential fertility. 

Such a policy cannot succeed if sorne religions and governments 
simply continue their present half-hearted admonitions and leave 
the rest to science, while other religions and govemments actually 
oppose effective population control. What has been signally lack
ing thus far is a clear statement at every possible leve! of re
sponsibility of the implications of continuing the present rate of 
population increase. Also lacking has been an administrative 
framework within which all peoples move toward population con
trol simultaneously, thus dispelling deep-rooted fears that sorne 
sectors are being subjected to a subtle form of genocide. Bills now 
pending in the U.S. Congress-S. 2108, S. 2701, S. 3219, S. 3502, 
H.R. 11550, H.R. 15165-carry the hope that the United States 
will shortly be facing these questions much more forthrightly than 
in the past. 
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PROTECTION OF THE GENE POOL 

Second principie: Protect the gene against damage. If, as we 
have implied, polygyny among the Indian has eugenic overtones, 
there is no acceptable modero counterpart in view. However, we 
can at least protect th.e gene pool from obvious damage. The world 
of primitive man is remarkably uncontaminated. This fact, plus his 
lower mean age at reproduction, probably results in lower muta
tion rates than our own, 41 but we have no direct evidence. 

Until recently, the principal concomitant of civilization that ap
peared capable of damaging the gene pool was an increasing 
exposure to radiation. Now concem is shifting to the many po
tentially mutagenic chemicals being introduced into the environ
ment as pesticides, industrial by-products, air contaminants, and so 
forth. The magnitude of this problem is currently undefined. About 
6 percent of all newbom infants have been found to have defects 
partially or wholly of genetic origin. 42 Let us assume that half of 
these defects ( 3 percent) result from recurrent mutation. Doubling 
the mutation rate would eventually double that 3 percent. 

For ali the work that has been done on the genetic effects of 
radiation, involving both man and experimental organisms, tbere 
still remain large areas of ambiguity, especially as regarcls the ef
fects of low-level, intermittent, or cbronic-type doses, such as cbar
acterize most human exposures. The current working estimate of 
the "doubling dose" of radiation of this type is 100 to 200 roent
gens. 42 In general, current man-made human exposures in the 
United States [probably less than 3 rem to the gonads in 30 
years] 42 appear to be of the order of perhaps Ya 0 to 76 0 of the 
"doubling <lose," a price society thus far seems prepared to accept 
f or the benefits of the medica! uses of radiation and the develop
ment of nuclear sources of energy. It may be tbat genetically ef
fective exposures to the chemical mutagens are as low or even 
lower, but we cannot be certain. 

The technical advances of the past 20 years now rend~r it pos
sible and feasible to screen a representative 20 proteins in new
born infants for evidence of mutational damage;43 hence we need 
no longer rely, as in the studies at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, on the 
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potential genetic effects of the atomic bombs, on such imprecise 
indicators of genetic damage as congenital malformations, survival 
rates, and sex ratio. A society that can afford to send man to the 
moon surely has the resources and the intelligence to monitor it
self properly for increased mutation rates. If a significant increase 
is detected, however, the task of identifying the responsible agent 
or agents will, because of the many possibilities, be extremely diffi
cult, and that agent, when identified, may be so relevant to the 
welfare of society that, as with radiation, tbe goal will be to mini
mize rather than to eliminate exposures. Despite these clifficulties 
in detection and control, immediate steps to determine tbe facts 
are needed. 

GENETIC COUNSELING AND PRENATAL DIAGNOSIS 

Third principie: lmprove the quality of lif e through parental 
choice based on genetic counseling ami prenatal diagnosis. Both 
the pressures on the social system and its services and the inci:eas
ing demands of society on the individual render it imperative tbat 
full advantage be taken of all morally acceptable developments that 
pro mise to minimize the number of unf ortunate individuals in
capable of full participation in this complex society. We will not 
retum to infanticide, but there are ethical alternatives. Genetic 
counseling, which defines the high-risk family, represents one such 
development. In the past, once the identification had been made, 
tbe individuals who wisbed to limit the entry of defective children 
into the population had only two altematives: to practice birth 
control or to apply for voluntary sterilization. Recently the possi
bilities inherent in prenatal diagnosis based on fetal cells obtained 
through amniocentesis during the first trimester of pregnancy have 
been receiving active attention. 44 Where· accurate diagnosis is pos
sible and the presence of a defective fetus is established, the par
ents can be offered an abortion, usually with reasonable prospects 
of a normal child in the next pregnancy. Thus far the conditions 
that can be accurately diagnosed in the very early stages of preg
nancy and the numerical impact of tbese entities are relatively 
small. 

The moral issues that are involved cannot be evaded, and it is 
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better in this time of reappraisal for society to face them forth
rightly. At what point is the artificial termination of a pregnancy 
no longer ethical, even when the fetus concerned is incapable of 
marginal participation in society? Just what defects are of such 
gravity as to justify intervention? To what extent should persuasion 
be employed in implementing these new possibilities? In my opin
ion, once the principie of parental choice of a normal child is 
established, it seems probable that in large measure the parental 
desire f or normal children can be relied on to result in the purely 
voluntary elimination of affected fetuses. 

REALIZING THE GENETIC POTENTIAL OF THE 
INDIVIDUAL 

Fourth principie: lmprove the phenotypic expression of the in
dividual genotype. It is a sobering thought that the relatively egali
tarian structure of most primitive societies, plus the absence of 
large individual differences in material wealth, seems to ensure that, 
within the culturally imposed boundaries, each individual in primi
tive society leads a life ( and enjoys reproductive success) more 
in accord with bis innate capabilities than in our present democ
racy. In the difficult times ahead, society clearly needs the fullest 
possible participation of all its members. In the past, a very major 
effort has gone into the provision of special services for the physi
cally and mentally handicapped. A retreat from such compassion 
is unthinkable, but it is apparent that a similar effort directed to
ward realizing the genetic potential of the underprivileged or the 
gifted would have far more impact on the solution of our problems. 

Much of the thrust of the geneticist and those with allied inter
ests has been directed toward the treatment of specific genetic dis
eases. Obviously these efforts need not only to be continued but 
to be greatly expanded. And equally obviously, the Indian con
tributes no insight into a program in this field of endeavor. Others 
are speaking eloquently to the needs and potentialities of this type 
of investigation. , 

But an even greater effort should be directed toward what 1 
have elsewhere termed "culture engineering",45 which merges at 
one extreme with the euphenics of Lederberg. 46 There is pre-
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sumably an environment ( or group of environments) in which the 
still poorly understood potentialities of the human animal find the 
fullest and most harmonious expression. Although our present 
environment-culture reduces the impact of a number of previously 
important causes of mortality and morbidity, it creates a host of 
other "casualties of our times".47 The challenge to culture engi
neering is, of course, greatest in the realm of the mind. It is not 
enough to think in terms of better schools and more attractive 
housing; the subtle and lasting influence of prenatal and early 
postnatal infiuences is becoming increasingly apparent. 48 Experi
mental mammalian models are yielding fascinating evidence on the 
complexity of these interactions. 49 It is doubtful whether our pre
cipitous and helter-skelter attacks on our present world will yield 
an optimum environment. We cannot escape the consequences of 
the peculiar position in which we have placed ourselves; we must 
now cautiously and reverently accept the full responsibility for 
shaping our own world. 

SUMMING UP 

The foregoing principies constitute an extremely conservative 
program in human genetics, which advocates for the present a re
tum to as many of the features of the population structure under 
wbich we evolved as is consistent with our present culture. The 
urgent need to understand the biomedical and social significance 
of human genetic variability as a basis for an eventual, more de
finitive program should be clear, and yet we seem to be retreating 
from support of the necessary research while we are squandering 
billions in pursuit of dubious military goals. 

There has been no mention in this presentation of that brand of 
genetic engineering concemed with controlled changes in trans
missible genetic material. This omission is not due to oversight or 
limitations of time. My thesis is clearly a plea for a profound re
spect for ourselves and the system in which we function. It would 
be inconsistent with that thesis to suggest that, with our present 
limited knowledge of the human genome, we should in the near 
future think of intervening to alter it in ways we cannot completely 
understand. Research along these lines with experimental organ-
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isms is inevitable and desirable-but 1 question the wisdom of at
tempting, in the foreseeable future, to apply the results of that 
research to man. 

The past decade has witnessed spectacular triumphs in the "in
ner space" of the cell and the "outer space" of the cosmos. Per
haps this decade will in retrospect be seen as the first of many 
decades of spectacular advances in our understanding of "inter
mediate space" -the biosphere-the space defined as that narrow 
life-supporting zone wherein occur the interactions between intact 
humans and other organisms and their environment which by defini
tion are an ecosystem. As we realize the full complexity of inter
mediate space, it seems very probable that the scientific challenge 
to produce new knowledge will be equaled by the challenge of 
integrating the applications of that new knowledge smoothly into 
the ecosystem. In the most sophisticated way we can summon, we 
must retum to the awe, and even fear, in which primitive man 
held the mysterious world about him, and like him we must strive 
to live in harmony with the only biosphere that we can be certain 
will be occupied by our descendants. 50 
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P ART /JI· SOCIAL AND 
POLITICAL ORGANIZATION 



lntroduction to Types of Social Structure Among the Lowland 
Tribes of South and Central America 

Por as long as there have been specialized ethnological studies on 
South America, there have been attempts to construct classifica
tions of the myriad aboriginal peoples living on that continent. 
Classifications are useful because they reduce the diverse and nu
merous sociocultural and linguistic units to a more manageable 
number of units. Moreover, classifications may serve as adjuncts 
to a comparative, ethnological enterprise. The criteria used to forro 
a classification will vary, of course, with the theoretical approach 
taken. 

One of the earliest attempts to classify South American Indians 
appeared in Clark Wissler's book The American Jndian (1917), 
in which he describes and classifies all the aboriginal peoples of 
the New World, and states the known distributions of environ
mental, genetic, technological, and sociocultural traits. A major 
concem in Wissler's time was to trace the diffusion of traits in an 
attempt to reconstruct the history of particular peoples. This "dif
fusionist" approach held that man is essentially uninventive and 
that distinctive cultural patterns could be explained in terms of the 
form and content of the contacts of a particular historical society 
with other societies. Accordingly, Wissler's classification is known 
as a culture-area classification. It delimits areas surrounding "cul
ture centers" which are thought to be the foci of radiation (Wissler 
1917: 257 fI., 3 70 ff.). Wissler's classifications are based on what 
is apparently an intuitive grouping, taking "all traits into simul
taneous consideration" ( 1917: 218). 
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Wissler divides South America into the Chibcha, Inca, Guanaco, 
Amazon, and Antilles areas (1917:245- 57). Within each area, he 
selected a single people or tribe as "most typical." Another culture
area classification was made by David B. Stout in 1938, based 
again on culture content, but which discriminated nine culture 
areas. Father John Cooper proposed a simpler scheme in 1942, 
based largely on environmental factors, but taking into account 
racial, linguistic and cultural traits. Cooper's aim in discriminating 
the Marginal, Silva!, and Sierral culture areas was to lay a basis 
for a scheme of migration and diffusion which would explain the 
distribution of culture traits in South America in historical times. 
The main center of diffusion_ in_ South America, according to _ 
Cooper, was the Sierral ( Andean) area, which, in tum, was_ close.st 
tp_the "avenue of ingress" from Central and North America. Re
jecting earlier theories, Cooper suggested tbat the simpler Silva! 
and Marginal peoples were not degenerated complex societies but 
represented different levels of cultural development which were 
correlated with degree of isolation from the main pathways of 
diffusion. By its simplicity and implicit evolutionist tone, Cooper's 
areal classification approaches the status of a cultural typology. 

When Julian Steward became editor of the monumental Hand
book of South American lndians, he was faced with the immediate 
problem of how to organize the mountain of ethnographic ma
terial which began to pour in during the early 1940s. His initial 
solution took the forro of a culture-area classification ( very much 
like Father Cooper's), grouping societies together on a basis of 
such diverse aspects as location, social organization, religion, 
myths, language, ceramic styles, etc. The first four volumes of the 
H andbook reflect this somewhat haphazard scheme. They are titled 
respectively The Marginal Tribes (1944), The Tropical Forest 
Tribes (1945), The Circum-Caribbean Tribes (1945), Andean 
Civilizations ( 1944). But when be carne to write an "interpretative 
summary" of South American cultures for Volume V, Steward 
( 1945: 669 ff.) confessed that he had made numerous misclassifi
cations owing to a lack of rigorous criteria. In this essay, Steward 
modifies bis classification, producing a cultural typology based not 
on area or total content, but specifically on sociopolitical and re
ligious pattems. Tbe typology still refiects an interest in culture 
areas and historical reconstruction, but it represents an important 
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leap forward from the particularist anthropology of Boas and his 
students to a concem with cultural causality and law. As Steward 
la ter wrote: 

If a taxonomic system is to be devised f or the purpose of 
determining cross-cultural parallels and regularities rather 
than of stressing contrasts and differences, there is needed 
a concept which may be designated "culture type" ( 1955 :23). 

The "culture type" is different from the culture area, primarily 
in that it is defined in terms of a few selected elements, the culture 
core, which is, "the constellation of features which are most closely 
related to subsistence activities and economic arrangements" 
(1955:37). Steward and Faron (1959) later revised Steward's 
1945 typology in the light of new data and further analysis but 
the main outlines of the typology remained substantially the same. 

Tbe next classification to follow Steward's 1945 typology was 
that of George Pe ter Murdock ( 19 51 ) , who more or less systemati
cally employed nine criteria to form a classification of twenty-four 
areas. Murdock made sorne useful criticisms of Steward's four
part scheme, and bis own more complex scheme might be of greater 
use for the construction of cross-cultural samples ( an area in which 
Murdock has pioneered) to avoid including historically related 
cases. But this extremely particularistic typology does little to ad
vance the goals of comparison and generalization. 

Kalervo Oberg, · author of the next selection, has retumed to 
a set of social and ecological criteria to construct a typology of 
sociopolitical types in lowland South and Central America. Not 
only does this classification contribute numerous suggestions for 
research, but it also stands as a genuine cultural typology, untainted 
by a historical particularist approach. Tbese types theref ore facili
tate comparisons to societies outside South America. 

The reader may want to compare this typology to other recent 
typologies of Soutb America or Latin America which attempt to 
deal not only with native populations but with contemporary na
tional populations as well (Wagley and Harris 1955; Eric Wolf 
1955; Elman Service 1955). For a discussion of classifications of 
South American indigenous languages, see Arthur Sorensen's ar
ticle in Chapter 18 of this volume. 
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Born in Canada and educated at British Columbia, Pittsburgh 
and Chicago, Dr. Kalervo Oberg has had a long and illustrious 
career as an ethnologist and consultant on economic development. 
He has conducted ethnographic research and acted as a consultant 
in Surinam, Ecuador, Peru, Africa, New Mexico and Brazil. He 
is perhaps best known for his monograpbs on the ethnology of 
the Terena and Caduveo (1949) and the tribes of the upper Xingú 
River ( 1953). 

11. TYPES OF SOCIAL STRUCTURE 
AMONG THE LOWLAND TRIBES OF 
SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA 

KALERVO OBERG 

I. THE PROBLEM OF CULTURAL TYPOLOGY 

Steward's fourfold classification (Marginal, Tropical Forest, 
Circum-Caribbean, and Andean civilizations) of the Indian cul
tures of pre-Columbian America south of Mexico stands as a land
mark in the ordering of the vast body of descriptive material 
brought together in the Handbook of South American Indians. 
lt appears to me that in the ordering of this material and in his 
theoretical and interpretative passages Steward had three major 
objectives in mind: ( 1) to classify tribes or otber culture-carrying 
units on the basis of certain typical culture traits; (2) to distinguish 
broad cultural strata or levels and to indicate the developmental 
interrelationship of these levels; and (3) to determine, in so far 
as possible, the concrete historical processes by whicb these de
velopments have taken place (Steward 1949). With this approach, 
which is at once taxonomic, developmental, and historical, 1 am 
in complete agreement. Steward has gathered the material and has 
indicated basic approaches, and it remains for others to develop 
these approaches or to create new ones in order to derive more 
meaning from the material. In this paper I will attempt not only 
to describe the major types of social structure under which 1 believe 
all sociopolitical units in this area can be listed but will attempt 
also to account for these types in terms of those cultural elements, 
environmental factors, and the derivatives which appear to be inti
mately associated with them. Admittedly this approach is narrow, 
f or lar ge segments of culture content will be omitted. 

If one is concemed with the typology of culture, one must of 

Reproduced by permissión of the author and the American Anthropologi
cal Association from American Anthropologist, Vol. 57, No. 3 (1955), 
pp. 472-87. 
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necessity consider certain functionally interrelated constellations of 
variable cultural forros, which, in tura, poses the problem of defin
ing the unit to be used f or comparison. Is tbere an isolable, social, 
culture-carrying unit wbich in the locus of the cultural process, 
which accepts the discoveries and inventions of its members, which 
absorbs or rejects outside culture traits, and whicb in the process 
is itself modified? In short, is there not a social organism which 
exists in an environment, somewhat comparable to a biological 
organism which is studied and classified by biologists? It is sug
gested here that, although varying tremendously in size and com
plexity, social organisms of this kind do exist and that they can 
be classified in terms of their structures. Once established, these 
majar structural types can be separated into subtypes and the sub
types can be further separated into types based on their cultural 
content, the latter types depending on the elements which the classi
fier wishes to select as criteria. Here only the major structural types 
and sorne of the associated cultural elements and environmental 
f actors are outlined. 

Considering pre-Columbian America south of Mexico, there 
appear to be sociopolitical units wbich fall into six major classes 
of social structure: ( 1) Homogeneous Tribes, (2) Segmented 
Tri bes, ( 3) Politically Organized Chiefdoms, ( 4) Feudal Type 
States, ( 5) City States, and ( 6 )' Theocratic Empires. These struc
tural types reveal increasing complexity, each successive type on 
the scale of complexity being distinguished by the structural feature 
or f eatures which by addition crea tes greater complexity. lt is as
sumed: (a) that the development of more complex structure con
sists in the reorganization of social relationships on the basis of 
such constant factors as ~_,,, age, sex, territory, and status, 
associated with such prime social functions as economic pursuits, 
warfare, the settlement of interna! disputes, ritual, ceremonial, 
recreation, and artistic activities; ( b) that the immediate precondi
tion for tbe reorganization of social relationships is the increase 
in population density and the appearance of a food surplus above 
subsistence needs; (e) that population density and the food surplus, 
in tura, are directly related to the totality of conditioning factors 
which infiuence food production. Only the first three structural 
types will be analyzed here, for they characterize social organiza
tion of the lowland tribes of America south of Mexico. Befare 
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going on to describe these structural types it seems necessary to 
discuss their preconditions and the complex conditioning factors 
which affect them. 

II. FOOD PRODUCTION, THE FOOD SURPLUS, 
POPULATION, AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

The relationship among food production, population density, tbe 
size of population aggregates, and the appearance of a food surplus 
above subsistence needs is evidently a complex one. Among both 
food gatherers and food producers improvement in the resource 
base or an improvement in the methods of exploitation usually 
means an increase in population density and the appearance of 
larger bands or villages. This process continues until the population 
in a given area reaches an optimum size, after which the population 
either expands territorially or limits its growth. As territorial expan
sion is not always possible interna! checks to population growth 
must be operative, although perhaps not consciously recognized 
by the people themselves. There is considerable evidence to indi
cate that the small Indian tribal groups in central Brazil limit popu
lation growth. Illegitimate infants, deformed infants, and often 
twins are destroyed at birth; and more important is the fact that 
in many tribes women insist on a long nursing period ( about three 
years) during which if they become pregnant they practice abortion 
and inf anti cid e. 

The fact that these same tribes raid each other for women and 
children, which seems to contradict a desire to check population 
growth, relates to different population problems. In small popula
tion groups the ratio between males and females bom does not 
always balance, and the capture of women and children is one 
way of correcting this imbalance; the Terena, for instance, practice 
infanticide so that a mal e birth f ollows a female birth, or vice 
versa, by this means endeavoring to make the sexes numerically 
equal. Another factor is the ideal population structure which fits 
their particular kind of social and economic conditions. Economic 
processes and defense lay emphasis on the age group between 15 
and 40, the younger and the older age groups being considered 
a burden. A low birth rate associated with the capture of young 
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women and cbildren able to walk and feed themselves appear to 
correlate with this type of population structure. 

The information in the Handbook indicates that with the inten
si:fication of agriculture there is both an increase in population 
density and the appearance of a f ood surplus abo ve subsistence 
needs. How does this come about? lncreased productivity of land 
can have a number of consequences. If subsistence needs alone 
provided the incentives, cultivators would utilize smaller plots of 
land, the population of a given area would increase, and the culti
vators would have surplus time to devote to dom.estic crafts, group 
rituals, arts, ceremonies, and sports. On the other hand, if culti
vators worked full-time on areas as large as they could manage, 
they would produce a surplus above subsistence needs. But this 
surplus above subsistence needs would not come about automati
cally; sorne incentive or force would be necessary for its production. 
Craft specialization, occupational groups, and markets would be 
one condition that could provide this incentive. But if craft or re
gional specialization had not reached a level to create a market 
to abs~rb surplus food supplies, or had done so only to a limited 
extent, then we would have to look for other social motives and 
forces capable of bringing into being, concentrating, and utilizing 
the surplus. 

These motive forces and incentives are evidently inherent in any 
tribal situation. Surplus time, we saw, would lead to a proliferation 
and elaboration of pre-existing noneconomic activities by group 
members as a whole. Surplus food supplies, on the other hand, 
would make possible the appearance of specialized groups to carry 
on sorne or ali of these activities by the permanent withdrawal 
of members from agricultura! production. Tribal rituals would be
come the prerogative of special priests, leading eventually to the 
formation of temples and priesthoods. Marked differences would 
appear in the nature of warfare, the status of war captives, and 
intertribal relationships. Instead of incorporating war captives into 
the tribe as husbands and wives, they could now be used as slaves; 
weaker tribes could be periodically plundered, or conquered and 
f orced to pay tribute. Warfare, in both its acquisitive and def ensive 
aspects, would tend to become permanent with the appearance of 
military establishments. But this would mean political organization 
with corresponding increase in the powers of chiefs, leading ulti-
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mately to the appearance of a state organization. These develop
ments in social organization are not directly caused by the capacity 
of cultivators to produce increasing surpluses. Surplus producing 
capacity is only the precondition. In fact these structural develop
ments must take place to bring the surplus into being. 

Major differences in surplus producing capacity are undoubtedly 
related to technological developments. Intensive agriculture based 
on irrigation is certainly a different technological system from 
digging-stick, slash-and-bum agriculture. But the agricultura! tool 
system does not explain the appearance of a f ood surplus and of 
complex social structures in the Circum-Caribbean lands, for the 
hunting tribes practicing supplementary agriculture and the tropical 
forest tribes who did not produce a surplus used basically the same 
tool-the digging stick-with slash-and-burn as the method of clear
ing the land. It would thus appear that highly significant increases 
in agricultura! production can be brought about by factors other 
than improvements in agricultura! implements. Soil fertility and 
its relationship to rainfall is a variable factor of great importance. 
According to soil scientists, tropical rain f orest soils in general are 
Iow in fertility and quickly depleted by cultivation. Grasslands are 
often composed of rich soils but owing to the heavy turf are not 
easily accessible to digging-stick methods of agriculture. This is 
true today in Brazil in the case of hoe agriculture. Once land goes 
into pasture it is removed from cultivation until covered by second 
growth which, when again cut down and burned, makes the soil 
available to the hoe cultivator. The Circum-Caribbean lands evi
dently provided variable climate and soil conditions. Our sources 
indicate the sporadic use of irrigation and the cultivation of two 
crops a year, which would indicate reasonably rich soils. 

Even though the list of crops cultivated in this area do not differ 
much from those known to the cultivators in the Amazon rain 
forest, there is a strong likelihood that there was a more varied 
and balanced use of these crops. I have observed that although 
the Indians in the Amazon Basin know a wide variety of plants 
they tend to confine themselves to a narrow pattem of cultivation, 
growing those plants that give the best yields and depending on 
the river and forest for many other food products. The fact that 
many of the Circum-Caribbean tribes lived away from rivers would 
indicate that they had a much more balanced diet provided by 
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the cultivation of foods such as manioc, maize, potatoes, beans, 
peanuts, arrowroot, squashes, and a wide variety of fruits. With 
this more intensive cultivation there is the probability that sorne 
selection was practiced, which in time would lead to greater yields 
per species than was common in the Amazon forests. 

Our sources indicate that there was an improvement in the meth
ods of cultivation. Although the digging stick was still the primary 
tool, and slash-and-burn the prevailing mode of clearing the land, 
the use of such fertilizers as urine mixed with ashes and the irriga
tion of' cultivated areas indicate a longer period of use of a given 
parce! of land. With a wider range of food plants used, sorne rota
tion no doubt was practiced, land passing from maize to root crops 
and on to fruit tree cultivation. Abandoned lands would in time 
be covered by trees and undergrowth and in due course would 
again be ready for another cycle of cultivation. 

The increased possibilities of food production through agricul
ture would tend to draw productive effort aw~y from fishing, hunt
ing, and wild food gathering. Our sources state that the fields of 
the Circum-Caribbean tribes increased in size and that fishirtg and 
hunting in fact did become of minor importance in the pattem 
of subsistence activities, in contrast to the tropical forest tribes. 

There are indications that sorne tribal groups in the Circum
Caribbean region domesticated the Muscovy duck and the guinea 
P,ig, and bred a vegetable-eating dog f or human consumption. 

Social stratification, as distinct from individual differences in 
status due to purity of descent and prowess in social activities, 
appears to be closely associated with the capacity of social units 
to produce economic surpluses with consequent changes in both 
interna! and externa! relationships. The Guaicuruan horse-using 
tribes of the Chaco represent stratification in its simplest forro. 
The introduction of horses, sheep, and cattle into this area created 
a source of wealth which could be raided througb surprise. attacks 
and the driving off of the livestock. The capture of lndian slaves 
to take care of the livestock and to perform menial tasks for the 
owners now took on an economic aspect. The economy could now 
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support a class of raiding warriors and the slave class itself. The 
economic characteristic of this organization was its dependence 
upon the surplus producing capacity of the Spanish settlements 
and of other Indian tribes which had acquired livestock. The Guai
curuan chiefly class did not concentrate and employ their tradi
tional tribal productive surpluses for social purposes, for the tribe 
itself was not yet a surplus producing economy. Control by the 
chiefs over their warrior bands depended upon the individual suc
cess of these chiefs in war and on the acquisition of loot in wbich 
the warriors shared. The chiefs had no judicial control over the 
tribesmen nor éontrol over tbeir domestic, hunting, and agricultural 
activities. Although no permanent political structure appeared, a 
class of wealthy chiefs anda large class of slaves did appear, with 
the general run of tribesmen forming an intermediate class. 

Social stratification on the Northwest Coast of North America 
was likewise related to the appearance of two kinds of economic 
processes: a subsistence economy based on fishing and hunting 
and a potlatch economy based on the surplus producing capacity 
of the fur tracle, the surplus being used for prestige-earning cere
monies which in turn led to the appearance of a wealthy class 
with higb social status. As in the case of the Guaicuru, no politi
cal organization appeared, the chiefs remaining ceremonial, eco
nomic, or war leaders of kinship groups, their ties to the members 
of their respective groups being composed of kinship right& and 
obligati0ns. 

This type of social str:atification is clearly different from one 
in which the class position of the chiefs rests on political and eco
nomic powers not shared by other members of the tribe. Among 
the Arawakan Taino the chiefs were territorial chiefs with judicial 
powers backed by penal sanctions and with rights to requisition 
surplus wealth for both military and religious purposes. The private 
wealth of the chiefs was acquired by means of the agricultura! 
labor of female slaves captured in war, while male captives were 
often reserved f or religious sacrifices. Althougb this type of poli ti cal 
structure and the social stratification associated with it was made 
possible by the surplus ptoducing capacity of the economy, the 
political bond between tribesmen and chief was one of clientship 
rather than of kinship or serfdom. The tribesman provided f ood 
supplies and bis services to the chief's war party as a matter of 
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duty, in retum for a share of the loot and for protection against 
counterraids. The chiefly class due to its greater wealth and to 
political prerogatives not shared by other tribal members was now 
able to express this social clifference through distinctive social 
symbols and social behavior. 

With the appearance of feudal-type social structure, social strat
ification takes on a new f orm. Tribal bonds as cohesive forces 
are replaced by an estate-like politically organized central nucleus 
which may well have originally been a conquering tribe to the head 
of which conquered peoples are linked by serfdom and the payment 
of tribute. Tribute payment makes possible a greater concentration 
of wealth for the display-use of the ruler and of the ruling class, 
the maintenance of a permanent military establishment, and for 
a priesthood. 

Social stratification is in essence a horizontal segmentation of 
the sociopolitical unit, in contrast to vertical segmentation along 
kinship lines. Social stratification can appear among both Homo
geneous and Segmented Tribes under conclitions which make pos
sible the acquisition of an economic surplus from foreign societies. 
This surplus is in the nature of a windfall and does not alter the 
basic economy of the tribe itself. If stratification appears among 
Homogeneous Tribes without a sib structure, it may well bring 
about an increase in population density through the addition of 
slaves, but as the tendency of stratification is to create endogamous 
horizontal groups this would work against the development of sibs 
and moieties. In other words, a Homogeneous Tribe may pass di
rectly into a class-structured society without passing tbrough a 
unilinear kinship phase. In a sib-structured tribe social stratification 
would tend to weaken the social importance of the sib structure. 

The argument put forth in this paper is that the increase in 
the size of population aggregates is sufficient to account for the 
appearance of sibs and moieties. An altemative development may 
be the appearance of stratification under the special conditions just 
described. But a formal political organization and a class structured 
society can arise only when the economy of the sociopolitical unit 
itself is able to produce a surplus food supply above &ubsistence 
needs. 
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IV. TYPES OF SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

A. HOMOGENEOUS TRIBES 

These are small tribal units in which all relationships are in 
terms of kinship, the tribe being the only corporate named group. 
Intemal structure reveals only evanescent conjugal families and 
extended families built around unnamed patri- or matrilineages, 
depending upon the rule of residence. Tbis group operates within 
a defined territory which it will defend if threatened. In sorne cases 
the use of organized force against other groups is of such minor 
importance that political cobesion does not appear, tribal unity 
being maintained by perioclic joint rituals, intermarriages, visits, 
exchanges of presents, and a consciousness of common descent. 
In other words, a homogeneous tribal group is an intemally self
perpetuating, corporate, sociopolitical group identified by a name 
and an origin myth which defines true membership bilaterally 
through both father and mother back to the mythical ancestors. 
Most southem hunters and many tribes in the tropical forest and 
in the Circum-Caribbean area belong to this structural type. Good 
samples are the Y ahgan, the Nambicuara, and the Upper Xingú 
tri bes. 

Homogeneous Tribes can be broken down into subtypes on the 
basis of kinship structure, residence and marriage rules or settle
mertt pattetn. If settlement pattern is selected we get: ( 1 ) a loosely 
integrated group made up of dispersed family groups, (2) groups 
made up of interrelated extended family bands, ( 3) a large single 
band, ( 4) a village tribe, or ( 5) a multivillage tribe. These differ
ing forros of settlement can, if intensively studied, be accounted 
for by the differences in the physical environment, the nature of 
the ecological adjustment, and related subsistence activities. 

I cliffer to sorne extent with Steward's definition of sociopolitical 
groupings as his definition pertains to the small tribal units which 
he calls Marginal. My experience has led me to believe that neither 
the conjugal family nor the extended family is the effective socio
political unit under native conditions. Although it is true that con
juga! families and extended families can and do operate perma-
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nently as spatially separated economic units, as among the Guató 
and Mura, or temporarily, as among the Nambicuara and the Up
per Xingú Basin tribes, these units are not self-insuring against 
economic and political risks nor are they self-perpetuating in time. 
Marginality in the economic sense implies a margin of subsistence 
with sporadic and uncertain surpluses. Lack of success in hunting 
and fishing, incapacity due to illness or injury, may drive a conjugal 
family to the verge of starvation. Economic insurance is secured 
through dependence upon near relatives. During the eight days the 
writer spent among one of the Guató groups he observed the pres
ents of food given to an elderly couple who lived sorne distance 
from their relatives, and was informed at the same time of the 
custom among women of looking after each other's children if the 
mother was not able to do so. An extended family, on the other 
hand, although economically more secure, is, in a sense, politically 
marginal. An extended family usually protects its members, prop
erty, and sometimes its terrain against encroachments by the other 
extended families of its own group, but for security against outside 
attack related extended families band together. 

Even more important than economic and political security is 
the fact that due to the incest bar these units are not self
perpetuating but depend upon one another for their re-creation 
through intermarriage which in time establishes lines of descent 
and unnamed lineage groups in accordance with the prevailing kin
ship system. A conjugal family which is always bilateral cannot 
come into being without the presence of two independent lineages. 
This is likewise true of an extended family. A Homogeneous Tribe, 
therefore, although composed of two or more lineages and their 
interlinking bilateral conjuga! and extended families, contains no 
named corporate kinship groups, the only corporate kinship group 
being the tribe itself, the members of which define tbeir totality 
of relationship in kinship terms. 

The Y ahgan local group, for instance, represents a very loose 
form of tribal unit. Although each conjuga! family or a group of 
two or three families made up independent hunting groups, there 
was, nevertheless, a larger named group. 

Each of the five dialectic regions was broken up into local 
groups, each of which appears to have been composed, mostly 
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at least, of members related by blood or marriage (Koppers, 
1926, p. 5) . Each such local group had its own territory
that of Ushuaia, for instance, occupied 20 miles (32 km.) 
of coast line on Beagle Channel-and its own name derived 
from its locality. Like the dialectic groups, these local groups 
had no chiefs. The local group's chief function was that of 
holding the ciéxaus initiation rite. The leader chosen therefor 
had authority only so long as the rite lasted. As the ciéxaus 
rite was an educational device contributing greatly to social 
conformity and solidarity, the local group's political function 
was chiefly an indirect pedagogical one. Loyalty to fellow 
members of a local group existed, but was not as strong as 
that to one's own kinship group [ Cooper 1946: 94]. 

Another characteristic of these small homogeneous kinship so
cieties is that they appear to have a minimal structural size below 
which they cannot fall without breaking down, and a maximum 
size beyond which they change structurally into something else. 
I am also inclined to believe that the social norms, that is, the 
kinship system, marriage and residence rules, and the ways of 
acquiring a wife, found among simple homogeneous tribes are de
signed to protect group survival on the minimal level. With numeri
cal increase these norms persist and at sorne maximum point of 
expansion forro the bases for a restructuring of the group. This 
process of growth and ultimate structural transformation is due 
more to the changes in the dimensions of the factors which affect 
structure than to necessary formal changes in them. Thus, the same 
technological system can form the basis of a homogeneous tribelet 
of minimal size, an expanded multilineal homogeneous tribe, or 
a complex segmented tribe, the basic variables being the carrying 
capacity of the resource base, the radius of operation from a given 
center, the man-tool productivity differential, and the consequent 
numerical increase and concentration of population. 

The magnitude of the minimal structure among such groups de
pends upon the demands put upon it as an operational unit, in 
the first place, by the exigencies of the physical and social (foreign 
tribes) environment and, in the second place, by the kinship sys
tem that integrates it and maintains its continuity in time. The 
evidence in the Handbook and the summary statement by Mur-
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dock (1951) show that the predominant type of kinship system 
among the Marginals ( tribes having no sib structure) in the south 
is Hawaiian and that as one proceeds northward Iroquoian termi
nology appears. These two types of kinship system which appear 
to predominate among the bilateral descent groups, which are here 
termed Homogeneous Tribes, give rise to two magnitudes of mini
mal tribal structure: (1) the two-lineage structure, and (2) the 
four-lineage structure. A bifurcate-merging system with Iroquoian 
terminology appears, from available data, to be associated with 
cross-cousin marriage, which can operate with tbe presence, origi
nally, of two unrelated lineages that begin and continue exchanging 
marriageables-young men or women, depending upon the rule of 
residence. So long as marriageables are available the structure will 
continue. It can, of course, continue if marriages outside the named 
tribe can be arranged or if women can be captured from other 
tribes. These incorporations occur but under native conditions are 
uncertain. If more than two lineages exist in the tri be ( sociopoliti
cal unit) there is naturally no problem. But unless the two linea ges 
which constitute the minimal level can continue exchanging mar
riageables the structure will break down. 

The case of the Iwalapetí in the Upper Xingú Basin shows the 
breakdown of a tribal unit but also the possibilities for its refor
mation. The 28 remaining members were reduced to a patrilineage 
and were forced to marry out. But their children, owing to the 
cross-cousin marriage rule, can marry and ref orm the villa ge. 
Kanato, my Iwalapetí informant, explained that he and bis sister 
could reform a village of two houses if he and bis sister both raised 
sons and daughters. At present he has a daughter and bis sister 
a son. His brother-in-law is a Trumai who has consented to move 
to the old Iwalapetí village site once their children become of mar
riageable age. All that will be necessary will be an exchange of 
daughters between Kanato and bis sister's husband. The nucleus 
of this tribe could be a two-house or two-family system which, 
with luck, could grow into two extended families and on to several 
lineage segments forming the basis of a dual division. The 25 
Trumai, also, live in a two-house village, each house being occupied 
by a patrilineage (Oberg 1953). 

Hawaiian kinship terminology, on the other hand, presupposes 
a larger effective social unit on the minimal level than a unit with 
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Iroquoian terminology associated with cross-cousin marriage. 
Whereas a cross-cousin marriage system can operate with the mini
mum of two lineages, a Hawaiian system with a defined second
cousin marriage rule appears to demand a mínimum of four 
lineages, presupposing exchange of marriageables between lineages. 

As the Hawaiian system of terminology predominates among 
the nomadic and seminomadic tribal groups of the southem part 
of the South American continent there must be something in the 
hunting-collecting mode of nomadic life which favors the preven
tion of the effective social unit from falling below a certain mini
mal size (four lineages or four extended families). This larger 
group need not be associated with collective activities but may 
appear due to the economic hazards faced by the conjuga! family 
or extended family. Among hunting groups the burden of the hunt 
rests upon the adult males. Thus only less than half of the popula
tion are the effective food gatherers. Surplus producing capacity is 
low. Sickness or injury to the adult males spells danger. Depend
ence upon relatives meets these risks. In contrast, the smaller 
groups with cross-cousin marriage on the margins of the tropical 
rain forest are associated with agriculture. Even though men may 
clear and plant the fields, women take care of the fields and can 
plant and harvest along with children. The available working force 
proportionally is larger in these tribes, making it possible for a 
smaller social unit to survive. 

Matrilocal residence among a significant number of Homogene
ous Tribes may best be explained by observing the contexts in 
which it occurs, for what this practice does in a particular context 
is pretty well the explanation of its existence. Among the Caduveo 
and Umotina, both tribes being hunters, fishers, and supplementary 
cultivators, the native belief is that it gives the head of a conjugal 
family control over a greater number of men f or economic pur
poses. In a society where the most useful producers and protectors 
are males between the ages of 15 and 40, this desire is understand
able. Yet one may well ask what does a father gain by exchanging 
his sons for sons-in-law? The answer is that he does not really 
exchange sons for sons-in-law but trades his daughters for the labor 
power of bis sons-in-law. The tie between fathers and sons is strong. 
The father rears his sons, trains them in economic activities, and 
assists them in their initiation into the religious life of the tribe. 
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When the sons leave home they remain sons, the father being able 
to call on them for assistance whenever necessary. The sons-in
law that live with him are under bis control and act toward him 
as sons. It is true that if daughters went out in marriage the father 
would ha ve sons-in-law, but his hold over them would not be as 
strong as over bis own sons due to the absence of so deep a personal 
bond. It would appear that sons make a better second line of de
fense and security than do sons-in-law. 

It follows, however, that sons away from home are helpful only if 
they are within a reasonable distance. If environmental circum
stances favored a dispersa! of extended families into widely ranging 
hunting groups, tbis advantage would be lost, the male members 
of the extended family depending upon brother and son relation
ships within either their own extended family or related male line
ages for economic and political security. Although each case should 
be examined in terms of its special context, eviqence points to 
the fact that the more nomadic Fuegian, Pampean, and Chaco 
hunting bands with strong lineages as predominant economic 
groups, practice patrilocal residence. Among the larger, more stable 
tribes further to the north, matrilocal residence appears to be more 
common. It goes without saying that control over manpower is 
just one factor related to the practice of matrilocal residence. 
Among sedentary groups where property is significant or where 
women are the prime cultivators the factors favoring matrilocal 
residence are quite different. The importance of patrilocal and 
matrilocal residence is that among Homogeneous Tribes it estab
lishes unnamed patri- or matrilineages which appear to be the pre
cursors of patrilineal and matrilineal sibs. 

The numerical expansion of these minimal sociopolitical tribelets 
can lead to (a) budding through the permanent spatial separation 
of lineage segments, or ( b) larger spatial concentrations which 
change their inner structure. When the resource base is narrow, 
that is restricted to sea and shore line, to plains, orto dense tropi
cal f o;ests, the carrying capacity is limited by the avail~bility of 
resources exploited by a given technology. As the group mcreases, 
the distance to be traveled from a campsite limits the size of the 
group; a point is reached when sorne will have to mo~e to mo~e 
distant areas. In these circumstances a segment of ~ bneage will 
separate and establish itself in a new region. But for reasons of 
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economic and political security and marriage it will maintain its 
connections with the tribal core, periodically meeting with the rest 
of the tribe for ceremonies or trade. This type of organization pre
vailed among the southern hunters and is ably described in the 
Handbook. However, completely new sociopolitical units may ap
pear when severa! lineage segments begin to meet to form an intra
marrying group, due to the increasing distance that separates these 
lineage segments from their original home center. Specific carrying 
capacities and travel distances appear to be important factors in 
determining the size of population units and their interrelationships. 

In more favorable environments, whiéh usually means an ex
ploitation at one and the same time of river, swamp, savanna, and 
gallery forest for agri.culture a much wider range of resources be
comes available, as is true in eastem Brazil. Agriculture alone is a 
narrow adaptation and provides a large yield per cultivator only 
under favorable soil conditions, but when combined with fishing, 
hunting, and gathe.ring, a heavier concentration of people in one 
settlement is possible. Here, again, each tesouree base has to be 
judged in its own right. Shallow, slightly muddy streams are more 
favorable for shooting fish with a bow and arrow than deep clear 
streams. Timbó fishing requires still, shallow pools of warm water 
for maximum suecess. 

An area which is composed of several kinds of resource bases 
in close proximity petmits a concentration of population. As a 'con
sequence tbe number of conjuga! and extended families increases. 
As individual· kinship relationships are determined by lineage ties, 
the problem of interlineage relationship arises. In a group of 50 
to 100 individuals, kinship relationships can be determined on the 
basis of direct personal knowledge. So-and-so is my brother be
cause he is the son of my father's brother. But in a group of 500 
to 1,000 individuals separated into numerous lineage segments, 
exact relationship requires tracing descent genealogically back to 
sorne common ancestor. To overcome this, individuals are cate
gorized on the basis of lineage interrelationships. So-and-so is my 
brother because he is a Turtle like myself. This same principie of 
creating named divisions in the original unity of the named socio
political unit, after it rea~hes a certain size, gives rise to named 
associations for games, rituals, and ceremonials. Individuals know 
their places, their functions, and obligations to other individuals in 
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tribal life in terms of these new groupings. Individuals who have 
gone through the puberty rites together or who have similar super
natural experience give recognition to the common bond by think
ing of themselves as a group, and express this group identity by a 
name. The principie underlying this process may well be related to 
the "span of attention" and "span of control" which are important 
in the organization of large administrative groups. The capacity of 
a single individual to know intimately the interrelationships of a 
number of other individuals is limited by bis "span of attention." 
In a situation where control is necessary this difficulty is overcome 
by a delegation of authority to a leader of a named section or team. 
When control is not essential this difficulty is overcome by classing 
individuals into named groups. 

B. SEGMENTED TRIBES 

These are tribal units which are composed of named unilinear 
kinship groups, such as sibs and moieties, often with the addition 
of named associations and age grades. The precondition of in
creasing size of population aggregates related to an increase in the 
food supply is suffi.cient to account for the appearance of seg
mented tribes. As this type of structure is familiar to all students 
of social organization no detailed description is necessary. As uni
linear kinship structures vary, a number of subtypes can be easily 
distinguished. 

Segmented Tribes appear when it becomes necessary to identify 
and classify groups rather than individuals. A simple, bilateral sys
tem identifies and classifies only living named individuals, but it 
now becomes essential to identify and classify lineage segments. As 
a lineage is unilateral, all that appears to be necessary is to identify 
the relationships of lineage segments through unilateral descent and 
to give this grouping of lineage segments a name by which it can be 
identified in time generation after generation. In a Homogeneous 
Band or Tribelet with a name, an individual is a member of but a 
single named corporate group. Now, however, he is, in addition, a 
member of a corporate uni1ineal kinship group. 

A dual division is implicit in a minimal two-lineage or two
extended-family tribelet perpetuated on the basis of cross-cousin 
marriage. Similarly, sibs are implicit in the segmentation of the two 
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lineages into additional units. The numerically small tribes of the 
Upper Xingú Basin, who have the cross-cousin marriage rule, have 
the potentialities of moiety fonnation. Among the numerically 
larger Carajá villages with cross-cousin marriage the division into 
moieties has already taken place. Natural increases or incorpora
tion of outsiders may also give rise to sibs through the same prin
cipie of lineage grouping and naming. 

It would appear that with an increase in numbers a minimal four
lineage system with Hawaiian kinship terminology could separate 
into four named marriage classes, as among the Apinayé, or into 
four exogamous sibs. But it seems that a dual division is also im
plicit in this system, assuming a defined second-cousin marriage 
rule and an exchange of marriageables between the lineages. Line
age A would exchange marriageables with lineage B, but as the 
offspring of these unions would be siblings they would be pro
hibited from marrying. Lineage A then exchanges with lineage C 
and similarly lineage B with D, to maintain a balance. In the fol
lowing generation lineage A can again exchange with lineage B and 
lineage C with D. Witb a defined second-cousin marriage rule the 
f our lineages would divide in to two halves, consisting of A and D 
on one side and lineages B and C on the other, the lineages be
longing to each side never exchanging with one another. 

Although it will be diffi.cult to trace the transformation of a 
simple four-lineage system into a structure with moieties, sibs, and 
associations, the writer agrees with Steward that such possibilities 
are implicit in the simpler structures. 

Such developments cannot be attributed to diffusion from 
more advanced Tropical Forest neighbors, for they lacked 
them. The associations must be interpreted as crystallizations 
of the sex and age cleavages implicit in the Marginal cultures 
[Steward 1947:94]. 

To me, numerical increase and concentration appear to be the 
principal factors affecting this change. lf a greater body of infor
mation can be gathered to substantiate this thesis, it will help to 
explain the apparently anomalous fact that tribes with the same 
type of technology can have social structures which differ as widely 
in complexity as do Homogeneous and Segmented Tribes. 
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C. PoLITICALLY ÜRGANIZED CHIEFooMs 

Tribal units belonging to this type are multivillage territorial 
chiefdoms govemed by a paramount chief under whose control 
are districts and villages govemed by a hierarchy of subordinate 
chiefs. The distinguishing feature of this type of political organiza
tion is that the chiefs have judicial powers to settle disputes and to 
punish offenders even by death and, under the leadership of the 
paramount chief, to requisition roen and supplies for war purposes. 
Unity is achieved by federation, the acceptance of political author
ity resting on common interests and ultimately on the recognition 
of common tribal descent. There are no standing armies, perma
nent administrative bodies, subject tribes, or payments of tribute. 
Wealth in the forro of property and slaves acquired through war, 
along with war honors, set the chiefs apart as a class with the high
est status. The relatives of chiefs and outstanding warriors con
stitute a class with high rank, often described as a nobility, 
followed by the great body of common tribesmen. Slaves, as al
ways, constitute the lower class. Chiefs have large numbers of 
wives, are carried in litters, live in large houses, are addressed by 
a string of titles, and often speak to the commoners through an 
intermediary. The Calamari, Quimbaya, Tolú, Cenú, and Mompox 
of the northem lowlands of Colombia appear to have had this type 
of social organization, and a good example of this type of structure 
is provided by the Arawakan Taino of the Antilles as described. by 
Rouse (1948:528-29) in the Handbook: 

On Hispaniola the Spaniards observed five provinces, or 
chieftainships, not counting that of Ciguayo, which will be 
discussed below in connection with those people. These prov
inces are shown on map 1 O. Magua, in the northeastem part 
of the island, was the most populous. The wealthiest and 
most aristocratic was Xaragua to the southwest; it was the 
model of refinement in customs and manners. As shown on 
map 1 O, each province had its own chief, called a "cacique." 
In addition, there are said to have been sorne 30 subchiefs in 
control of local districts within each province and 70 to 80 
headmen in charge of the villages of the province. 
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Ea ch chief, subchief, or villa ge headman seems to ha ve 
govemed the village in which he resided. He organized the 
daily routine or work, arranging for hunting, fishing, and till
ing the soil. He was also responsible for the storage of ex~a 
provisions and for their ultimate distribution among the vil
lagers. His was the largest canoe in the village and he prob
ably directed transportation. He ?cted as host to vis~tors .and 
conducted relations with other villages, through theu chiefs, 
subchiefs, or headmen. He was tbe leader at feasts and 
dances and having learned the songs by beart, he also di
rected 'the stnging. His were the most powerful zemis in the 
village, and he organized their worship by the villagers. His 
autbority is said to have been despotic; he could order the 
death of bis subjects, and tbey had to obey bis commands 
to the letter. 

The authority of the beadman apparently extended no far
ther than bis own village, but the subchief also had a certain 
control over the other villages in bis district, wbile the chief s 
authority extended over the entire province. The chiefs and 
subchiefs exacted no tribute from their subordinate villages, 
but they had the power to requisition agricultura! or military 
services. This power may have been quite nominal and de
pendent largely on the personalities of the chiefs and sub
chiefs for there is sorne evidence that it shifted considerably 
from time to time. 

The precondition for this type of social structure is the appear
ance of a f ood surplus and its association with the new feature of 
political organization and marked class stratification. 

Although not specifically the task of this paper, I would like to 
add short notes on the remaining three of my six major types of 
social structure in order to show tbat the same basic forces were 
operative in their formation as in tbe three simpler types. 

D. F EUDAL TYPE STATES 

When tribal cohesion, as the basis for territorial political or
ganization, is replaced by tbe institution of serf dom maintained by 
military power, we may speak of the existence of a Feudal Type 
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State. This type of organization appears to be associated with the 
presence of a strong ruler, a hereditary nobility, and a specialized 
priesthood. To the landscape dotted with villages and homesteads 
are added two new features, the palace and the temple. These 
developments are made possible not so much by a greater surplus 
producing capacity of the cultivators but by a greater concentra
tion of wealth at the disposal of tbe ruler, nobility, and priesthood 
through tribute payments and other exactions collected from a large 
conquered population. A slash-and-bum, digging-stick economy 
can maintain this type of structure provided that the ruler can con
trol a great number of digging sticks. The Chibcha of Colombia 
seem definitely to have reacbed this stage of development. The 
information conceming the Nicarao of Nicaragua appear to indi
cate that they too had a Feudal Type social structure. 

E. CITY ST ATES 

With the appearance of City States in the coastal valleys of Peru, 
like Chan Chan f or example, there is a radical change in social 
structure as well as in the underlying economy which supported 
them. lntensive agriculture based on irrigation made possible large 
permanently settled population aggregates. The capacity of culti
vators to produce a surplus increased to a point where craft in
dustries could develop far enough to lead to the appearance of 
occupational groups, which, in turn, gave rise to markets in which 
both domestic and foreign commodities could be exchanged. To 
the palace and the temple are added tbe market place and the work
shops of the artisans, living quarters of those who serve tbe rulers, 
nobles, priests, and the headquarters of specialized officials who 
constitute a govemment. Urban society develops an overlay of 
cultural features not shared by the people of the countryside, who 
maintain the older folk ways of the village and homestead. Ur
banization creates a separation between country life and city life, 
a division which is considered the basis of civilization. 

F. THE THEOCRATIC EMPIRE 

By linking the political and tribal units of varying complexity 
of the highlands and the coastal plain into an empire, the Inca were 
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able to organize the economy of an enormous area. The produc
tivity of irrigation agriculture was sufficient not only to support a 
dense rural population but to maintain a political and religious 
superstructure. Land was divided into three parts, the produce of 
one part going to the upkeep of tbe state, the produce of another 
for the maintenance of the religious organization, while the third 
part sustained the rural workers. Although these parts were not 
necessarily equal, the system does indicate a surplus producing 
capacity far superior to any in pre-Columbian America south of 
Mexico. This surplus was concentrated through the agricultura! 
tax, and was used for the support of the ruler, the upper class, the 
priesthood, the army, the officials, and the craftsmen. Labor serv
ice built and maintained the temples, roads, and other public works. 
These sociopolitical tendencies were inherent in the antecedent 
sociopolitical structures and developed due to the availability of a 
surplus food supply and the consequent possibility to withdraw 
large segments of the population from agricultura! production. 

SUMMARY 

Progressive in creases in f ood supply are considered the pre
conditions for the appearance of levels of increasing social com
plexity. The tendencies toward greater complexity, however, are 
inherent in the preceding configuration of social relationships. The 
first step in this process is the segmentation of a homogeneous 
kinship society into unilateral kinship groups due to the increase 
in population density. A second level is reached when a surplus 
above subsistence needs appears, permitting the withdrawal of 
individuals f or the development of nonsubsistence activities. As 
the surplus increases this process continues, eventually leading to 
urbanization, pronounced social stratification, and the territorial 
state. 

Although the development of nonsubsistence activities is the 
force which extracts the surplus from the food producing process, 
it is not the cause of surplus producing capacity. The capacity to 
produce is related, on the one hand, to a knowledge of resources 
and technological devices and methods, and, on the other, to the 
highly variable conditions of the resource base. It is for this reason 
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that particular subsistence techniques bave not been emphasized. 
The correlation between social structure and such subsistence 
techniques as f ood gathering and agriculture is not a el ose one on 
the simpler levels of society. It is not the subsistence technique 
itself but the consequences it has on food supply that counts. Under 
favorable ecological conditions hunting, fishing, and the collection 
of wild food plants permits a greater density of population than 
rudimentary agriculture under unfavorable conditions. Moreover, 
slash-and-burn, digging-stick agriculture varies so much by specific 
environments that each situation should be evaluated separately 
in order to weigh its infiuence upon social structure. This statement 
in no way denies the effect of major developments in subsistence 
practices, like irrigation agriculture, and their correlation with s~
cial complexity. In this paper the relationship between social or
ganization and subsistence and other economic activities has not 
been discussed, for the correlation here is of a different order. 

lntroduction to Social Structure and Sex Antagonism 

In this contribution, Robert F. Murphy argues that while the psy
chological bases for hostility between the sexes are universal, its 
expression will depend on the social structure of particular socie
ties. The Mundurucú are particularly interesting in this respect 
since the two sexes form "true social groups" divided not only 
in economic function, but also residentially and ritually. Such op
position between the sexes is found in many societies around the 
world but it is particularly common among the peoples of central 
Brazil such as the Tapirapé (see Wagley in Chapter 9 of this vol
ume), the Bororo (J. C. Crocker 1969), the Timbira (Nimuendajú 
1946) and others, all of whom have exclusive men's cults, men's 
houses ( or sleeping areas) along with uxorilocal postmarital resi
dence patterns. Ritually expressed sex antagonism may thus be 
regarded as a common trait of much of central Brazil, a parallel 
which calls for explanation. 

The Mundurucú are a particularly interesting tropical forest peo
ple from a variety of points of view besides the subject of this 
paper. They present perbaps the only documented case of a transi
tion from a patrilocal, patrilineal society to uxorical, patrilineal 
(Murphy 1956, cf. Murdock 1949:216ff.). Mundurucú Religion 
(Murphy 1958) is one of the few monographs devoted especially 
to religion and myth in Soutb America and its material has been 
extensively utilized by C. Lévi-Strauss ( 1969). Murphy has also 
subjected Mundurucú warfare practices to a functional analysis, 
finding that a hostile posture toward outside peoples contributed 
to the interna! social cobesion of the Mundurucú, compensating in 
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part for the disharmony between residence and descent rules 
(1957; see also Wilson 1958; Vayda 1961b). The transition from 
tribal life based on horticulture and hunting to a dependent status 
as gatherers of natural rubber has been described in a classic article 
called "Tappers and Trappers ... " (Murphy and Steward 1956) 
which exemplifies parallel processes of culture change through a 
comparison to fur trapping among the Northeastern Algonkians 
of North America. One of the conclusions of the latter article is 
that, "When the people of an unstratified native society barter 
wild products found in extensive distribution and obtained tbrough 
individual effort, the structure of the native culture will be de
stroyed and the final culmination will be a culture type character
ized by individual families having delimited rights to marketable 
resources and linked to the larger nation through trading .centers" 
(1956:353). This process has numerous parallels in South Amer
ica, including not only the other groups which tumed to rubber 
gathering but also gatherers of Brazil nuts ( cf. Laraia and Da Matta 
1967) and riverine fishermen. The principal source on the 
Mundurucú is Murphy's H eadhunters' Heritage ( 1960), which 
should be consulted by students interested in learning more about 
this people. 
· Rober.t F. Murphy is Professor and former Chairman of the 
Department of Anthropology at Columbia University in New 'York. 
In addition to his w0rk with the Mundurucú, Murphy has carried 
out research among the Tuareg (or "blue people") of North 
Africa, and he is very much interested in structural studies and 
dialectics. He is the leacling exponent of Irish social anthropology, 
and has recently written a book from this point of view (Murphy 
1971). 

12. SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND SEX 
ANTAGONISM 

ROBERT F. MURPHY1 

THE PROBLEM 

Theories of social and cultural evolution have tended to deal with 
the quantifiable as units of study. In a quite crude way, anthro
pologists have spoken of the "cumulative" nature of culture, its 
tendency to expand in gross inventory of cultural items. Others 
have dealt on a more sophisticated level with man's growing control 
over the environment and sources of energy. And still others have 
oriented their interest toward the social system and an implicitly 
quantitative gradient of complexity, or structural differentiation. 
This, 1 believe, has had great methodological merit, for we have 
thereby avoided qualitative judgment and the intrusion of wholly 
subjective criteria of evolutionary level. But in so doing, anthro
pology has elected to deal with culture only iµ terms of' mass of 
traits or with problems having a societal rather than symbolic locus. 
Little attention has been given to the evolution of the .cultural 
symbols themselves, except in terms of methodologically utitidy 
references to the emergence of scientific rationalism, of man's in
creasing grasp of the reality principie. 

lt is perhaps extremely doubtful that all or even the greater part 
of cultural symbolism can be encompassed by a general evolu
tionary theory, and this is certainly not my intent in this paper. 1 
wish rather to discuss a limited aspect of symbolic behavior and 
to relate it through functional analysis to social structure, a realm 
in which evolutionary process is more readily discernible. The par
ticular symbols to be discussed are those that are amenable to 
analysis in terms of Freudian theory; that is, cultural forros that 
are clearly projections of unconscious psychological materials and 
processes. 

Reprinted by permissíon of the author and the editors of the Southwestern 
Journal of Anthropology, Vol. 15, No. 2 (1959), pp. 89-98. 
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Tbe notion that the psycbic ontogeny of the individual recapitu
lates phylogenetic experience is well known in anthropology, 
though primarily through its notoriety. The student of the subject 
receives, however, the disturbing impression that although the 
theoretical explanation of recapitulation given by psychoanalysts 
is erroneous, it nonetheless has a strong element of empirical valid
ity. Kroeber (1948:304), for example, in bis descriptive generali
zation u pon the face of "progress" says: 

the outstanding physiological events of human life; and the 
persistent tendency of technology and science to grow ac
cumulatively-these are the way in which progress may le
gitimately be considered a property or an attribute of culture. 

Kroeber attempts no explanation of bis second and third criteria 
of progress, but there is nonetheless a clear implication in bis 
statement that things that are normally repressed in higher civili
zations are often institutionalized and f ormalized in primitive so
cieties. Freud, of course, dealt with the same problem in Totem 
and Taboo and arrived at the conjecture that the early experiences 
of mankind are perpetuated by the "collective mind," a metapsy
chological concept analogous to the "racial memory" of J ung. 
Freud ( 19 52: 15 8) was aware that bis hypothesis was untestable 
and he wrote of the problems involved in tbis view: "It must be 
admitted that these are grave difficulties; and any explanation that 
could avoid presumptions of such a kind would seem to be prefera
ble." It is the purpose of this paper to attempt su ch an explanation. 
As such, it is frankly exploratory. 

The problem at hand is extremely broad and can, perhaps, be 
best approached on the level of system discourse. I choose, how
ever, to make my point through analysis of the men's secret so
ciety among the Mundurucú Indians of central Brazil. The use of 
such an example has a certain merit inasmuch as similar organiza
tions and their related symbolic complexes have been studied by 
psychoanalytically-oriented scholars and also because the wide
spread distribution of closely analogous phenomena malees com
parative study possible. Men's secret societies in suth diverse 
locales as Africa, Melanesia, Australia, and South America exhibit 
regularities of such a bigh order that they have long attracted the 
attention of anthropology. Webster ( 1908) considered them in 
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terms of bis overall scheme for the evolution of associations. Lowie 
( 194 7: 313) , on the other hand, thought the similarities between 
tbe cults to be so great that they could only be explained by dif
fusion. lt must be admitted that secret society culture was no doubt 
frequently communicated from group to group and may even have 
been brougbt to tbe New World by a migrant Paleo-Mongoloid 
population. But this hardly explains tbe persistence of the complex 
or the bases of receptivity in the borrowing groups. And beyond 
this, secret societies are fundamental to the social structures of 
many primitive peoples and are not tbings that are simply copied 
and borrowed, like a pottery design. In short, sorne special expla
nation of a sufficient causal-and functional-kind is necessary to 
explain their wide distribution in the face of vast geographical 
discontinuities. 

, 
THE MUNDURUCU MEN'S CULT 

The physical and social separation of the sexes among the 
Mundurucú is quite complete. The dwelling houses, of wbich there 
are usually three to five in each village, are the residences of tbe 
females and prepubescent boys. Each houses an extended family, 
the membership of which is determined by matrilocal residence; 
it is thus composed of a group of women related in the female line. 
These units are not, however, matrilineages in the formal sense 
of the term, and they have no legalistically identifiable corporate 
character. Formal descent is traced, rather, through the male line, 
for the Mundurucú have patrilineal clans, phratries, and moieties. 
The unilineal descent groups lack local nuclei due to tbe rule of 
residence, and their membership is scattered throughout the several 
Mundurucú villages. 2 The corporate character of these unilineal 
descent groups has, accordingly, become almost obliterated. Tbe 
relative absence of such corporate units has had an interesting 
effect. The presence in many matrilocal societies of formally con
stituted matrilineages within which men exercise decision-making 
functions militates against the distant removal of a man from bis 
natal household. The absence of sucb units in Mundurucú is cor
respondingly accompanied by absence of local endogamy. Villages 
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are by no means exogamous, but most of their adult roen come 
from other communities through marriage. 

Those roen who leave their native villages for residence in that 
of their wife are not tightly incorporated into a household unit, 
for all post-pubescent males reside in the village men's bouse. 
There, they sleep, eat, work and relax. Only the passage of time 
and the arrival of children establishes closer bonds with the house
hold of the wife. Por the most part, the life of the roale is centered 
on the men's house, and each sex is a self-consciously solidary 
unit as opposed to the other, and mutual antagonism is often dis
played on ritual, and other, occasions. Opposition between the 
sexes as groups is, of course, complemented by the residence ar
rangement; the village males are outsiders and the f emales are 
natives; lines of sex antagonism are thus coincident with those 
between affinals. a 

The social segregation of the sexes is continued within the di
vision of labor. Men hunt, fish, and clear land for gardens. The 
women plant, harvest, process manioc flour and all other foods, 
and tend to the household chores. The only tasks in which roen 
and woroen work together are the planting of manioc and the collec
tion of fish killed with timbó poison. Communal work is common 
among the Mundurucú, but it rarely transcends sex lines. The men 
of a village often hunt as a group, and ali the women of the com
munity usually help each other in manioc processing. Thus, the 
sexes often operate as work groups, but their tasks are well
defined and do not overlap. Beyond the basic sexual division of 
labor there is little further clifferentiation of work; the hereditary 
shamans and chiefs ply their specialties but they otherwise take 
full part in economic production. 

Mundurucú culture is strongly male-oriented. The roost highly 
valued body of traditional activity relates to warfare and hunting, 
and these pursuits are also the subject of the principal Mundurucú 
ceremonies. The woman is supposed to be docile and submissive, 
obedient and faithful to her husband. In actual practice, however, 
the separation of the sexes and the marginal participation of the 
men in the extended families of their wives inhibits the oirect and 
personal exercise of authoritarian control of men over women. 

There are, however, ritual techniques for the ordering of rela
tions between the sexes that are an integral part of the total men's 
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organization. Attached to each men's bouse is a small, completely 
enclosed chamber that houses the village's sacred musical instru
ments ( karoko). These consist of a set of three hollow wooden 
cylinders, into the open ends of which are inserted reeds. Wben 
the reed is blown, the cylinder emits a deep vibrant sound. The 
instruments are completely taboo to the sight of the woroen, and 
the doorway to the karoko chamber is arranged in the form of a 
baffi.e in order to prevent even a casual and inadvertent female 
glance. The instruments are believed to harbor spirits that protect 
the villagers from barm and aid in the maintenance and increase 
of the supply of game animals. In order to secure this benevolence, 
tbe supematurals must be pleased by a daily off ering of food and 
the frequent playing of the instruments. Through their control over 
the karoko the men thus play a vital part in the promotion of ani
mal fertility and social well-being. 

That the sacred musical instruments are secret to the women 
has further significance in the rationaliz.ation of sex roles and the 
validation of the superordinate position of the male. Tbe necessity 
of secrecy is based upon the belief that the sex controlling the 
karoko thereby achieves dominance. This is seen most clearly in 
the myth of the discovery of the instruments. According to this 
tale, three women were walking in the forest when they heard music 
that seemed to emanate from a lagoon. They investigated but saw 
nothing except fish swimming in the waters. Each woman caught 
one of these fish, and it immediately turned into a karoko, giving a 
set of three. The women played these instruments daily until dis
covered by one of the men, who induced them to bring their find 
to the village. They did so, but the power contained within the 
karoko enabled them to seize the men's roles and prerogatives. 
The women occupied the men's house, and the men lived in the 
dwellings. While the females did little but play the instruments the 
roen had to make manioc flour, fetch water and firewood, and care 
for the children. Their ignominy was complete when the women 
visited the dwellings at night to force their attentions upon them 
("Just as we do to them today,'' added one informant). But the 
women did not hunt and therefore could not make the ceremonial 
offerings of meat to the karoko spirits. The men, as the hunters, 
threatened to withhold the offerings of game, and thereby incur 
the displeasure of the spirits, unless the women yielded the instru-
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ments. The women were forced to submit and sex roles became as 
they are today. But the men must still guard the karoko from the 
women if they are to keep their dominance. 

1 was unable to obtain an actual case in which a woman spied 
upon the sacred instruments, but the Mundurucú men were firm in 
their insistence that any such violation would be immediately 
punished by dragging the offender into the underbrush and sub
mitting her to gang rape by ali the village men. Such offenses are 
no doubt rare, but the same punishment is meted out to women 
who, in other ways deviate rnarkedly from sex-ascribed roles. 
These cases of gang rape usually concern women guilty of fiagrant 
and aggressive promiscuity. Lest the impression be given that this 
is punishment for sin, puritanically defined, it should be made clear 
that most women indulge in an occasional pre- or extra-marital 
liaison. These peccadillos are the subject of gossip, but they are 
strictly private delicts. As sucb they are the proper concern of 
the offended husband, who usually atternpts, with variable out
co1ne, to beat his wife. On the other hand, when a wornan is openly 
promiscuous and actually takes the initiative in sex relations, sbe 
is then manifesting behavior appropriate only to the rnale and 
thereby intrudes upon and threatens the masculine role. Her acts 
are thus a cornmunity concem, a public delict, and her punishment 
becomes the proper duty of ali the village men. 

Another occasion upon which gang rape is cornmon has a pe
culiarly modern setting. Missionaries have established a boarding 
school among the Mundurucú and have gathered there sorne forty 
students ranging frorn about six to sixteen years of age. Parents 
are induced, usually against their will, to send their children there; 
the inmates generally make every effort to escape. Now when a 
boy fiees the school, he has universal sympathy, but when an 
adolescent girl runs away, she is raped by the men of the first 
village near which she passes. Actually, there is considerable sym
patby for her desire to leave the school, but none for the meas
ures she has taken. By running away, she has placed herself 
beyond masculine protection, and she has also flouted male 
authority, albeit that of foreign missionaries whose objeetives find 
limited support among the Mundurucú. 

Gang rape occurs sporadically in many societies, including our 
own, but it seerns bizarre in an institutionalized form. Actually, 
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the Mundurucú are .not at ali unique, and we have numerous ac
counts of it in the ethnographic literature. Mead (1932:91-92), 
for exarnple, reports gang rape among the Ornaba. Although wan
ton women are stated to be the victims, her evidence suggests 
that these wantons are aggressive and selective in their love affairs, 
a clear parallel to the Mundurucú. The same author elsewhere 
states that the age mates of an Iatmul husband may "rape his re
calcitrant wife into submission" at his request (Mead 1949: 52). 
Another example is reported by Wagley, who observed the gang 
rape of a Tapirapé woman who refused to join the other females 
in manioc processing. 4 The woman in this case was unmarried 
and she was turned o ver to the villa ge rnen f or punishment by her 
brother. The action of the Tapirapé brother suggests that the de
viation of a female constitutes a crisis that requires direct and 
immediate action regardless of bonds of kinship. The latter be
come eclipsed and secondary, and the maintenance of sex roles 
and sex groupings can thus be seen as a primary structural element 
in the society. This is evident in Mundurucú gang rapes. Not only 
are the exogamic restrictions connected with moieties and clans 
disregarded, but in at least one instance a true patrilateral parallel 
cousin took part in the assault. 

INTERPRETATION AND ANALYSIS 

The symbolic behavior discussed in this paper, however exotic, 
is nonetheless quite meaningful. Using a Freudian analysis of sym
bols, one of the most striking features of the whole complex is 
the form of the sacred musical instruments themselves. 5 Such ob
jects, usually calied flutes or trumpets in tbe literature, are quite 
commonly used for roughly the same purposes in men's secret 
societies in other groups. Functionally, they are equivalent to the 
more widely distributed bull roarer. Both emit deep, vibrant 
sounds and are used in sorne way to control tbe female portien of 
the population.6 The bull roarer has usually been interpreted as a 
pballic symbol by students of Freudian inclination. 1 accept this 
view and would extend it to the more clearly phallic tubular wind 
instruments. The identification of the latter as a phallus depends 
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upon much more than their externa! forro, persuasive though this 
may be, for the Mundurucú roen consciously believe their power 
and dorninance to rest in their possession of the karoko. More
over, the fertility and well-being aspect of the sacred instruments 
and their spirits gives the men a role in a norrnally female realm. 
It is instructive to compare tbese phases of the Mundurucú men's 
cult with that of the Mountain Arapesh: 

Among the Arapesh the tamberan is the embodirnent, in 
sorne noise-making device, of the spirit of the male rituals in 
which the adult rnen assert their solidarity, reaffir.m their 
masculinity, and produce growth and welfare for all tbe peo
ple.7 (Mead 1940:426). 

Thus far, I have stated that the secret instruments are phallic 
in form and, as the repositories of male power, in function. From 
this viewpoint, the meo ritualize their role with tbe syrnbolic equiv
alent of the male organ. That this interpretation is not completely 
far-fetched can be seen in the ritual of rape, for here the meo quite 
actively and vigorously maintain their position with the real penis, 
and not a surrogate finte. And as one informant quipped with no 
little humor, "We tame our women with the banana." Here is the 
expression in verbiage and social action of phallic sadism and the 
fantasy of the penis as a weapon anda source of power. It should 
be noted, lest the irnpression be given of grirn genital retribution, 
that the Mundurucú roen look upon these subjects with sorne 
hilarity. Gang rapes are carnival occasions that becorne the topic 
of endless anecdotes told in rnen's houses. And the men also refer 
to the vagina as "the crocodile's mouth," a marvelous bit of 
irnagery that expresses perfectly the latent antagonism between 
the sexes, so patently a part of all vagina-dentata motifs. Th~t 
these subjects are looked upon as humor does not negate therr 
significance; humor, after all, is a fruitful source of otherwise 
inaccessible data. 

The forms of these secret musical instruments, whether flutes 
or bull roarers, obviously do not frighten or cow the wornen, 
phallic though they may be, for the women never look upon them. 
Rather, they serve as ego-props for the men themselves, ~nd re
flect an insecurity, a threat, that is clear in the Mundurucu myth 
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recounted above. This tale is a true social charter inasmuch as it 
explains and legitimizes sex role differentiation. But in common 
with the origin myths of men's cults in many other societies, it 
refers to a period when tbe women held sway over the men. lt is 
noteworthy that sex role differences are not viewed as being nec
essarily in the nature of things, given in biology and taken for 
granted, but depend rather upon a mythological self-assertion by 
the men. And the boundaries between the sexes must be constantly 
maintained through ritual and other more directly defensive rneas
ures against intrusions upon the male domain. The cultural evi
dence indicates that not only are the men insecure about their 
status, but there is fear that the women would attempt to arrogate 
their prerogatives, if allowed. 

The cultural symbolism involved in the Mundurucú men's secret 
society may be seen as projections of the classic psychological 
themes of sex antagonism and ambivalent, perhaps incomplete, 
sex role identification. Sex antagonism is generally attributed in 
the psychoanalytic literature to the Oedipal situation and ambiva
lence toward the mother, thence through the mother-image to 
females, in general. The symbol system manifests another motif 
of Oedipal origin, that of castration anxiety, or general fear of 
emasculation. This is most evident in the vagina-dentata therne, 
but it also underlies the theme that male tenure of masculinity, 
and its social concomitants, is not absolute. It is at this point 
that the organ-envy component of sex antagonism becomes 
significant, for the cultural data imply a recognition by the roen 
that the wornen desire their power~ 

Now if these are indeed the sufficient psychological bases of 
the symbolic accoutrements of the men's cult among the Mun
durucú, and in other societies, we are faced with a number of 
difficult problems. First, the psychological factors outlined above 
are well-nigh universal in human ontogeny, if not cornpletely 
so, whatever the culture. Also, is not sex antagonism, latent or 
manifest, equally a part of all human experience? Is it not onto
genetically functional to successful sex differentiation? Why then 
if sex differentiation, both social and psychological, is not com
pletely determined by heredity and if females threaten males in 
most, if not all, societies, are we not all swinging bull roarers or 
playing sacred flutes? After all, any explanation of the men's cult 
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that pretends to generality rnust tell us not only why it is present 
in sorne societies, but why it is absent in most. 

I offer the hypothesis that though the psychological bases for 
these projective symbols approach universality, their integration 
into certain cultural systerns is a function of social structure. A 
cursory survey of the ethnographic literature shows the men's 
cult to occur most commonly in societies that show rough typo
logical congruence to the Mundurucú, and thus supports my 
previous analysis of the place of the organization in the latter 
group. Tbis type society is simple and relatively undifferentiated. 
In such groups, the primary line of sex differentiation is not criss
crossed or blurred by multiple modes of role designation. More
over, the division of labor is usually minirnal-that is, between 
roen and women. But we do not find the men's organization 
among the structurally most simple people in the world, such as 
the Polar Eskimo and Shosbone. It tends, rather, to occur in 
societies having larger local groups and in which economic cooper
ation is a stable and daily affair. In such a setting, members of 
each sex are in daily association and engage in common pursuits, 
frequently in cooperation, to the virtual exclusion of the other 
sex. 8 In short, tbe sexes are true social groups, and the locus of 
social control over tbe women is vested in the males as a social 
entity. Sexual solidarity is too strong in systems of this type for 
role regulation and enforcement to be otherwise. Institutionalized 
sex antagonism in tbese societies is tbus not just functional to the 
sex differentiation of the individual, does not just · provide a forro 
of abreaction of primary experiences, but it also maintains the 
interna} solidarity because of tbe fundamental importance of sex
role differentiation to the structure of these societies tbat we find 
that otber modes of role ascription are suspended on tbose occa
sions when social control over women is forcibly exercised. 

Related to tbis opposition between the sexes, tbere is a tendency 
also for men's organizations of the type under discussion to be 
associated with unilocal residen ce. Unilocality, especially when 
accompanied by frequent marriage outside the local group, as in 
Mundurucú, keeps consanguines of one sex together while sending 
those of tbe opposite away. Members of the opposite sex thus 
tend to be outsiders and affines, and the forros of opposition 
common to the latter relationships complement sex antagonism. 

, 
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Moreover, in such systems, overt acts of hostility against women 
who are also clase are less likely to occur; the role conflict in
herent in our Mundurucú and Tapirapé examples is thus avoid
able. Finally, tbat men's secret societies and their concomitants 
appear more frequently among patrilocal societies than in matri
local ones may well derive from the fact that the latter tend toward 
local endogamy. Coextensive segregation along lines of both kin
ship and sex is thus inhibited. 

CONCLUSION 

I have explored in this paper a tbeoretical framework for the 
study of the evolution of symbols: a framework tbat recognizes 
sorne empirical validity in the Freudian recapitulation theory but 
which attempts a rather different explanation. My general thesis 
is quite simple. It states that the stuff of the unconscious tends to 
be expressed in cultural symbols where it serves sorne function 
in terms of social structure. And insofar as tbe latter can be studied 
in evolutionary terms, so also can we see certain projective insti
tutions in an evolutionary perspective. 

It will be noted that I have not attempted to relate the sym
bolism of the Mundurucú, or any other, men's cult to tbeir specific 
techniques of child-rearing or to their modal personality types. 
Roheim ( 1934: 165), for example, does this in his attribution of 
tbe Australian men's cult to an aggravated Oedipal situation. Tbe 
sufficient psychological bases of tbese phenomena are too general 
in all cultures for such particularistic considerations to be relevant. 
It is this very similarity of human psychic development tbat ac
counts for the close parallels between men's secret societies 
throughout the world. If we are to seek effi.cient causes for tbe 
institutionalization of this unconscious material, bowever, we must 
look to social structure. That we Americans do not have bull 
roarers and so forth could hardly be due to absence of the Oedipal 
experience and mutual organ-envy. We have tbem with a 
vengeance. The symbolic behavior cbaracteristic of the men's 
cult is absent because our society is not structured along tbe sim
ple lines that would make such rites functional. If our primitive 
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contemporaries use techniques that seem to derive from primal 
experiences, it is because they are grappling with primal problems. 

NOTES 

l. The author acknowledges with gratitude the support of a Faculty Re
search Fellowship of the Social Science Research Council during the writing 
of this paper. The helpful comments and criticisms of L. Bryce Boyer, M.O., 
are also gratefully noted. 

2. See Murphy (1956). 
3. This ideal form of opposition represents only a tendency, of course, 

for marriages between men and women of the same village are frequent. 
Also, the families of chiefs are patrilocal, and other patrilocal marriages oc
cur sporadically. 

4. Charles Wagley, personal communication. 
5. 1 am deducing from Freudian findings here, not trying to prove them. 

My argument obviously rests in part upon the validity of this psychology, 
and in part upon its own interna! coherence and its success in explaining a 
body of data. 

6. The noise is commonly explained to women and uninitiated males as 
the voice of spirits; this is not the case among the Mundurucú. Whatever the 
rationalization of the sound, the acoustical qualities show strong parallels. 
Tbis may well be purely accidental, but it merits further consideration. 

7. See also Bettelheim's (1954) essay on the institutionalization of womb
envy in puberty ceremonies. 

8. Lowie ( 1947 :310) recognized the significance of the division of labor 
in producing what be called "sex moieties,» although he did not systemati
cally pursue this lead. 

, 

Introduction to Tropical Forest Hunters and the Economy of 
Sex 

Long bef ore the current interest in sexual poli tics aros e, anthro
pologists were concerned with sex roles in different societies ( cf. 
Margaret Mead 1935, 1949 and Robert Murphy in Chapter 12 of 
tbis volume) . In the next article J anet Siskind advances a novel 
hypothesis relating sex roles and sexual behavior to the ecological 
adjustment of a lowland South American society. This imagina
tive proposal is particularly interesting in that it attempts to show 
how features of ideology may contribute to the adaptation of a 
group to its natural surroundings. It also provides a plausible 
psychological basis for a very prevalent pattern of male-female 
relationships in South America and elsewhere. In tbis case, women 
are botb objects and actors in a system of incentives for behavior 
-hunting-whose outcotne is beneficia! to group survival. 

J anet Siskind pursued her graduate studies at Colu1nbia Uni
versity and is presently Assistant Professor of Anthropology at 
Rutgers, State University of New Jersey, in Newark. This paper 
was resear;ched and written while Dr. Siskind was Ogden Mills 
Fellow at The American Museum of Natural History in New York. 



13. TROPICAL FOREST HUNTERS AND 
THE ECONOMY OF SEX 

J ANET SISKIND 

The Sharanahua of the upper Purús River have been pacified for 
over twenty years, and only older men remember the days of raid
ing for women. They say those were bad years ("long ago before 
we were civilized") but their words seem to contrast with their 
enjoyment of tbe scenes they enacted, as one man after another 
picked up the war spears that had been made f or me, gestured 
covetously at an imaginary woman, and demonstrated a thrust 
through tbe neck of her imaginary husband. 

Frequent fissioning of villages and continuous raiding used to 
be common in man y tropical f orest Indian societies. While anthro
pologists have suggested that these pattems are ecologically 
adaptive in adjusting population numbers to their available re
sources (Vayda 1961; Goldman 1963), the data of the field 
worker show that this objective is rarely a motivating factor. Fis
sion occurs as a result of social tension, and raiding is aimed at 
stealing women or revenge for previous raids (Cameiro 1970b; 
Chagnon 1968a; Goldman 1963). 

These are not incompatible statements, if we can relate social 
tension and the motivation for raiding to an ecological cause. Our 
Indian informants need not be aware of this relationship, but it 
must be a mechanism that works. That is, the ecological factor 
must increase social tension and encourage raiding at times and 
in places where the results are adaptive. 

My hypothesis is that an artificially or culturally producecl 
scarcity of women provides a density-dependent mechanism that 
functions to disperse groups of hunting-and-gathering or hunting
and-agricultural populations in accordance with the availability of 
game, where game is the limiting factor. This hypothesis applies 
to hunting populations in which women provide the bulk of the 
food supply and where it can be established that protein resources 
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are the limiting factor and their procurement the responsibility of 
n1en. In applying this hypothesis to South American tropical forest 
hunters and agriculturalists I will show how this mechanis1n pro
duces social tensions and provides the motivation for raiding. 

It is important to differentiate between "limiting factor" and 
"scarcity" ( or "scarce"). "Limiting factor" is an ecological con
cept defined in a standard textbook as "the factor tbat first stops 
the growth or spread of tbe organism" (Clark 1954:20). The 
limiting factor may be salt or water, sweet potatoes or fish. It is 
whatever factor in the environment of a particular population can 
be shown by analysis to set the upper limit of density. For human 
societies the limiting factor or factors may be culturally as well 
as biologically determined since differing technologies create dif
ferent environments. 

"Scarcity" as used by economists is a relationship between 
culturally defined desires and culturally available means for their 
satisfaction such that the means are never sufficient to meet the 
desires.1 Scarcity is in the eye of the native, as material desires 
are those that motívate the informant. Thus, in our own society 
scarce items include cars, hi-fis, and food, whereas the limiting 
factors might include oil or copper. In tropical forest hunting so
cieties the anthropologist can attempt to demonstrate that game 
is tbe limiting factor, but his informants will tell him in words or 
in actions that women are the scarce items for which tbey strive. 

Until fairly recently most students of South American tropical 
f orest Indians assumed tbat for groups who combine sl,ash-and
burn agriculture with hunting or fishing, land would be the deter
mining factor that led to frequent moves of settlements. Cameiro 
showed in 1960 [see Carneiro in Chapter 7 of this volume-Ed.] 
that slash-and-bum agriculture is not necessarily incompatible 
with permanent settlement. In a more recent article, Cameiro 
contrasts the two major ecological zones of the Amazon basin: 
"one consisting of areas lying along the major rivers, and the other 
of areas located away from them'" ( 1970a: 245). In tbe inter
fluvial habitats of this latter type: 

. . . it is hunting, not fisbing, which must be relied on for 
the bulk of the protein in the diet. This fact is of special 
significance for settlement pattern, since a heavy reliance on 
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hunting is incompatible with sedentary village life. Even com
munities as small as 15, which are characteristic of the 
Amahuaca, severely deplete the game in their vicinity in a 
year or two (245] .2 

The Sharanahua, who are culturally and linguistically closely 
related to the Amabuaca, were also residents of the interfluvial 
habitat, altbough in the past twenty years they have moved to the 
headwaters of a large river, the upper Purús. Tbey used to live in 
larger settlements than the Amahuaca and used to move their 
villages every two to five years. Their subsistence is still based on 
the interfluvial pattern. A rough breakdown of their subsistence 
activities in 1966 showed that agriculture supplied 60% of the bulk 
of their diet, hunting 30%, fishing and gathering 5 % eacb.3 

In 1966 the village at which I worked, Marcos, was a year and 
a half old and consisted of eighty-nine people. The Sharanahua at 
Marcos compared their own game resources to those of their kins
men at Curanja, a village of about one hundred people, ten miles 
upriver. The men at Curanja left early in the morning to hunt 
and did not retum until late afternoon or early evening. Since at 
Marcos hunters expect to retum by noon or shortly after, this 
late retum is considered a sign that game is poor. The settlement 
at Curanja had been there for ten years. lt was the site of a 
Dominican mission and, within a year after the mission was 
closed, the village dispersed. There had been continua! references 
to the poverty of game, but no one ever suggested that it was diffi.
cult to find land for their gardens. It would appear that game, not 
agricultura! land, is the limiting factor. I will discuss la ter why this 
rational dispersal as game drops off is not adaptive. 

lt is necessary to differentiate between a limiting resource and 
other important resources. Among the Sharanahua, sweet manioc 
is the most commonly eaten food. It is the bread and potatoes of 
every meal and snack. Bananas, plantains, maize, peanuts, and 
numerous gathered nuts and wild fruits are important as well. The 
loss of agricultura! products in the diet would be as serious as the 
loss of animal protein. Yet, given the population size and available 
land, if one needs more vegetables, one simply works barder and 
plants more. There is no evidence that labor is a limiting factor 
here, although it could well be in other locations or with 
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other crops. If, however, more time were spent on hunting, the 
Sharanahua would rapidly reach a point of diminishing retums, 
when more effort yields less game until finally this resource is 
exhausted. This distinction between "limiting" and "important" 
remains the same when vegetal foods are gathered rather than 
planted. If at sorne future time fish or domesticated animals pro
vide a great increase in available protein, settlement size or dura
tion may increase to a point where agricultura! land becomes the 
limiting factor. 4 

With game identified as the probable limiting factor it is pos
sible to apply directly the logic of students of animal ecology to 
the problem of population dispersion in accordance with the 
distribution of natural resources. In 1954 David Lack observed 
that "gregarious species tend to be spaced over the available 
ground, but unevenly, being nearer to each other where food is 
more plentiful" (274). 

The problem of dispersion arises in part because of the variabil
ity of natural resources. If animals were evenly spaced throughout 
the interfiuvial habitats of the Amazon basin, and if each species 
stayed together, the problem of spacing out hunting populations 
might be more easily solved. However, naturalists' reports and 
ethnographers' descriptions indicate that the Amazon basin is in
habited by the same species throughout its expanse. But in sorne 
areas game is far more abundant than in others, and there are few 
natural ecological boundaries that prevent the migration of game 
from one area to another. 

lt is, perhaps, f or this reason that clear-cut tribal or group ter
ritories do not occur among South American hunters, since con
trol of a territory usually would not lead to control of the game 
within it. In addition, the relatively small size of hunting groups in 
relationship to their hunting ranges would make active defense of 
a territory extremely difficult. This is not true of the riverine 
babitat, where control of the flood-plain and fishing resources in 
a lake or along a stretch of river was practicable. 

The other problem of spacing populations is their tendency 
to increase. Thus: 

If an animal is introduced to a new and favorable are a, it 
at first increases rapidly, but it is soon checked, and thereafter 
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its numbers, like those of other animals, fluctuate between 
limits that are extremely restricted compared with what is 
theoretically possible. It follows that natural populations 
are in sorne way regulated, and that the controlling factors 
act more severely when numbers are high than when they 
are low [Lack 1954:275]. 

A problem that I am not approaching in this paper is the regula
tion of population by direct limitation of births or by mechanisms 
that increase or decrease mortality. James Neel, who has worked 
for many years with tropical forest populations, points out that 
"most primitive populations practiced spacing of children" (in 
Chapter 1 O of this volume) . A Sharanahua woman practices 
abortion in order to space children at approximately three-year 
intervals, and they claim to possess a medicine that prevents con
ception permanently. Although the two problems of population 
regulation, dispersion and limitation, intersect, here I am only 
taking up dispersion. 

In recent years many anthropologists and demographers as well 
as zoologists have been influenced by Wynne-Edwards' book 
Animal Dispersion in Relation to Social Behavior (1962). While 
sorne of his ideas are controversia!, bis outline of the problems 
that ali animal populations confront in relationship to their re
sources is generally accepted and provides an extremely useful 
framework for studying hunting cultures. Wynne-Edwards follows 
Lack in observing that the limiting or dispersion of natural popu
lations does not take place through the exhaustion of res~urces 
and subsequent starvation or migration. 

He points out that the overexploitation of natural resources 
"reduces both the yield per unit effort and the total yield; in sorne 
circumstances, if sufficiently severe, it can damage the stock be
yond recovery and even lead to its extermination" ( 1962: 7). 
Recent studies of hunting and gathering peoples (Lee and DeVore 
1968) support the observation made by Carr-Saunders ( 1922) 
that most primitive hunters are healthy and well-fed. Neel finds 
"that relatively uncontacted primitive man under conditions of low 
population density enjoys 'intermediate' infant mortality and rela
tively good health" ( Chapter 1 O of this volume). The evidence 
of long-time settlement of the tropical forest without exhausting 
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the game supply as compared to the rapid extinction of garue in 
"civilized" areas indicates a conservation-oriented adaptation of 
tropical forest cultures. s 

Wynne-Edwards uses examples of modero fisberies to show 
that "the size of the optimum catch is not self-evident" ( 1962: 7). 
That is, for any predator, human or animal, modern or primitive, 
game may fluctuate within a safe range, but there is a point where 
continual depredations will push this resource to extinction. The 
point at which it is noticeable that game is sparse may already 
be too late. It is for this reason that I suggested that rational 
dispersion, breaking up a village after game has become sparse, 
is usually not adaptive. 

Since it has been shown that overexploitation usually does not 
occur, "it is impossible to escape the conclusion ... that some
thing must, in fact, constantly restrain them, while in the midst of 
plenty, f rom over-exploiting their prey" ( 1962: 7) . The restraint 
cannot be permanently set, for example, at four animals per person 
per month, since both populations and resources fluctuate over 
time. 

Wynne-Edwards continues: "food is generally the ultimate fac
tor determining population density" ( 11), but "it cannot be in
voked as the proximate agent in chopping the numbers, without 
disastrous consequences" ( 13). He argues that a density
dependent mechanism must exist to regulate animal numbers. By 
density-dependent mechanism be means an indicator that is sensi
ti ve to a worsening balance between resources and population 
size, a homeostatic device that is triggered either by increasing 
population or decreasing resources and disperses or limits popula
tions until the balance is readjusted. 

"Free contest between rivals for any commodity will readily 
provide such an indicator . . . One of our guiding first principies, 
however, is that undisguised contest for food inevitably leads in 
the end to over-exploitation" (14). Within all human hunting 
societies direct competition over protein is eliminated by sbaring 
meat. The maloca or communal house typical of the interfluvial 
Indians promoted conformity to tbe cultural rule that meat should 
be shared.6 

To follow Wynne-Edwards one step further: "a conventional 
goal for competition has to be evolved in its stead; and it is pre-
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cisely in this ... tbat social organization and the primitive seeds 
of all social behavior have their origin" ( 14). Women are the 
conventional goal of competition between tropical forest Indian 
men. They are the incentives f or hunting and the goal of raiding. 

When 1 first went to the field 1 believed, as many anthropologists 
do, that hunting was an enjoyable occupation in and of itself; 
that, as Holmberg put it: "such pleasant occupations as hunting 
. . . and collecting . . . are regarded more as diversions than as 
work" ( 1969: 1O1 ) . After slogging through the tropical f orest in 
the rainy season, wading through swamps up to the hips, picking 
off ticks, and avoiding stinging ants, I would question the idea 
that hunting is far more joyful than gathering or agriculture. 1 
agree with Holmberg's second thought, when, apparently ignoring 
what his informants told him, he described at length that the food 
quest is "always punishing because of the fatigue and pain in
evitably associated with hunting, fishing, and collecting food" 
(249). 

If it were possible to measure the relative pleasure of a series 
of occupations, hunting would probably be no better nor worse 
than a multitude of others. Both the pleasures and the pains of 
hunting are related not only to the actual activity but to the im
plication that a good hunter is a virile man. Thus among the 
Shavante: "Hunting is the most common expression of virility. 
Shavante men enjoy it for its own sake and delight in it, if they 
are good at it, because it enables them to make a public exhibition 
of their manliness" (Maybury-Lewis 1967:36). Even' the 
Y 'lnomamo feel obliged to provide meat for their wives and chil
dren, although not out of a sense of cherishing: "they genuinely 
abhor hearing their children cry for meat; this calls into question 
their abilities as hunters and marksmen, both of which are asso
ciated with prestige" ( Chagnon 1968a: 91 ) . 

Virility implies a positive response from women. Further, the 
culturally structured idea that a successful hunter is a virile man 
carries a sting: the unsuccessful hunter is by social definition 
not virile. Shavante women "receive an unsuccessful hunter with 
a marked coldness, even when there is plenty of other food in 
the household" (Maybury-Lewis 1967: 36). Holmberg described 
the plight of one Sirionó, Enía, "who was regarded by everyone 
as a poor hunter . . . he was very unhappy about his lack of 
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hunting ability, for he was being constantly insulted at drinking 
feasts and was almost daily ridiculed by bis wife for retuming from 
the forest empty-handed. Once he bad possessed two wives, one 
of whom he lost" (1969:275). Holmberg taught Enía to use a 
shotgun, which improved his hunting and his prestige, and helped 
to gain him a second wife. Perhaps the most succinct expression 
of the connection between hunting and virility was made by a Sha
ranahua woman when the men of her household retumed from 
the hunt tired, depressed, and empty-handed. In a voice that car
ried throughout tbe house she said, "There is no meat, let's eat 
penises." 

In 1967 I kept a record of the bunting efforts of ten Sbaranahua 
men over a month's time. The Sharanahua bave two basic patterns 
of hunting. In the first, each man decides for himself whether 
or not to go hunting. He usually hunts alone and brings the game 
back to bis own household. My record showed that older men 
hunted more often than younger men. Generally men with two 
wives hunted more often than single men or men with only one 
wife. 

In contrast, during the special hunts-the second pattem-the 
young men (single or with one wife) always hunted actively. Dur
ing one special hunt, despite the Sharanahua's fear of the forest 
at night, three young men stayed out until nine o'clock. They re
tumed carrying two white-lipped peccaries. There are major difier
ences between these two hunting patterns, which explain the sudden 
enthusíasm of young men in tbe special bunt. Nowadays, house
holds are separated and no one but the women of the household 
knows whether or not a man has returned with game. Men face 
the ridicule of their wives if they return empty-handed, but single 
men have no one to impress in their own bouseholds. 

The special hunt is started by the women. Early in the evening, 
all the young women go from house to house singing to every 
man. Each woman chooses a man to hunt for her, a man who 
is not her husband nor of her kin group, though he may be her 
cross-cousin, her husband's brother, or a stranger. The men leave 
the following day and are met on their return by a line-up of all 
the women of the village, painted and beaded and wearing their 
best dresses. Even the older meo will not face this line wHhout 
game, but, if unsuccessful, they beach their canoes and slink to 
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their bouseholds by a back trail. The choice of partners is usually 
a choice of lovers, and many partnerships are maintained for years. 
I found it possible to chart the ups and downs of love affairs in 
the village on the basis of partnerships in tbe special hunts. 7 Most 
of the features of the special hunt were part of everyday life thirty 
years ago, when the Sharanahua lived in malocas, and men always 
had an audience for their hunting efforts. 

For the Sharanahua as for other tropical forest lndians the in
centive f or hunting is to gain access to women, either as wives 
or as mistresses. One can see variations on a single theme from 
the crude gift of meat "to seduce a potential wife" among the 
Sirionó ( Holmberg 1969: 166) ; the elaboration of the special hunt 
among the Sharanahua; to the young Shavante's provisioning bis 
father-in-law with game after the consummation of bis marriage. 
"The partition for the newly-weds is therefore erected as a pub
lic statement by the wife's kin that the marriage has been consum
mated and that the young husband is now contractually bound 
to them. He is expected to send portions of the game he kills over 
to their household" (Maybury-Lewis 1967: 92). Whether men 
prove their virility by hunting and thus gain wives or offer meat 
to seduce a woman, the theme is an exchange of meat for sex. 

This theme is not unusual, but it cannot be understood by a 
direct appeal either to biology or psychology. That is, I know of 
no real evidence that women are naturally or universally less inter
ested in sex or more interested in meat than are men. On the 
contrary, in terms of the reality of hunting societies, a more natu
ral exchange would be hunted game f or vegeta ble produce. Perhaps 
one of the major contributions of the symposium volume Man the 
Hunter (Lee and DeVore 1968) is the presentation of data from 
several bunting societies that lead to the thought that a more ap
propriate title for a discussion of this stage in human cultural evolu
tion would be "Woman the Gatherer." Lee and De V ore point out 
that "Modern hunters . . . depend for most of their subsistence 
on sources other than meat, mainly vegetable f oods, fish and shell 
fish. Only in the arctic and subarctic areas where vegetable foods 
are unavailable do we find the text book examples of mammal 
hunters" (1968:7). Women provide the bulk of the food supply 
in all other hunting and gathering societies. Although in tropical 
forest societies men are agriculturalists as well as hunters women 
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are the primary producers of agricultura! and gathered crops as 
measured by hours of subsistence labor. The excbange of meat 
for sex is an economic system, a system in which men strive to 
be good hunters in competition with other men in order to gain 
possession of or access to women. 

A law basic to economic theory is that competition occurs only 
over scarce items. If women are to be the incentive for male hunt
ing efforts, they must be scarce, since competition can occur only 
over scarce items. The traditional example of air as a free good 
may soon be lost, but at this date no one yet competes for unpol
luted air. Scarce women are the "substitutes for the ultimate goal 
that sbould never be disputed in the open-the bread of life itself" 
(Wynne-Edwards 1962: 13). 

There are three common cultural means of making women 
scarce: (1) to limit sexual access by social rules of sexual moral
ity; ( 2) to practice polygyny; and ( 3) to alter the sex ratio through 
selective infanticide or other meaos. Although it may be diflicult 
to imagine a human society with no rules of sexual morality, that 
is, wbere sexual intercourse is left completely to individual choice 
and preference, a little thougbt will show that in such a society 
there would be no competition over sex. The strongest would not 
monopolize all the women, since he would have no investment 
in exclusive rights. The most beautiful might win all the men, but 
so would the rest of the women. Although rules of morality are 
in sorne areas applied to men as well as women, the double stand
ard is more common, and there appear to be no cases of men 
being limited by sexual mores while women are immune. Rules 
of sexual morality can produce a short supply of sexually receptive 
women even in a monogamous system, since in hunting societies 
the necessity for spacing children usually leads to post-partum sex 
taboos. 

Neither polygyny nor female infanticide alone can produce scar
city unless they are combined with rules of sexual morality, but 
either one will increase it. The choice of cultural means is influ
enced by factors outside of this discussion. Thus, polygyny seems 
related to the importance of women's labor; female infanticide may 
be used as a device for limiting the population by reducing the 
number of females who will grow up to reproduce. 

Various combinations of polygyny and limited sexual access 
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appear the most common practice for tropical forest hunters. Even 
where tbe actual number of polygynous marriages is numerically 
small, its eff ect, as Harner ( 1963 : 5 7) has pointed out, is to pro
duce an artificial shortage of women. Among the Sharanahua, 
though a minority of marriages are polygynous, these reduce the 
number of marriageable women in the preferred age categories, 
16-20, and lead to marriages with child brides. This passes down 
the shortage of women to a still younger category. For my argu
ment, however, numbers are less important than a belief that one 
should have more than one wife. This keeps married men in the 
competition, and women must, theref ore, be won. 

The scarcity of women is thus a cultural artifact which produces 
competition between men and provides incentives for hunting. lt 
also pro vides the incentive f or the widespread pattern in the tropi
cal f orest of raiding other villages or tri bes for women. The practice 
of raiding itself keeps groups at a distance from one another, thus 
dispersing hunters, and a perennial motive of acquiring more 
women is a self-fueling reason to keep raiding. 

The problem now is to outline how competition over women 
may increase as game decreases in relation to population and how 
tbis increased competition leads to a dispersion of hunting groups 
before any tightening of the belt or damage to the game occurs. 
The model described here is fairly close to the potlatch model 
of Suttles (1960) and Vayda (1961a), the pig feast model (Vayda, 
Leeds, and Smith 1961), and Rappaport's ( 1968) analysis of the 
ritual of kaiko. 

Taking two imaginary villages within raiding range, let us assume 
that game is extremely abundant-monkeys fall out of the trees 
into the arms of the expectant hunters, tapirs stroll to the streams, 
herds of peccaries trample their way through the nearby gardens. 
This is only a sligbt exaggeration of wbat Chandless ( 1866) de
scribed on the upper Purús in 1869 when the Indian groups were 
few and scattered. Every man is a good hunter; only a small a1nount 
of time need be expended on the chase; women witbin the village 
are content; and young men raid for women back and forth be
tween the malocas. 

This idyll begins to shatter as game becomes less plentiful. Dif
ferences in hunting luck or skill begin to show. The less successful 
hunters go out more frequently, and their wives are cold and ver-
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bally castrating, even though tbey are receiving meat through the 
sharing system. Husband's brother is the better hunter, and women 
are notoriously fickle. If poorer bunters hunt increasingly more 
often, while better hunters stay in the village with time on their 
hands and virility in their hearts, the chances as well as the sus
picion that they are involved in love affairs increase. As social 
tension increases a village may fission, and less successful men 
may leave for a better area while each still has a wife. 

Within a maloca the poor hunters are less likely to raid for 
women, since they will stand a good chance of losing them to 
the better hunters in their own maloca. If the entire maloca is 
bunting poorly, the men will not be likely to raid since more women 
will put even more pressure on all the men to hunt. If the men 
of one village are continually more successful than another, they 
will increasingly raid the other, taking women and occasionally 
killing other hunters until finally the weaker village flees. This out
come to tropical f orest patterns of raiding is suggested by Carneiro 
(1970:735). 

Basic to this argument is that differences in hunting skills among 
men are apparent only when game is not abundant. In hunting 
societies boys typically begin to handle a bow and arrow from 
the day they can walk. The only really poor hunter at Marcos, 
whose efforts invariably met with failure, had spent three to four 
years of his childhood with a Peruvian trader. 8 

My data show that hunters with less skill or luck even up their 
odds by hunting more often. In a location that is relatively rich 
in game such as the area around Marcos, the two most active hunt
ers went out eleven times in one month. They contributed more 
meat than otber men, but their ratios of success to the number 
of hunting trys were not nearly as bigb as the ratios of sorne of 
the men who hunted less frequently. 

Direct testing of this hypothesis is difficult since estimating the 
point of diminishing returns on hunting presents as many prob
lems to an anthropologist as to an Indian hunter, and a decade 
would be a sensible time period for testing it. In addition, contact 
has eliminated raiding throughout most of the tropical forest and 
has reduced or influenced the fissioning and re-establishment of 
settlements. lt would be somewhat simpler to test a corollary of 
tbis hypothesis cross-culturally. 
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The corollary is that in areas where the balance between game 
and population density is most delicate, that is where game is more 
difficult to get and where population density is stabilized at a lower 
amount of protein per person, the scarcity of women will be more 
extreme to provide a more refined or more responsive index of 
competition. Competition will be more intense and village cohesion 
more fragile. If my hypothesis is correct, all other things being 
equal, in areas of abundant game in relation to population; sex 
mores would be more relaxed, and the distribution of women would 
be relatively equal; in areas of sparser game in relationship to popu
lation density, sex mores would tend toward the purit~nical, and 
the distribution of women would be unequal. 

Although Chagnon <loes not present figures on protein intake 
in bis monograph ( 1968a), the Y (!nomamo appear to tend toward 
the extreme of low protein. "Game animals are not abundant, and 
an area is rapidly hunted out ... 1 have gone on five-day hunting 
trips with the Y ~nomamo in areas that had not been hunted for 
decades . . . we did not collect even enough meat to feed our
selves" ( 33). Chagnon estimates that 85 % of the food produced by 
the Y (!Ilomamo is domesticated crops, yet none of these yield an 
adequate source of protein. 

Y ~nomamo men severely punish their wives for infidelity ( 82). 
Twenty-five per cent of the roen in one village had two or more 
wives (75); one important man "has had five or six wives so far" 
( 14), another man is described as having four wives ( 94) . Sin ce 
the Y (\nomamo also practice female infanticide ( 7 4), they are 
faced with a relatively severe shortage of women. They raid fre .. 
quently, which, as Chagnon indicates, leads to dispersion: "a 
Y (\nomamo group would remain indefinitely in the area it settled 
were it not for the threat of raids from warring neighbors" (39). 

Tbe Sharanahua tend toward the other end of the scale. Game 
is relatively abundant. In a typical special hunt, eight men hunt
ing for one day returned with two white-lipped peccaries, one large 
monkey, and one bird. During these special hunts sexual license 
is expected, and in everyday life extra- and pre-marital love affairs 
are common and rarely punished. While 20% of the men have 
two wives, none has more, and female infanticide is not practiced. 
The Sharanahua no longer raid, but even in the past they appear 
to have been moderate in their raid.ing. 
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In order for this type of mechanism to work, the participants 
must be unaware of the artificial nature of the goal for wbich they 
are competing. At the point where hunters become aware that "a 
woman is just a woman" and that the distribution system permits 
sorne men to lie in their hammocks while others search for game, 
the system breaks down. Therefore, it is essential that certain be
liefs be shared by all the actors in this scheme. It is necessary 
to believe that roen are hunters, that good hunters get more women, 
that women are scarce, that scarce ( virtuous) women are good, 
and that non-scarce (loose) women are bad. These are common 
themes in a wide arra y of South American myths, 9 and these are 
part of the consciousness structured by a hunting society. 

Por the sake of examining my hypothesis I have presented a 
simplified model of tropical f orest culture. Culture is multi
determined and, in order to clarify one strand of determinants, 
many others must be put aside. As one ecologist warns, "It is not 
always easy to single out the limiting factor and sometimes two 
or more factors combine to provide the limiting influence" ( Clark 
19 54: 20). The effect of combining agriculture with hunting, village 
life with roaming game, has certainly influenced marriage and raid
ing patterns in the tropical forest. Settled hunters have problems 
that nomads can ignore. Villages can be moved but not far, or 
else all the crops of the previous planting will be wasted, and new 
crops take six months to ayear anda half to grow. This is probably 
one of the reasons for dispersion occurring by means of the conven
tional raiding patterns peculiar to this area. 

I suggest that my hypothesis could be applied beyond the region 
of the South American tropical forest, but that different methods 
of dispersion should be investigated. For example, today among 
the Sharanahua and other Indians where raiding is outlawed, men 
are often forced out of their own villages by the rule of matri
locality as fathers bold onto their scarce daughters. In other regions 
dispersion may occur through complex systems of marriage in 
which competition based on the scarcity of women is intensified 
by the wide extension of incest taboos. The assumption of studies 
of marriage as a series of exchanges between groups is precisely 
that women are economic, that is scarce, items. Only a careful 
analysis of field data can establish what the limiting factor or fac
tors are in any cultural-ecological niche. It will prove productive 
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to examine the relationship between such factors and the culturally 
defined mode of allocating scarce women. 

NOTES 

l. Although economists avoid defining a concept as basic to their disci
pline as scarcity, accepting instead that "a world without scarcity . . . is not 
our world" (Alcbian and Allen, 1965: 13), their use of it jndicates that it is 
culturally determined. Tbus economists make statements such as: "material 
wants are for practica! purposes, insatiable, or un1imited" yet they add: "this 
is particularly so in the United States" (McConnell, 1966:24). 

2. Lathrap also divides the Amazon basin into these two habitats: "By 
way of contrast the jungles away from the major rivers have meager game 
resources. The fishing potential of tbe smaUer tributarles is limited .. . The 
extreme fragility of the game resources in the jungles away from the rivers 
was a dominant factor affecting human utilization of these areas" ( 1970:36). 

3. This proportion seems to be changing as the Sharanabua adapt more to 
the large-river habitat. When I returned to Marcos in 1969, three men had 
learned to make fi.sh nets, and fishing seems to be gradually becoming more 
importan t. 

4. This is what Hamer suggests occurs with a shif t from game to fish as 
the source of protein (1970:71). 

5. The primitive cultures the anthropologist studies tend to be conservative 
and, tberefore, conservation-oriented. Tbere is no implication in the light of 
culture history that tbe cultures described here are either typical of human 
culture or permanently stable. Progress and the destruction of natural re
sources may be far more typical of human history tban the temporary, al
though for a few thousand years, conservation-based cultures of the Soutb 
American tropical f orest. 

6. Although the Sharanahua (Siskind 1968) and the Sirionó (Holmberg 
1969) often avoid sharing by eating meat secretly, this simply affirms their 
own belief that meat sbould be sbared. 

7. Similar special hunts are reported for the Cashinabua (Kenneth Ken
singer), the Canella (Nimuendajú 1946), and the Krikati (Dolores Newton 
personal communication) . 

8. Enía, the poor hunter descr ibed by Holmberg, had a very similar his
tory of being away from native life and the automatic learning of hunting 
skills during childhood. 

9. The two myths that seem particularly related to these tbemes are those 
that describe the tapir who seduces women, in which the relationship be
tween meat and sex is graphically illustrated, and both free game and free 
sex are appropriately eliminated from society. The other set of myths that 
deal with these cultural principies are those that explain the origin of women, 
in which it can be seen that women are different from men; that men pre
viously got along without women, i.e. did not need women's labor; and that 
tbere are not very many women, i.e. women are scarce. 

lntroduction to Privacy and Extra-Marital Afjairs in a Tropi
cal Forest Community 

Using the social structure of a small tropical forest lndian com
munity as bis framework, Thomas Gregor focuses on a subtle as
pect of social life neglected by structural analyses: privacy and 
the lack of it. Gregor's approach is influenced by Erving Goffman 
(1959) and Robert Murphy (see Chapter 12 in tbis volume and 
bis discussion of image management in "Social Distance and the 
Veil," 1964). These writers malee an analogy between social life 
and a stage, with the actors upon it realizing social goals through 
the manipulation of roles. Perhaps the most important aspect of 
this approach is the way in which inf ormation is managed by actors. 
Each one seeks to limit and otherwise control the kind and amount 
of inf ormation held by the others regarding bis motives, goals and 
activities. 

The Mehinacu are, like the Kuikuru, one of several small tribes 
located in the Upper Xingú Reservation in Brazil. Gregor has de
scribed ritual isolation among them in another article ( 1970) and 
also discusses privacy in a cross-cultural context (J. R. Roberts 
and Gregor, 1970). Further information on the sex lives of Xin
guano lndians may be f ound in Cameiro ( 19 5 8) . Further inf or
mation on the peoples of this region may be found in R. Murphy 
and B. Quain (1955) and Oberg (1953) as well as the items cited 
in the introductions to Dole's and Carneiro's articles. 

Thomas Gregor holds a Ph.D. degree from Columbia University 
and is presently Assistant Professor of Anthropology at Comell 
University, lthaca, New York. In addition to bis research in Brazil 
he has conducted field work among the Jicarilla Apache. 
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14. PRIVACY AND EXTRA-MARITAL 
AFFAIRS IN A TROPICAL FOREST 
COMMUNITY 1 

THOMAS GREGOR 

I 

Sex in nearly all societies is a matter of considerable delicacy, de
manding privacy and discretion. Extra-marital sex requires even 
~ore careful management, since an affair is a potentially disruptive 
1nvolvement challenging the stability of vital social relationships. 
What strategies do lovers employ to conceal secret trysts in a com
munity where everyday conduct is highly visible, and where there 
are few barriers to the flow of information? In this article we de
scribe the techniques of conducting extra-marital affairs among the 
Mehinacu Indians of central Brazil, and explore the significance 
of securing privacy2 in primitive communities. 

The Mehinacu are a one-village tribe of fifty-seven Arawakan
speaking Indians living along the headwaters of the Xingú River. 
They and their culturally similar though linguistically distinct 
neighborsª subsist primarily on the slash-and-burn horticulture of 
manioc, and fishing. Kinship among the Mehinacu is reckoned bi
later.ally, and extends to every member of the tribe, although the 
precise genealogical connections are often unknown. Residence is 
ideally matri-patrilocal, but admits of so many exceptions that the 
actual pattem is best described as de facto ambilocal. Marriage 
is usually village endogamous to a classificatory cross-cousin. Ordi
nary social relationships are egalitarian in character, so that neither 
the cbief nor the shaman are exempt from the day-to-day tasks 
of fishing and maintaining a garden. 

Like many other tribes in the tropical forest of South America 
Mehinacu men and women lead somewhat separate , lives. The; 
not only work apart, but conduct separate ceremonies, intertribal 
sporting events, and trading sessions. This separateness is sup
ported by codes of pollution which hold that contact with the op-
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posite sex can compromise the performance of the sex roles. 
Men are genuinely concemed about the dangers of female sexual
ity. Excessive intercourse is said to threaten a man's health and 
skills by stunting bis growth, weakening bis strength as a wrestler, 
and undermining his ability to fish and bunt. Menstrual blood is 
considered especially dangerous, because it causes sickness and 
cramps. A house's daily production of processed manioc flour is 
routinely thrown out if one of the women is found to be menstruat
ing. There are thnes when even the mere thought of a woman 
may be foolhardy. A daydream about a wife or a mistress while 
alone in the forest is said to attract a demon in the guise of a 
beautiful woman who can carry a young man off to his death. 
Paralleling these beliefs are a set of restrictions that regulate the 
women's contact with the ·men, . including rules against certain kinds 
of sexual bebavior, and injunctions against caring too much for 
a man. 

The exclusiveness and separation of the collective activities of 
men and women are insured by severe punishments. lf a woman 
enters the men's house in the center of the village or looks inside 
to see the sacred flutes she will be gang-raped by the men of the 
tribe. Similarly, the Mehinacu believe that if a woman sees a bull
roarer used during certain men's ceremonies her hair will fall out. 
Corresponding to these sanctions are penalties for men who inter
fere with women's activities. During one woman's festival any man 
from another tribe who inadvertently enters the village will be badly 
beaten by all the women of the tribe. In ancient times, according 
to Mehinacu legend, the women gang-raped any man who wit
nessed this festival. 

Further reinforcing the separation of the sexes are codes of 
ritualized and informal sex antagonism. There are ceremonies in 
which the meo intimidate the women with bull-roarers, sing songs 
designed to sexually sbame them, and taunt them with clay phal
luses and wax genitalia. The women, for their part, have rituals 
during which they tease tbe men with songs, cover them with cal
drons of watery garbage, and gouge them with their teeth and 
nails. This ritualized sex antagonism has a less formal concomitant 
in gossip and banter, since the men often make deprecatory re
marks about the wo1nen's genitalia and their behavior during coi-
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tus. The women, though somewhat less outspoken, frequently 
gossip maliciously about the men as a group and as individuals. 

Remarkably coexisting with the pattem of separation and an
tagonism between the sexes is an extraordinary degree of mutual 
sexual attraction. The Mehinacu attitude toward sex emphasizes 
its sportiveness and opportunities f or mutual enjoyment. The men 
frequently comment on the excitement of sexual relations, using 
the terms weiupei (voluptuous itching) and awirintiapai (suc
culent, delicious) to describe their sensations. The sexual joking 
that accompanies everyday male interaction is often of an almost 
Rabelaisian character,4 taking immeasurable delight in the descrip
tion of conquests and seductions. The women are expected to be 
more demure about sex, but according to our inf ormants nearly 
all of them have orgasms and enjoy intercourse. Corresponding 
to the positive attitude toward sex is a high level of sexual activity. 
Male adolescents say that they have sexual relations every day, 
and men in their twenties only slightly less often. 

Extra-marital liaisons make up a large percentage of Mehinacu 
sexual activity, as the men report having relations with their mis
tresses four to five times more often than with their spouses. Coitus 
with a mistress is said to be considerably more pleasurable than 
with a wife. Properly, such affairs are limited to women who are 
not proscribed by the incest taboo or other sexual prohibitions. 
Only classificatory cross-cousins who are neither the spouses of 
brothers or brothers-in-law nor certain other affinal relatives are 
eligible for extra-marital relations. If this system were practiced 
faithfully, however, many Mehinacu would find themselves in the 
intolerable situation of having only one, two, or even no women 
with whom they could legitimately conduct an extra-marital affair. 
The system of extending kinship is very flexible, however, so that 
frequently a young man can make a case for insisting that a girl 
is a cross-cousin rather than sorne other category of relative. This 
possibility is especially practicable when both of bis parents are 
Mehinacu, since he may then be able to trace putative genealogical 
links through either of his parents' lines. One of these alternative 
methods of working through his relationship to the girls is likely 
to produce the desired result of placing her in the cross-cousin 
category.5 Sexual affairs such as these which are often in marginal 
violation of the incest taboo only excite passing village interest. 
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The couple in question seems to experience little anxiety or conflict 
over their relationship once it is established. Affairs in violation 
of the respect owed brothers and affi.nal kin, however, are a some
what more serious matter, and are not undertaken ligbtly. 

One consequence of the Mehinacu willingness to engage in sex
ual relationships which are nominally proscribed by the incest 
taboos is that extra-marital liaisons are numerous. One young man 
conducts regular affairs with at least ten of the Mehinacu women, 
which is better than fifty percent of all the adult women in the 
community. In general, a man participates in extra-marital affairs 
with most of the women who are more or less· of his own genera
tion, and who are not explicitly proscribed by the incest taboo 
or by the rules of respect owed affi.nal kin. 

In part, it is possible to account for the prevalence of extra
marital relationships among the Mehinacu in terms of their role 
in maintaining the cohesiveness of the community. On the simplest 
level, discreetly conducted affairs keep the population of the com
munity together. Lovers and mistresses often become very fond 
of each other, 6 and regard long absences from the village as a 
privation they would prefer to avoid. This sentiment is significan~, 
because the solidarity of Mehinacu society is somewhat precan
ously maintained. The boundaries of the group are not con
spicuously structured by exogamy or warfare, and sorne of the 
Mehinacu actually leave the tribe for extended trips to other vil
lages or dry season home sites. The persistence of ~e tribe. as 
a social unit is impottant in the long ron, however, s1nce dunng 
times of sickness or crop blights, mutual cooperation can help in
sure survival. Interest in sexual affairs, then, seems to function 
as a centripetal force which encourages continued residence in the 
viÍlage, and motivates the traveler to return home. 

Sexual affair8 are not only a source of stability in village mem
bership, but they are also an important basis of economic ~istrib~
tion within the community. Lovers are expected to prov1de their 
mistresses with regular gifts of food, 7 and occasional presents of 
more substantial items, such as combs, baskets or shell necklaces. 
Women seem to be under somewhat less obligation to reciprocate, 
but they often give their paramours a spindle of spun cotton, or 
even ( though very rarely) a hammock. These exchanges are a small 
but still significant part of the total economy. A house with a num-
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ber of sexually active women can count on a modest but regular 
supply of fish throughout the year, even during the rainy season 
when the total catch begins to decline. A bachelor whose mother 
and sister do not provide him with a new hammock or cotton 
for his belt and arm bands can often secure these goods from bis 
mistresses. Even married men can benefit from this system, since 
their wives can acquire necessary articles, such as baskets, which 
they may lack the skill to make. 

Perhaps the most remarkable consequence of extra-marital sex
uality among the Mehinacu is its effects on the village kinship 
system. The Mehinacu believe that a newborn infant is literally 
composed of accumulated ejaculate from repeated instances of sex
ual intercourse. If a woman does not have sexual relations fre
quently enough during pregnancy tben it is said that her child will 
be bom too small. On the other hand, if she has sexual relations 
too frequently the child may be too large or she may even have 
twins. This theory of conception and patemity is logically incor
porated in Mehinacu kinship. If a woman has sexual relations dur
ing pregnancy with many lovers, they are all considered to have 
jointly produced the child together with the mother's husband. 
These co-genitors are to a degree recognized as their offspring's 
sociological fathers. A chiid is ideally instructed to refer to bis 
mother's paramours as papa (father, or father's real and classifica
tory male siblings), and when he is mature he must avoid sexual 
contact with these men's daughters since such relations are con
sidered incestuous. In practice this method of extending paternity 
is applied flexibly, so that a woman is unlikely to inform her chil
dren about the extra-marital affairs she subsequently regretted. 
Liaisons in serious violation of the incest taboo, with deviant in
dividuals, or with suspected witches do not seem to become in
corporated in the kinship system. Paternity is selectively extended 
to men with whom the mother has had enduring and valued rela
tionships. The net effect of this system of extending consanguineal 
kinship is to bridge genealogically distant relationships, helping to 
insure that no Mehinacu is outside the orbit of kinship. 

Even though extra-marital sex among the Mehinacu is• a frequent 
and socially useful activity,8 it must be concealed and engaged 
in privately. As in our own society sexual intercourse is an intimate 
event, and couples are ashamed to be seen. It is also said, however, 
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to be enjoyable to watch, and a few of the villagers can relate 
with enthusiasm how they have seen sorne of their fellow tribesmen 
copulating. The Mehinacu cannot therefore reliably count on each 
other's discretion, but must actively attempt to conceal the act of 
sex. 

A second reason for hiding sexual liaisons is more unexpected. 
Despite their relatively permissive attitudes toward sex and the high 
frequency of extra-marital affairs, the Mehinacu have a double 
standard. The men believe it is a good thing f or them to ha ve 
many lovers, but bad for women and especially bad for their 
wives. 9 A husband may become so jealous about bis wife's extra
marital activities that he will publicly beat and denounce her. She, 
in tum, may violently berate him about bis amorous adventures 
and even swing at him with a fiery brand. Although extreme jeal
ousy of this kind is only typical of the younger couples, even the 
most mature and liberal spouses have at least the right to expect 
that their mate's liaisons will be managed discreetly. Sexual jeal
ousies may serve a useful function in that liaisons mu.st be hidden 
and limited to relatively brief assignations. In this way affairs pose 
less of a threat to the stability of marriage than if they were not 
concealed. Nevertheless, jealousy and the interest in voyeurism cre
ate difficulties. Ali overt sexual activity, and especially extra
marital sex, must be carefully hidden. As we shall see, however, 
managing this kind of activity out of the public eye is extremely 
difficult in the relatively open setting of the Mehinacu village. 

II 

Extra-marital affairs are of intense interest to the entire 
Mehinacu community. Not only are such relationships intrinsically 
dramatic, but as we have seen they are of great importance in 
shaping the economic system and network of kinship in which 
everyone participates. All the villagers are therefore interested in 
leaming about the couples who are conducting extra-marital affairs, 
the gifts they have exchanged, and their chances of parenthood. 
This high level of curiosity is difficult to frustrate, since social rela
tionships are rendered highly visible by the physical setting and 
spatial design of the community. 
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FIG. l. Map of the Mehinacu village (in 1967). Areas within the 
center of tbe village and the main paths are higbly visible. The maze 
of paths around the plaza, represented by the network of thin lines, 
is hidden from sight by bushes and forest. 

Five large communal houses are grouped around an open plaza 
with a small men's house in the center. Any activities that might 
take place on the plaza, such as arranging liaisons or going to 
a rendezvous, would be easily visible to villagers sitting in the men's 
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bouse and in the doorways around the circumference of the plaza. 
The main paths around the village are also highly public regions. 
These trails are nominally owned by the Mehinacu chiefs and main
tained by all the men of the village, who take pride in their con
struction. One trail extends almost a mile and a half into the forest, 
and in places it is wide enough f or two small cars to travel si de 
by side. Part of the motivation for building these roads on such 
a grand scale is to be able to identify visitors from other tribes 
long before they arrive in the Mehinacu village. Movements in 
and out of the community by the Mehinacu themselves, however, 
are also easily visible. An amorous couple returning from an extra
marital liaison would be spotted instantly by one of the villagers. 

When social activities are not immediately visible they may often 
be observed indirectly. Footprints, for example, are almost as well
known as faces, and the barefoot Mehinacu leaves visual records 
of bis whereabouts and activities that his fellows are astonishingly 
adept at reading. A print of a heel and a buttock, f or example, 
may be enough to establish the identity of a couple that had sex
ual relations alongside the path. Personal property, such as canees, 
arrows, or axes left in public view may also indicate the intentions 
and whereabouts of the owner. 

When conduct is not immediately or indirectly observable it is 
often audible. The Mehinacu build their homes of thatch, which 
hardly obscures sound at all. Discussions are easily detectable 
through the wall of a house, and when listenirtg conditions are 
good it is even possible to overhear boisterous conversations in 
a nearby residence. In point of fact, listening conditions are often 
excellent in the Mehinacu village, f or unlike the urban situation 
to which many of us are accustomed most of what is audible 
is also socially meaningful. Relevant sounds are never masked by 
the noise of traffic or machinery. Instead background sounds con
sist of crying children, the conversations and disputes of spouses, 
the playing of flutes in the men's house, and the whistling of boys 
as they go to bathe in the morning, all of which tend to reveal 
the activities and tbe location of the villagers. The community is 
so permeable to sound that the Mehinacu signal to each other 
with a series of conventionalized falsetto whoops. There are sepa
rate calls indicating that food is being brought into the village, 
tbat a visitar is approaching, that the men of the tribe have reached 
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agreement over an important issue, and that valuable trade goods 
have just exchanged hands. So effective are these calls as devices 
of communication that it is possible for a villager to keep abreast 
of most of the public social events of the day without ever leaving 
bis hammock. The openness of the community to sound makes 
it understandably difficult to conduct or directly arrange an extra
marital affair within the confines of the village. The following lines 
from the ceremonial song of the cricket dramatically illustrate the 
Mehinacu alertness to the sounds that could expose such a rela
tionsbip: 

1 hear the hammock pole and the cords creaking 
I hear my mother having sexual relations 
Pilaw! Kulel Pilaw, Pilaw, Pilaw! 

The last line consists of Mehinacu onomatopoeic words for the 
sounds of intercourse. 

The final source of social information in the community is the 
gossip network. Small communities have notoriously efficient gos
sip systems, due in large part to the face-to-face character of social 
relationships and the relatively f ew message links required to 
spread a story to every member of the society. The Mehinacu are 
not exceptions to this pattern, and rapidly disseminate info1mation 
about each other's activities and misconduct. The men claim that 
the women are especially culpable for passing along compromising 
tales, and certainly they seem somewhat more tolerant of gossip 
than the men. One of the sanctioned activities of women who are 
friends, for example, is to tell each other "little lies." On the occa
sions I was able to trace the movement of an especially choice 
story through the village the women did in fact appear to be at 
the core of the process of transmission. In particular, groups of 
women who work together in the arduous and time-consuming 
preparation of manioc flour rapidly spread the story to their kins
men and friends until it was known throughout the village. 

Extra-marital affairs are especially vulnerable to exposure 
through gossip, since information about sexual liaisons inspires 
enormous interest. Stories of sexual escapades not only name the 
participants in adulterous relationships, but may even detall tbeir 
behavior during coitus, describing their sexual performance and 
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the size, odor, and color of their genitalia. These intimate reports 
spread quickly through the gossip network, to the great embarrass
ment of the villagers most directly concemed. 

By now it must be apparent that in the arena of the Mehinacu 
community privacy is a scarce commodity. If a villager is to retain 
control of inf ormation conceming bis activities he must take ad
vantage of the relatively few back regions bis community provides, 
and carefully manage bis conduct to foster the impressions he 
wisbes to convey. As we shall describe below, the techniques of 
retaining such informational c9nttol are especially intricate in 
the case of extra-marital relationships. 

III 

Extra-marital affairs are invariably initiated by men, and only 
after careful forethought. A young man who plans to approach a 
girl sexually for the first time is highly vulnerable since rejections 
are often received as personal humiliations. In fact, a scomed 
suitor can be a dangerous enemy since sickness in women, even 
the oldest and most dilapidated crones, is often attributed to re
vengeful sorcery. When the proposed liaison is marginally in vio
lation of the incest taboo ( and many affairs are) a rebuff can be 
especially upsetting. One consequence of these hazards is that a 
young man directly propositioning a gi.rl for the first time would 
never do so anywhere within the community where he might be 
seen or overheard. Instead he waits until she is outside the village 
on the way to the gardens or the river so that he will be reasonably 
confident they will be unobserved. He may then seize her by the 
wrist and propose sexual relati~ns. A very forceful way to propo
sition a girl, according to one informant, is to ask "Don't you 
like me?", for after this question it is difficult to turn him down 
without risking his anger. If he is rejected on the grounds of vio
lating the incest taboo he may respond by pointing out the ways 
in which their relationship may be considered to belong in the 
proper kinsbip category. A final rejection in this situation is a great 
embarrassment, and the young man will not be likely to misread 
the nature of their relationship again. An alternative to the direct 
approach is to arrange a sexual affair with the help of an interme-
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diary. An already established lover or even the girl's brother or 
cousin will often set up such relationships for bis male friends in 
exchange for a small gift. In tbis way an attractive girl rapidly 
accumulates numerous lovers. 

Once an extra-marital affair has been established lovers may 
only have sexual relations when they happen to come upon each 
other in the gardens or on the paths around the village. If they 
wish to meet on a more regular basis, however, they must secretly 
prearrange a time and a place for each liaison. This problem is not 
easily resolved, since there are few opportunities for lovers to speak 
to one another privately within the village. Co1nmon solutions are 
to use a child as an intermediary or to set a tentative date after each 
assignation. The preferred time for an affair is when the lovers' 
spouses are outside tbe village. When a man is on a fishing expe
dition bis wife can predict with a fair degree of accuracy wben he 
is likely to return. If a liaison has been prearranged she will wait 
until she can see her lover leaving the village, thereby signaling 
that he is ready. A few moments later, perhaps after telling the 
women of her house that she is going to defecate, she leaves the 
village on a different path and proceeds to a small cleared area 
in the woods wbich they have agreed on in advance. There are 
many such areas in the forest encircling the village that have been 
carefully chosen so that they are secluded, invisible from the main 
paths, and free of biting ants. Each of the Mehinacu men uses 
severa! of them distributed around the periphery of the community. 
The a rea selected by the lovers f or their liaison will be the one 
closest to the back door of the girl's house, so she will not be forced 
to cross the central plaza, or make a circuitous route through the 
fo res t. 

When the couple meet, they may exchange small gifts such as 
combs or cotton thread, and then bave sexual relations with a 
mínimum of conversation or foreplay. According to our informants 
the most frequent position is both couples sitting on the ground 
facing each other, with the woman's legs over the man's thighs. 
An alternate position is for tbe woman to lie down on a large log 
or on the ground with the man on top of her. After intercourse the 
lovers may sit together for a while, assuring one another that they 
enjoyed the experience, that they care for each other, and that 
they fear their spouses will discover their relationship. They may 
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also proclaim their faithfulness by saying tbat they do not bave 
any other lovers, though each may realize that such assurances 
are not to be taken altogether seriously. They will retum to the 
village as they carne, rejoining their families as if nothing had 
occurred. 

A device that is routinely used to mask sexual intrigues is pre
varication. Since the open setting of the community makes it vir
tually impossible for lovers to conceal all their preparations for a 
tryst, tbey routinely use mendacity to conceal the intentions that 
lie behind their conduct. In the late afternoon, when a young man 
puts on bis best shell belt and carefully decorates his hair with 
red dye, bis wife may want to know what he is planning to do. He 
will routinely explain he is going to the men's bouse in the center 
of tbe village. Since the men often adora themselves with no in
tention of engaging in an affair the wife is likely to credit this fabri
cation, or at least realize that sbe is not expected to inquire 
further .10 If the wife tends to be suspicious about her busband's 
activities, his efforts to mislead her will grow more elaborate. Quite 
frequently a husband will tell bis wife that he is going fisbing or 
gardening. He will carefully dress up to suit the part, putting on 
bark ankle wrappings, rubbing his body with oil, and shouldering 
a gun, canoe paddle, or hoe, whichever prop best suits his story. 
In reality, of course, he is meeting bis mistress, who may be busy 
deluding her kinsmen into thinking that she is going to bathe, or 
to ban1est manioc in her husband's garden. 

Not all intrigues are conducted as discreetly as the one described 
above. Frequen'tly it is impossible to plan a rendezvous in advance 
or wait until a woman's husband is a safe distance from the village. 
Such circumstances call for bolder strategy. One young man waits 
until his mistress' husband goes to the men's house to wrestle or 
work on handicrafts. He then slips out the back door of bis house 
and sneaks along the maze of hidden forest paths that surround 
the villa ge ( see Fig. 1 ) to a hiding place a short distan ce from the 
girl's back yard. He does not dare ca1l her or enter the house. 
Speaking to her publicly would give away bis purpose, and entering 
a neighbor's house simply is not done unless there is a trading 
session or a ceremony in progress. An hour may go by as the young 
man waits patiently. At last, the girl steps outside her house to 
urinate or to throw sorne household refuse into the bushes. He 
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calls to her by pursing his lips and making a small sound such as 
one might use to summon a kitten. They go behind a bush to have 
intercourse as quickly as possible, not having forgotten that the 
cuckolded husband is only a few yards away. They use a standing 
position in this situation, the girl raising one knee with her arms 
about her lover. As soon as they are finished, hardly having spoken 
a word, the young man races off tbrough the forest to bis own 
house, while the girl goes back to her work as nonchalantly as 
possible. Her husband may even return to the house at this point, 
never suspecting that he has been cuckolded in the short time of 
bis absence. 

Another kind of liaison requires even greater boldness and dar
ing, as it occurs within the houses at night. For long periods during 
the h~ight of the rainy season it is often too wet to have sexual 
relations comfortably out of doors. At sucb times a man usually 
waits until he knows that bis mistress' husband has left the village 
on a predawn fishing trip, or on a visit to another tribe. Making 
certain that bis wife is sleeping soundly he quietly slips over to 
bis girl friend's house. Entering, he expertly finds his way in the 
darkness through the tangle of hammock cords at bis chest a.nd 
the clutter of bowls and benches at bis feet, until at last he comes 
to bis mistress in her hammock. Although she may not have been 
expecting him she is glad he has come, for as the Mehinacu s~y, 
a woman likes sex best of all in her hammock at night with her 
lover. In this situation the couple make as little noise as possible 
for fear of waking those who are sleeping nearby. 

When the girl's husband is present, having sexual relations in 
her hammock (which is usually suspended just a few feet below 
her husband's) is considered too risky. As a result, they may have 
intercourse on the floor of the house, either in the cleared regions 
facing each door, or even in a narrow vermin-infested area be
tween the thatch walls and the house poles. Either of these alterna
tives is said to be an indelicate choice, and sorne informants speak · 
deprecatingly of their comrades who employ them. 

The nocturnal adventures of lovers are the most dramatic fea
ture of their relationship, and certainly under the most immediate 
pressure from the low levels of privacy available in the community. 
Presents exchanged by lovers, however, must also be concealed 
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from the cuckolded spouses since such gifts are a tangible symbol 
of their relationship. When a man returns from a successful fishing 
trip be will almost invariably detach one of bis choicest fish, one 
whose flesh is very oily, and have it delivered to bis mistress. He 
must do this bef ore entering the villa ge, for the moment he is 
spotted bis retum will be announced by ali the men of the village, 
who call out "Ki-ki-ki-ki-ki-Kupati!" (Fish!). After the commu
nity's attention has been focused on him in this way he has no 
choice but to go directly to bis own bouse and give his wife the 
fish for cooking. Publicly delivering the fish to his mistress would 
not only reveal their relationship, but could suggest they consid
ered each other husband and wife. The paramour can cir<,:umvent 
this difficulty by keeping away from the main paths and central 
plaza, and delivering the fish to the back door of bis mistress' 
house. If her husband is home, however, it is advisable to send 
the gift with one of the girl's kinsmen. Children are frequently 
u sed f or erraods of this kind, but it is also possible to recruit an 
adult, such as the mistress' brother. When he delivers the fish it 
will seem to the cuckolded husband that the gift has come from bis 
brother-in-law, rather than bis wife's lover. Gifts that are neither 
as disposable nor as casually distributed as food are more difficult 
to explain. A man may tell bis wife that the spool pf cotton thread 
given him by his mistress was actually a present from bis sister, a 
plausible though statisticé!llY unlikely explanation. Similarly, a . 
woman with a new basket from h~r lover will try to lead her hus
band to believe that it was .made by her brother or sorne other 
close kinsman. 

Gifts and the activities of lovers are not the only evidence of 
extra-marital affairs. The reader will recall that these relationships 
have important effects on the Mehinacu system of kinship, since 
paternity is selectively extended to a child's mother's paramours. 
Surprisingly enough, even these relationships must be concealed. 
The serisitivity of these bonds of kinship is partially explained by 
the fact that the relationship of lovers is often very stable, enduring 
for most of a lifetime. The use of the kinship term papa f or the 
children of such an affair is an offensive reminder to the cuckolded 
spouses of their mate's past indiscretions and continued infidelity. 
For tbis reason a mother instructs her child to call her paramours 
papa only when her husband is out of earshot. Similarly, the 
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paramour will urge the child to use the term papa very discreetly, 
because he is afraid the mother's husband will find out and be
come angry. 

The paternal relationship also affects the conduct of persons 
other than the paramour and bis mistress' children. The Mehinacu 
ct1ief, for example, is the father of our inf ormant's wife. One of the 
other villagers, however, is clandestinely her father by virtue of bis 
long-standing afiair with the chief's spouse. This father is therefore 
considered our informant's father-in-law. Neither the paternal nor 
the affinal relationship is performed or mentioned in the chiers 
presence, since they are embarrassments he <loes not wish to con
front. Submerging these roles requires care, but is not as difficult 
as might be expected. The father-child relationship, for example, 
is understandably poor in content. The only positive behavior as
sociated with it other than the occasional use of the proper kinship 
terms is a discreetly given present of one fish when the child is able 
to walk. The kinship term papa is even acceptable to the cuckolded 
chief in this case since he recognizes his wife's paramour as bis 
classificatory brother. 

The affinal ties that develop from the extension of patemity to 
the chiers daughter are also relatively easy to conceal. Among the 
Mehinacu, father and son-in-law must never use each other's 
names, and must avoid physical and social contact. The prohibition 
on naming <loes not expose our informanf s affinal relationship with 
bis wife's mother's paramour, however, since parents-in-law and 
chlldren-in-law can legitimately refer to each other with kinsbip 
terms that are also used for consanguineal kin. The avoidance 
taboos which our informant and the paramour are obliged to honor 
are also inconspicuous, since these evasions are dramatically ap
parent only when father and son-in-law live in the same house. 
Co-residence of a Mehinacu with bis wife's true father and her 
mother's paramours, however, is unlikely ( though possible), given 
the close relationship of kinsmen within the domestic unit. If the 
villagers are discreet they can therefore hide many potentially em
barrassing consanguineal and affinal relationships from their f ellow 
tribesmen. 
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IV 

We have seen that extra-marital affairs among the Mehinacu can 
have positive results in terms of the social and economic integration 
of the village. The jealousy of husbands and wives, however, re
quires that liaisons be concealed if these benefits are to be realized. 
Considerable ingenuity is needed to keep extra-marital involve
ments out of the public eye in the highly exposed setting of the 
Mehinacu village. Strategies to establish privacy take advantage 
of the natural and man-made back regions surrounding the village, 
and the cover that darkness affords within the community. Affairs 
are invariably arranged and conducted outside the village or within 
the houses after nightfall. Intermediaries are used to set up rendez
vous, convey messages, and deliver presents. Remarkably, there 
is even an underground kinship system wherein the relationships 
engendered by extra-marital affairs are performed discreetly so as 
not to embarrass or anger the cuckolded spouses. Finally, when 
spouses are indiscreet, or the arrangements and consequences of 
an affair are impossible to hide, prevarication is the last line of 
defense, permitting lovers to mask their intentions, even if they 
cannot conceal their actual conduct. 

The significance of this pattem is that the public character of 
village social life constitutes an important strain on the perfo~ance 
of social relationships, a strain with which the Mehinacu must come 
to terms. Although I have chosen to make this point by analyzing 
the management of extra-marital sexuality, privacy and back re
gions have functions other than concealing misconduct. Areas of 
low visibility and barriers to the flow of information are required 
to rehearse ordinary role performances (Goffman 1959:112), to 
maintain the appearance of meeting the conflicting demands of 
different members of a role set (Merton 1957:345), and to dif
ferentiate social groups (Schwartz 1968, Simmel 1950). The analy
sis of privacy-setting devices could therefore have been applied 
to many aspects of everyday Mehinacu conduct, such as the efforts 
of husbands and wives to smooth over hostility out of the public 
eye, the techniques of audience segregation employed by men in 
their somewhat antithetical relationships as kinsmen and comrades, 
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and the sanctions utilized by the sexes to separate group activities 
and differentiate their roles (Gregor 1969, Roberts and Gregor, 
1970). 

The wide variety of institutions and conduct which depend on 
barriers to the flow of information suggests that privacy-setting 
devices may be of considerable ethnographic and structural sig
nificance in the exposed setting of the Mehinacu community. Since 
social relationships are often highly public in character in other 
primitive communities, the analysis of devices that restrict the flow 
of inf ormation ofiers a fresh approach to a broad range of social 
conduct in small societies. There is ample tbeoretical justification 
for this position in the writing of Simmel (1950), Goffman (1959), 
Murphy ( 1964), and others, but ethnographic studies very seldom 
focus directly on the availability of social inf ormation within a 
community. Usually such material must be inferred from a descrip
tion of etiquette and the settlement pattem. Only when devices 
that restrict the flow of information have an outlandish or bizarre 
appearance do they attract the specific attention of anthropolo
gists. Hence there is a considerable literature on affinal taboos and 
the use of masks in ceremonies as well as systematic analyses of 
such topics as the use of the veil among the Tuareg (Murphy 1964) 
and seclusion customs among the Mehinacu (Gregor 1970). We 
have seen, however, that less dramatic techniques of managing 
social information have significant structural implications that may 
be well worth the ethnographer's attention. 

NOTES 

l. This paper is based on ten months' field work among the Mehinacu 
Indians during 1967 with the financia! support of the Public Healtb Service 
and the National Science Foundation, and the sponsorship of the Museu 
Emilio Goeldi and the Museu Nacional in Brazil. 1 am grateful to these in
stitutions, and to Roberto Cardoso de Oliveira and Claudio and Orlando 
Villas Boas for their advice and assistance in the field. , 

2. The term "privacy" in this paper will be used in the broad sense sug
gested by Alan Westin (1967:7): "Privacy is the claim of individuals, 
groups, or institutions to determine ... when, how, and to what extent in
fonnation about them is to be communicated to otb.ers!' When privacy in 
this sense is minimal, we use the term "exposure!' 
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3. The general culture pattern of tbe Xingú region is described in Galváo 
(1953) and Lévi-Strauss (1948a) . The most relevant comparative material 
from this culture area is Robert Carneiro's description of extra-marital sex
uality among tbe Carib-speaking Kuikuru (1958 ). 

4. Ribaldry is apparent in sexual joking among men, in songs that are 
sung for certain ceremonies, and in myths and stories. The tale tbat follows is 
an illustration of the kind of humor that is common among the Mehinacu 
and, incidentally, reveals sorne of the latent antagonism tbat characterizes 
the relationship of a man and bis in-laws: 

"A long, long time ago there was a motber-in-law whose husband had 
died. She had no lovers. Her son-in-law who lived witb her had a long rod 
of beeswax which he used in hafting his arrow points. One day the son-in
law noticed that bis wax had a peculiar smell. Later that night, after the fires 
had almost died out and everyone was sleeping, he saw bis mother-in-law 
get up, take bis wax rod, return to her hammock, and push it in and out of 
her vagina. The next evening he took tbe wax and rubbed it up and down 
witb hot pepper. He then went through all the houses in the village and 
dumped out their supply of water. puring the night bis mother-in-law once 
again took the wax rod and settled down to use it; but immediately she 
burned with pain. She raced about tbe house searching for water, but tbere 
was none. She ran to each house in the village, but to no avail. Finally she 
dashed to the river and squatted down in the water. She stayed tbere a long 
time." 

S. Manipulating kinship to place wornen in a category that makes them 
available for sexual relationsbips is by no rneans unique to the Mehinacu. 
Murphy writes of the Tuareg: " . .. tbe ethnographer soon discovers that a 
Tuareg has more cross-cousins, especially female ones, than any other type 
of kín" (1967: 167). 

6. Tbe relationsbip of lovers may endure an entire lifetime. At deatb, in 
what may be the only public recognition of their affection the bereaved 
lover's hair is cut by bis mistress' brother, and he places a final gift in her 
grave to express bis mourning. 

7. A man supplies his mistress with fish, rnonkey, and fowl. Fish, how
ever, are taboo to a woman during her menstrual fiow. Her chances of ob
taining any protein intake at ali during menstruation would be poor if she 
had to rely solely on her husband, since monkeys and birds (the only other 
animals the Mehinacu eat) are diffi.cult to hunt. Gifts of meat to a mistress 
at this time may tberefore have an important nutritional effect even though 
the total amount may be small compared to the food distributed by other 
metbods. 

8. Tbe structural and economic functions we bave attributed to Mehinacu 
sexual permissiveness do not in and of themselves account for tbe wide
spread network of liaisons and affairs. A speculative explanation is that 
heightened sexual activity is the reciproca! of tbe codes of separation and 
exclusion we have documented. Taboos and restrictions permit tbe sexes to 
remain aloof, so that they do not ha ve complete mutual knowledge of one 
anotber. Areas of ignorance constitute a source of attraction and fascina
tion, of which sexuality is the most obvious expression. Evidence for this 
hypothesis derives partly from the Mehinacu preference for sexual involve
ments with mistresses rather than wives. It is as if the too well-known per
sonalities and anatomies of wives held less ínterest and mystery than tbose 
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of tbeir mistresses, who remain more or less unknown quantities. Cross
cultural data provide sorne additional support for the relationship of high 
levels of sexual activity with distance-setting devices. Hence, at a level of 
significance = .0033, societies which residentially segregate adolescents of the 
opposite sex also are permissive about premarital sexuality (Textor 1967: 
table 371). 

9. To a certain extent this standard is incorporated in the kinship system. 
It is considered a positive good for a man to have sexual relations with bis 
wife's sisters, but a similar relationsbip between a woman and her husband's 
brothers is prohibited. 

10. Husband and wife are obliged to cooperate in avoiding the evidence 
of extra-marital activities. One of the qualities of a good wife is that she 
does not ask too many questions about her husband's activities and where
abouts. Discretion thereby permits spouses to evade information that might 
tend to compromise their relationships. 

Introduction to Social Structures of Central and Eastern Brazil 

In this selection, Lévi-Strauss explores a structuralist mode of in
terpretation. The structuralist position (Lévi-Strauss 1963, orig. 
1945) is analogous to a linguistic approach insofar as it seeks to 
elucidate the unconscious patterning of cultural behavior. But un
like certain linguistic approaches where elements are analyzed in 
terms of their meaning ( read function) in a given context, the 
structural approach focuses on the interrelationships between the 
terms. The structuralist tests models of social structure against 
inf ormation gathered from na ti ve inf ormants. These models do not 
necessarily correspond to the native's own view of how bis society 
is constituted. The analyst's model subsumes both the native's 
model and the actual functioning of a society, and without it, 
neither of the latter are intelligible. Moreover, these underlyip.g 
structures are said to pertain to a collective unconscious of all 
mankind and are theref ore found among a great diversity of so
cieties, often bridging the gap between "primitive" and "civilized" 
societies. 

Here Lévi-Strauss focuses bis principal attention on the Sherente 
of central Brazil, who are one of the Ge groups celebrated for their 
elaborate social organization ( cf. Da Matta in Chapter 16 of this 
volume). The Sherente claim to have eight patrilineal clans allo
cated in exogamous moieties in each village. This system would 
accord (as among the Y ~nomamo) with Iroquois kinship nomen
clature and bilateral cross-cousin marriage. But the pattern of 
Sherente kinship terms as reported by Nimuendajú ( 1942) seems 
to accord best with a system of matrilateral cross-cousin marriage, 
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while this form of marriage is explicitly prohibited by the Sherente. 
Furthermore, the pattem of certain ritual exchanges made among 
the Sherente suggests that there had to be at least three distinct 
descent groups, or else such paradoxes might have occurred as a 
man taking his daughter-in-law's side against bis own son. Once 
this complex set of structural contradictions has been laid out, 
the remaining analytic task is a purely logical one. Interestingly, 
and in contradistinction to a functionalist approach, Lévi-Strauss's 
solution is to provide a diachronic model, a speculative account 
of changes the Sherente must have passed through. No evidence 
is provided, however, to support the imputed chronological se
quence. As usual, Lévi-Strauss leaves us with sorne fascinating 
suggestions, namely that, like ourselves, primitive peoples fre
quently attempt to conceal hierarchical systems with egalitarian
appearing models, and endogamous marriages with models of 
exogamic structures ( cf. Lévi-Strauss 1944) . 

Maybury-Lewis (1956) has re-examined the specific argument 
made about the Sherente in the light of bis own, more recent field 
work among them, and has concluded that Lévi-Strauss drew 
faulty conclusions from faulty data. While not demurring from the 
structuralist method employed, Maybury-Lewis demonstrated that 
"the fea tu res of aboriginal Sherente social structure are, so far as 
we know, consistent with a system of patrilineal exogamous 
moieties ... " (1956:132). 

One of the pioneers of the structuralist approach, Claude Lé.vi
Strauss's work has had a profound influence not only on anthro
pológy but also on letters, criticism and philosophy. In addition 
to numerous theoretical works, Lévi-Strauss has published a good 
deal based on bis own ethnographic research among Brazilian 
Indians. His autobiographical book describing bis work in Brazil, 
Tristes Tropiques ( 1964, translated into English under this title), 
is indispensable reading f or anyone interested in South America 
or contemplating antbropology as a career. Lévi-Strauss is Profes
sor at the College de France. 

15. SOCIAL STRUCTURES OF CENTRAL 
AND EASTERN BRAZIL 

,, 
CLAUDE LEVl-STRAUSS 

During recent years our attention has been focused on the institu
tions of certain tribes of central and eastern Brazil which had been 
classed as very primitive because of their low level of material 
culture. These tribes are characterized by highly complex social 
structures which include several systems of criss-crossing moieties, 
each with specific functions, clans, age grades, recreational or cere
monial associations, and other types of groups. The most striking 
examples are furnished by the Sherente, who have exogamous 
patrilineal moieties subdivided into clans; the Canella and the 
Bororo, with exogamous matrilineal moieties and other types of 
groups; and finally, the Apinayé, with non-exogamous matrilineal 
moieties. The most complex types, such as a double system of 
moieties subdivided into clans, and a triple system of moieties 
lacking clan subdivisions, are found among the Bororo and the 
Canella, respectively. (These tribes have been described by Col
bacchini, Nimuendajú, and the present author, as well as earlier 
observers [see bibliography-Ed.] ). 

The general tendency of observers and theorists has been to 
interpret these complex structures on the basis of dual organiza
tion, which seemed to represent the simplest form.1 This followed 
tbe lead of native informants, who focused their descriptions on 
the dual forms. I do not differ from my colleagues in this respect. 
Nevertheless, a long-standing doubt led me to postulate the re
sidual character of dual structures in the area under consideration. 
As we shall see, this hypothesis later proved inadequate. 

Reprinted by permission of the author and publisher. Chapter VII of 
Structural Anthropology, pp. 120-31, by Claude Lévi-Strauss, t~anslated by 
Brooke Grundfest Schoepf, © 1963 by Basic Books, loe., Pubhshers, New 
York. 
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We propose to show here that the description of indigenous 
institutions given by field-workers, ourselves included, undoubt
eclly coincides with the natives' image of their own society, but 
that this image amounts to a theory, or rather a transmutation, 
of reality, itself of an entirely different nature. Two important 
consequences stem from this observation, which until now bad 
been applied only to the Apinayé: The dual organization of the 
societies of central and eastern Brazil is not only adventitious, but 
often illusory; and, above all, we are led to conceive of social struc
tures as entities independent of men's consciousness of them (al
though tbey in fact govem men's existence), and thus as different 
from the image which men f orm of them as physical reality is 
ditierent from our sensory perceptions of it and our hypotheses 
about it. 

Our first example will be the Sherente, described by Nimuen
dajú. This tribe, which belongs to the central Ge linguistic family, 
is distributed in villages, each composed of two exogamous patri
lineal moieties subdivided into four clans. Three of these clans are 
considered by the natives as the original Sherente clans; the fourth 
is attributed by legend to a foreign "captured" tribe. The eight 
clans, four in each moiety, are differentiated by ceremonial funo
tions and privileges; but neither these clans, nor the two athletic 
teams, nor the four men's clubs and the related women's associa
tion, nor the six age grades function in the regulation of marriage, 
which depends exclusi'Vely upon the moiety system. We would 
expect, then, to find the usual corollaries of dual otganization, 
namely, distinct.ion between parallel-cousins and cross-cousins; 
merging of patrilateral and matrilateral cross-cousins; and prefer
ential marriage between bilateral cross-cousins. This, however, is 
only rarely the case. 

In another work whose conclusions we shall review briefly,2 

we have distinguished three fundamental types of marriage ex
change; these are expressed, respectively, by preferential bilateral 
cross-cousin marriage, marriage between sister's son and brother's 
daughter, and marriage between brother's son and sister's daughter. 
We have called the first type restricted exchange, im'plying the 
division of the group into two sections, or a multiple of two, while 
the term generalized exchange, which includes the two remaining 
types, ref ers to the fact that marriage can take place between an 
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unspecified number of partners. The difference between matrilat
eral and pat.rilateral cross-cousin marriage arises from the fact that 
the former represents the richest and most complete forro of mar
riage exchange, the partners finding themselves oriented once and 
f or all in an open-ended global structure. Patrilateral cross-cousin 
marriage, on tbe cont.rary, is a "borderline" forro of reciprocity, 
links groups only in pairs, and implies a total reversa! of all the 
cycles with each succeeding generation. It follows that matrilateral 
marriage is normally accompanied by a kinship terminology which 
we have called "consecutive": Since the position of the descent 
groups in relation to one another is unchanging, their successive 
members tend to be merged under the same term, and differences 
of generation are ignored. Patrilateral marriage, on the other hand, 
is associated with an "alternating" terminology, which expresses 
the opposition of consecutive generations and the identification of 
altemating generations. A son marries in the direction opposite 
from bis father-yet in the same direction as his father's sister
and in the same direction as bis father's father-yet in the opposite 
direction from that of bis father's father's sister. For daughters, the 
situation is exactly the reverse. A second result follows. In matri
lateral marriage, we find two separate and distinct terms for two 
types of affi.nal relatives: "sisters' husbands" and "wives' brothers." 
In patrilateral marriage, this dichotomy is transposed into the de
scent group itself, in order to distinguish first-degree collateral rela
tives according to sex. Brother and sister, who always follow 
opposite paths in marriage, are distinguished by what F. E. Wil
liams, in Melanesia, described as "sex affiliation"; each receives a 
fraction of the status of the ascendant whose matrimonial destiny 
he or she follows or complements, that is, the son receives the 
status of his mother, and the daughter that of her father-or vice 
versa according to the situation. 

When we apply these definitions to the Sherente, we immediately 
perceive certain anomalies. Neither the kinship terminology nor 
the marriage rules coincide with the requirements of a dual system 
or a system of restricted exchange. Rather, they contradict one 
another, each pattem being associated with one of the two funda
mental types of generalized exchange. Thus the kinship vocabulary 
offers severa! examples of consecutive terms, as, for instance: 
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father's sister's son = sister's son 
wife's brother's son = wife's brother 
father's sister's husband = sister's husband = daughter's 
husband 

The two types of cross-cousins are also distinguished. However, 
marriage (for male Ego) is permitted only with the patrilateral 
cousin and is prohibited with the matrilateral cousin, which should 
imply an alternating terminology, and not a consecutive one-as is 
precisely the case. At the same time, severa! terminological identi
fications of individuals belonging to different moieties ( mother and 
mother's sister's daughter; brother, sister, and mother's brother's 
children; father's sister's children and brother's children; etc.) sug
gest that this moiety division <loes not represent the most essential 
aspect of the social structure. Thus, even a superficial examination 
of the kinship terminology and marriage rules leads to the f ollow
ing observations: Neither the terminology nor the rules of marriage 
coin.cide with an e:x1ogamous dual organization. The terminology, 
on the one hand, and the marriage rules, on the other, belong to 
two mutually exclusive patterns, both of which are incompatible 
with dual organization. 

On the other hand we find indices of matrilateral marriage which 
contradict the patrilateral pattern, the only one for which we have 
evidence. These are: ( 1 ) plural union-a forro of polygyny usually 
associated with matrilateral marriage and matrilineal descent, al
though in this case the descent is actually patrilineal; (2) the pres
ence of two reciproca! terms among affinal kin, aimapli and 
izakmu, which leads us to believe that affines maintain a unidimen
sional relationship with one another, tbat is, that they are sisters' 
husbands or wives' brothers, but not both at the same time; (3) 
finally, and above ali, there is the role of the bride's maternal 
uncle, which is un usual f or a moiety system. 

Dual organization is characterized by reciproca! services be
tween moieties which are, at the same time, associated and 
opposed. This reciprocity is expressed in the set of special relation
ships between a nephew and his maternal uncle, who 'belong to 
different moieties regardless of type of descent. But among the 
Sherente, these relations, restricted in their classic forro to the 
special narkwa bond, seem to be transposed to the husband or 
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bridegroom, on the one hand, and to the bride's maternal uncle, 
on the other. Let us examine this point further. 

The bride's maternal uncle performs the following functions: 
He organizes and carries out the abduction of the bridegroom as 
a preliminary to the marriage; he takes in bis niece in the event of a 
divorce and protects her against her husband; if the niece's husband 
dies, he forces her brother-in-law to marry her; together with her 
husband, he avenges his niece if she is raped. In other words, he is 
bis niece's protector with, and if necessary against, her husband. 
If, however, the moiety system had a truly functional value, the 
bride's maternal uncle would be a classificatory "fatber" of the 
bridegroom, rendering bis role as abductor ( and as protector of 
the wife of one of his "sons," thus hostile to the latter) absolutely 
incomprehensible. There must, therefore, always be at least three 
distinct descent groups-Ego's group, Ego's wife's group, and the 
group of Ego's wife's mother-and this is incompatible with apure 
moiety system. 

On the other hand, members of the same moiety often recipro
cate services. At the occasion of female name-giving, ceremonial 
exchanges take place between the alternate moiety to that of the 
girls and their maternal uncles who belong to the officiants' moiety. 
The boys' initiation is performed by their paternal uncles who be
long to the same moiety; at the giving of the name Wakedi to two 
boys (a privilege reserved to the women's association), the ma
ternal uncles of the boys accumulate game that is then taken by 
the women of the opposite moiety, which is therefore the moiety 
of the uncles as well. In short, everything happens as though there 
were a dual organization, but in reverse. Or, more accurately, the 
role of the moieties is lost. Instead of moieties exchanging services, 
the services are exchanged within the same moiety, on the occasion 
of a special activity held by the other moiety. Three partners, there
f ore, are always involved instead of two. 

Given these conditions, it is significant to discover, at the level 
of the associations, a formal structure which corresponds exactly 
to a law of generalized exchange. The four men's societies are 
organized in a circuit. When a man changes his association he must 
do it in a prescribed and immutable order. This order is the same 
as the one goveming the transfer of feminine names, wbich is a 
privilege of the men's societies. Finally, this order 
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krara~ krieriekmü~ akemha~ annórowa~ (krara) 

is the same, although inverted, as that of the mytbical origin of 
the societies and of the transfer, from one society to another, of 
the obligation to celebrate the Padi rite. 

Another surprise awaits us when we turn to tbe myth. The myth 
actually presents the associations as age grades, created in a succes
sion from youngest to oldest. For mask-making, bowever, the four 
associations are grouped in pairs linked by reciproca! services, as 
though they f ormed moieties, and these pairs consist of age grades 
which are not consecutive but alternate, as tbough each moiety 
were composed of two 1narriage classes in a system of generalized 
exchange. (See Figure l.) We find the same order in the rules 
of aikmii-tbe commemoration of the deaths of illustrious men. 

A---_,..--,,__~ B 

C---"---> D 

FIGURE 1 

The following outline sketches the main features of the preced
ing discussion: 

1. There are no rigid barriers between exogamous moieties, as
sociations, and age grades. The associations function as marriage 
classes. They fulfill the requirements of the marriage rules and kin
ship terminology better than the moieties do. On the level of myth, 
the associations appear as age grades, and in ceremonial life they 
are grouped within a theoretical moiety system. Only the clans 
appear extraneous and seemingly indifferent to this organic whole. 
Everything functions as if the moieties, associations, and age grades 
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were awkward and fragmentary expressions of an underlying re
ality. 

2. The only possible historical evolution that could account for 
these contradictory characteristics would be: 

a. Originally, three patrilineal and patrilocal descent groups 
with generalized exchange (marriage with mother's brother's 
daughter); 

b. tbe introduction of matrilineal moieties, leading to 
c. the f ormation of a fourth patrilocal descent group ( the 

fourth clan of each present moiety, or the "captured tribe"; 
the origin myth of the associations likewise affirms that there 
were originally three clans); 

d. a conflict arising between the rule of descent (matri
lineal) and the rule of residence (patrilocal), resulting in 

e. tbe conversion of the moieties to patrilineal descent, with 
f. tbe concomitant loss of the functional role of the descent 

groups, which are cbanged into associations through the phe
nomenon of "masculine resistance" which appeared with the 
introduction of the original matrilineal moieties. 

The Bororo head the list of our other examples, which we shall 
sketch more briefly. First, we must note the remarkable symmetry 
between Sherente and Bororo social organization. Both tribes have 
circular villages divided into exogamous moieties, each with four 
clans and a central men's house. This parallelism goes even further, 
despite tbe opposition of terms that is due to the patrilineal or 
matrilineal character of the two societies. Tbus the Bororo men's 
bouse is open to married men and that of the Sherente is reserved 
for bachelors; it is the scene of sexual license among the Bororo, 
while chastity is imperative in the Sherente men's house; Bororo 
bachelors drag in girls or women with whom they then have extra
conjugal sexual relations, whereas the Sherente girls enter only to 
capture busbands. A comparison between the two tribes is therefore 
certainly justified. 

Recent studies have provided new information concerning social 
organization and kinship. For the latter, the rich documents pub
lished by Father Albisetti show that although the dichotomy be
tween "cross" and "parallel" relatives exists (as we should expect 
in a system of exogamous moieties), it does not coincide with the 
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moiety division but, rather, cross-cuts it, since identical terms oc
cur in both moieties. We shall limit ourselves to a few striking 
examples. Ego equates brother's children and sister's children, al
though they belong to different moieties. Although in the grand
children's generation we find the expected dichotomy between 
"sons and daughters" (terms theoretically limited to grandchildren 
of the moiety opposite Ego's own) on the other hand and "sons
in-law" and "daughters-in-law" ( terms theoretically restricted to 
grandchildren of Ego's moiety) on the other, the actual distribution 
of these terms <loes not correspond to the moiety division. 

We know that in other tribes-for example, the Miwok of Cali
fomia-such anomalies indicate the presence of groupings different 
from, and more important than, the moieties. Furthermore, in the 
Bororo system, we note certain striking terminological equivalents, 
such as: 

mother's brother's son's son is called: daughter's husband, 
grandson; father's sister's daughter's daughter is called: wife's 
mother, grandmother; 

and especially: 

mother's mother's brother's son and mother's mother's moth
er's brother's son's son are called: son. 

These equivalents immediately bring to mind kinship structures of 
the Bank-Ambrym-Easter Island type. The similarities are corrobo
rated by the possibility of marriage with the mother's brother's 
daughter's daughter in both cases. 3 

Regarding social organization, Father Albisetti specifies that 
each matrilineal moiety always consists of four clans and that there 
is preferential marriage not only between certain clans but between 
certain sections of these clans. According to him, each clan is . 
actually divided into three matrilineal sections: Upper, Middle, 
and Lower. Given two clans linked by preferential marriage, 
unions can take place only between Upper and Upper, Middle 
and Middle, and Lower and Lower section members. If this de
scription were correct ( and the observations of the Salesian 
Fathers ha ve always been trustworthy), we see that the classic 
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picture of Bororo institutions would collapse. Wbatever the mar
riage preferences linking certain clans, the clans themselves would 
lose all functional value (as we have already observed for the 
Sherente), and thus Bororo society would be reduced to three 
endogamous groups-Upper, Middle, and Lower-each divided 
into two exogamous sections. As there are no kinship relation
ships between the three principal groups, these would really con
stitute three sub-societies (Figure 2). 

FIGURE 2 

Since the kinship termin0Iogy seems explicable only in terms 
of three theoretical descent groups, ultimately split into six-wife's 
father, mother, daughter's husband-and linked by a system of 
generalized exchange, we are led to postulate an original triadic 
system transformed by the addition of a dual system, as among 
the Sherente. 

To regard the Bororo as an endogamous society is so startling 
that we should hesitate even to consider this possibility had not 
an analogous conclusion already been drawn for the Apinayé by 
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three different authors working independently with documents col
lected by Nimuendajú. 

We know that the Apinayé moieties are non-exogamous and 
that marriage is regulated by the division of the group into four 
kiye, as follows: a man A marries a woman B, a man B marries a 
woman C, a man C marries a woman D, etc. Since boys belong 
to the kiyé of their fathers and girls to that of their mothers, the 
apparent division into four exogamous groups masks a real divi
sion in to four endogamous groups: men of A and women of B, 
who are related; men of B and women of C, also related; 
n1en of C and women of D; men of D and women of A. The men 
and women grouped into the same kiyé, on the other hand, 
are not related at all. This is exactly the situation we have de
scribed among the Bororo, based on information currently avail
able, except that the latter would have only three endogamous 
groups instead of four. Certain clues suggest the same type of 
groups among the Tapirapé. Under these conditions we may ask 
ourselves if the Apinayé marriage rule that prohibits cousin mar
riage and the endogamous privileges of certain Bororo clans 
( whose members may contract marriages, although they belong 
to the same moiety) do not aim, by antithetical means, to counter
act the division of the group, either by incestuous exceptions or 
by marriages contrary to the rules, which the remoteness of kin
ship ties makes it difficult to distinguish. 

Unfortunately, gaps and obscurities in Nimuendajú's work on 
the Eastern Timbira do not allow us to carry the analysis to this 
point. At any rate, we can be certain that here again we are in the 
presence of the same elements of a complex common to the entire 
culture area. The Timbira have a systematically consecutive 
terminology in which: 

father's sister's son= father 
father's sister's daughter = father's sister 
mother's brother's son = brother's son 
daughter's daughter = sister's daughter 

And the prohibition of cross-cousin marriage (as among the 
Apinayé) despite the presence of exogamous moieties; the role 
of the bride's maternal uncle as the protector of hi.s niece against 
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her busband, a situation already encountered among the Sherente; 
the rotating cyc1e of age grades, analogous to that of the Sherente 
associatioos and the Apinayé marriage classes; and, finally, the 
regrouping of alternate pairs of age grades in athletic contests, 
like that of the Sherente associations in ceremonies-all this leads 
us to assume that the problems raised would be quite similar. 

Three conclusions emerge from this schematic presentation: 
1. The study of social organization among the populations of 

central and eastem Brazil must be thoroughly re-examined in the 
field-first, because the actual functioning of these societies is quite 
different from its superficial appearance, which is all that has been 
observed until now; and second, and more important, because 
this study must be carried out on a comparative basis. Un
doubtedly the Bororo, the Canella, the Apinayé, and the Sherente 
have, each in their own way, created real institutions which are 
strikingly similar to one another and, at the same time, simpler 
than their explicit formulation. Furthermore, the various types of 
groupings found in these societies-specifically, three fonns of dual 
organization, clans, sub-clans, age grades, associations, etc.-do 
not represent, as they do in Australia, so many functional groups. 
They are, rather, a series of expressions, each partial and incom
plete, of the same underlying structure, which they reproduce in 
several copies without ever completely exhausting its reality. 

2. Field-workers must leam to consider their research from two 
different perspectives. They are always in danger of confusing 
the natives' tbeories about their social organization ( and the super
ficial form given to these institutions to make them consistent 
with theory) with the actual functioning of the society. Between 
the two there may be as great a diff erence as that between the 
physics of Epicurus or Descartes, for example, and the knowledge 
derived from contemporary physics. The sociological representa
tions of the natives are not merely a part or a reflection of their 
social organization. The natives may, just as in more advanced 
societies, be unaware of certain elements of it, or contradict it 
completely. 

3. We have seen that, in this respect, the native representa
tions of central and eastern Brazil, as well as the institutional lan
guage in which these are expressed, constitute an effort to regard 
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as basic a type of structure (moieties or exogamous classes) whose 
true role is quite secondary, if not totally illusory. 

Behind the dualism and the apparent symmetry of the social 
structure we perceive a more fundamental organization which 
is asymmetrical and triadic;4 the requirements of a dualist for
mulation lead to insuperable difficulties in the harmonious func
tioning of the organization. 

Why do societies affected by a high degree of endogamy so 
urgently need to mystify themselves and see themselves as gov
emed by exogamous institutions, classical in form, of whose 
existence they have no direct knowledge? This problem (to which 
we have elsewhere sougbt a solution) belongs to general anthro
pology. Raising it in a technical discussion and with respect to a 
limited geographical area at least shows the contemporary trend of 
anthropological research and demonstrates that henceforth in the 
social sciences, theory and research are indissolubly linked. 

NOTES 

l. By 1940, however, Lowie had cautioned against drawing false analo
gies to the Australian systems. 

2. See C. Lévi-Strauss, The Elementary Structures of Kinship ( 1969). 
3. Among the Bororo, however, marriage remains possible with the moth

er's brother's daughter, which indicates that we must not push the compari
son too far. 

4. This triadic organization had already been pointed out by A. Métraux 
among the Aweikoma, but it was disputed because it would have been 
"unique to Brazil." (Por the authors cited in this argument, see the bibliog
raphy at the end of the book.) 

Introduction to A Reconsideration of Apinayé Social 
Morphology 

In this article Roberto Da Matta analyzes problems in Apinayé 
social structure that have eluded solution for sorne time. Da 
Matta's insights come as the result of extensive field research he 
conducted among the Apinayé as part of a program of fi~ld studies 
sponsored by the Hanlard Central Brazil Research Project di
rected by Professor David Maybury-Lewis, and co-sponsored by 
the National Museum of Río de Janeiro. 

The Apinayé are a savanna-dwelling people who live near the 
confluence of the Araguaia and Tocantins rivers. Like other Ge 
peoples they formerly had a dual adaptation, spending part of the 
year as semi-nomadic hunters and gatherers, but retuming each 
year to semi-permanent villages to reap the harvest from the 
manioc and maize which had been planted prior to the hunt 
(Nimuendajú 1939). Gradually, with the increasing encroachment 
of Brazilians on their hunting territories, the Apinayé lived for 
longer periods in their settlements and spent less time hunting. 
Sorne nineteenth-century sources report Apinayé settlements of 
over a thousand people, but by the 1930s the total population 
had shrunk to a few hundred. 

Until Da Matta,s work, the best source on the Apinayé had 
been the published work of the self-trained German ethnographer 
Curt Unkel, who cared so much for the people he studied that he 
took an indigenous name: Nimuendajú. One of the most interest
ing aspects of Nimuendajú's ( 1939) report was bis description 
of four "marriage classes" called kiye to which recruitment fol-
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lowed a rare pattern: girls belonged to their mother's kiyé, and 
boys to their father's. The men of each kiyé were said to marry 
women from a specific other kiye, so that men from kiye A married 
B women, B men married C women, etc. 

Much of the debate over the Apinayé has focused on these 
marriage classes and it has now been shown (Maybury-Lewis 
1960) that the system could not have functioned in the manner 
which Nimuendajú claimed. Da Matta has succeeded not only in 
showing what the kiyé are, but he has even reconstructed just 
where Nimuendajú made bis error. But more importantly, Da 
Matta has made a significant theoretical contribution in showing 
that a given domain may have a relative character within a single 
society. 

Roberto Da Matta received bis Ph.D. degree from Harvard Uni
versity and is presently director of the graduate program in 
anthropology, National Museum, Rio de Janeiro. 

16. A RECONSIDERATION OF APINAYÉ 
SOCIAL MORPHOLOGY 

ROBERTO DA MATTA* 

Since 1939, when Curt Nimuendajú published bis book on The 
Apinayé, Americanists have faced difficulties in trying to relate 
these Northern Ge to their neighbors: the Kayapó to the west of 
the Tocantins and the groups known as the Bastero Timbira-the 
K.rahó, Krikatí, Ramkokamkrá-Apaniekrá (Canella) and Gavioes, 
located to the east of the same river (v. Nimuendajú, 1946:6). 

The critica! difficulty involved in relating the Apinayé to these 
other groups was the system of four matrimonial classes which 

' according to Nimuendajú, govemed marriage among the Apinayé. 
As described by Nimuendajú, the Apinayé (in contrast to all other 
Ge and South American groups) had developed a system of ex
change of women based on four groups ( termed kiyé). Incorpora
tion into these groups followed a very rare type of descent: sons 
were incorporated into the father's group, while daughters were 
included in the mother's group (Nimuendajú, 1939 :29 ff.). 

Since Nimuendajú's publication, various anthropologists have 
reflected , oq the so-called kiyé and their curious method of 
recruiting new members. Kroeber, Lowie, Murdock, and Jules 
Henry have analyzed the system, and Lévi-Strauss has on several 
occasions taken it as a classic example of the relativity of the 

* Financia! aid for this research was provided by the Division of Anthro
pology of the Museu Nacional (FURJ), the Research Council of the same 
~ody, and the Harvard-Central Brazil Research Project. The Brazilian Na
tt<;>nal Research Council and the Ford Foundation (Rio Office) assisted me 
w1th fellowships while I was finishing my studies at Harvard University. To 
al~ of the above I would like to express my deep gratitude. Early versions of 
th1s paper were read at th~ Congress of ~ericanists in 1968, Stuttgart; and 
~t the 68th Annual Meeting of the Amencan Anthropological Association 
m New Orleans, 1969. I also would like to acknowledge here the debt I owe 
to all of ~he ~embers of the .Harvard-Central Brazil Research Project (Har
var.d Umvers1t~-Museu Nac1onal): David Maybury-Lewis, Terry Turner, 

J
Julto C. Melattt, J . C. Crocker, J. C. Lave, Joan Bamberger and Cecil Cook, 
r. 
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fundamental concepts of exogamy and endogamy. Interpretations 
of the kiye ha ve differed widely, refiecting the diff ering theoretical 
perspectives of the anthropologists who have concerned them
selves with the problem. Sorne, like Murdock, equated the kiye 
marriage classes with sections of the Australian type: others, like 
Jules Henry, called attention the latent aspects of the matrimonial 
system (the inter-kiye endogamy). No one, however, tried to 
perform a structural analysis of the system, seeking to examine 
all its sociological implications, until Maybury-Lewis approached 
the problem from precisely this point of view, in an article pub
lished in 1960 and significantly entitled "Parallel Descent and the 
Apinayé Anomaly."1 

In this article, Maybury-Lewis, utilizing statistical and structural 
arguments, demonstrated that the kiye could never have operated 
according to Nimuendajú's description, that parallel descent would 
lead to the formation of non-functional corporate groups (be
cause they would be monosexual groups), and finally, that the 
kiye, in the general perspective of Ge-Timbira ethnography, could 
not be a dominant institution of Apinayé society (Maybury-Lewis 
1960: 198). 

Although Maybury-Lewis did not arrive at a final solution of 
the Apinayé system, he was correct in asserting: (a) that the kiye 
is a secondary institution of the Apinayé social system and (b) 
that these groups could not regulate marriage as Nimuendajú 
claims. 

In this paper, we shall not present a detailed study of how the 
kiye operate in Apinayé society. This will be done in another 
work.2 We shall, however, provide a description of the kiyé which 
differs from Nimuendajú's. Our intention here is to establish, 
using new ethnographic data as a base, a scheme of reference f or 
Apinayé social morphology that will be able to integrate this group 
into the context of the other Ge groups and also account for 
Nimuendajú's description. 

, 
BASIC DOMAINS OF APINA YE SOCIETY 

As with the other Northem Ge, the social universe of the 
Apinayé divides itself into two complementary antithetical areas: 
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the domain of everyday relations, primarily concentrated in the 
nuclear and extended uxorilocal families, located in residential 
groups on the periphery of the village; and a ceremonial or public 
domain, institutionally expressed by ceremonial groups which are 
always bisected and conceived as antithetical and complementary 
(the ceremonial moieties), and by groups of mature men (ini
tiated, married and with children), always associated with the 
center of the village. 

The activities of daily life are infiuenced by relations with close 
kin, or, as the Apinayé say, kinsmen (kwóyá) who share the 
same blood. Of particular importance is the nuclear family and the 
extended family (i.e., the residential segment as a whole). These 
relationships are involved with the production and transformation 
of natural products into social products. Thus the Apinayé relate 
the periphery of the village to the transformation of vegetables 
and game in to f ood, and of menstrual blood and sperm in to chil
dren. (In their idea of conception, the genitors of the child con
tribute to the formation of its body in a symmetrical manner.) 
This is the sphere where intimate and intense relations 
between persons predominate, and such relations in the Apinayé 
system primarily involve genitors and the individuals made by the 
same genitors. Here, the nuclear family is always taken as a focus. 
(This is the group which, according to the Apinayé, has the closest 
and strongest tie of common blood.) Other relatives, linked to 
this central group but outside it, are classified as more distant 
and more ambiguous in terms of obligations. For example: an 
Apinayé male observes dietary restrictions (piamgrí) when bis child 
is born or when his father, mother or brothers (sons of the same 
genitors) get sick. When asked why, he says that these are the 
kin who have the same blood, who live together and, consequently, 
are all affected when any one of them is ill. The Apinayé therefore 
emphasize the biological basis of the nuclear family and treat other 
relationships as peripheral. Extra familia! relations, in proportion 
to their distan ce from the nuclear family, become more and more 
diffuse and open to choices and manipulation. 

The biological basis of certain relationships has important im
plications for the understanding of Apinayé social structure. In 
the first place, it expresses degrees among social links on tbe level 
of social behavior, in opposition to the monolithic classification 
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of kin on the strictly terminological plane. Thus every son of a 
pam (father, father's brother, etc.) is a to (brother) from the 
standpoint of the Apinayé terminological classification of kin. But 
if an Apinayé has to make a decision involving the choice of but 
one to in a group of three ( f or example, when he is going to de
cide whom he must help in clearing a forest), he can instantly 
distinguish between the class of to who are bis to kumrendy 
("real brothers" or "persons formed by the same genitor") and 
the to kaá.g ("imitation" or "false" brothers, who may be sons of 
the classificatory brothers of bis father, sons of bis adoptive 
father, etc.). 

In the second place, the biological f oundation bisects the 
Apinayé system of relationships into two classes: that of persons 
biologically connected to ego and that of persons non-biologically 
connected to ego, that is, kin whose blood bonds with ego are con
ceived as removed, weak and consequently irrelevant f or serving 
as a point of reference f or the translation and justification of 
mutual obligations. The Apinayé system, however, attributes cere
monial and/ or public obligations to this class of relationships. 3 

Where close consanguinity ceases to be fundamental and begins 
to allow the establishment of disc'ontinuities ·in the bilateraI web 
of relationships, a continuity is created by means of the ceremonial 
and public bonds. 4 

The conceptual basis of this biological distance lies in the dis
tance between generations and in the separation of the sexes. 
While relatives of consecutive generations are strongly connected 
by biological Jinks, as in the case of father and son, relatives 
of alternate generations still consider themselves biologically re
lated, but, as the Apinayé say, the blood is weaker.5 This is what 
occurs in the relationship between grandfathers and grandsons, 
for example. A structurally identical separation occurs between 
persons who possess the same genitor but are of diff erent sex, i.e., 
between brother and sister. The basis of this distinction seems to 
be the result of the application of the opposition between men and 
women, since the Apinayé attribute to women a series of qualities 
which contrast with those of men. For them man and woman 
oppose each other socially, politically and ceremonially6 as well 
as physically. Thus they say that man is bard, woman is soft; 
man is light while woman is heavy because her body has more 
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blood.7 Por this reason she is said to be always ready to provoke 
confiicts. 

The passage between generations is thus structurally equivalent 
to the passage from one sex to another, and this equivalence can 
only be understood in relation to the Apinayé conception of their 
system of relationships. 

On the terminological level the cross-sex siblings of ego's father 
and mother are identified with bis grandfathers, fonning the class 
geti-tui, * whicb opposes itself in biological and sociological 
terms to tbe class pam-nát of the genitors. In this way, these 
two domains of the system of relationships permit tbe establish
ment of continuities. But the continuity deriving from the domestic 
domain is conceived of by the Apinayé in terms of blood ( the 
emphasis falling on the biological dimension of the system and 
on the possibility of establishing gradations between relation
ships), whereas the other is frankly based on personal names 
and on the ceremonial roles which certain persons are entitled to 
play. The fact that the system is constituted of two domains which 
complement and intersect each other permits a great flexibility, 
because every Apinayé can utilize one or the other domain ( or 
both) to claim a close or distant relationship with another per.:., 
son. 8 It is this dualism of the system of relationships that prevents 
the Apinayé from developing unilineal descent groups from the 
uxorilocal residence and the extended families. Indeed, the system 
is bilateral to the point of separating relationships, persons, and 
categories of persons according to the nature of the element which 
links a relative of ascending generation to one of descending 
generation. Thus the genitors (pam-ná) give blood and body to 
the child, while the geti-tui gives names and thus enlarges egó's 
field of relations within the community. 

Seen as a totality, the Apinayé system includes as many rela
tionships based on biological links as on social links: names, 
residence and frequent contacts between individuals. o Thus it is 
always possible for an Apinayé to focus on one dimension or the 
other in order to rationalize obligations or to settle choices in the 
social field. At a higher level of the system, "strangers" or non-kin 
can be transformed in to kin (as happens in the case of affines 

* geti = MB, MF, FF; tui = FZ, FM, MM. 
t pam = F, FB, MZH; na= M, MZ, FBW. 
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when the marriage stabilizes itself after the couple has children 
and thus is left, according to the lndians, "with mixed blood"), and 
kin into non-kin, as the social links act upon the biological links 
dialectically, and vice versa. This possibility of passing from the 
domain of nature (in which relationships are thought of as defined 
biologically, the paradigm for which is the nuclear family) to the 
domain of culture (in which kin are defined in terms of ceremonial 
relationships, the paradigm being given by the naming system) 
pro vides f or a great manipulability in the system. This flexibility 
constitutes a true conceptual bridge between the two domains of 
the Apinayé social universe which we are describing. 

Beyond this, the domestic or private domain is intimately re
lated to "heavy work" ( construction of houses, clearing of forests, 
construction of fences around their clearings, activities which 
clearly mark the status of a married man), to the difficult and 
crucial periods in the life of a married man and to gossip, sorcery, 
interna! disputes and factional conflicts. In this way, the private 
domain is connected to the differences of power and prestige 
existing between groups and individuals which daily life invariably 
brings. 

In contrast to the private domain, the Apinayé associate the 
public or ceremonial domain to the communal aspects of their 
social order. The public sphere is dominated by the plaza or center 
of the village (ngo, me-i-ngo, ipógo) and by the most absolute 
equality between social groups, since there are always two and 
both are necessary for any collective activity. This is the area where 
everything is stereotyped, formal, integrated and theoretical. 
lndeed, remembering Curt Nimuendajú's description of the 
Canella and Apinayé social life (Nimuendajú 1946, 1939-56), 
there is no doubt that he took this domain as the "social structure" 
of both tribes, as we have suggested elsewhere (Da Matta 1967b). 
At this level, the system is seen as composed of discontinuous 
groups, recruitment into which takes place according to very well
defined principies. Whereas in the private domain an individual 
meets difficulties in saying where his group of kin ends, as "blood 
spreads throughout the village," there are no doubts ' about the 
distinctions between and composition of ceremonial groups, since 
the contrast between them is the essential part of their conception 
as entities. For example: given the name of certain individuals, the 
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Apinayé can confidently say to which ceremonial moiety the 
beare~ belongs; whereas it is very difficult to separa te clearly 
the kin groups of the same village. 

Actually, it is social practice that distinguishes one group of kin 
from another in the domestic area, as in certain periods groups 
of persons associate themselves with others and thus form what 
Lave calls "domestic clusters" (Lave 1967). These clusters are 
~articularly apparent on the political plane. In theory, however, it 
is always possible to relate one group to another once one takes 
as reference a pivota! kinsman as the focus of the common system 
of relationships .. Public _gr.oups, on the other hand, are concep
tually and practically d1stlnct: there are no gradations between 
them. Passage from one to another is accomplished only through 
the change of names. 

The public and ceremonial domain of Apinayé society divides 
in~o two pair.s of inoieties. There are two relationships which per
nnt the recrmtment of these pairs of social groupings. The moieties 
Kolti ~nd Kolre, associated respectively with sun/moon, dry sea
son/rruny season, east/west, red/black, etc., are transmitted with 
the names that each Apinayé individual receives as soon as he is 
born. 

Apinayé names are combinations of from three to seven words 
' sorne having a translation and diverse associations. Thus sorne 

names are wholly translatable (as, for example, Kra Kambreg = 
red head), while others seem to associate themselves only with 
other names (Nimuendajú 1939:24). lt is, however, important 
to observe that when the Apinayé speak of their names, they 
distinguish those which are used within the domestic area from 
those names which carry with them ceremonial roles and member
ship in certain groups.10 It is these latter names that bring with 
them the notion of continuity between generations, because they 
formalize the relationship between a geti/tamtxúa,11 which, after 
the transmission, is called kra-tum/ krá-duw ( old head/young 
head), in a terminological formula which certainly expresses the 
identity of the persons thus related. Thus the repertory of Apinayé 
names can be divided according to the moieties Kolti and Kolre. 
Besides, certain names, given the conspicuous role that their bear
ers play in certain ceremonies, are taken as paradigms for the 
moieties. This is what happens with the names Katam and Wanme, 
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systematically identified with the moieties and seemingly cognat~ 
of the K.rahó (moiety names) Katamye and Wakmenye (Melatt1 
1970). All the formal names can be related to one or the other 
of the ceremonial groups, which include both men and women 
(Nimuendajú 1939 :21). 

Among the Apinayé, however, the transmission of names <loes 
not involve only the donor and recipient of the names, as happens 
with the other Timbira (Nimuendajú 1946:77- 78; Lave 1967; 
Melatti 1970), but a third position: the one who procures the 
name giver. The names, bowever, always pass between the cate
gories geti/tamtxúa in the masculine case and tui/tamtxúa in the 
feminine case. The difference between the Apinayé system and that 
of the other Timbira resides in the role of "arranger of names" 
who fi.rst adopts the child, and then gets a name giver f or him. 
Thus when one asks the Apinayé who gave names to a child, they 
always refer to the arranger of names, who is the child's adoptive 
father (pam kaág) in the masculine case, or adoptive mother (na 
kaág) in the feminine case. Clearly, the emphasis on the adoptive 
parents tends to be confusing. In practice it means that name 
transmission among the Apinayé takes place through mechanisms 
entirely different from those that operate among the Eastem 
Timbira.12 

The implications of this system of name transmission are im
portant. In the first place, the process of incorporation of a boy 
( or girl) into the moieties Kolti and Kolre is not realized through 
his relationship with a kinsman of the category geti or tui who is 
related directly to the genitors. This happens among the Krahó, 
Canella, Krikatí and Gavioes, but among the Apinayé, the geti 
and tui are directly related to the child's adoptive parents. This 
leads to much wider possibilities f or choice and variation in the 
relationship, as the adoptive parents may be biological, classifi.ca
tory or fictive siblings of the genitors. In this way, there is among 
the Apinayé an exchange of children ( or of parents), as if, after 
the emphasis on the genitors, there were a dislocation to the 
sociological aspects of paternity, and fi.nally, after the transmission 
of names, another dislocation to a relative of a marginal category, 
a geti or a tui. Among the Apinayé the procurers of names ( adop
tive parents) and the name givers ( adoptive geti or tui) are related 
to the child throughout his life. The former are charged with pay-
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ing indemnities in cases of defioration or divorce, and the latter 
are especially responsible for him during rites of passage. The 
true parents, that is, the genitors, are prohibited from giving their 
names to their own sons or daughters beca use, as so me inf orm
ants said, "They already made the child." Biological links thus 
give way to social ( or ritual) links. One reason why the adoptive 
parents must be the principal intermediaries in disputes is be
cause, according to the Apinayé, the whole process of settlement 
of conflicts can thus unfold calmly. The adoptive and ritual 
parents, therefore, operate in a semi-public ( or semi-prívate) area, 
while the name givers (geti-tui) operate in an eminently public 
ceremonial area. Consistent with the relationship system, the 
naming system also avoids a contamination of one domain of social 
relationships with another, a basic principie of the Northem Ge 
social systems. 

With names, the Apinayé create a considerable amplification of 
each individual's social network and they divide his social rela
tionships into three categories, each one indicative of a group: 
(a) that of the genitors who gave him blood and body ( = nuclear 
family), (b) that of the adoptive parents who obtained a name for 
him ( = a domestic group different from the natal group) and ( c) 
that of the nominators who gave him social roles ( = the ceremonial 
moieties, Kolti or Kolre). 

The second pair of moieties to which all Apinayé belong are 
transmitted by the formal friends ( krií-geti), through a mecha
nism of filiation more or less similar to that which operates in 
the case of name transference. These moieties are called 
lpognotx6ine and Krénotxóine. The names signify, respectively, 
"people of the center plaza" and "people of the house or pe
riphery." The opposition here is marked, therefore, by each 
group's spatial relationship of relative proximity to the section 
considered the most public of the village, its center. We could then 
say that the dualism of the moieties Kolti/Kolre is of the diamet
ric type ( the emphasis being placed on the symmetry and 
complementarity of the two opposed groups); whereas that of the 
lpognotx6ine/Krénotxóine is of the concentric type, with the 
emphasis on the asymmetry and hierarchy that mark the relations 
between the opposed groups. The Apinayé say that the lpogno
txóine are liars, deceptive and inconsequent, thus connecting them 
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to the moon, night, rains, women and other elements marked by 
irregularity and unpredictability, while the Krénotxóine are asso
ciated with the opposed elements: sun, day, men, etc. When one 
observes that this is an inversion, as the I pognotxóine ought to be 
related to the serious and regular things, like men, sun, etc., the 
Apinayé say that this is correct, but that sun and moon left 
things thus for men.1ª 

But let us leave the symbolism of the Apinayé ceremonial 
groups to observe that the moieties lpognotxóine and Krénotxóine 
correspond to two of the groups called kiye by Curt Nimuendajú. 
Together with two others, the kiye Krá-o-mbédy (beautiful hair) 
and Kré' kára ( eaves of the house) ,14 they formed, for Nimuen
dajú, the four matrimonial groups of Apinayé society. Let us first 
note the relations between the last two groups and the first two, 
which we have called moieties. 

When we f ocus upon the names of these kiyé a discrepancy is 
immediately apparent, as the names Krá-0-mbédy and Kré' kára, 
in contrast to the terms lpognotxóine and Krénotxóine, refer to 
the decorations used by their supposed members and not to the 
groups themselves. Another point is that the decorations refer 
respectively to the head and the eaves of the house. Now, an asso
ciation made by the Apinayé is that between head = center, plaza 
and house = periphery. This was observed by us countless times, 
but it is even possible to infer such associations from Nimuendajú's 
data, if one keeps in mind that there are various relationships 
where the term krá (head) is fundamental, as between Qame donor 
and name recipient or betweeii formal friends (krá-geti/pákrá). 
What marks these relationships is their ceremonial content, which 
is associated with the center of the village. Thus the associations 
of these two names lead us to consider them as references to the 
first two groups, a relationship which was confinned in the field. 
We never heard mention of the names Krá-0-mbédy or Kré' kára 
among the Aminayé. When we cited these names, the inf ormants 
indicated that they were decorations of the groups lpog and Kré, 
respectively. And when we made a census of the two Apinayé 
villages, including in our data the filiation of each individual, the 
former pair of names were never mentioned, whereas Kolti and 
Kolre, lpog and Kré were invariably present. The problem of why 
Nimuendajú described the four groups can then be explained in 
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the following manner: Nimuendajú probably interpreted the names 
of the decorations as though they were groups. The error was 
perpetuated because he never sought to confirm his information 
with other informants. We know that among the Apinayé, 
Nimuendajú worked only with the chief and the counselor. More
over, the name kiye means nothing to the modero Apinayé, the 
word for "side" or "group" being pikiyere. 

Let us now see how the mode of incorporation into these groups 
described by Nimuendajú can be explained, and also why he asso
ciated these kiyé with a type of matrimonial prescription. As soon 
as a child reaches the age of ten years, his adoptive parents (pam 
kaág and ná kaág) choose a "formal friend" for him ( krá-geti, 
mase.; krá-gedy, fem.; reciprocals, pá-krá) from whom the child 
receives the "marks" of one of the two moieties into which he will 
be incorporated. His krá-geti is always, according to the rule, a 
pá-krá of one of his pam or ná kaág, so that the child ends up be
longing to the same ceremonial group as his ceremonial parents 
( who, in their tum, have passed their moiety "marks" to an adop
tive son or daughter of one of their krá-geti, perhaps the individual 
who now passes the same marks back to ego). Ali the cases 1 
obtained among the Apinayé follow this seemingly complex rule: 
statistical variations are insignificant. A boy can be related either 
to a "formal friend" of his own sex or to a "formal friend" of the 
opposite sex. The same is true for a girl. Ideally the Apinayé give 
emphasis to the relationships between formal friends of the same 
sex. 

There is thus a formal continuity between the recruitment of this 
second pair of moieties and the connections between a man with 
bis pá-krá on the one hand and bis adoptive son on the other, the 
former being the latter's future krá-geti. The consequence of this 
is that there is always a minimum of two "lines." One consists of a 
man and his adoptive son, and the other of his krá-geti and his 
adoptive son. The two lines, as one can see with the help of a simple 
diagram, exchange rights of incorporation in this second pair of 
moieties when one pá-krá becomes the krá-geti of his krá-geti's 
adoptive son. There is a clear emphasis on the ( adoptive) father
son relationship ( or the mother-daughter relationship, as the case 
may be) which ends up incorporated in the same ceremonial group 
in an indirect fashion. In other words, adoptive father and son, 
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in virtue of the exchanges made by their krá-geti, are members 
of the same ceremonial moiety. But it is necessary to emphasize 
that these "lines" are only capable of corporate actions in festivals. 
Their corporate character is ceremonial and they affect neither daily 
life nor matrimonial Jinks. 

On the basis of these facts it is possible to explain in a coherent 
fashion sorne of Nimuendajú's mistaken data and assumptions. 
Two facts stand out in this connection. First, Nimuendajú never 
fully understood the sociological significance of foster ( or cere
monial) parenthood among the Apinayé. It is precisely the foster 
parent$ who act as mediators between name giver and name re
ceiver, as well as being a point of reference for the choice of formal 
friends. Second, there is in fact an emphasis on the relationships 
between father-son/mother-daughter, but persons tbus linked are 
bound to each other for ceremonial purposes alone. The genitors 
of a given ego do not establish formal friendship relations with 
him. Such relations properly connect only "distant" relatives and 
not the ones who already have a link of biological substance with 
a given ego. To say, then, that the Apinayé have "parallel descent" 
is to say very little about the true mechanisms that actually operate 
in this society. 

There are also reasons for the association made by Nimuendajú's 
informant between these moieties and a supposed matrhnonial 
prescription. One of these is that the krá-geti are always situated 
on the "other side of the village," since these formal friends govem 
their mutual relationships by a series of restrictions of conduct. 
In fact, they are only together in the ceremonials in which their 
groups appear. Moreover, they must avoid each other,. and not 
speak to each other. In cases of serious conflicts or extreme ritual 
marginality, the krá-geti is always the person indicated to bring 
about the reincorporation of bis pá-krá into the social structure. 
Now, this is precisely the situation of a:ffines among the Apinayé, 
especially in the first years of marriage. Furthermore, a man goes 
to the other side of the village to get his wüe, and it is with his 
affines ( viz., parents and brothers of his wife) that an Apinayé 
establishes relationships marked by an extreme formallsm. Thus 
the equation between marriage and the moieties 1 pognotxóine an~ 
Krénotx6ine is quite conceivable in the Indians' eyes on a theoreti
cal formal level. 
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The so-called kiyé are thus ceremonial moieties which appear 
in festivals ( the rites of passage, today about to disappear, together 
with the kiye themselves) . Their relationship with marriage can 
only be established analogically and indirectly. On the level of 
social practice, no Apinayé takes these groups as points of refer
ence when he discusses his own or bis son's marriage. In reality, 
they rigorously deny any suggestions that their wives must be of a 
particular group or even particular houses. As happens with com
plex systems of marriage such as ours, the Apinayé know whom 
they may not marry, but they do not know whom they must marry. 
The error of Nimuendajú was derived from the metaphorical simi
larities between marriage and ceremonial friendship relations that 
we have just discussed. 

Conclusions. The example of the kiyé teaches two important 
lessons. First, it tells us that among the Apinayé (as among the 
other Northem Ge), social life unfolds on two levels: in a formal 
area and in another sphere where a great number of choices are 
always possible. Tbis does not mean that a disparity exists between 
the plane of the code and that of the message. On the contrary, 
we know that these are related and that the variations and choices 
made by the Indians on the plane of social practice are related 
to a code which is very simple, and perhaps because of this, permits 
so many variations. The mistake of Nimuendajú's informant was 
to have taken one of these spheres and presented it to the anthro
pologist as the unique reality of social life. Nimuendajú's mistake 
was to have taken this formalized area as being the whole of 
Apinayé social structure. 

The second lesson is that little by little, social anthropologists 
are discovering that their fundamental task is not merely to de
scribe the formal aspects of the social systems they study, but rather 
to analyze the application of formal rules in specific contexts, where 
they become susceptible to variations and transformations. It is 
only by considering both of these aspects togetber that one can 
arrive at an adequate description of social reality, as the case of 
the Apinayé kiyé clearly demonstrates. 
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NOTES 

t. As the reader wil1 bave observed, in tbe above part we are following 
the excellent history of the etbnograpby of the kiyé furnished by Maybury
Lewis in bis work already mentioned (Maybury-Lewis 1960: 193 ff.). 

2. Da Matta 1970, 
3. As may be seen, we are following the formulation developed and ele

gantly applied to the Krahó by Julio Cezar Melatti (1970). 
4. Given these principies one cannot fail to note the similarity of the 

Northern Ge and the American relationship systems, as the Jatter is under
stood by Schneider ( 1968). A comparison of these two systems will illuminate 
sorne important aspects of the Crow-Omaha terminologies. 

5. The Apinayé say that the old people are the "foot" or the "root" (me o 
pó kráti) of the kindred. An informant compared them to corn which, when 
planted, produces new seeds in the part above tbe foot or root, made of the 
old seeds. As one goes away from tbe foot, the blood proportionately grows 
weaker. From a strictly sociological viewpoint, the weakening of blood in the 
alternate generations is, without doubt, an expression of the opposition old/ 
young. 

6. The women do not take an explicit part in the political system; they do 
not have initiation rituals to mark passages between age classes and changes 
of status witbin the social system. They have markedly different roles in 
ceremonies and they always reside in the natal residence in which they have 
rights by virtue of the uxorilocal rule of residence. Thus brother and sister 
stay separated by their natures and by their positions within the system. 

7. These distinctions are fundamental because, according to the Apinayé, 
the entire emphasis of the seclusion of the initiates is on physical exercis~s 
(races), ingestion of meat of certain light animals (the deer, for example) 
and little rest, so that by means of the separation from the domestic sphere, 
the women, and the periphery of the village, the boys are left with little 
blood. and, consequently, are more alert and "light." 

8. The above analysis shows how important it is to consider the ideologies 
of groups in the study of relationship terms. It is not that "kinship" has noth
ing to do with biology. What one must take into consideration is how tbe 
system under study handles biologically given facts. In the Apinayé case this 
is basic for a proper understanding of their terminological system, an area 
left untouched by theorists of the Crow-Omaha terminologies. For a devel
opment of this point, see Da Matta 1970. 

9. The reader must have noted that the categories defined with the help 
of the above dimensions only determine sorne positions of the terminological 
system. Thus pam-na = father, father's brotber, mother's mother, mother's 
sister, respectively. The reciproca! is krá. And geti-tui = fatber's father, 
motber's father, mother's brother and father's sister's husband; mother's 
mother, father's mother, father's sister and mother's brother's wife; recipro
ca!: tamtxúa. There rernain, evidently, the matrilateral and patrilateral cross-
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cousins. But it is precisely in the definition of these genealogical positions 
tbat the names and use of the context permit multiple solutions among the 
Apinayé. (Besides, this also happens among the Krahó and Krikatí: Melatti 
1970 and Lave 1967.) Thus if the emphasis were given to the names, ego 
can identify himself structurally with his mother's brother ( assuming that 
he has been the nominator) and call the Iatter's sons ikrá (sons); but if the 
emphasis were given in the relationship of blood between father and son, 
ego can identify himself structurally with his father and call his patrilateral 
cross-cousins tamtxúa ("nepbews") in a solution opposite for the cross
cousios. It is the play of these two dimensions in concrete situations which 
provokes the differences in tbe terminologies presented by Nimuendajú in 
tbe American and Brazilian versions of his book on the Apinayé (Nimuen-
dajú 1939: 111- 12 and 1956: 141-42). · 

10. The distinction is fundamental because the Apinayé may possess seven 
names, but they are known by only one of them. Thus in the cases where the 
name does not bring membership in a moiety, it is necessary to mention the 
remaining names in order to determine the ceremonial groups. But in the 
rituals in which such an individual takes part, he is always referred to by bis 
"formalº name. Tbe implication of this distinction and the association, 
names = contexts, in the logic of Apinayé nomination, and that of the 
Timbira in general, is reexamined in Da Matta 1970. 

11. tamtxúa = ZC, SC, DC, FZC (man speaker); BC, SC, DC, FZC 
(woman speaker). 

12. It was his failure to understand the role of the adoptive father that led 
Nimuendajú to describe a totally different naming system for the Apinayé 
(Nimuendajú 1939:22 and 1946:78). Another recurrent error of Nimuen
dajú is to base bis interpretation of the social implications of naming on the 
conception of naming relationships in terms of genealogical positions in
stead of categories. Por a consideration of this last point, see Da Matta 
1967a and 1970. 

13. We are following Lévi-Strauss' use of the terms "concentric" and "dia
metric" ( 1963: Cbapter VIII). 

14. These terms are names for types of headdress or head decoration used 
by the respective groups. 
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